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Abstract  

Despite their momentum and resilience, the design professions in Northern Ireland face 

many challenges. Within an operating context that lacks evidence of published literature 

and academic research, micro design businesses form the largest component of the design 

sector in the region. This research study investigates the cultural and operational 

circumstances/setting of how designers live and work in micro business contexts. The 

research is primarily concerned with the behaviours and cultural perspective of designers 

and evaluates how regional identities inform and add value to their regional design culture. 

It uses quantitative and qualitative methods to probe the regional context of design and 

uses a grounded theory approach to conduct and analyse the data. National and 

international comparative studies were done in Dublin, Waterford, Salford, London and 

Brisbane which helped to locate a wider perspective on how design impacted different 

regions. The results of this study identified five core themes and eight sub themes that are 

used to inform a cultural and operational framework for design in Northern Ireland. 

Following an empirical research phase, a set of recommendations, ecosystem model, and 

ranking system were developed and validated as a means of highlighting the current 

design culture ecosystem in NI and a strategy to improve the national design identity. 
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1 Introduction: Aims and Scope of Study 

1.1 Overview 

This research investigates the ecosystems (behavioural, cultural and operational 

environments) of small design driven practices in Belfast, Northern Ireland (NI). It reviews 

and evaluates how cultural influences, behaviours and tacit habits within the design 

industry affect processes of production, collaborative working, work ethos and innovation 

levels in a regional context.  It uses a mixed methods approach to gather data from local, 

national and international sample groups and uses a grounded theory methodology to 

form the basis of core themes which emerged from the research. This research is designed 

to inform the design sector and policy makers in NI (and beyond) through the delivery of a 

framework for design in NI.  

 

The key areas of investigation are: 

 

• Understanding the cultural and behavioural nuances amongst designers in NI that 

need to be considered in developing a strategy to promote diverse, collaborative 

and innovative associations between micro creative businesses as a means of 

encouraging a more dynamic design culture. 

• Explore cultural similarities and differences amongst the design sector disciplines in 

their philosophical and work ethic approach to design business using national and 

international comparisons.  

• Investigating the frameworks and recommendations needed to define a suitable and 

sustainable policy for design and innovation in Northern Ireland 

• Investigating the diversity and level of innovative design processes/methods used in 

creating output/solutions for design briefs, in comparison to other national and 

international cities and regions? 

 

1.2 NI Context 

As a devolved government, Northern Ireland sits at the bottom of the UK design economy 

league table (Northern Ireland Executive, 2014; Design Council, 2018), making the smallest 
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contribution to design GVA, the lowest design employment, lowest number of design-

intensive firms and the least productive designers (Design Council, 2018). To date, there 

has been no research to understand the reasons for its weak performance as a region nor 

have there been any investigations into the cultural/operational context or the type of 

design process/methods being used or practice comparisons with other regional 

operations. The NI design sector is compact, with the majority of its most progressive 

companies based in Belfast (Northern Ireland Design Alliance, 2014; Digital Circle, 2014), 

and smaller practices serving regional and localised needs. The dominant models of 

innovative practice are based on larger multi-disciplinary corporations (Kelley, 2008) yet 

the majority of the NI design industry are operating in micro format with companies 

employing less than five people (Creative & Cultural Skills, 2014). The official specification 

of a micro business is companies that employ less than ten people (OECD Data, 2018) and 

for the purpose of this research study, it shall maintain the official terminology.  

 

An unregulated and rapidly changing sector, this study uses a range of research methods 

to benchmark current design practices against national and international exemplars in 

order to develop an understanding of the state of the design ecosystem in NI and propose 

more effective models of practice. Whilst there is minimal research into NI’s design sector, 

there is government documentation that situates the design sector within the Creative 

Industries of NI (Hull, D, 2011; Department of Culture, Arts and Leisure, 2013;  Department 

of Culture, Media and Sport, 2014; Dept for Communities, 2018) which is consistent with 

how other parts of the UK locate design (Dept of Media, Culture and Sport, 2001; Dept for 

Culture Media and Sport, 2015). However, it is recognised that each country and region 

have their own unique cultural identity and subsequently design cultures may differ from 

one region to another. This research has sought to understand the behaviours and 

characteristics of NI designers as a means of locating its cultural position in relation to 

design. Although the Creative Industries category for Design is classified as ‘Design: 

Product, Graphic and Fashion Design’ (DCAL, 2014) and more recently ‘Design and 

Designer Fashion’ (Dept for Communities, 2018), this research study will refer to the design 

sector as an holistic overview of traditional and contemporary models of graphic, product 

and digital design business practices, which excludes the fashion industry. 
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1.3 Wider UK and European Context 

Design has become a term that is interpreted differently across different stakeholders. 

Whilst it is traditionally acknowledged as an aesthetic and technically functional process or 

output, it has evolved as a creative approach to problem-solving that can be strategically 

used to tackle societal challenges and be used as a tool for business. Design is considered 

to be at the heart of the fourth industrial revolution and serves as an integral component 

across multiple facets of society (Design Council, 2018).  

Good design puts people first. It uses creativity to solve problems, challenge thinking and 

make lives better. Designers operate across the whole economy. They shape the built 

environment, the digital world and the products and services we use, creating better 

places, better products, better processes and better performance (Design Council, 2018, p. 

4). 

Governments around the world are leveraging the power of design as an economic driver 

and see it as a skillset that can be used to instigate growth and drive innovation (Donnelly, 

et al., 2015; Cawood, et al., 2015; Scherfig, et al., 2010; Cox, G, 2005; Design Council, 2015; 

Design Council, 2018; Department of Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation, 2016). It is starting to 

be adopted as a crucial commodity in a range of innovation subsectors including service 

innovation, public sector innovation and policy innovation (Cawood, et al., 2010).  

 

Whilst other parts of the UK, Republic of Ireland and countries in mainland Europe understand 

the value of design and have developed design policies and national strategies, this research 

indicates that NI is falling behind in both its approach, integration and understanding of design 

at government and national level.  

 

1.4 Motivation for research study 

The author takes an unbiased stance in this research study and whilst the tone of writing 

may at times appear negative towards NI design, the views are extrapolated from what the 

participants say in the phase of data gathering.  

The motivation for this research comes from the author’s own educational experience, 

professional practice, research, and enquiry into the Northern Ireland creative industries 

stretching back to the 1990’s. Whilst NI was still operating in an era of conflict at that time, 

NI had an inconsistent identity; one which was troubled and had very little investment or 
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inward migration and another that showed resilience and determination to live a normal 

life. Studying in Belfast in this era was also fraught with conflicting experiences of being a 

thriving cutting edge, risk-taking, artistic and ambitious design environment whilst also 

being highly dangerous and economically deprived. Upon moving to commence Masters 

level study in Central Saint Martin’s London, this opened up new ways of thinking about 

design in both an educational and business context whilst also driven heavily by the 

integrated experience of working closely with other designers from around the world for 

the first time. The author has worked in several academic institutions across the UK, USA 

and Australia since 2000 and has experienced many different cultural and operational 

attitudes to design.  

 

This study is concerned with the personal observation that NI is operating differently from 

other regions to the detriment of an unproductive design economy. Prior to beginning this 

PhD, the author witnessed an evolving and changing landscape in Belfast and NI over thirty 

years and has witnessed the end of ‘the troubles’, political stabilisation through the Good 

Friday Agreement, a collapsed government and the rise of immigration and tourism. The 

insights and observations gained from this exposure lay the groundwork for the research 

study to commence.  

 

1.5 Aims and Objectives 

This research aims to uncover and better understand the reasons why design GVA and 

productivity in NI is the weakest within the UK by focusing in on the regional cultural 

behaviours. It explores the capacity of government backing in the design industry and 

whether there is a clear understanding of the evolving and emerging nature of design and 

its relationship to a growing innovation and digital sector. It aims to establish a framework 

and set of recommendations that can inform policy makers and government departments 

about the value of design as a commodity for growth, collaboration and positive branding 

message to the national and international markets. Research approaches focused on 

gaining a better understanding of ‘design culture’ in NI, its impact on design micro 

businesses and its broader relationship to society. It aims to unravel and expose the DNA 

of how Northern Ireland culture affects the modus operandi of designers by using 

qualitative research methods often associated with social sciences. Quantitative and 

qualitative research approaches investigate the lives and careers of designers, with a focus 

on process, behaviours and attitudes. It will explore the dynamics of working in a micro 
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design business against a larger global design business or SME. It is expected that the 

outcomes of this research will provide an important insight into the patterns and intricacies 

of designers’ lives and uncover a cultural perspective on how they approach their work. 

The overall study aims to compare and contrast how different cultures work within the field 

of design and ultimately offer a new paradigm for how innovation, design, and culture can 

work in an advantageous way for Northern Ireland’s economic growth. It will aim to 

understand the cultural blueprint of design in NI and offer insights for future policy that 

can lead to a more dynamic ecosystem.  

 

The aims and objectives of this research study are: 

 

• To understand the challenges facing design businesses in NI when operating as a 

solo or micro collective as opposed to that within a larger company/community.  

• To gain a deep understanding of the NI design company ethos and investigate their 

design processes, methodologies, networking and collaborations.  

• To gain insights into the various types of networks that designers currently use to 

inform and inspire their practice. 

• To understand the cultural and practical aspects (nuances and processes) of how 

designers operate in Northern Ireland against other national/international 

comparisons  

• To gain insights into how design companies are approaching design and 

innovation as a joint unit.  

 

1.6 Research focus and proposition 

The research question was developed over a number of iterations that was a response to 

early stage scoping and anecdotal research. The study is concerned with getting an in-

depth understanding of how designers operate in NI and how this relates to either a 

stagnant or thriving design culture and economy. It is concerned with understanding both 

the interpretation and deployment of innovation and how this compares to other design 

businesses in NI and abroad. It is has sought to explore the experiences of native design 

education and how this relates to business whilst also probing into the day-to-day lifestyle 

and motivation levels of designers. The focus of this research is to gain insights and deeper 

understanding of the cultural dynamics of the NI design sector and to understand the 

operational context/ecosystem and its relationship to strategy and policy.  
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1.6.1 Research Approach, Question and Proposition 

This research study was initiated due to limited research on design in NI. Initial scoping 

research was carried out by talking to designers and businesses on an anecdotal basis 

which formed the early hypothesis that design was undervalued in NI. The research 

approach commenced by gaining an in-depth understanding on how government 

supported the design industry. A literature review on government papers, meeting 

minutes and official documentation became the starting point for understanding how NI 

government were involving and supporting design at a similar level to other Creative 

Industry categories. Whilst only one minor study had been carried out by Creative and 

Cultural Skills ( (2014), there was no other research or focused literature on the design 

industry of NI.  

 

The first research question evolved out of the early scoping stage of the research and is 

focused on understanding the level of innovation being employed by designers in a 

broader context. It is concerned with how society, government, business and designers 

perceive the value of design and seeks to understand the role of design in the context of 

innovation.  

Q1: What is the role of design disciplines and practices as strategic design innovation 

tools? 

 

The second question evolved through the literature review in Chapter 3 as it became 

evident that design was impacting on national policy across Europe and strong regional 

design identities were being formed. Q2 was formulated to explore and investigate the 

regional contexts of how designers worked and practices within a specific region: 

Q2: How do designers engage with design practice, business and innovation in a 

regional context? 

 

Research Proposition: Can observation and behaviour analysis of NI design culture contribute 

to a more thorough understanding of the design profession and encourage a basic framework 

for a stronger regional design ecosystem? 

 

The research proposition was initiated at the early stages of the research commencing. This 

was due to the authors motivation for doing the research study which was related to the 

observation that the design in NI was operationally and culturally different. Whilst a wide 

range of research exists on the relationship of design and innovation, design policy, 
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ecosystems and cultural studies or regions (Cooper, et al., 2016; Cawood, et al., 2010; 

Cawood, et al., 2015; Bell & Jayne, 2003; Whicher, 2016; Michlewski, 2008), there is no 

research on investigating and understanding the cultural and operational behaviours of a 

design sector in a specific region. The decision to choose a grounded theory approach and 

methodology to achieve the research aims and objectives was dominated by the lack of 

research on design in NI.  As no previous PhD studies or academic research been conducted 

in this area, using a grounded theory approach was a reliable and rigorous process to 

uncovering themes that were grounded in the data. The research was conducted over four 

phases –  

Phase 1: included survey, interviews and focus group in NI 

Phase 2: interviews in Dublin, Salford and Brisbane 

Phase 3: interviews in Belfast, Waterford, London and Brisbane 

Phase 4: interview with leading design firm (IDEO) in London 

Open coding and interpretation of each phase of data gathering informed the iterative 

process of moving back and forth between collection and analysis. Whilst it acknowledged 

that research questions can evolve through the grounded theory process, Q1, Q2 and the 

research proposition remained prominent as the main focuses of the research from the 

beginning of the study. The data was coded and analysed manually using a series of design-

led approaches to interpret the data. All interviews were transcribed verbatim and coded 

manually using desktop publishing software to highlight and code each paragraph of 

transcript. These initial codes were categorised in an additional section of each page, 

clearly showing emergent categories. This phase of analysis was transferred in a visual 

overview of each interview using post-it notes to highlight categories. This is consistent 

with how a designer would endeavour to understand and make sense of data and was 

crucial to interpreting core themes. Further use of plotting the data themes on whiteboards 

allowed a fluid continuation of the analysis, allowing the regrouping of consistent themes 

from the previous phase of post-it note categorisation.  

 

The resulting themes were formulated into five core themes, two emotive themes and 

eight secondary themes related to attributes, entities and practice. Each of the original 

categories that emerged out of each phase of interviews were charted in a matrix against 

the core themes. Further charting of research recommendations were also charted against 

themes to ensure accuracy of data interpretation. A validation process confirmed the 

outputs of the research.   
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1.7 Thesis Structure 

The thesis has eight chapters and uses a grounded theory methodology to conduct the 

research. The following section gives an outline of each chapter: 

Chapter 1 (Introduction: Aims and Scope of Study) 

This chapter sets out an overview and introductory context of the research, giving a brief 

introduction to the positioning of design in NI. It outlines an introduction to the issues in 

NI from a societal and political perspective, whilst also summarising the motivations 

behind the research. The chapter also introduces the research question/sub-question and 

aim and objectives of the research.  

Chapter 2 (Contextual Review) 

A brief overview of the Creative Industries origins and economy, giving an overview of 

employment and value. A focused lens on the design sector in NI including size and 

performance based on government statistics and previous research. A contextual 

understanding of design and culture in NI and an overview of early observational studies 

to understand designers’ behaviours and attitudes in collaborative design practice. 

Chapter 3 (Literature Review) 

This chapter presents an overview on the wider UK design economy. It sets out the various 

definitions and articulations of design and design process and how it has evolved over 

decades whilst tracking the emergence of new disciplines directly related or associated to 

design. It highlights the various creative city, ecosystems and contextual research that is 

relevant to this study and investigates current innovation systems in relation to design and 

policy.  

Chapter 4 (Methodology) 

This chapter presents an overview on the types of research and approaches, 

methodologies and methods that exist and outlines the chosen approach that is suitable 

to the research aims and objectives. It concludes by focusing on the research plan and 

methods deployed, whilst also giving an overview on the type of analysis applicable to the 

research methodology and how this will be carried out in the forthcoming chapters.  

Chapter 5 (Findings – NI) 

The findings are separated into two chapters (5 and 6) with Chapter 5 giving an overview 

on a survey that fifty designers in NI participated in. The results of the survey informed the 

basis of the next phase of research data gathering. Subsequently, ten interviews and one 

focus group with designers based in NI were conducted with the results being separated 
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into two phases; phase 1a focused on ten individual interviews and phase 1b focused on a 

focus group of four designers in Belfast.  

Chapter 6 (Findings – Comparative) 

This chapter presents the findings from the remaining three phases of the research data 

gathering, which looks at a range of national and international comparison studies. Phase 

2 focuses on interviews with three design professionals of different nationalities who live 

and work outside of NI. This formed the first stage of a comparison which highlighted the 

differences between how other nationalities and regions approach design. Phase 3 focused 

on a diaspora of designers who had experienced working as a designer in NI/Ireland and 

abroad. Phase 4 focused on an interview with a leading global design innovation firm that 

allowed for further analysis on the operational and cultural differences between micro and 

macro businesses. Key concepts and categories are positioned through each of the findings 

chapter sections across chapters 5 and 6.  

Chapter 7 (Discussion) 

This chapter presents the key themes that have emerged from the research and outlines a 

set of recommendations based on the evidence outlined in previous chapters and 

analogous framework that positions the research outcomes.  

Chapter 8 (Conclusions, Limitations and Future Research) 

This chapter provides a conclusion on the research and discusses the contribution to 

knowledge. It provides an outline of how the research study has provided the basis for 

further research and also acknowledges its limitations.  
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2 Contextual Review: Design in Northern 

Ireland 

2.1 Overview of Creative Industries  

Defining the Creative Industries is an ongoing global agenda, with some countries taking 

the lead in establishing a generic definition that categorises the occupations and industries 

which fit into this emerging economy. In 1998, the UK government published a mapping 

document which listed thirteen areas of creative activity (Gov.uk, 1998). The Creative 

Industries were originally defined by the UK government in 2001 as: 

Those countries which have their origin in individual creativity, skill and talent and which 

have a potential for wealth and job creation through the generation and exploitation of 

intellectual property (Dept of Media, Culture and Sport, 2001, p. 5). 

In 2015, the UK government evolved its categorisation of the Creative Industries and now 

officially recognises nine areas of creative activity including the following sectors: 

advertising and marketing; architecture; crafts; design and designer fashion; film, tv, video, 

radio and photography; IT, software and computer services; publishing; museums, galleries 

and libraries; music, performing and visual arts (Dept for Culture Media and Sport, 2015). 

The Creative Industries are described in terms of their difference and idiosyncratic 

independence, setting them apart from other industries. Indeed, the term itself is open to 

a multitude of interpretations and while this makes it/them difficult to define, it also has a 

beguiling and elusive quality that make them attractive to many external funders, 

policymakers, and consumers. It is recognised as a rapid growth sector globally and in the 

last decade there has been global recognition of its economic value. The most recent 

statistics show that the UK Creative Industries is worth over 100 Billion GBP which shows a 

53.1% increase since 2010 and accounts for 5.5% of the total UK GVA (Dept for Digital, 

Culture, Media and Sport, 2018). The most dominant sector showing continuous growth in 

the Creative Industries is the IT, Software and Computer Services group which accounts for 

40.6 Billion GVA and is one of the key drivers of growth having grown 59.9% since 2010. 

This category includes IT businesses, programming/software companies and digital/web 

design professionals and although not visibly acknowledged within government reports, 
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digital design plays a significant role within this category (Department of Culture, Media 

and Sport, 2014). Design plays a significant role in the wider Creative Industries in the UK, 

being one of the subsectors with the highest employment growth (Garcia, et al., 2018).  

 

According to the most recent statistics, an estimated 24,000 jobs that account for 2.9% of 

Northern Ireland total workforce are employed within the Creative Industries (Dept for 

Communities, 2018). There are 2,918 creative enterprises in NI with 38% of these belonging 

to the IT, software and computer services group and provides the largest level of 

employment of 7000 people. However, the last decade has shown a decrease in overall 

employment in the Creative Industries in NI highlighting a 23% decrease in creative jobs 

from 2009: 

For Northern Ireland, figures published by DCAL in October 2011 indicate that there were 

31,000 people in creative employment in 2009, or 4.1% of total employment. There were 

2,200 business units in Northern Ireland in 2010, or 3.2% of the total (Hull, D, 2012, p. 1). 

In 2011, there were 1, 375 creative business units in Northern Ireland, with Architecture 

accounting for 31% of these companies. Design businesses were the next largest sector 

with 17% and Advertising and Music followed with a share of 15% and 14% respectively 

(Department of Culture, Arts and Leisure, 2013). In 2013, the estimated number of business 

units in the creative industries sector was 2,415. Although the number of creative business 

units suggests continuous growth since 2011, the increases and decreases in statistics from 

year to year are confusing with DCAL estimating the number of people in creative 

employment in 2010 at 40,000 (DCAL, 2014), almost double what the most recent statistics 

depict.  

 

2.1.1 Derry-Londonderry: UK City of Culture 2013 

In 2013, Derry-Londonderry became the UKs first city of culture building on the success of 

Liverpool being the European Capital of Culture in 2008. Derry-Londonderry is the second 

largest urban area in NI, with a population of 107, 877 and a high proportion of small 

businesses making up the business landscape (Culture for Cities and Regions, 2013). High 

unemployment rates, deprivation and a legacy of NI troubles were rife in the city and 

becoming a city of culture was a key component in peace-building whilst also aiming to 

make social and economic impact. During its term as city of culture, Derry-Londonderry 

helped to better articulate its identity and now considered itself ‘to be a promoter of 

inclusivity, social interaction and community spirit’ (Culture for Cities and Regions, 2013). 
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During 2013, the city played host to a large number of cultural and artistic events which 

attracted more than 1 Million visitors to the city and increased tourism resulting in an 

increased expenditure of 86%. The year-long event was mainly managed by the 

Department of Culture, Arts and Leisure (NI government) and Derry City Council with 

additional independent partners. Whilst it is considered to have been an economic success 

for the region with increased tourism being a key factor, Boland et al (2016) suggest there 

is clear evidence that ‘the poetics’ played a key role in its transformative change. They relate 

this to civic pride, sense of unity across communities, shared and depoliticised spaces. 

Alternatively, they suggest ‘the politics’ of Derry-Londonderry being the city of culture 

provided more negative viewpoints asserting exclusion of working-class estates, funding 

issues, and a lack of demonstratable legacy for employment. They reason that City of 

Culture 2013 acted more favourably as a peace resource rather than an economic resource.  

 

2.2 The Design Sector in Northern Ireland 

In 2007, the Design Council produced one of the first reports on the value of design across 

the different regions in the UK and outlined NI as one of the weakest performers in the role 

that design plays in business (The Design Council, 2007). The study provided a foundation 

for monitoring the industry and concluded:  

While only 13% of Northern Irish businesses rate design as integral to their operations 

(slightly below average), twice as many think it’s crucial to their success (above average). 

However, of the six design services we surveyed, five are used less here than they are 

elsewhere (The Design Council, 2007, p. 78). 

In 2014, Creative and Cultural Skills initiated a study for the Northern Ireland Design 

Alliance (NIDA) called Mapping the Design Industry in NI, which gained a deeper 

understanding of the design sector (Creative & Cultural Skills, 2014). It estimated that 

approximately 6,110 people were employed in the design sector stating: 

A number of previous attempts have been made to establish the size of the design sector 

in Northern Ireland. Creative & Cultural Skills commissioned TBR to interrogate the Inter-

Departmental Business Register (IDBR) for their 2012/13 Impact and Footprint research. 

The study identified 256 design firms in NI (excluding design teams within businesses in 

other areas of the economy) employing a total of 6,110 people (Creative & Cultural Skills, 

2014, p. 21). 
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However, although recent government statistics have estimated a similar amount of design 

businesses, they also estimate a projected 2000 people in focused design business 

employment (Dept for Communities, 2018). A deeper analysis of Mapping the Design 

Industry in NI showed that it gathered in responses from 144 participants using an online 

survey and was understood to be the first published investigation of this sector. The key 

demographic findings of the report outline the following from the survey respondents: 

• Over 50% of businesses are sole traders or micro businesses (businesses that employ 5 

or less people in this specific study) 

• 56% were business owners, 28% employees, 16% employees of an in-house design 

team of a non-design business 

• 44% had operated for 10+ years and 18% had operated for over 5 years 

• Mainly communication/graphic design and web/interactive media respondents 

(Creative & Cultural Skills, 2014). 

This report showed that the large majority of thriving design businesses in NI were 

operating in the communications/graphics and web/interactive disciplines, with the 

remaining sectors (Interior, Product etc) not as active. It also suggested that over half of 

design businesses in NI were operating at micro level stating, ‘Over half of the businesses 

who responded were either sole traders or businesses that employed five people or fewer’ 

(Creative & Cultural Skills, 2014, p. 3). A large proportion of design businesses (73%) 

collaborate with other designers as a means of optimising their range of services. This 

sizeable percentage of designers who claim to be collaborating needs to be examined 

further within this research study to understand whether it is a necessity (lack of skills from 

within company) or an intentional part of their design process. There is a clear need for a 

design body in NI that can offer support to designers, ‘with some 44% of respondents stating 

they would like to access support from this in future’ (Creative & Cultural Skills, 2014, p. 4). 

  

Some keys areas of optimism and positivity were highlighted in the report with 70% of 

respondents believing their turnover would grow in 3 years and 73% stating they have 

collaborated with other designers in order to extend their list of services. These are 

encouraging results, given the weaknesses in NI highlighted by The Design Economy 

(Design Council, 2015) and it gives weight to creating an investigation into how the NI 

design sector operate at a more innate level. Although the report draws on acute areas 

related to design in relevant NI Government publications (Northern Ireland Executive, 

2012; Northern Ireland Executive, 2013) where there is an agenda to ‘catalyse and enhance’ 
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design and an encouragement for businesses to incorporate design, it also recognises the 

stark reality of NI still remaining bottom of the UK design economy (Design Council, 2018). 

 

The NIDA report discusses the main challenges to the design sector, highlighting the top 

ranked challenges as: managing workflow, current economic climate, opportunities to 

exploit new markets.  

The main conclusions of the study highlighted the following recommendations:  

• Create an online design directory 

• Provide design-specific business advice 

• Examine the role of government in business generation 

• Expand the breadth of CPD in NI 

• Formalise the role of NIDA 

(Creative & Cultural Skills, 2014). 

This research study will investigate how many of the recommendations were taken up by 

government and analyse their success in forthcoming chapters. 

 

The majority of official NI published government reviews and documentation in the past 

two decades show a lack of focus on design as a contributing sector in the Creative 

Industries.  When undertaking scoping research to determine the value of design in the 

Creative Industries of NI, there appears to be conflicting viewpoints on design policy from 

within government in relation to witness feedback they receive from agencies like Creative 

and Cultural Skills. Whilst acknowledging the importance of design as a vital employment 

contributor (52%) to the Creative Industries in NI (Committee for Culture, Arts & Leisure, 

2013), they have been criticised for their lack of commitment to establishing a design 

policy. Invest NI are the NI government’s regional economic development agency and have 

hosted a number of design advice clinics to businesses over a number of years. They believe 

they are acting in the interests of design in NI and suggest that evidence of their support 

for design is clear in their investment to support design agendas. In a report commissioned 

by the Committee for Culture, Arts and Leisure in 2013 which examined the potential of 

maximising the Creative Industries in NI, the issue of how design is perceived was 

addressed: 

Despite it being a significant economic contributor, witnesses pointed to a lack of a 

strategic approach to design or design hubs. The Committee heard that it is often 

perceived as an “add-on” to the economy (…) Invest NI was surprised to hear that there 
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had been calls for a design policy. They asserted that they had been quite active 

regarding a design agenda which they said was cross-sectoral and would be a key area 

in the development of Northern Ireland’s Creative Industries (Committee for Culture, Arts 

& Leisure, 2013, p. 52). 

As part of the conclusions on the same report, there was government acknowledgement 

for the need to drive design as sub-sector of the Creative Industries and proposed the 

commissioning of a design policy as a recommendation: 

The commissioning of a cross-departmental design policy, in collaboration with the NI 

Design Alliance, and that consideration is given to developing and supporting a design 

hub from which government departments and other public authorities could seek 

advice on how best to enhance the design industries within their remit. The Committee 

welcomes the work of Invest NI in advancing the design agenda (Committee for Culture, 

Arts & Leisure, 2013, p. 268). 

Although the NI government and associated departments appeared to be reacting 

favourably to the need for a more visible and supported design sector, the ‘All Ireland 

Creative Industries Conference 2014’ hosted by Department of Culture Arts & Leisure 

(DCAL) overlooked the design sector on its agenda and instead focused on the screen and 

animation sectors which is funded and commissioned by NI Screen. The functions and 

services delivered by NI government have gone through major restructures since this study 

began, with many functions being redistributed to new or existing departments. In 2016 

DCAL was dissolved, and the functions of the arts and culture element was transferred to 

the Department for Communities (DfC) (Department for Communities, 2019). Historically, 

DCAL were the responsible government department for the Creative Industries and this 

has also now transferred to DfC. Although there continues to be a strong focus on 

supporting architecture and the arts, there is still no policy or ministerial advisory 

committee that promotes the value of design in NI. Apart from having remote access to 

The Design Council in London, there is no physical space or council that advises on design 

policy or academic research for design in NI. Design is listed as a one-word bullet point 

within the Arts and Culture section of DfC website and is heavily shadowed by Architecture, 

NI Screen and the Arts all receiving more prominent recognition and visible support (Dept 

for Communities, 2019). The Future Screens NI research grant (Project Reference: 

AHS002855/1) is part of a 2018 Creative Clusters partnership in NI, an AHRC funded 

research and development program that is led by Ulster University (UK Research and 

Innovation, 2018). Although this is part of a UK wider creative economy program, the NI 
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cluster is focused on audio-visual and digital skills with key industrial partners including NI 

Screen, BBC, RTE, Games NI, Kainos and Tourism NI. One of the key objectives is listed to, 

‘be audiovisual-led, complemented by the strength of the digital sector and the impact of 

technology in other more traditional sectors, e.g. in tourism, heritage, textiles and crafts’ (AHRC 

Creative Economy Program, 2019). Design is still not being recognised as a visibly strong 

subsector with the Creative Industries sector of NI. 

 

The most recent NI government statistics show the design sector GVA in NI as an estimated 

28M and has the fifth largest amount of businesses in the Creative Industries of NI (Dept for 

Communities, 2018). However, statistics show a decrease in GVA since 2010 when the GVA 

in NI was valued at 32 Million (Dept for Communities, 2018). Table 2-1 shows design sector 

growth between the period of 2009-2013 with more recent data in Table 2-2 showing a 

decline from 2014 to 2015.   

 

Table 2-1 Creative Enterprises operating in Northern Ireland 2010 – 2013 (DCAL, 2014). 
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Table 2-2  Highlights the decline in design businesses from 2014-2015 (Dept for Communities, 2018). 

Creative Industries sub-sector 

Number of creative 

businesses 
Rank 

2014 2015 
 

Advertising and marketing 275 285 4 

Architecture  375 375 2 

Crafts  10 5 9 

Design and designer fashion  265 260 5 

Film, TV, video, radio and photography 325 355 3 

IT, software and computer services 1,025  1,120  1 

Publishing 150 160 7 

Museums, galleries and libraries  140 140 8 

Music, performing and visual arts 205 220 6 

All Creative Businesses                       2,765                       2,920  
 

All businesses                     57,820                     59,525  
 

 
 

 

It is clear that design is recognised as a narrow field (product, graphics, fashion), when in 

reality, design-educated professionals span careers in other Creative Industries categories 

including Advertising, IT, Software and computing, Crafts, Architecture and potentially 

Publishing. Through the interrogation of the existing NI design sector ecosystem, part of 

this study seeks to understand the types of design roles, businesses and behaviours within 

the NI design sector and evaluate and discuss the cross-overs into other Creative Industries 

and non-creative sectors. This will be a factor in helping to determine the value of design 

in broader Creative Industries infrastructure and prompt a better understanding of its 

regional operational context.  

 

Up until 2015, the holistic overview of the wider Creative Industries in Northern Ireland was 

generally encouraging, with at least fourteen industry bodies and/or centres promoting 

various strands of the nine Creative Industries sectors: NI Screen, Creative & Cultural Skills, 

NORIBIC, Nerve Centre, Digital Circle, Royal Television Society NI, Honeycomb, NI Theatre 

Association, CultureTECH, Generator NI, Creative Skillset, Craft NI, Oh Yeah Centre, NI 

Design Alliance. Whilst only one of these syndicates supported design (NI Design Alliance), 

others had minor associations to design via a fragmented and cross-disciplinary allegiance 

to digital technology. By 2019, at least three of these consortiums had ceased operations, 

including a considerable slow-down on activity within the NI Design Alliance. 
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2.3 Changes to NI Government  

The NI Assembly is the devolved governing body for NI and is responsible for the NI 

Executive, the devolved government of NI. The Assembly was created as an outcome of the 

Good Friday Agreement in 1998, a milestone in the NI peace process which outlines an 

internal working agreement for government in NI and further agreements with the British 

and Irish governments. The NI Executive has been collapsed since January 2017 due to 

disagreements within its governing parties and ‘currently holds the record for the longest 

period without a sitting government’ (The Indepentent, 2019). Although the individual 

government departments within the NI Executive still continue to function operationally, 

there has been a considerable slow-down on research and analysis publications relating to 

Design and the Creative Industries, with the most recent dating back to 2012 (Department 

for Communities, 2019). The changes in NI government departments and stalling of 

governing matters in NI since 2017 has resulted in no progress in advancing a design 

agenda, therefore the direct link between design practice and government has appeared 

to have weakened in recent years.  

 

2.4 Design in Higher Education in NI 

In the NI Higher Education (HE) system, Ulster University are the main providers of 

traditional creative design graduates as opposed to a more diverse competitive structure 

in both the UK Mainland and Republic of Ireland. Belfast School of Art is located within the 

Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences and is situated in Belfast city centre.  

 

Ulster University offer undergraduate and postgraduate design-related degrees in graphic 

design, illustration, interaction, product and fashion design. It is considered to be research 

intensive faculty with Art & Design being ranked 3rd for 4* research outputs in the UK in the 

Research Excellence Framework (REF) in 2014, with an overall GPA ranking of 7th out of 84 

institutions (Times Higher Education, 2014). It is host to a Creative Industries Institute that 

‘draws together world class teaching and research across the Faculty to support the 

development of the art, film, games, music and animation sectors in Northern Ireland’ (Ulster 

University, 2019). Art and design undergraduate courses are typically offered via portfolio 

entrance with additional requirements being met via the equivalent A Level requirements 

of BCC- BBB grades. Foundation level courses that act as one-year springboards on to 

specialised undergraduate courses are common in this field of study and offer an 
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alternative entrance to students. Typically, students with the equivalent of two A Levels at 

grade C can enter a foundation level course that can lead on to a creative art and design 

honours degree. It is noted that although Queens University in Belfast offers one degree 

level subject in Product Design Engineering via the School of Mechanical and Aerospace 

Engineering, it has an entrance requirement of ABB at A Level (Queens University, 2019) 

which is not comparable to regular creative design degree entrance requirements. 

 

When using the UCAS search engine for HE design programmes in Greater London alone, 

21 providers were found (UCAS, 2019a). In Scotland and Wales, 11 and 8 providers were 

found respectively (UCAS, 2019c). Although Ulster University has varying types of design 

education delivered through its four campuses across Northern Ireland, it doesn’t have any 

direct competition via the UCAS system for general design education at degree level 

(UCAS, 2019b). This poses the question of diversity in the Northern Ireland design culture. 

 

2.5 Overview: UK Design Support and Representation 

In the wider context of provincial representation of the design sectors in the UK, Northern 

Ireland is by far the weakest region with no official support bodies or active representation 

for design. In comparison, a number of formal design/creative industry bodies have been 

implemented in England, Scotland and Wales. England has an array of collectives and 

quangos which are London centric and operate at UK wide level, ranging from The Design 

Council, NESTA, Chartered Society of Designers, London Design Festival to global initiatives 

like D&AD. The Design Council is the largest support body for design in the UK having 

evolved from focusing on industrial design in post-war Britain to tackling complex social 

issues whilst continuing to encourage public debate and inform policy makers. It has 

evolved into a world leading design hub where design has a broad and valued outreach. 

As the government’s main advisor on design in the UK it has a clear mission to support the 

role of design, using research to enable and promote the value of design to society and 

business. It is at the forefront of using a rigorous approach and methodology in helping to 

make people’s lives better through design. As a charity and advisory organisation, it focuses 

on five areas: built environment, design support, product development, social innovation 

and research, which reflects the role that design plays across multiple disciplines and 

environments (Design Council, 2019d). 
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Wales has a number of recognised initiatives and the Design Commission for Wales was 

established by the National Assembly for Wales to promote good design across the built 

environment. Cardiff Metropolitan University hosts PDR, one of the world’s leading applied 

research centres in design who work with industry, academia and governments. Whilst 

Creative Scotland acts as a national advisory agency for the arts, screen and creative 

industries, Dundee was named as the UK’s first UNESCO City of Design in 2014 (Dundee 

City Council, 2019a). 

 

The Republic of Ireland supports design via the Institute of Designers Ireland (IDI), the 

official body for professional design membership and the Design & Crafts Council of 

Ireland, which is the national agency for the design and craft industry in Ireland. Although 

NI can access wider UK design support from The Design Council, NESTA, Chartered Society 

of Designers and IDI, it has access to minimal regional design support through official 

government sectors like Invest NI who operate a design advice business service. These 

support bodies and initiatives will be discussed in more depth in Chapter 3.  

 

2.6 Northern Ireland Design Bodies and Supporting Initiatives 

Although the Arts Council of Northern Ireland is the largest funding and developing agency 

for the arts in NI, it does not act as an agency or support body for design. As a distributer of 

public money and National Lottery funds, its strategy is to place arts at the heart of our 

economy and creative lives. The Arts council of NI champions four key areas: Literature, 

Language and Culture; Participatory Arts; Performing Arts; Visual Arts. Although 

Architecture and Craft fall into the Visual Arts category, there is no category for design or 

its associations.  It operates as a large national business with an active Executive Board and 

a thriving community of beneficiaries.  

 

In comparison to the arts, there are a very limited number of supporting initiatives for the 

design sector in NI. The Northern Ireland Design Alliance (NIDA) is a design focused support 

body which was set up in 2009 as part of the wider UK Design Alliance movement that was 

led by the Design Council and Creative and Cultural Skills (Northern Ireland Design Alliance, 

2019).  Before NIDA was officially formed, Creative and Cultural Skills set up scoping 

meetings and interviews with a selection of NI designers in order to understand their 

support needs. Amongst the key issues raised, it was recognised that NI did not have any 
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professional body, designers did not network or share knowledge and there was little 

access to training or events targeted at the sector (NIDA, n.d.). 

NIDA has a membership base of companies and individuals on its database comprising of 

nine sub-disciplines in the design sector. The disciplines listed in their design directory 

membership are (number of companies in brackets):  

• Branding/Graphics/Communications (52) 

• Web (47) 

• Fashion/Textiles (8) 

• Product/Industrial (10) 

• Service Design (16) 

• Exhibition (8) 

• Architecture (5) 

• Packaging (20) 

• Interior (19) 

(NIDA, n.d.) 

 

It is noted that a number of these companies fell into multiple categories which may skew 

the overall perception of how many companies operate in a particular sub-discipline. For 

example, the first company on the alphabetically ordered membership database, has an 

entry in four disciplinary areas. The pattern is similar for a small number of the companies 

listed. As an operational body, NIDA has a clear vision of what it wants to achieve for the 

sector. As outlined in section 2.2, it has initiated one of the only studies on mapping the 

design industry in NI (Creative & Cultural Skills, 2014) and has been active in continuous 

professional development by hosting a delegation to Cardiff to undertake Service Design 

training, led by PDR. It has also been prominent in leading a series of speaker events called 

‘Anatomy of Design’, which promoted leading local or national designers to a wider 

audience. One of underlying strengths of the NIDA membership is their ‘Manifesto’ of what 

they stand for and believe in. This fits with other national and international codes of 

practice and manifestos which will be highlighted in the Literature Review chapter 

(Chartered Society of Designers, 2017). The NIDA manifesto (Fig 2.1) highlights four key 

areas of focus: making things better for business, people and the planet; design is about 

change; having a professional voice; being a forum for change (NIDA, n.d.). A recent search for 

information on NIDA showed that their website had not been updated since 2015 and 

verbal communication with a founding member suggested that a lack of funding was the 

main reason for its decline in recent years. Although the NIDA twitter account is still in use, 
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it does not appear to be offering any recent services or support to designers in NI at the 

time of writing this research study.   

 

 
Figure 2.1  Northern Ireland Design Alliance Manifesto (NIDA, n.d.). 

 

2.6.1 Belfast Design Week 

In 2015, the Irish government initiated and implemented a year-long agenda to promote 

and raise the profile of design. This was initiated across Ireland to increase awareness of 

design as an economic driver to create jobs and add value. As part of the agenda, a number 

of funding opportunities became available for design initiatives across all-Ireland to 

promote and value design as an economic driver. Amongst the first group of partners to 

support Irish Design 2015 were Ulster University, Northwest Regional College, Inner City 

Trust and Nerve Centre. In NI, one of the key initiatives was the formation of Belfast Design 

Week in 2015. It operates as an annual week-long festival that promotes and celebrates 

contemporary design in NI during November each year. Currently led by a small group of 

local designers, it considers itself a grassroots, industry-led festival that functions as a part 

time entity on a voluntary basis (Belfast Design Week, n.d.). In a short period of time, it has 

grown into a respected and valued festival in NI, with a curated event schedule that 

included topics on design for disruption and designing for customer service with NI Design 

studios opening their doors to give tours and presentations on their work. Partners of the 

2019 festival have now extended to include The Design Council, Princes Trust NI and a wide 
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range of local businesses. The grassroots element of Belfast Design Week has meant that it 

has grown and survived with limited financial support from any official bodies. However, 

as a by-product of the Year of Irish Design 2015, a focused initiative by the Irish 

government, the seed development did not come from within NI, but from the Republic of 

Ireland.  

 

2.7 Invest NI: Design for Business 

The official offering of design support to businesses in NI is offered through the 

Department for the Economy (formerly operated as DETI as referred to in earlier chapters). 

InvestNI is a regional business development agency with the role of growing the local 

economy in NI and attracting new investment. It offers up to 46 support mechanisms for 

businesses which fall under 8 categories. A design service called Design for Business is 

offered under the Develop Products and Services category and is subdivided into a further 

3 sections for support: DesignAdvice; DesignActive; DesignForward. The historical 

relevance of government support for design is important to this research study as it will 

offer insights into both the internal and external understanding of design as a sector and 

its relationship to business. An evaluation report was published in 2015 by BDO Northern 

Ireland which gave an overview of the previous InvestNI support agency for design (BDO 

Northern Ireland, 2015). Up until 2016, the Design for Business category previously 

operated under the name Design Service and was delivered between 2008 – 2015 with four 

key service areas: Design Awareness; Design Advice; Design Capability; Design Support. 

The Design Service acted as a support mechanism for local businesses that would benefit 

from a better integration of design as a strategic business tool. The Design Awareness 

events were free of charge to NI businesses and included a design clinic which enabled 

businesses to get a one-hour free consultation with a design mentor in multiple cities 

around NI. Other services like Design Capability were delivered via main and mini design 

development programs (DDP) and had a cost ranging between 250 and 500GBP. Although 

a Design Manager Resource (DMR) was identified as a need to the Design Service via an 

economic appraisal in 2011, there was no take-up of the offering even though a budget 

was implemented for its integration. It was acknowledged that businesses were not yet 

ready to integrate design as a strategic function at management level of the company. The 

activity of the Design Service during its operational years is listed in Table 2-3: 
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Table 2-3  Adapted from InvestNI Design Service Evaluation 2015 (BDO Northern Ireland, 2015) 

 Design 
Clinics 

Design 
Advice 
service 

Mini DDP Main 
DDP 

DMR Total 

Operating period: Sept ‘08 – mid 

2012  

359 538 118 252 n/a 1,267 

Operating period: July ‘12 – April 

2014 

471 187 13 132 0 803 

Total per InvestNI 830 725 131 384 0 2,070 

 

 

The Design Advice Clinics were manned by design experts from Queens University in 

Belfast (QUB). This could be perceived as unusual, due to QUB offering very limited 

specialised design programmes within the university. Ulster University is acknowledged at 

the leading provider of HE design subjects in NI, with Belfast School of Art offering a wide 

range of experts and study programmes in the disciplinary area. In comparison, Queens 

University offers a very limited focus on design study, with just one programme 

incorporating design (engineering) into its portfolio of study options. Although design 

clinics were considered to be reasonably successful, some feedback in the evaluation phase 

suggested: 

The feedback from the Design Group is that participants can have unrealistic expectations 

as to what can be delivered at the one-hour clinic, especially where there is a unique design 

solution being sought. This is further supported by the feedback from the survey of Design 

Clinic and DAS users, with 20% of respondents stating that they were unhappy with the 

expertise of the Design experts (BDO Northern Ireland, 2015). 

This feedback would provide more evidence to this research hypothesis that design is 

undervalued in NI, with the expectation from businesses and societies eluding to the 

concept that a design problem can be managed and solved within a one-hour period. This 

will be investigated within the qualitative phase of data gathering and will be analysed in 

future chapters. In the Design Service Evaluation 2015 report, it was concluded that a new 

phase of the Design Service be implemented. It acknowledged both weaknesses and 

opportunities in the initiative including:  

Weaknesses - 

• System, market failures and other barriers that prevented businesses engaging in 

design; 

• Too much association with aesthetics and ‘look of product’ and aspiration for 

companies to move up the strategic design ladder (engagement) was not achieved; 
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Opportunities -  

• More integration needed into mainstream InvestNI programmes; 

• Research suggested the economic importance of design;  

• High satisfaction from participants on design service; 

• More focus on service innovation 

(BDO Northern Ireland, 2015). 

 

Although InvestNI consider design as a strength to businesses, with the inclusion of design 

as a driver to business success presented within its framework offerings, the BDO 

evaluation of the design service suggests that other comparative benchmark programmes 

have stronger economic impact drivers. In 2015, it was concluded that the Design Service 

(2008 – 15) would be redefined and restructured Design For Business with seven strategic 

and four operational recommendations including: 

Strategic 

• Continuation of Design Service in scale with economic appraisal findings 

• Future Design Service programme needs to include three distinct objectives: design 

awareness, implementation and policy 

• Design Clinics to be offered nationally with specialised support programmes offered to 

InvestNI clients 

• Private sector fees for design development programmes to be increased. Design Clinics 

will continue to be free 

• Design Service should be a centralised hub in InvestNI and investigate how it can be 

mainstreamed into other InvestNI programmes 

• Higher levels of support for companies with greatest prospect of delivering positive 

economic return 

• Tailored approached to Design Development Programmes (DDP) 

Operational 

• Greater marketing of design service to client executives 

• Scoring system for application process (DDP) to show self-certification of ability to 

finance design projects and follow-ons 

• Procurement of design consultants (experts and mentors) for DDP, similar to current 

arrangements  

• Review of Management Information Systems for regular recording of sector and project 

stages, including transparency on selection of companies on to the Design Service 

(BDO Northern Ireland, 2015). 
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The Design for Business support agency is now operational in its newly updated capacity 

and at time of writing, we can assume it has taken into consideration the outlined 

recommendations of the 2015 evaluation report. Due to limited current official updates, it 

is unclear whether it still uses a team of ‘design experts’ hosted by Queens University, or 

whether this has been remodelled as part of the 2016 re-structure.  

 

Invest NI also provide an opportunity for SMEs to access Innovation Voucher funding worth 

5000 GBP. Although the published information on Innovation Vouchers suggests that 

recipients of the funding could spend it on advancing their products in the area of technical 

drawing specifications and rough prototypes (Invest NI, 2017), there is no clear 

communication message to link the value of design in a capacity as an economic driver for 

this purpose. Figure 2.2 is an archived image of the Design Advice Clinic website in 2014, 

showing a weak typographic and layout style in its bid to prove the value of investing in 

good design to potential clients (InvestNI, 2014), whilst a more recent search on the service 

portrayed a more cohesive and succinct message in Fig 2.3 (InvestNI, 2019): 

 

 
Figure 2.2 Archived image of the Design Advice Clinic website in 2014 (InvestNI, 2014). 
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Figure 2.3 Design Advice Clinic – Invest NI website 2019 (InvestNI, 2019). 

 

2.8 Changes to society in NI 

On a societal level, Northern Ireland is also coming to terms with a new type of society. As 

it savours a more peaceful era, it is learning how to deal with the reality of immigrants 

choosing to live here for the first time in its recent history. In the book What Made Now in 

NI, Soares lays out the picture of recent migration experiences and asks, ‘Why is Northern 

Ireland, despite its historical image abroad as an area suffering from substantial difficulties, 

apparently becoming attractive as an employment destination?’ (Soares, 2008, p. 90). 

Soares suggests that migrants arriving into NI were unaware they would be settling in the 

region, believing they may end up in English cities due to recruitment drives for foreign 

workers stating the UK as their destination as opposed to a specific region within the UK: 

Many migrant workers unexpectedly arriving in such places as Dungannon, Portadown or 

Coleraine, having, until their arrival, pictured themselves in cities such as Manchester, 

Birmingham or, ideally, London (…) Consequently, even though many migrant workers 

may reformulate their initial negative cultural and economic assumptions about 
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Northern Ireland, we cannot realistically attempt to identify any factors that may have 

‘pulled’ these workers here, as the positive factors they had used to decide their migration 

were (mistakenly) based on their belonging to other (generally English) cities (Soares, 

2008, p. 91). 

Whilst dealing with cultural diversity for the first time, NI is struggling to come to terms 

with a multi-cultural environment and inter-cultural relations are sometimes tense. It is 

considered to be a complex region for migrants, particularly as they get caught in a socio-

political battle of having to identify with one political side or the other within a community 

(Soares, 2008). As a suggestion to move forward into a more accommodating and inclusive 

society, Morrow suggests criticality in establishing open communication and dialogue 

amongst different cultures and communities, promoting the concept of more open spaces 

and institutions where people can interact and engage at practical levels in unexpected 

and unpredictable ways (Morrow, 2008). 

 

In comparison, the Republic of Ireland have maintained a more positive identity in recent 

years as a desirable place to live. Although it suffered immensely in the late 19th-20th 

Century as a country plagued by its historical partitioning, poverty and mass starvation 

resulting in approximately one third of the population dying or emigrating, it continues to 

have a stronger national identity with Kennedy comparing the ‘Green South’ to the ‘Black 

North’ stating: 

But even with these imperfections, the Republic is generally viewed as a model, modern 

European state in stark contrast to a Northern Ireland seen as still wrestling with religious 

hatreds more appropriate to the 16th century than the 21st, once described by the British 

Minister responsible for it as a ‘bloody awful place’ and only now emerging from 30 years 

of communal violence (Kennedy, 2008, p. 52). 

2.9 Observation: MakerDay Belfast 

In the initial stages of this research study, the importance of delving into early scoping 

research to establish attitudes from the local design community became a focal point in 

establishing a research proposition. A successful bid to Creative Exchange NI (CXNI) to 

produce an event which would examine local interest to a design hack weekend was held 

in Belfast in 2014. The event was marketed as MakerDay Belfast and was publicised via its 

own website and social media channels as a creative collaborative design weekend 

focusing on physical and digital making for a wide community of designers and non-
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designers to participate in. The itinerary included global leaders in design and digital 

industries including the Global Design Director from UsTwo London and Director of 

Innovation at Microsoft Research and followed a conference/workshop setting. Due to a 

lack of exposure to design hack events in the region, MakerDay Belfast observed a diverse 

design sector collaborating for one of the first times in NI. There was an initial focus on 

determining who would show interest in the event and how fast people registered to 

attend. This could be compared to other leading design regions, where similar hack events 

with globally recognised speakers would attract a full capacity at registration only a few 

hours after being marketed on social media. Although the event attracted quite a diverse 

group of nationalities, the local NI native audience was in the minority. This point can be 

reflected in a brief synopsis of a sample team where nationalities included: USA, Iceland, 

Russia, N. Ireland. Other teams included people who had travelled to the event from Dublin 

and some who were new to Belfast for study reasons or as recent migrants. Out of the two 

major universities in Belfast, Queens University (Product Design Engineering) students 

showed most interest in the event, whilst design students from Ulster University were in a 

small minority. Poor participation at NI events has been observed in various non-associated 

research events, however alternative tech and art platforms like Friday Night Mashup 

(Belfast Telegraph, 2014) and monthly Late Night Art (Belfast Art Tours, 2017) have 

attracted larger crowds. This research will seek to gain further insights into what 

techniques, topics and influences are important when aiming to attract native NI audiences 

to local and innovative experiences focused on design.  

 

Although 55 people attended out of a 100 seater capacity, it was clear that the promotion 

of the event had not convinced a large proportion of local design/digital industries to 

participate. The guest speakers were global leaders in their fields and although all had 

design-educated backgrounds, they were selected and invited to share their journeys from 

design roots into new and emerging processes used in their region and workplace. When 

publicising MakerDay, it became clear that the essence of the event was something that 

was very new to NI. Although the ‘digital and design’ sectors were emphasised in marketing 

materials and attracted some UX professionals, most people connected the phrase ‘Maker’ 

with 3D making (Product Design), a minority sector within NI Design (Creative & Cultural 

Skills, 2014). Observations of the audience participants showed hesitation and curiosity, 

unaware of what the event would entail or what the expectations were. Only a fraction of 

the participants had understood the origins of the global ‘maker’ or ‘design jam’ culture 

with feedback from the majority suggesting they had taken a risk in attending the event in 
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the hope it would teach them something new. When the Creative Industry teams at 

InvestNI were approached to support MakerDay, the initial response from was favourable 

and they requested more information to be emailed for further scrutiny. Finally they 

declined to support the event, suggesting that the event itself appeared to be ‘more 

inclined toward innovation and design’ than specifically the creative industries speculating 

that the internal teams in InvestNI were unclear how design and the CI were related.  

 

The event allowed the beginnings of discreet analysis the attitudes, behaviours and 

processes of designers in NI. From the early stages of set-up through to event completion, 

it was important to observe people’s response to the event, most of whom were 

experiencing an event like this for the first time. Speaking to people, discussing design, 

observing how they worked together and subjected themselves to the prescribed process, 

were all open-ended methods which enabled the first stage of observing a small segment 

of design culture. The main agenda for MakerDay was to create multi-disciplinary teams 

and assign themed (open-ended) briefs. Teams consisted of mixed ages, experience levels, 

disciplines and nationalities and at various stages it became clear that some of the 

professional designers in the teams had very different processes for ideation, realisation 

and prototyping. In one scenario, two of the team members were in disagreement over 

how ‘finished’ the project needed to be and it was apparent that very different processes 

were used for project completion in their individual design practices. Observations noted 

that team member ‘A’ was a young early stage designer who worked for a large London 

digital company and had also flown over to Belfast as part of the UsTwo speaker line-up. ‘A’ 

was used to fast, loose prototyping and was using POP (Apple application) to paper 

prototype the app design for the team. This particular style of prototyping can take a simple 

pencil sketch and add interactions via iphone photography of the sketch. Team member 

‘B’ had never used this form of prototyping before and felt uncomfortable with the level of 

finish. ‘B’ was an experienced Graphic Designer from a micro design practice with 

approximately 20 years of industry experience, so was used to a very polished solution with 

minimum prototyping. With intervention, ‘B’ backed down and followed the unfamiliar 

prototyping process and upon agreement, each team member took on focused 

responsibilities for the final phase of the project. This would allow them to put their 

differing skillsets to use which would bring the final solution to be greater than the sum of 

its parts. This type of observation (cultural and process level) speculated that designers 

were approaching designing differently due to age, experience, emerging technologies, 

cultural ethos and would be explored further in future data gathering.  
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2.10 Northern Ireland Design Ecosystem 

Based on the information available and gained through the literature review, an overview 

of the current design ecosystem in NI is proposed in Fig 2.4. This shows an overview of 

existing UK wide support that NI has access to and more localised regional design activities 

and statistics relevant to NI.  

 
Figure 2.4 NI Design Ecosystem based on literature review 

Source: Developed by Author 

 

2.11 Chapter Summary 

Throughout this chapter it has been recognised that England and Scotland have 

established government strategies in relation to design and the wider CI, and Wales have 

developed support services to promote the value of design through PDR at Cardiff 

Metropolitan University. It has proven that NI lacks recognition in any official capacity to 

promote the value of design, applied design research or contribute to policy. As part of the 

United Kingdom, NI has recognised differences and idiosyncrasies within its cultural and 

political identity that make it unique in the UK. Whilst London is recognised as a world 

leader in innovative creative and tech enterprises, Northern Ireland as a region is ranked 

bottom of the of 12 regions in the UK Innovation League (Dept for the Economy, 2019). 

When innovative events like MakerDay are put in the public domain, the majority of the NI 

design society and businesses are slow to engage.  
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It is argued here that due to cultural, economic and socio-political differences, the blueprint 

for a system that works well in one society, cannot be copied and transferred into another 

without complications. Each society should develop and adapt a suitable strategy for their 

own cultural environment, and thus, Northern Ireland needs to implement a customised 

vision that is bespoke to them. This research will explore the systems that are needed for 

official recognition and support for design to be established in the correct context for their 

cultural needs.  
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3 Literature Review  

3.1 Overview 

The aim of this literature review is to examine the government, cultural and sector literature 

on the understanding and value of design at both a national and international level. It 

draws comparisons with leading design economies and gains insights to how 

governments, businesses and regions use design in relation to innovation, whilst 

considering the value of design economically and culturally. It will also review literature on 

texts that consider the creative value of a city or region, looking at culturally rich design 

regions and global comparisons.  

 

3.2 Creative economy  

In the eight sectors represented by the Department of Digital, Culture, Media and Sport, 

the CI is considered to be the second largest economic area after the Digital Sector seeing 

the highest percentage of change in employment of 25.4% since 2011 (Department for 

Digital, Culture, Media and Sport, 2017). The Creative Industries (CI) are a high growth 

sector in the UK, with latest official statistics placing their Gross Added Value at 84.1Billion 

accounting for 5.2% of the UK economy (Bakhshi, 2015). It is acknowledged as growing 

faster than other sectors in the UK and accounted for 6% of jobs in 2016 (Department for 

Digital, Culture, Media and Sport, 2017). Although it is acknowledged that different 

countries and governments around the world may use a different variation of sectors to 

define their Creative Industries, the UK CI is made up of nine sub sectors defined by a 

government mapping document in 2001 (Creative Industries Federation, 2017).  

 

3.3 Wider Design Economy in UK 

In 2015 the UK Design Council delivered a report which referred to the design economy as: 

The value created by those who do design in a wide variety of industries. This includes 

designers in design industries (e.g., digital design, architecture and the built environment), 

other roles in design industries (such as administration, finance and distribution on the 
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basis they are supporting the main design function) as well as designers in other sectors of 

the economy, such as aerospace, finance and retail (Design Council, 2015).   

More recent reports were published in 2017 and 2018 which focused on the skills used in 

design and the state of design in the UK, a deeper analysis which built on the original 

research undertaken in 2015. This section will review all three reports in depth, providing 

an overview of relevant statistics and key findings on the wider design economy. It is noted 

that these reports focused on a much wider design economy, which includes architecture, 

fashion and designers in other sectors like civil engineering and ceramic designers. 

 

3.3.1 The Design Economy Report 2015 

The Design Economy Report (Design Council, 2015) aimed to provide a succinct overview 

of the design industry occupations and acknowledges other associated sub sectors such as 

the built environment where occupations like civil engineers may use design in different 

ways. Fig 3.1 shows an overview of the methodology and definition of design they referred 

to in the report: 

 

 
Figure 3.1 Broader definition of design (Design Council, 2015). 

 

The report identified designers working in design-intensive industries and other sectors 

across the UK economy. These were categorised as: 

• Designers in design industries (digital design, architecture, product etc) 

• Other roles in design industries (support functions; admin, finance etc) 

• Designers in other sectors across the economy (aerospace, finance etc) 

(Design Council, 2015) 
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The Design Economy is ranked ninth in the UK, employing 1.6 million people. This report 

was the first piece of research conducted to understand the value of design across the 

whole of the UK economy. The key finding of the 2015 research showed the following: 

• UK Design Economy is worth 71.7Bn (GVA) 

• Workers with a design element were 41% more productive than average 

• Design Economy is mostly male (78%) 

• Total value of design-led exports in 2013 was 34Bn 

(Design Council, 2015) 

On a global comparison of design exports, the UK is ranked fifth, behind Hong Kong, 

Switzerland, Italy and Germany. There is also room for improvement regarding design 

registrations, with South Korea and Australia acknowledged as top ranked global leaders 

in the World Intellectual Property Organisation, whereas the UK is ranked ninth overall. On 

a UK regional level, the report highlights London as having the most concentrated design 

economy, stating that 1 in 5 design workers are found in London. Although these statistics 

are unsurprising, given that London is considered a leading global design city, the report 

also suggests that design clusters are emerging in other local authorities outside of 

London.  

 

Digital Design is considered to be the largest sector within the UK Design Economy with 

the creation of 17,725 firms since 2010. Design (multidisciplinary) and Architecture are also 

considered growth areas. In comparison, design clothing, product and industrial and craft 

are all in decline. It is suggested that the reasoning behind these growth and declines are 

due to a difference in design services and the manufacturing of goods:  

The industries encapsulated in product and industrial, clothing, and craft design are all 

concerned with the whole process of designing and making an item, whereas those in 

other sectors are more centrally concerned with the provision of design service. The 

declines in those sectors are reflective of a broader trend of manufacturing 

underperforming in comparison to the service sector in recent years (Design Council, 2015, 

p. 22). 

The demographics show that that 78% of the design workforce is male, 63% are aged under 

45 and 11.4% are from Black, Asian or Minority Ethnic. The percentage of designers holding 

a degree has risen from 41.9% in 2010 to 56.5% in 2013, with Digital Design having the 

most qualified designers, followed closely by advertising and graphic designers (Design 

Council, 2015). The average weekly wage in the design economy was 635 GBP in 2014, 
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compared to an average of 385 GBP in the UK Economy. The highest earning sector was 

Digital Design (731 GBP) and lowest was Design Clothing (250 GBP). As this research study 

is concerned mainly with the Visual Communication sector being a large component of the 

NI Design Sector, it is acknowledged that the UK average salary for Design (Graphic) is 433 

GBP. Within the employee section of the report, 72.4% of the design economy is 

acknowledged as an employee whilst 27.1% are recognised as self-employed (Design 

Council, 2015). The regional distribution of design activity (clusters) is very varied and 

shows London and the South East of England as the leading hotspots. The lowest numbers 

of design-intensive firms are in Northern Ireland (1.6%), followed closely by the North East 

of England and Wales (Design Council, 2015).  

 

These statistics strengthen the need for this research study as a means of understanding 

why the NI design sector is the weakest in the UK and also to investigate why it is the only 

region that has not shown growth between 2010 and 2014. The highest proportion of 

Design GVA was in London and the South East, whereas it fell by 36.6% in Northern Ireland 

in the period between 2011 and 2013 (Design Council, 2015).  

 

3.3.2 Designing a Future Economy 2017 

In the 2017 future economy report, new economic data was derived from the research 

study which determined that 17 additional occupations outside of the design economy 

were using ‘design skills’. The traditional perspective of the designer is officially shifting and 

new research suggests now acknowledges that designers have ‘the ability to visualise future 

possibilities or understand user need, to technical skills using digital technologies or physical 

materials’ (2017, pp. 2-3). This new data and understanding of how design is used by 

individuals and companies prompted new statistics on the value of the design economy, 

proposing that workers with design skills contribute 209Bn to the UK economy. The 

connection between design and innovation was highlighted as a key factor in the data, 

stating that one in four occupations reported as using substantial design skills also had 

high innovation skills intensity. Although the study showed major positives in the value of 

design, it also acknowledged that the number of school-aged children studying design and 

technology was dropping. Statistics showed that 424,468 students studied Design in 2000 

compared to only 165,815 students in 2017. Key findings in this area of the research 

highlighted:  
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• Development of design skills are under-resourced 

• Development of design skills are under-prioritised 

(Design Council, 2017) 

The recommendations in the 2017 report suggested the following: 

• Design to be embedded into the school curriculum 

• Moving from STEM to STEAMD acknowledging Design as a key subject 

• Greater support and resources for lifelong learning 

• Recognition and inclusion of design in the Industrial Strategy 

• Promoting greater use of design in economy 

(Design Council, 2017) 

 

3.3.3 The Design Economy 2018: The State of Design in the UK 

As with the 2015 report, this more recent report also used a broad definition of design and 

included a wide array of design occupations and disciplines when gathering data. The 

design economy was shown to have grown from the 2015 report from 71.7Bn to 85.2Bn in 

is considered an equivalent size to the distribution, transport, accommodation and food 

sectors which is 7% of the UK GVA (Design Council, 2018). The main determination of this 

growth has been due to the large amount of designers now working in non-design 

industries such as banking and aerospace. There were 1.69M employed in design roles in 

2016 and 78,030 design intensive firms were operational in 2017, showing a 63% growth 

since 2010 (Design Council, 2018). It exposed that there are many smaller companies in 

operation compared to larger firms, with a large amount of startups contributing to the rise 

in growth. Design startups (60%) also survive for more than three years which is higher than 

the average number of SME across the UK (Design Council, 2018). Designers are 29% more 

productive averaging an output of 50,328 GBP compared to those working in professional, 

scientific and technical activities, which average 50,064 GBP (Design Council, 2018). Digital 

design is the fastest growing part of the design economy with digital design firms 

experiencing an 85% growth between 2009 – 2016. Design is still a male dominated 

industry with 78% workforce being male. Although there is more women (63%) applying 

for creative and design orientated university courses, there are still less women working in 

the industry with only 17% of senior design roles being women. Design is continuing to 

generate significant value to local and regional economies with London and the South East 

being the strongest regions in the UK. Every region in the UK has experience growth in the 

number of design firms since 2010, apart from NI which is the only region to have shrunk 
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by -2.1%. In comparison, growth in other region ranges from 37.7% in West Midlands to 

99.5% in London (Design Council, 2018). The study shows that there were 1,200 design 

firms in NI in 2010 and a reduction to 1,175 in 2017. NI also has the lowest number of design 

employees per region with 31,900 in 2016. It is acknowledged that these statistics are vastly 

different to the focused statistical overview of the NI design industry outlined in chapter 2. This 

is due to the recent Design Council reports including a wider spectrum of design disciplines 

(fashion, architecture) across a wide net of industry.  

 

Some of the highest growth (GVA) outside of London and the South East is happening in 

the West Midlands and North West of England. This is attributed to the demand for 

localised specialist design in areas where craft has a rich heritage and major automotive 

industries operate from. Design is now known to have a wide spread across UK industry 

and is no longer confined to the CI. Investment in design is continuing to grow and more 

than 40% of the research study respondents has said that the use of design had contributed 

to an increase in sales turnover. Design is both a resource for innovation and a form of 

innovation. 10% of firms use design as strategy, 24% use design as process, 26% use design 

as form-giving which gives an overall statistic of 60% of firms using design in some way. It 

has been proven that engagement with design increases the probability that companies 

will embark on process and product/service innovation. The analysis of the design council 

study shows that when non-design companies use design, it can create growth and breed 

innovation (Design Council, 2018). 

 

3.3.4 Northern Ireland Design Economy  

Based on the Design Council economy reports from 2015 - 2018, it is acknowledged that 

the design economy is a valued economical commodity in parts of the UK - London, South 

East at 70K and 67K per head (Design Council, 2018), the Design Economy Report in 2015 

recognises that Northern Ireland has the least productive designers (36K per head) with a 

fall of 23.4% between 2011 and 2013 (Design Council, 2015). No recent statistics were 

available for the NI region in the most recent design economy report in 2018. Although the 

design firms grew by 99.5% in London between 2010 and 2017, it has declined in NI over 

the same period. It is also significant that NI has the smallest contribution to the UK Design 

GVA at 1.3%, with a drop of 36.6% between 2011-13. The only area of growth for the design 

sector in NI was in the category for design turnover, where it was categorised alongside 

four other regions as having higher than average design turnovers (Design Council, 2015).  
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3.4 Design Context and Disciplines 

This PhD study refers to the term ‘design’ and ‘design sector’ throughout the study 

referring to its multiple facets as a practice, process, community and profession. Thus, it is 

important to outline its origins, definition, sub disciplines and evolving role in business.  

 

3.4.1 What is Design? 

Many books dedicated to the topic of design will often have an introductory chapter which 

asks the question: What is Design? It appears to be a simple question with a wide array of 

meanings and definitions, constantly being defined and redefined by agencies, councils 

and authors around the world (Lawson, 1997; Julier, 2000; Papanek, 2006; Heskett, 2002; 

Design Council, 2015). Papenak and Lawson suggest, ‘Design is the conscious and intuitive 

effort to impose meaningful order’ (p. 4) and ‘It is both a noun and a verb (…) it can refer to the 

end product or to the process’ (p. 3). Most texts will offer a variation on a similar definition. 

The Design Council in UK refer to The Cox Review (2005) as what links creativity and 

innovation, and proceeds to offer its own specific definition as: 

Design is the creation of a proposition or medium, using tools as part of a process. While 

all design is innately creative, the nature of each element has the potential to differ 

between types of designers (Design Council, 2015, p. 12). 

A more recent definition given by the Design Council suggests ‘Design solves problems. So 

it is first and foremost about meeting the needs of people’ (Design Council, 2018, p. 22). 

Eames offers one of the most definitive and simplistic answers to the question, which is still 

applicable to today’s evolving design industry: ‘One could describe design as a plan for 

arranging elements to accomplish a particular purpose’ (Amic, 1972). Jones is regarded as 

giving the ultimate definition ‘To initiate change in man-made things’ (Jones, 1970). 

 

Although there are many attempts at academic definitions, graphic designers like Rand 

adopt a more emotional, creative and artistic association to design suggesting: ‘Design is 

the creative principle of all art’ (Buchanan, 2001). Buchanan refers to two different categories 

of definition: descriptive and formal. The former singles out a focus or a cause allowing an 

exploration in greater depth. The latter focuses on several cause and attempts to conclude 

in a singular definition of design.  
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As a formal definition, Buchanan suggests defining design as: 

Design is the human power of conceiving, planning, and making products that serve 

human beings in the accomplishment of their individual and collective purposes” (p. 9). 

Buchanan was one of the first academics to challenge the terminology of ‘product’ in 

relation to design across a wide spectrum and discuss the changing nature of design roles 

and disciplines in contemporary society. He suggested there were four orders of design 

(Fig. 3.2) in the 20th C, where each order was perceived as a place of discovery rather than 

having a fixed meaning (Buchanan, 2001).  

 
Figure 3.2 Four Orders of Design (Buchanan, 2001, p. 12). 

 

 
Figure 3.3 Adapted version of the Four Orders of Design  (Design Council, 2019e). 
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In 2001 he discussed the need for universities to adapt to the evolution of design and he 

believed the future of design education combined equal focuses on theory, practice and 

production: 

It will be a university that prizes theory but does not disdain practice and does not ignore 

the distinct problems of, and the need for substantive knowledge about, making or 

production. Making products—and by “product” I mean a range of phenomena that is 

very broad, including information, artifacts, activities, services, and policies, as well as 

systems and environments—is the connective activity that integrates knowledge from 

many fields for impact on how we live our lives (Buchanan, 2001, p. 7). 

The understanding of design is particularly relevant to this study. As design in NI is 

recognised as a weak sector in comparison to other regions in the UK, it is relevant to gain 

an understanding of how designers in NI perceive design and its value. It will also be 

imperative to get a deeper understanding of how government understand design and its 

associations in contemporary business. This will be analysed by investigating their 

commitment and support to the design sector through recent publications, quangos and 

government advisory committees in the later phase of this chapter. This may lead to 

insights which may command a better understanding of design in specific societies and 

regions and add weight to a forming a set of propositions that may help policy makers in 

this area.  

 

3.4.2 Design Culture, Communities and Networks 

Design culture is a ubiquitous term that is often misunderstood. Julier (2013) describes 

design culture as being about ‘processes, people, relationships, flows, fluxes and vectors, but 

it is also about stuff’ (p. 238) and ‘can incorporate a babble of voices representing various 

interests and motivations’ (p. 242). The broader meaning of the term ‘culture’ is considered 

cumulative, having been developed though historical layering of incidents or experiences 

(Julier, 2013). Some design cultures may develop within a business or organisation and 

others can be considered regional and exist as part of a regional or national identity. They 

can be acknowledged as a set of uncontrolled characteristics or forces as well as the culture 

itself being designed. Denmark (2011) produced a report outlining its vision for design to 

become a significant driver of future innovation and stated their strategic vision for a 

design culture as ‘In order to brand ourselves as the design society, we have to become the 

design society’ (p. 48).  
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In the case of this PhD study, design culture is a collection of characteristics, behaviours, 

experiences, attitudes, practices, processes and operations of designers in the contextual 

setting of a city or region.  

 

Design communities can be acknowledged as a group of people who may have common 

geographical contexts or interests as part of a broad or more specific design discipline. For 

example, a fashion community in a city may have different interests and business 

operations to that of a product or graphic designer in the same region and therefore may 

belong to a separate design community. Design networks may be considered to an 

interconnected group of people that may be regional or stretch globally. A network may 

act as a place to exchange ideas, share knowledge or develop social and professional 

contacts. Whilst a business network may be working on a more complex level by working 

together to realise business or professional goals. There is common ground between 

design communities and networks with both terms often interlinked and connected. Both 

can be recognised as physical, digital or virtual environments with some having a 

combination of these factors.  

 

3.4.3 Design disciplines and sectors 

The design sector is comprised of a number of sub-disciplines which can vary in size and 

discipline and is normally decided at the discretion of a regional governing body. 

Traditional sub-sectors include graphics, product and interior design and are categorised 

in NI as communications, interior/exhibition, fashion/textiles, product/industrial, service, 

web/interactive (NIDA, 2014). The Design Council has previously listed a similar number of 

disciplines including Product/Industrial, Fashion Designers, Digital, Craft and Architecture. 

More recently, the design council has consolidated the siloed disciplinary categorisation 

into five areas that they focus their activities as: built environment; design support; 

accelerator; social innovation; research (Design Council, 2019d). This suggests a focus on 

design as a holistic problem-solving activity that can be used in multiple environments, 

highlighting and raising awareness of the value of design.  

 

Within other geographic regions, design sectors are made up from numerous disciplines. 

The Institute of Designers in Ireland (IDI) is the official representative body for qualified 

designers in Ireland. It lists nine categories that members currently work in: Design 

Education; Design Management; Digital & Interactive Design; Fashion & Textile Design; 

Architecture/Interior Architecture/Exhibition/Set Design; Motion Graphics & Animation; 
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Visual Communications; Product/Industrial/Furniture/Craft; Service Design (IDI, 2019). The 

grouping within each category defines the subset. In the case of the Product category, it is 

arguable that craft belongs as part of this grouping given its allegiance and connections to 

applied arts. When compared to the Design Council categorisations, craft refers to ceramics 

and glassware. In comparison, the Design Institute of Australia (DIA) lists thirteen sub-

disciplines, including jewellery design and omitting architecture (DIA, 2019). The varying 

nature of how each country distinguishes its design sector adds weight to the confusion of 

what the design sector does as a forward-facing industry. Most of society are unclear on 

what design is and it is a common occurrence for a designer to be asked for more clarity on 

what their job role entails. From a personal experience, almost all questions are solely 

associated with a misconception of design being confused with decorative arts and 

creativity. Heskett discusses this confusion further when he dissects a weekly article in a 

national UK Sunday newspaper labelled as ‘Designer Ireland’, which aims to offer an 

analysis of an aspect of design. Amongst the succession of subjects in this six-week period 

of published features, he highlights the following as bewildering in its diversity: ‘Louise 

Kennedy, a fashion designer; the Party Grill stove for outdoor cooking; the packaging for 

Carrolls Number One, a brand of cigarettes, Costelloe cutlery’ (Heskett, 2002). He continues 

further by considering the dilution of design as a profession, in reference to its addition to 

other vocations such as hair design, floral design and nail design. In the seventeen years 

since his book was published, the design sector has sought to define itself further. There 

has been enormous growth in digital design over a twenty-year period which has created 

new job titles and emerging disciplines like UX designer and Experience Design.  

 

3.4.4 Emerging 

The design industry is a constantly evolving sector due to the recent prominence of the 

digital age. Although digital design is taught within design faculties and institutions, it can 

vary between being offered as a Bachelor of Arts or a Bachelor of Science, depending on 

the amount of technological or scientific requirements of the course. Universities have 

adapted their portfolios to include emerging courses and study areas including University 

of Dundee’s BSc (Hons) Digital Interaction Design and Loughborough University’s BSc 

(Hons) User Centred Design. These programmes are both reflections of a rapidly evolving 

design and digital industry where roles like Experience Designer, Service or User Experience 

Designer, Digital Designers and Interaction Designers are sought-after positions in leading 

design and tech industries. When analysing the Design category of jobs offered at Google, 

it separates the roles into the following categories: UX Engineer, Visual Designer, Motion 
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Designer, Interaction Designer, UX Researcher and Content Strategist/UX Writer (Google, 

2017). A recent job search showed a clear majority of roles being offered in the UX area. 

The trend continues in global design companies like Frog, where creative jobs are almost 

entirely related to a digital field like interaction design (Frog Design, 2017). Moggridge, a 

co-founder of IDEO, discussed the origins of Interaction Design in his book Design 

Interactions, where he positions the information revolution as the era that changed the 

way we interact with everything. As computers emerged as a technological object that 

served industry and our domestic environments in the 70s and 80s, it soon became clear 

that interaction between humans and computers were a vital investigative area that 

demanded attention and design interventions. Moggridge coined the term ’interaction 

design’ in 1984, which was a response to seeing a need to: ‘create imaginative and attractive 

solutions in a virtual world, where one could design behaviours, animations, and sounds as well 

as shapes’ (Moggridge, USA, p. 14). He drew comparisons to his origins as an Industrial 

Designer stating the new Interaction discipline would be concerned with understanding 

needs and desires of people who use a product or service. It was in this era of development 

that designers began to refer to their audience as ‘users’: people who use a product or 

service.  

 

Norman (2013) was responsible for coining the term User Experience (UX) Architect, whist 

working at Apple in the early 1990s. As he was considered a thought leader in the Human 

Computer Interaction (HCI) community at that time, the term was adapted and continued 

to evolve over the last three decades to be a present job role fixture in digital companies 

globally. Norman refers to Experience Design as: ‘the practice of designing products, 

processes, services, events, and environments with a focus placed on the quality and enjoyment 

of the total experience’ (Norman, 2013). Furthermore, he refers to Interaction Design as the 

focus on how people interact with technology, empowering collaborative networks of 

people to thrive on positive and enjoyable designed experiences (Norman, 2013). He 

discusses and positions the umbrella term design as having a functional agenda by 

suggesting that design is how things work. From anecdotal conversations with the design 

and digital communities in the UK, UX is still considered to have a confusing identity as a 

discipline or job role. The confusion stems from similarly labelled areas within design like 

User Interface (UI), User-centred Design (UCD), Service Design and User Research.  As UI can 

be present in both Industrial Design and Digital Design, it can be referred to as the space 

between the human and the machine or is the space between a user and a software 

product. In either case, usability is at the forefront of good UI design. UCD approaches are 
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considered to be common aspects to understanding a problem and consequently defining 

and implementing a solution, with the user at the heart of the design process. UX is 

concerned with the experience of a product and is associated with both online and offline 

experiences, where user and customer experience is paramount to the success of the 

product’s function.  Stickdorn discusses the misunderstanding of the service design 

discipline, stating ‘If you would ask ten people what service design is, you would end up with 

eleven different answers – at least’ (Stickdorn & Schneider, 2011). Like user experience, it is a 

discipline that uses an inter-disciplinary approach using a combination of methods from 

other areas. Service design is an example of how the core of contemporary design practice 

has shifted from a solo designer working independently to a collaborative practice with all 

stakeholders involved in the process and delivery.  

 

3.4.5 Design attitudes and behaviours 

Attempting to understand what constitutes designer behaviour and cultural attitudes is an 

important focus of this PhD study. Whilst a designer in London may have the benefits of 

working in sizeable design-mature city that offers access to a large social and professional 

network, a designer living in a smaller regional town or rural area may not have the same 

opportunities to grow professionally in a way that creates an innovative and open attitude 

to design practice. Equally, designers who work in successful leading design firms may have 

access to a pool of expert knowledge and talent that is not accessible to the micro design 

business. Michlewski (2008) undertook a research study that aimed to ‘uncover design 

attitude’ by exploring the culture of designer amongst four of leading global design 

consultancies. The results of this study suggested that five categories that symbolised 

design attitude were: ‘consolidating multi-dimensional meanings; creating, bring to life; 

embracing discontinuity and openness; embracing personal and commercial empathy; 

engaging polysensorial aesthetics’ (p. 373). It discusses how different organisations have a 

different awareness of design, whereas some might believe it to a pre-planned risk-free 

mode, others will see it as having the freedom to explore and have the ability to use agility 

in following unexpected moments with the design process. Michlewski suggests:  

Designers take great pride in breaking rules, subverting accepted norms and refusing to 

align with something that has already been tried and tested. Indeed their natural 

tendency is to seek originality and novel forms of operating at any point in the design 

process (p. 386). 
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Designers and researchers have sought to understand the relationship of design, 

management, innovation and business for the last thirty years (Boland & Collopy, 2004; 

Bloor & Dawson, 1994; Cooper & Press, 1995; Kelley, 2008; Kotler & Rath, 1984). How a 

designer thinks about problems and delivers solutions has been an integral component of 

focus in design research. There is very little research to understand how designers think 

and feel (behavioural) in relation to their practice in specific regions of the world. Whilst 

Michlewski’s research focused on ‘attitude’, it recognised that it did not look at the actual 

behaviours of designers.  

 

3.5 Design Process 

There are many design processes used within the design sector and the variation of the 

process can relate directly to the size and scale of the design problem.  In the Design 

Council’s focused report analysing design processes across different companies, Best’s 

(2006) definition is given prominence, ‘The (design) process is the specific series of events, 

actions or methods by which a procedure or set of procedures are followed, in order to achieve 

an intended purpose, goal or outcome’ (Design Council, 2007, p. 3). Literature on the subject 

of design process is extensive and although many experts have identified different models, 

there is no distinctive or agreed process that is universal to the design sector (Archer, 1965; 

Clarkson & Eckert, 2005; Pugh, 1990; The Design Council, 2017). One of the most recognised 

processes used in the UK is the double diamond, first published by The Design Council in 

2004 (Design Council, 2019b). The process shown in Fig 3.4, is a convergent and divergent 

model drawn as two diamonds, using the phases discover, define, develop, deliver in a 

linear way. The two diamonds can be stretched and altered to suit the phase and demands 

of the project, with each phase having iterative loops built in to allow the exploration of an 

idea to be tested continuously throughout the process. Although variations of design 

processes are used in many different design disciplines, recent research has also used 

interventions (assigning methods) in established processes like the ‘double diamond’ as a 

means of innovating within design policy and design research (Whicher, 2016). 
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Figure 3.4 Design Council Double Diamond design process (Design Council, 2019a). 

 

The origins of formalised design processes take us back to the craft roots of design where 

there was a distinct division of labour by mechanisation, a process where machines 

undertook or enabled the production of artefacts. The British company Wedgewood, 

renowned for its fine china and luxury goods, were referred to as an original platform where 

the ‘development of technology separated the designer from the production process’ (The 

Design Council, 2007). It was through Wedgewood’s challenges with adapting to 

maintaining quality in mass production, that it standardised its product lines resulting in 

the emergence of a design process that reflected this. Papenek also refers to the Bauhaus 

movement of ‘form follows function’ as one of the first institutions to place design as a 

primary aspect of the production process (Papanek, 2006). 

 

The Design Council (2007) highlighted nine design process methods in historical order 

ranging from Archer’s model (1965) in Fig 3.5 to Cooper and Press’s Internal Creative 

Process of Design (1995) in Fig 3.6 to the Fuzzy Front End theory/model developed by 

Dumas and Gorb (1987) and visualised/tested by Koen et al (2002) in Fig 3.7: 
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Figure 3.5 Archer’s Systematic Method (Archer, 1965). 

 

 
Figure 3.6 The Internal Creative Process of Design (Cooper & Press, 1995). 
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Figure 3.7 New Concept Development (NCD) model showing key components of Fuzzy Front End (FFE) (Koen, et al., 
2002) 

 

Jones was another notable design researcher from the 1960s whose book Design Methods 

(1970) was considered one of the seminal works on design methodologies. Jones discusses 

the origins of traditional design methods and its associations with craft including ‘design-

by-drawing’; the method of using scale drawings in place of the product, a process which 

separates thinking from making. He highlights the three stages of designing as analysis, 

synthesis, evaluation. Jones suggests that many designers agree with these stages of 

design process and in his text Design Methods: Seeds of Human Futures (1980) identifies a 

further three stages as categories for designing: divergence, transformation and 

convergence.  

 

Archer is widely acknowledged as one of the key researchers in the development of the 

design method, having published the Systematic Methods (Fig 3.4) in a series of articles for 

the Design magazine in 1963. He went on to complete Doctoral research in this area and 

published his PhD thesis: The Structure of Design Processes in 1968. Archer’s design 

method was broken up into three phases: analytical, creative and executive, and then 
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categorised further into a linear six-phase process. Archer’s era saw the commencement of 

design process and method as a scientific study and also attempted to formalise the 

intuitiveness of design and the designer. It recognised the importance of methods and 

processes within design and was soon built upon by other key researchers, often taking on 

a linear format, using diagrams and model that illustrated the process. Lawson simplified 

the process even further by using a standard flow process of: analysis, synthesis, evaluation 

(1997). When the user became a prominent focus within design practice, Pugh (1990) 

adapted a term called Total Design which began to incorporate the user within the design 

process. He identified this with the ‘Needs Assessment’ of his model, which also marked 

the beginning of an iterations being adapted into the design process.  

 

As design processes and models emerged in design research over the years, the 

professional industry were also developing their own branded versions of their specific 

company process. As researchers evolved the scientific approach, industry evolved and 

published their own processes. One of the most widely recognised industry branded 

methods was popularised by IDEO, a leading global design and innovation firm. Although 

design and designerly thinking origins stretch back to academic articles from the likes of 

Simon and Buchanan (1969) (1992), design thinking emerged as a prevalent methodology 

developed between IDEO and Stanford University’s d-school in California. Brown and Kelley 

discuss how the term Design Thinking originated at IDEO stating, ‘every time someone came 

to ask him (David) about design, he found himself inserting the work ‘thinking’ to explain what 

it was designers do’ (Brown, 2009, p. 10). Design thinking is a set of principles that can be 

applied to a wide range of problems, putting humans and users at the centre of the design 

process. It is widely known as a human-centred approach to solving business and societal 

problems, often referred to as ‘wicked problems’ (Buchanan, 1992). It is also a methodology 

that is non-linear due to the exploratory nature of the process, promoting unexpected 

discoveries using an iterative approach throughout. Some companies around the world 

will argue that design thinking is a mindset as well as a toolkit, an activity that is inclusive 

and collaborative and due to its popularization amongst non-designers and businesses, is 

challenging what it means to be a designer (Schneider, 2017). Design Thinking generally 

falls into three overlapping phases of innovation in a non-linear way: inspiration, ideation 

and implementation. It has iteration at the heart of the process; a continuous loop of 

prototyping, testing, reflecting. One of the mottos and philosophies of IDEO is “Fail early to 

succeed sooner”. By using a rapid iterative process, this should allow the continuous flow 

of testing that would produce a successful user/human-centred solution. Design Thinking 
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is also recognised as a five-stage process, developed at d-School in Stanford University in 

California. Taking a similar approach to the stages outlined by IDEO, it lists empathy, define, 

ideation, prototyping and testing as a non-linear model to work from.  

  

Other notable businesses who have researched and adapted a design thinking model to 

suit their business is IBM. They began using a new framework to designing and delivering 

its products in 2013 (IBM Design Thinking) which used three key principles to guide their 

process: Focus on user outcomes; Restless reinvention; Diverse empowered teams. In the 

heart of this model was an iterative process called ‘The Loop’, which was a continuous three 

stage cycle of Observing, Reflecting and Making. In addition to this they added three more 

core practices: hills, playback and sponsor users (IBM, 2017). Design Thinking is a 

methodology that can incorporate different methods and processes within it. It is 

collaborative, team orientated and human-centred and has evolved to focus on both the 

analytical relationship between people and products, and amongst people themselves 

(Brown, 2009). Part of this research study seeks to investigate the context of human and 

user-centred processes used in the design sector of NI and explore whether there are any 

notable links to the levels of innovation being produced in their work output and work 

culture.  

 

3.6 Design in Business and Tech 

With the rise of startup culture, the use of design and designers within the technology 

entrepreneurial space has gained momentum in the last number of years. Design appeared 

to be shifting from an esoteric consultancy model to an in-house business framework 

where both large and small-scale (non-design) businesses were employing designers. In 

2016, the venture capitalist firm NEA conducted a survey that aimed to analyse and 

investigate the importance of design in startups. Up until this point, there was very little 

data available to assist with our understanding of the role that design plays in these 

environments. The survey was called The Future of Design in Startups and concentrated on 

four key questions: 

• What is the perceived value of design in a startup? 

• How do companies structure their design teams? 

• Does design have a tangible impact on a startup’s success? 

• What are the trends in hiring designers, freelancers and agencies? 

(NEA, 2016) 
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Of the 408 companies that participated in the study, 302 were venture-funded and 106 

were agencies or independent. As the majority of participants were USA based companies 

with the remainder from Europe, the statistics showed a bias to how North American 

businesses consider design with the majority of respondents (28%) having between 21-50 

employees. Two categories emerged as significant in the data: design–centric and design-

mature. Within the design-centric category, the vast majority of participants (302) said that 

design was important or very important to their business. The design-mature category (47 

participants) were categorised as companies who had a designer as a co-founder or at least 

20 designers on staff and had raised more than 20M in capital funding. When both of these 

categories were pitched against each other, the design-mature company achieved higher 

sales, higher consumer engagement, higher customer retention and faster product cycles. 

The summarising points of the report found that 87% of startup participants believed that 

design was either important or very important and 31% have a designer-founder (NEA, 

2016). 

 

In 2019, InVision conducted research on the most comprehensive design maturity report 

to date. It gathered data from 2,200 companies in 24 industries across 77 countries and the 

results displayed positive results with ‘nearly three quarters of companies say they have 

improved customer satisfaction and usability through design’ (Invision, 2019, p. 8). The 

findings from this report also suggested that smaller companies were benefitting most 

from design. Labelled as ‘visionaries’, these were the companies that integrated design as 

strategy stating ‘nearly three quarters of companies say they have improved customer 

satisfaction and usability through design’ (Invision, 2019, p. 13). 

 

In some tech-led geographical regions like Silicon Valley USA, design as a discipline has 

started to find its place at executive boardroom level. Maeda has authored a number of 

reports from 2015 – 2019 which highlights the significance of design within technology 

firms in the US, highlighting that the rise in value (design) was due to the mass-

consumerisation of computers and its digital by-products. What was once considered a 

tech-led phenomenon, was evolving into an experience-led era, where consumers were 

relying on a user-experience that had been designed for their needs. The 2015 report 

highlighted design’s rise in value and focused in on how we moved from ‘tech-led’ to 

‘experience-led’ digital products. The 2016 report stated the digital technology company 

Google as the ‘new leader in design’ and focused in on how major consulting firms like 
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McKinsey and Accenture were acquiring design agencies as part of their portfolios. It also 

highlighted the importance and force of Design Thinking in large businesses. In the 2017 

report, computational design was highlighted as a key growth area and was reviewed 

against classical design and design thinking (Maeda, 2017). The information outlining each 

area of design has been adapted into an overview in Table 3-1: 

 

Table 3-1 Adaption of comparisons between classical design, design thinking and computational design (Maeda, 
2017). 

 Design: 

Classical Design 

Business:  

Design Thinking 

Technology:  

Computational Design 

Definition There is a right way to 
make what is perfect, 
crafted and complete 

Because execution has 
outpaced innovation and 
experience matters 

Designing for billions of  
individual people in real time 

Driver Industrial Revolution Need to innovate in relation 
to individual customer needs 
require empathy 

Impact of Moore’s Law; 
mobile computing; latest 
tech paradigms 

Emphasis on Practice Strategy  
Raw/Production 
Materials 

Paper, wood, metal 
(anything physical) 

Post-its, whiteboards, team 
members time 

Data, models, algorithms and 
anything virtual  

Goal Orientation Ship a perfect product Foster constructive 
divergence 

 

Impact evaluated by Acceptance, adoption, 
awards 

Strategic product or feature 
that resulted 

 

Involves primarily Classical Designers Business thinkers / Doers  
Skills with tools 
(Grounded in) 

Hands and laws of physics Mind and Organisational 
Sciences 

Mind + Computer, Social 
Sciences 

Number of Active 
Users 

Few to Millions  Few to billions 

Time needed to 
deploy competed 
product 

Weeks to months through 
distribution channels 

 Instantaneously delivered 
over the net 

Perfection is 
achievable 

Yes, there is a final state  No, it’s always evolving 

Designers level of 

confidence 

Absolute and self-

validating 

 Generally high, but open to 

analysing/testing research 

 

Both Design Thinking and Computation Design are considered to be the key areas of 

design driving business value.  Throughout the report, Maeda discusses the value of design 

from the acquisition of design companies by major firms and the rise of the designer co-

founded companies in China. The theme of ‘digital’ runs through all Design in Tech reports 

and clearly analyses how design is evolving at both practice level and business level. The 

changes and needs in business are analysed against current design education offerings, 

highlighting the disparity between the two areas. Maeda discusses the need for a bias shift 

towards teaching design students to ‘understand business and finance; leadership and 

teamwork; using research and analytics to design’.  
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This argument is set against the current framework for design education which he believes 

is concentrated on ‘communicating/articulating your design; using empathy to design; 

defending your design’ (Maeda, 2017). The essence of Maeda’s 2017 report adheres to the 

notion that design as an industry is changing due to the changing face and demands of 

business and entrepreneurship. As this is considered a global phenomenon, having cited 

China and USA as leaders in the evolution of design-led businesses and startups, it is 

relevant to compare how Northern Ireland, as a weak design economy, compares in both 

practice and ambition. The Design Tech reports over the years have recognised that we 

have moved from tech-led to experience-led products (2015) to the growth large 

consultancy firms like McKinsey acquiring design agencies and tech giants like Google 

becoming a leader in design (2016). Whilst the 2017 report proposed computational design 

as the key growth area, it also addressed the criticality of inclusive design expanding into 

the tech product market (2017). The last two reports witnessed the rise of Artificial 

Intelligence and its implications to design whilst also dwelling on the rise of how design 

has continued impact at boardroom level of large companies (2018; 2019). 

 

3.7 Innovation and Design 

Innovation has become one of the most used terms in relation to business and product 

development in the last century. Whilst there are many definitions of innovation, it is 

generally interpreted as a ‘new idea or method’ used across multiple functions of business, 

engineering, technology and often associated with R&D. Innovation theories have been 

researched since the 1930s and Schumpeter (1934) is widely considered to be the ‘prophet 

of innovation’, having authored a seminal text on the theory of entrepreneurship. It has 

also been labelled as a ‘problem-solving process’ (Dosi, 1982) to ‘a process involving the 

exchange of codified and tacit knowledge’ (Patel & Pavitt, 1994). Drucker (2002) considers it 

a discipline within its own right and like Schumpeter, links it to entrepreneurship: 

Innovation is the specific function of entrepreneurship, whether in an existing business, a 

public service institution, or a new venture started by a lone individual in the family 

kitchen. It is the means by which the entrepreneur either creates new wealth-producing 

resources or endows existing resources with enhanced potential for creating wealth 

(Drucker, 2002, p. 95). 

However, the adoption of innovation as a practice has evolved over the years with Von 

Hippel (2005) highlighting user-centred innovation as a democratised trend in software 
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and physical products, where individual users can innovate for themselves and equally 

learn from others shared experiences. Brown (2009) first connected the idea of design 

being interlinked to innovation by using design thinking as a process to innovate within 

business. This human-centred approach gave non-designers a tool kit to think more 

creatively about innovating within business and borrowed processes used by designers to 

solve problems. Furthermore, new terminologies have evolved to reflect how design and 

innovation have developed over the years, to Verganti’s ‘design-driven’ (2008) to Buccolo’s 

‘design-led’ (2011) variation on innovation. Bucolo, et al., (2012) describe the difference 

between design-driven innovation and design-led innovation as: 

Design-driven innovation is a strategy that aims to radically change the emotional and 

symbolic characteristics of products and services through a deeper understanding of 

broader changes in society, culture and technology (…) Design-led innovation describes 

a managerial approach to culturally embed design within a business and to enable 

strategic and radical innovation (Bucolo, et al., 2012, p. 8). 

Cooper et al  (2016) conducted an AHRC funded research project which aimed to examine 

the role and relationship between design and innovation. The findings of this study found 

that design played different roles in companies and were highlighted as (Cooper, et al., 

2016): 

• It contributes directly to developing innovative products, services, and markets 

• It is a process that helps to accelerate and de-risk innovation activities 

• It is an activity that supports marketing of products and services and the 
building of brands 

 

In summary, the results of this research identified the value that design played in the 

majority of participant companies and was significant for companies who engaged with 

design as strategy or process.  

 

3.7.1 What is meant by Strategic Innovation Tools? 

Tools are variations of strategies and/or methods that helps you achieve an end-goal or to 

enable you to do a specific activity. Innovation tools are used in a wide array of business 

functions and may be used to generate new insights into problem areas, understand 

customers better or help formulate new ideas. Many of the techniques and processes used 

in design thinking (interviewing, ideation, personas, mapping, prototyping) can be used 
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independently as innovation tools. Both the Design Maturity Model (Invision, 2019) and the 

Design Ladder (Danish Design Centre, 2001) rate the highest and level of design integration 

as ‘design as strategy’ where:  

The designer works with the company’s owners/management to rethink the business 

concept completely or in part. Here, the key focus is on the design process in relation to 

the company’s business visions and its desired business areas and future role in the value 

chain (Danish Design Centre, 2001). 

In the context of this PhD study, strategic innovation tools are related to design process 

and adopts the more mature level of integration of design as strategy.   

 

3.8 Ecosystems 

The term ecosystem has origins in ecology and how organic matter function together. The 

Cambridge English Dictionary (2019) describes an ecosystem as ‘all the living things in an 

area and the way they affect each other and the environment’. Jackson refers to biological 

ecosystems as something that ‘can only be considered as a whole, not piecemeal, as every part 

of the ecosystem has a functional effect on another’ (Jackson, 2011, p. 1).  

 

Ecosystems are generally recognised as an area (geographical) where different elements 

can work together as one, often referring to marine life, plants or micro-organisms that are 

ecologically connected. They can be acknowledged as good adapters to change, yet fragile 

with Den Ouden suggesting they ‘are described as both resilient structures that are able to 

adapt to changes in the environment, and as fragile structures that can collapse if changes 

occur’ (p. 145). In recent years, the ecosystem meaning has been adapted as a metaphor to 

how other systems work, whether it be in business, cities, regional or innovation. In this 

sense, an ecosystem can be a complex network of people, interconnected systems or 

businesses, geographical business region or intangible arrangement of associated 

mindsets. San Francisco is recognised as a rich regional entrepreneurial ecosystem, where 

clusters of startup companies form to create a rich knowledge base and network. The 

arrangement of these types of business clusters are often linked to innovation and become 

hotspots for attracting the best new talent. Ecosystems have been defined in literature as 

falling into three typologies; regional, industry and specific project levels (Den Ouden, 

2012). Finland is an example of a region who have developed a national strategy to have a 

successful ecosystem through investment in education, innovation and design (2012). 
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Whilst industries who are involved in the evolution of an emerging technology in a specific 

era (like DVDs and Blue-ray discs) can be seen as part of an ecosystem of competitive 

companies who are helping each other to set global operational standards at industry level. 

Den Ouden (2012) suggests the third ecosystem is ‘at project level, which is created around 

radically new products and services’ (p. 144). The context for innovation over the last few 

decades has been categorised into four key economies: agricultural economy, industrial 

economy, experience economy and the knowledge economy. Den Ouden argues that the 

next important economy will be known as the transformation economy, a societal-led 

transformation that includes changes to the decline of domestic labour and technological 

developments that ‘impose new patterns of life’ (p. 9) and challenges to our society. 

 

Whicher (2016) sought to define the role of design in the innovation ecosystem by 

developing 46 indicators that assessed the performance of design across a number of 

European countries. The research was conducted in parallel to the SEE Platform (Sharing 

European Experience in Design Innovation Policy) which was funded by the European 

Commission between 2012 and 2015 who stated: 

Though still often associated solely with aesthetics, the application of design is much 

broader. A more systematic use of design as a tool for user-centred and market-driven 

innovation in all sectors of the economy, complementary to R&D, would improve 

European competitiveness. Analyses of the contribution of design show that companies 

that strategically invest in design tend to be more profitable and grow faster (European 

Commision, 2013, p. 4) 

Whicher used the double diamond design process and sought to operationalise it as a 

research tool for her PhD study. The results of the research proposed a Design Innovation 

Ecosystem (Fig 3.8) which was iteratively developed as a framework for benchmarking 

design for innovation policy. Whicher argues that a ‘design ecosystem should not operate in 

isolation from the broader innovation ecosystem to leverage its effectiveness’ (p. 271). The 

Design Innovation Ecosystem model have mutually dependent components that ‘require a 

balance between supply and demand’ (p. 272). 
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Figure 3.8 Whicher's Design Innovation Ecosystem model 

 

3.9 Innovation and Value 

The meaning of ‘value’ can be understood as both the worth and importance of something 

as well as the appeal, appreciation and assessment of an entity or intangible experience. 

The orientation of the word ‘value’ is also strongly aligned innovation in the context of 

value generated through innovation. Four levels of value are identified as having relevance 

to the context of innovation and are listed as: users; organisations; ecosystems; society (Den 

Ouden, 2012). Fig 3.9 shows an adapted version of the value framework which is used as a 

model to review current innovations and assist in creating new innovations. ‘Meaningful 

Innovation’ is considered to happen when the combination of all four levels create shared 

value (p. 61). 
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Figure 3.9 Value Framework adapted from (Den Ouden, 2012) 

 

3.10 Innovation ecosystems in NI 

Innovation ecosystems are highly connected to technology development and Jackson 

(2011) suggests there are actors (material resources and people) and entities (institutions, 

universities, venture capitalists, government bodies etc). They have two main economies; 

the knowledge economy and the commercial economy, one of which is driven be research 

and the latter by marketplace. An innovation ecosystem is an important driver of an 

economy and Jackson suggests ‘innovation is believed to be the fundamental 

source of significant wealth generation within an economy’ (p. 2). In comparison to Maeda’s 

argument of design as a valuable commodity in business, there is very little evidence to 

suggest that design has a strong value in businesses in Northern Ireland. Although some 

leading businesses like Deloitte and Kainos appear to have a strong understanding of 

design and its affiliation to digital, the larger public facing agencies such as Catalyst Inc and 

InvestNI have a traditional and conventional perspective on design.   

 

The Northern Ireland Science Park (NISP) was founded in 1999 as a not-for-profit 

organisation that would facilitate the commercialisation of research in NI. The three key 

stakeholders were Queens University, Ulster University and the Department of Enterprise, 
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Trade & Industry. A rebrand of NISP in 2016 resulted in the newly named Catalyst Inc with 

a goal of establishing Northern Ireland as one of the most inclusive knowledge economies 

in Europe by 2030. As an entrepreneurial ecosystem, their key mission is: 

Enabling a connected community of like-minded innovators in an entrepreneurial 

ecosystem that is the key driver of the knowledge economy in Northern Ireland. (Catalyst, 

2019) 

The structure of the organisation is made up of three key business components: 

Workspace; Programmes; Research. Catalyst is a not-for-profit network for NI’s 

entrepreneurs, business and research talent and its set-up was inspired by the tested 

University of California’s ‘Connect’ model: a series of intensive business development 

workshops, nurturing of young entrepreneurial talent and a reporting system on the NI 

Knowledge Economy. Connect is also host to number of key NI initiatives including Invent 

and Generation Innovation, two of the regions leading events for aspiring entrepreneurs 

and innovators. A recent scoping analysis of the Catalyst website showed that there was 

no obvious connection to design as an industry or partner. Although the term ‘innovation’ 

runs through the core of what Catalyst Inc is about, the disconnect from design is apparent 

in both the steering and board committee’s representative membership to it overarching 

vision. Although we should acknowledge the relationship between design and innovation 

as a valuable commodity, as evidenced in leading innovation ecosystems like Silicon Valley 

(Maeda, 2017), it appears to be overlooked and possibly feared in a risk-averse society like 

NI.  

 

Over the last decade, NI has attempted to grow its innovation tech ecosystem and one of 

the most successful initiatives was CultureTech, an annual festival established in 2012 in 

Londonderry. As a subsidiary of Londonderry Chamber of Commerce, it attracted a large 

audience with an estimated 60,000 attendants reported in 2015. Gaining inspiration from 

the global South by Southwest (SXSW) tech festival, CultureTech embraced a wide 

community of digital technologists including music, TV, animation and startups. With the 

support of InvestNI, CultureTech was a showcase event which allowed NI and Irish tech 

entrepreneurs and innovators in diverse areas of the digital arts to congregate and present 

plausible business ideas to the community. It was also engaged heavily with schools across 

NI as an important scheme to inspire and enhance the knowledge of aspiring tech 

entrepreneurs. CultureTech was a significant initiative in both the digital tech space and as 

a cultural shift due to its geographical position in the Northwest of NI. This was one of the 
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only Northern Ireland events of its type that was located outside of Belfast, where the main 

concentration of tech events was generally located. In 2016, CultureTech was axed due to 

funding issues. Although it was a Northwest based festival, it had grown significantly since 

its inception in 2012. It adds a further contradictory tone to the ongoing agendas of the 

governments Innovation Strategy and Catalyst Inc’s drive for NI to be a leading knowledge 

economy.  

 

3.10.1 Knowledge Economy: Northern Ireland 

A knowledge economy (KE) is widely regarded as one that creates, evaluates and trades 

knowledge and has a greater reliance on intellectual capabilities. Powell and Snellman 

have defined it as: 

Production and services based on knowledge-intensive activities that contribute to an 

accelerated pace of techno-logical and scientific advance as well as equally rapid 

obsolescence. The key components of a knowledge economy include a greater reliance on 

intellectual capabilities than on physical inputs or natural resources, combined with 

efforts to integrate improvements in every stage of the production process, from the R&D 

lab to the factory floor to the interface with customers (Powell & Snellman, 2004, p. 201). 

Northern Ireland’s KE is the second fastest growing out of the twelve UK regions (Catalyst 

Inc, 2018). It is an economy that is powered by the creation and commercialisation of new 

ideas and technologies which can be exported globally. Although it is highly focused on a 

STEM agenda, the Design Council (2010) and Marginson, et al., (2009) presented how 

design and creativity can have impact on this sector and Table 3-2 shows potential or direct 

association to ten areas outlined by Catalyst Inc. Whilst good design can make positive 

impact on tangible and digital products by emphasising the experience of material, form, 

function and user interfaces, it also has a role in highlighting and discovering problems 

through design thinking that society and businesses can address. Dunne and Raby are 

renowned in the field of speculative and critical design, an area of design that speculates 

on futures thinking and scenarios (Dunne & Raby, 2013). Their work has addressed a 

multitude of sectors such as biotech and computing, where design has been a core 

component in the speculation of future scenarios for how we live.  
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Table 3-2  Knowledge Economy Sectors and potential association to design (Catalyst Inc, 2016) 

Northern Ireland KE Sectors Potential Association to Design 

Pharmaceuticals and Biotechnology X 

Medical Devices X 

Software and Digital Content X 

IT Services X 

Creative Content and Digital Media X 

Hi-tech Financial Services X 

Technology Consulting X 

Aerospace and other transport equipment X 

Telecommunications X 

Computing and Advanced Electronics X 

 

There are four key indicators that make up the framework for the KE and the following list 

outline the NI ranking out of 12 UK regions:  

• Core Indicators (ranked 11th) 

• Investment Activity (ranked 5th) 

• R&D Activity (ranked 8th) 

• Innovation & Patent activity (ranked 11th) 

(Catalyst Inc, 2018) 

Although NI has ambitious plans to have 80,000 KE jobs by 2030, it is still lagging behind in 

areas like venture capital investment and the number of science and technology graduates. 

Although it has been recognised as the second fastest growth region, in comparison it is 

has the lowest number of science and technology graduates and lowest KE earnings in the 

UK (Catalyst Inc, 2018). 

 

3.10.2 Innovation Strategies 

The NI Executive published an Innovation Strategy (IS) in 2014 setting out a framework for 

success for the next 20 years. Although NI currently sits at the bottom of the UK Innovation 

League tables, it has ambitious plans to be an ‘Innovation Hub’ by 2025 (Northern Ireland 

Executive, 2014). Within the strategy, the key themes identify knowledge generation to be 

exchanged between crucial players (individuals, companies, academics, government 

agencies), with an underpinning requirement of cultural change: approach and behaviours 

(Northern Ireland Executive, 2014). 
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Although not renowned for Innovation on a global scale, Northern Ireland has a strong 

history of localised innovations that has made significant impact across the world. The 

Titanic ship was designed and built in Belfast in 1909, Wrightbus of Galgorm supply 

London’s fleet of public transport buses and First Derivative software is a spearhead for 

FinTech across the globe. A key priority of the IS is to refine and expand upon the strategy 

to stimulate Innovation, R&D and Creativity. Table 3-3 shows an adaption of the areas 

highlighted in the IS as barriers to innovation in NI:  

 

Table 3-3  Barriers to Innovation (adapted from Innovation Strategy for NI: 2014 -2015). 

Knowledge Absorptive capacity, IP, user knowledge, lack of communication, lack of 

information 

Access to capital Availability of finance, cost of finance 

Incentives Lack of competition, lack of inducements, lack of ambition 

Markets Identifying opportunities, understanding opportunities, regulation, standardisation, 

access to markets, and language barriers 

Skills Lack of leadership, technological, R&D, and creative thinking skills 

Cultural Changes Risk aversion, low levels of entrepreneurship, lack of understanding innovation, 

reluctance to collaborate 

 

The IS acknowledged the importance of creativity, by proposing the development of a 

Creative NI Framework. In addition, it recognised the value of design as an innovation tool, 

highlighting how other European economies have placed design at the core of their 

strategies. The acknowledgement of a linear process in which creativity links to design 

linking to innovation is a marked step forward in the NI Government’s recognition of design 

(Northern Ireland Executive, 2014, p. 32). However, given the more recent research by the 

Design Council (2017; 2018) stating a strong link between design and innovation, NI could 

still do more to capitalise upon this by forging stronger links between the highly 

recognised knowledge economy and the design sector skill base.  

 

3.10.3 Innovation Lab 

The NI Innovation Lab was set up in 2014 as part of a Public Sector Reform Division and is 

situated within the Department of Finance (DoF). Innovation and Policy labs are well 

established in parts of Europe and UK, with an estimated 100 labs operating globally 

(Whicher, A, 2017).  The Lab is the first of its kind in NI and seeks to utilise innovation and 

design methods to improve public services and policy. A review of the Lab was undertaken 

by PDR in 2016 to evaluate the leadership, operating model and methods.  
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Between 2014-16, the Lab led 18 projects which were focused on a wide range of 

challenges (Whicher, A, 2017). It is encouraging to learn that fifteen of these projects chose 

design methods as their method of choice, taking a human centred or design thinking 

focus in problem solving. Over the eighteen projects, only nine progressed to 

implementation phase and this was acknowledged as a key overall weakness. Innovation 

and Policy labs often use an adaption of the double diamond design process method 

where the four-stage process uses: discover, define, develop and deliver. It is clear that the 

first three stages of the process were well considered in each project. However, 

implementation happens at the ‘deliver’ stage and this was not perceived to part of the 

Lab’s internal remit. The review acknowledges that is currently being rectified and more 

emphasis is now being focused on implementation. Although the organic development of 

the Lab operating model is considered to be one of the key strengths, the lack of clear 

vision, mission and targets at its inception was the auspicious flipside of how an organic 

operational structure occurred. Another weakness is the limited amount of human-centred 

design process skills within the team, with the review acknowledging that the Lab is 

drawing on concentrated expertise from a very small team who are using a mixture of 

design methods, behavioural insights and systems dynamics. As part of the 

recommendations that was outlined in the review, upskilling prototyping methods 

associated with human-centred design and service design was key to its continuing 

success: 

The Lab is currently a hidden gem within the NICS and additional activities should focus 

on future-proofing the Lab’s capacity by up skilling existing staff in methods such as 

prototyping and internalising the expertise of the two external consultants. Without their 

applied knowledge of system dynamics modelling and service design the capabilities of 

the Lab will be drastically reduced (Whicher, A, 2017, p. 132). 

3.10.3.1 Review of Innovation support and goals 

InvestNI are still the critical flagbearers of design support at government level. The Design 

Service that it offers (outlined in Section 2.5), as an enabler of innovation to SMEs in NI but 

is still inadequate in its operational operandus when pitched at both UK and international 

levels. Various innovation incentives and grants are also offered via government schemes 

including: Innovation Vouchers, Creative Credit Vouchers, Specialist Provision for Industry 

using College Expertise (SPICE) Centres and Knowledge Transfer Awards. The NI 

government’s aims and targets are ambitious, given the long-term standing of Northern 
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Ireland’s position at bottom of the league tables for Innovation. To understand this further, 

an overview of their goals and targets has been adapted into the following Table 3-4: 

 

Table 3-4  Overview of NI Innovation goals and targets (Northern Ireland Executive, 2014). 

Long Term Goals 2014 Milestone (2020) Goal (2025) 

 

European innovation scoreboard ranking 

 

Innovation follower 

 

Innovation follower 

 

Innovation leader 

 

UK regional innovation ranking 

 

12th (of 12) 

 

Top 6 

 

Top 4 

 

Employment in the Knowledge Economy 

 

33, 370 

 

45,000 

 

54,000 

 

Total R&D spending 

 

624 Million 

 

950 Million 

 

1.2 Billion 

  

The KE Economy report (highlighted in Section 3.7) shows that employment in the KE is 

currently 40, 250, a strong increase from 2014 but still below its target milestone for 2020 

(Catalyst Inc, 2018). 

 

3.11 Creative Ecosystems and Contexts 

Much has been written on the evolution of both creative/cultural and startup ecosystems 

globally, but there is little literature on design (sector) ecosystems. We can use the 

knowledge gained from understanding existing ecosystems to use as a positioning point 

to understand how a design ecosystem may evolve and thrive in regions like NI. Denmark 

is a good example of having a thriving design landscape and rich ecosystem. As a country, 

they have formed a strong cultural identity that is presented to the wider world via their 

national website (Fig 3.10) and highlights three key areas as prominent to their national 

identity: People & Culture; Society & Business; Innovation & Design. 
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Figure 3.10 Homepage (Screenshot) of Denmark’s national website (Denmark, 2019). 

 

They recognise their strengths in sustainability and green thinking, digitalisation and 

design leadership (Denmark, 2019). They have a strong design ecosystem which consists 

of design support institutions, world-leading design education, design funding, design 

promotion, professional design organisations and policy and regulations. Their confidence, 

ability and approach to design sets them apart as one of the pioneers of establishing a 

sustainable design ecosystem. An example of a prosperous innovation ecosystem would 

be Silicon Valley’s startup culture. Normand (2017) compares the San Francisco region to 

an orchestra where each player in the ecosystem is equivalent to a musical ensemble. His 

analogy suggests that if any of them fails, then this compromises the quality and sensitivity 

of the whole music piece. He identifies six key components in the makeup of the Silicon 

Valley ecosystem: startups; large tech companies; investors; accelerators; universities; co-

working spaces. The contribution of each of these six strands are the vital characteristics of 

the startup culture. 

 

If we compare this to a creative/cultural ecosystem, we can identify core creative arts as 

literature, music, performance and visual arts and core cultural industries as film, theatre, 

museums, art galleries and libraries. Anders-Morawska (2017) suggests a core creative arts 

circle is representative of the cultural capital of a city whilst the core cultural industries 

represent the (cultural) infrastructure. This is summed up as: 

The cultural ecosystem of a creative place should be considered as a network, wherein core 

creative class representatives use and transform assets within core creative industry 
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infrastructure to provide place residents with non-material benefits (Anders-Morawska, 

2017, p. 162). 

Florida (2008) uses the term ‘Superstar City’ to describe major economies in places like 

London, Paris, Tokyo and New York. He discusses the prospect that cities are not 

interchangeable, in the sense that the experience of living in London is not the same as 

living in smaller places and towns. The cultural diversity of regions can be beneficial to 

growing economies with research showing that 30% of all Silicon Valley startups between 

1980 – 2005 were Indian and Chinese immigrants. Regions with the strongest innovation 

ecosystems are recognised as having: leading-edge universities, high-powered companies, 

flexible labour markets and venture capital (Florida, 2008). 

 

Within the UK, London would have the strongest ecosystem for design and creativity. With 

a population of 8.8 million people and a thriving economy, London is recognised as one of 

the world’s leading ‘design’ cities (Metropolis, 2017). It has the highest concentration of 

designers and businesses per capita and is well supported by government, with many 

leading initiatives including Design Council and Nesta, operating out of London as a base. 

The QS World University Rankings ranks two London Art & Design institutions in its global 

top ten, with the Royal College of Art London and University of the Arts ranking first and 

second consecutively (QS Top Universities, 2019). In addition, another London institution 

(Goldsmiths) falls into the top twelve in Europe (QS Top Universities, 2019). The high 

density of design talent emerging from the London higher education establishments is 

potentially reflected in the London design industry and ecosystem. Suburbs in East London 

such as Hackney, Dalston and Shoreditch attract a large population of creatives, including 

artists, designers and musicians and also marked as ‘hipster’ locations. Maly and Varis 

(2016) refer to the emergence of hipster culture in 1950s America, in a period where jazz 

music and black culture coined terms used in language such as ‘hip’, ‘funky’ or ‘cool’. They 

go on to define hipsters as, ‘…a subculture of men and women typically in their 20’s and 30’s 

that value independent thinking, counter-culture, progressive politics, an appreciation of art 

and indie-rock, creativity, intelligence, and witty banter’ (Maly & Varis, p. 639). 

 

3.12 Creative Cities 

The concept of the ‘creative city’ was originated by Yencken in 1988 (Yencken, 1988), which 

he argued planning for cities must foster and promote creativity amongst its citizens. The 

emotional satisfaction, imagination and open-mindedness of a city was first seen as 
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aspirational and the creativity absorbed into the infrastructure would become the city’s 

mindset. The creative influence would be inclusive to all citizens of a city with a purpose of 

producing all-inclusive thinkers, creators and implementers.  In 1945, the constitution of 

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) was established 

by 37 countries who had attended the Conference of Allied Ministers of Education (CAME) 

in the UK. The first meeting of UNESCO was in 1946 and became a global network of 

countries dedicated to ‘create the conditions for dialogue among civilizations, cultures and 

peoples, based upon respect for commonly shared values’ (UNESCO, 2017). The UNESCO 

Creative Cities Network (UCCN) was established in 2004 to promote creativity in cities as a 

strategic tool in urban development. The network covers 7 creative fields and is formed by 

180 members from 72 countries globally. The 7 creative fields are: Craft & Folk Art; Design; 

Film; Gastronomy; Literature; Music; Media Arts. 

 

3.12.1 UNESCO City of Design 

In Dec 2014, the Dundee Partnership bid to become the UKs first UNESCO City of Design. 

The Dundee Partnership are a syndicate of multiple organisations including the Dundee 

City Council, Dundee and Angus Chamber of Commerce, Skills Development Scotland and 

the two local universities (Dundee City Council, 2019b). The bid was successful due to 

positioning itself as burgeoning design region, showing a clear vision which included the 

aims and objectives to become a major design city with the following strategic aims - 

(Adapted from Dundee City of Design website); 

• using design to solve the social challenges faced by Dundee;  

• developing local design talent through supportive commissioning and procurement 

(using community benefit clauses where appropriate);  

• embracing design principles in our work, from designing new projects to redesigning 

existing approaches;  

• building in regular evaluations of major activities and events, applying a design 

approach to ensure we always look for improvements, particularly in terms of social 

impact;  

• using our resources to promote designers working with, or linked to, our organisation; 

(Dundee City of Design, 2018) 

To further enhance this strategic vision, Dundee proposed a blueprint of its values as a 

design city, including:  

• promoting social justice and inclusion;  

• raising aspirations and creating opportunities across all of our communities;  
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• involving our communities in collaboratively designing services and solutions;  

• championing high quality design, covering place, products and processes;  

• learning from local, national and international designers;  

• supporting the creative and commercial success of local designers;  

• growing our economy through design-led business innovation.  

(Dundee City of Design, 2018) 

 
With a population of 148,000 (2019) in comparison to Belfast having 342,000 (2019), 

Dundee has held two consecutive Design Weeks since 2016, showcasing a mixture of 

workshops and exhibitions celebrating all forms of design including jewellery, textiles, 

furniture, ceramics and healthcare design. The contents and participants of Dundee Design 

Week could be considered a multidisciplinary mix between applied art and crafts with 

contemporary design practice.  Dundee has invested in design since the 1980s and has 

more recently been recognised for its investment in a 1 Billion waterfront development 

which is focused on creative industries, digital media, renewable energy and leisure (The 

Dundee Partnership, 2014). The application had ambitious plans for the future and 

included a number of initiatives which have already had large impact on the city including: 

the opening of the V&A Museum of Design, a knowledge exchange hub, district 10 (live 

work and business spaces), university partnership and Dundee UP (the cultural strategy for 

the city of Dundee for the period of 2015 – 2025 which places design at its core (The 

Dundee Partnership, 2014). We Dundee is an online crowd platform that empowers local 

citizens to have a say and offer ideas to how creativity and design can enhance their region. 

In the bid to host the City of Design application, they engaged with the public and received 

ideas that spanned architecture, design legacy, interactive design, public places and 

transportation amongst others (The Dundee Partnership, 2014). There are currently 31 

global cities that have been awarded a UNESCO City of Design status with the membership 

cities for design shown in an adapted table in Table 3-5: 
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Table 3-5  UNESCO Cities of Design (UNESCO, 2017). 

Africa Arab States Asia & the 
Pacific 

Europe & North America Latin America and 
Caribbean 

Cape 
Town 

Dubai Singapore 
Nagoya 
Seoul 
Shenzhen 
Beijing 
Geelong 
Wuhan 
Kobe 
Bandung 
Shanghai 

Saint-Etienne 
Kolding 
Montreal 
Kaunas 
Kortrijk 
Bilbao 
Detroit 
Berlin 
Helsinki 
Budapest 
Graz 
Torino 
Istanbul 
Dundee 
 

Brasilia 
Buenos Aires 
Puebla 
Curitiba 
Mexico City 
 

 

 
The V&A opened its first Museum of Design in Dundee in 2018, the first design museum in 

the UK outside of London. In the run-up to its opening, the V&A announced fifty ‘Design 

Champions’ stating:  

The V&A Dundee Design Champions are inspirational designers creating high-quality 

work and helping to enhance people’s lives, or champions of the power of design to 

improve the world (V&A Dundee, 2017). 

Designed by Japanese architect Kengo Kuma and inspired by Scotland’s cliff faces, it is has 

a prominent, contemporary architecture style and is situated on Dundee’s waterfront as 

part of the waterfront investment development. Although Dundee has a strong industrial 

history, the decline of the jute industry in the late 20th century meant economic 

unproductivity and very low employment rates (Local Histories, 2019). It has since made 

bold moves to become leaders in biotechnology, research and creativity and the 

designation of Dundee as a city of design has reaped economic rewards for the region. 

Subsequently, The Times newspaper (2019) has named Dundee as the ‘Best Place to Live in 

Scotland’ in 2019. The binding strengths of the multiple cities of design are their unified 

commitment to using creativity and design as a crucial component in their sustainable 

development. It requires critical support and buy-in from local governments, regional 

communities and stakeholders, and must demonstrate how creativity can be both an 

enabler and a driver for areas such as inclusive growth through to human-centred 

urbanisation.  
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3.12.2 Creative Cities Index 

A number of studies have attempted to evaluate how creative a city is, with the most 

notable being Landry who developed two key research studies including the Urban Psyche 

test (Landry & Murray, 2017) and Creative City Index (Landry & Hyams, 2009) which enables 

a city to be measured, evaluated and assessed holistically on its innovative ecosystem. The 

Creative City Index was developed in collaboration with Bilbao in 2008/9 (Landry, C, 2018) 

and advocates for how creativity and imagination can be deployed as crucial factors for 

solving problems and developing opportunities. The evaluation and assessment of the city 

uncovered its creative abilities and potential whilst also providing a framework for policy 

making. The Creative Cities Index uses a mixture of methods to evaluate a city, with 

particular relevance to an insider and outsider perspective.   

 

It uses a methodology of both quantitative and qualitative approaches to gather data on a 

city. Both the insider perspective from citizens and outside views by peer groups form the 

basic structure of the study. An evaluation team seeks to understand the city during day 

and night whilst in parallel, one-to-one interviews are carried out with citizen participants 

from a wide range of sectors. Online questionnaires are also used to capture a wider 

audience. Focus groups consisting of diverse people discuss a joint agenda allowing for a 

cross-disciplinary approach. The results of the study offer insights to how diverse sectors 

can come together to share a voice on how they perceive their city. One of the consistent 

outcomes of the overall study is the high proportion of ‘silo-thinking and lack of 

collaboration’ between sectors (Landry, 2017). As a strategic tool it provides a framework 

to enable good policy making and highlights what a city still needs to achieve. Over 20 

cities have been assessed, from Plymouth in the UK to Adelaide in Australia and the results 

showed a massive diversity of views, particularly where political frameworks were 

discussed between the young and the old. Landry suggests that cities are only creative if 

they display a culture, mindset and attitude that is open to imaginative thinking, which is 

also widely visible. He also believes cities can fail at creativity by failing to interrogate their 

past or assess their future possibilities (Landry, 2008).  

 

Other notable Creative City Indexes have been reviewed by Hartley et al (2012). The CCI 

Creative City Index report offers a thorough overview of creative and global city indexes 

including those from Landry, Florida, European and Honk Kong creative indexes. The 

review aims to capture the dimensions of various key factors that are highly relevant in 

understanding a city’s position as a global competitor, including two key stock indexes 
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which focus on cultural and creative assets as well as additional services like innovation, 

cultural tourism, openness and government. Hartley et al propose that global cities evolve 

out of creative cities and furthermore, creative cities develop organically, with a key insight 

pinpointing that creative global cities are highly competitive with one another. The result 

of this review comprises eight key dimensions in which creative cities are measured, 

resulting in three novel inclusions in creative index construction. The index list is 

highlighted as: 

1. Creative Industries scale and scope (novel) 

2. Microproductivity (novel) 

3. Attractions and economy of attention (novel) 

4. Participation and expenditure 

5. Public support 

6. Human capital 

7. Global integration 

8. Openness, tolerance and diversity 

(Hartley, et al., 2012, p. 12) 

Six cities were chosen to participate in the study, including pairs of cities from a country 

which showed global and regional city comparisons within the UK (London and Cardiff), 

Australia (Melbourne and Brisbane) and Germany (Berlin and Bremen). Fig 3.11 shows how 

the mapping exercise was portrayed:  

 

 
Figure 3.11 CCI Mapping Exercise Results  (Hartley, et al., 2012). 
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Amongst each of the eight key dimensions that were measured were a much deeper 

quantity of inquiries into multiple facets of each city. A measurement of the amount of 

social networking profiles to how many of the region’s music artists appeared in Apple 

iTunes catalogue were an indication of the depth of the index breadth. The report 

concludes on the importance the roles of ‘youth culture’, ‘consumer co-creation’ and 

‘digital literacy’ play in relation to the creatively engaged citizen. Groups of citizens 

including the youth and those who hail from the margins are considered integral in 

creating the culture which society, businesses, industries and economies are built upon: 

A creative city is invariably powered by energy and the entrepreneurial experimentation 

of the young, of the outsider, of those seeking to create new ideas and to challenge existing 

ideas. A creative city will invariably be complex and challenging, ‘lovable’ more than 

‘liveable’, edgy rather than middle-of-the-road, often with a clash of cultures, 

demographics and ideas in its mix (Hartley, et al., 2012, p. 125). 

3.13 Creative Class 

The concept of a ‘Creative Class’ was introduced by Florida (2002) as a means of identifying 

‘people who add economic value through their creativity’ (p. 68). His seminal text The Rise of 

the Creative Class sought out to understand the values and lifestyle that have driven the 

21st century.  When Florida discusses the creative class and the key ingredients that help 

form creative societies, he places emphasis on diversity and openness. He argues that a 

creative class favours a more open-minded and tolerant viewpoint on society, seeking an 

environment where gender, sexual practice or race, or personal idiosyncrasies are accepted 

and valued. His definition of class is concerned with how people group themselves with 

other social groups and considers social identity in relation to economic value. He suggests 

the creative class consists of two components: ‘The Super Creative Core’ and ‘Creative 

Professionals’. The former consists of a wide variation of professions including poets, 

novelists, designers, actors, scientists and engineers, those who he argues ‘fully engage in 

the creative process’ (p. 69). The latter component involve those who work in knowledge-

intensive areas and engage in creative problem solving of complex situations. People who 

typically fall into this category might involve those who work in financial services or 

healthcare professionals. In parallel to the creative class, Florida also pitches another social 

grouping which he identifies as the service class. Although the service class is positioned 

as those who work in lower paid (low autonomy) service roles and may typically include 

people who work as waiters or cleaners, he argues that its growth is a response to the 
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burgeoning creative economy. He suggests that the long hours and irregular patterns 

associated to those who belong to the creative class, are catered to by the service class who 

‘take care of them and do their chores’ (p. 71). Florida emphasises the values of the creative 

class as individuality, meritocracy, diversity and openness. These values are amplified 

through quirkiness and eccentricity (individuality) to ambition and achievement 

(meritocracy) to inclusivity on gender, race, non-native and sexual preferences (diversity 

and openness). The crux of Florida’s argument is that the creative class has an increasingly 

dominant economy and one that is beginning to shape our cities in the 21st century.   

 

In an attempt to place value on a city and understand its value in relation to creativity and 

design, Florida proposed the Bohemian-Gay Index: a combined concentration of artists, 

musicians and designers with the concentration of gays and lesbians in an area. He pursues 

the concept of gentrification in an area correlating to creative, artists and gay people 

pushing up urban housing prices. Florida’s theory on house value in relation to bohemian 

and gay populations are categorised as two key reasons: 

 

1. Aesthetic-Amentity Premium: Artist and bohemians are attracted to places that have 

them. 

2. Tolerance or Open-Culture Premium: Artists and gay communities cluster in places that 

value open-mindedness.  

 

Although Florida’s theories on bohemian communities and gentrification are arguable, the 

author’s experience of large artist and bohemian communities in London have been more 

inclined towards affordability of areas. London regions such as Peckham, Deptford and 

Leyton were once renowned for having much lower rent prices than other parts of the city 

due to its high population of unemployed and ethnic minority groups, but when 

‘gentrification’ happens to an area it tends to push artists out of the area, rather than keep 

them in it.  Although creative communities and businesses can thrive in these clustered 

areas, that were once affordable and often run-down in appearance, they fight hard to 

maintain rental prices when large corporations see their value. Another interesting 

proposition that Florida describes as ‘the big morph’ is the new concept of the protestant 

work ethic and bohemian ethic as blending, but at such a complex level that a new era has 

emerged called the ‘creative ethos’. The protestant work ethic could be described as hard-

working, structuring, budgeting and good time management. Whereas the bohemian 

ethic is considered to be hedonistic, liberal with spiritual and socio-political characteristics. 
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Most literature points towards a prism of bohemia, cultural, creativity and innovation being 

the interlinking elements in the creation of a creative class or city. However, when we look 

closer at the boroughs within leading cities, places like Hackney and Dalston in London’s 

Eastend have historical associations more aligned with squalor and deprivation than 

creativity. The understanding is that artists and creatives who are synonymous to having 

low-incomes, are attracted to these areas due to the low rents and cost of living. Markusen 

refers to this as the ‘artistic dividend’, the gentrification of unpopular areas where artists, 

creatives and gay people push up housing prices in specific regions of cities (Florida, 2008). 

 

The Cathedral Quarter in Belfast is a renowned and regenerated cultural area. Its 

proposition to be a cultural quarter for the city was due to the close proximity of the York 

Street campus for Ulster University’s Faculty of Art & Design, in an area that attracted many 

of the city’s artists due to low-rent prices. It emerged as the organic choice for a cultural 

quarter due to its bohemian creative activity and a campaign was spearheaded by local 

playwright Martin Lynch (McManus & Carruthers, 2012). The aesthetics and inhabitants of 

the cathedral quarter is a key component of its cultural identity, having a myriad of cobble 

streets and alleyways teaming with busy pubs and street art, lit up at night with an 

abundance of low-hung fairy lights. Cultural Quarters can be designated in both a formal 

and informal way, with the latter being created from a grass-roots and organic formation. 

McManus and Carruthers (2012) suggest that the Cathedral Quarter in Belfast was created 

from an informal grass-roots movement by artists and activists prior to its regeneration, 

and the development company Laganside facilitated investment for its development. The 

view of whether the success of the Cathedral Quarter is down to its organic evolvement or 

from city developers capitalising on culture as a ‘domino effect’ for corporate means is 

debated (McManus & Carruthers, 2012). The concept of a cultural quarter in the locality of 

a city like Belfast, tends to be very focused on the premise that culture is related to arts, 

music and literature. This research study investigates whether design as a sector and 

community has enough support to form a successful grass-roots movement that could lead 

to the establishment of a design quarter or city, similar to Dundee. 

 

It has been recognised and debated during scoping research with the design community 

of NI, that success, recognition and growth tends to happen with the support of some key 

influencers. The metaphoric use of ‘big fish, small pond’, has a particular significance in 

conversations which attempt to underpin the ecosystem of a design culture in a small 

population. It is the assumption that these key influencers may help shape the direction of 
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current NI design practice by being highly visible via local conferences, seminars and social 

media platforms. Having key influencers could also be associated to the formation of sub-

cultures within an existing, yet small, design culture. Part of this study investigates the 

effect that this scenario might have on a community and questions whether the current 

ecosystem is predisposed by an ‘influenced’ construct or by a more ‘fluid’ organic nature. 

Furthermore, it is also concerned with establishing what a utopian vision of a NI design 

culture could be. When discussing the intricacies involved in creating ‘micro-utopias’, 

Wood argues, ‘a transformation of society can take place once we can create visions, ideals 

and proven methods that are desirable, attainable, reproducible and maintainable ‘ (p. 4). He 

sees a vision for variations on democracy and one that allows us to dream in a more holistic 

way as designers. 

 

Northern Ireland is historically known as one of the more complex political regions in the 

world with its historical political and religious conflict, recognised widely as ‘the troubles’. 

It is also perceived as a safety net for public sector workers, when in reality this sector 

employs 207,950 compared to the private sector employing 565,480 people (NISRA, 2019). 

Socially and economically, there is an element of risk averseness in NI society (Dept of 

Enterprise Trade & Investment, 2013), and after informal scoping discussions with various 

employees in differing job sectors, it is noted that employees in NI tend to have a 

preference towards a ‘job for life’. This could be to do with various factors including a lack 

of opportunity, cultural behaviour or a desire to remain rooted and play safe.  

Florida argues that citizens of some of the most creative and innovative places in the world 

elected to be there stating: 

Some three in four residents of fourteen large global cities – London, Paris, Tokyo, Sydney, 

Shanghai, Beijing, and others – report that they “chose” their city, according to a 2008 

survey of more than 8,500 people (Florida, 2008, p. 4).  

He goes on to discuss two different categories of citizen; the mobile and the rooted. Mobile 

people are considered more aligned to progressing careers and economic opportunities 

that require geographical moves. Rooted citizens are tied to place, although it is recognised 

that they may have differing levels of fortune that make them rooted. He argues,  

Not all of those rooted are stuck because of economic circumstance (…) some are satisfied 

with their lives, even though they know they could potentially do better elsewhere (Florida, 

2008, p. 72).  
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When relating this information to the dynamics of a fast-moving job sector in the broader 

design industry, it is important to gain an understanding of how much movement occurs 

in the NI job market and investigate the patterns of localised job flow in the design sector, 

both nationally and internationally. Whilst this research study has explored the perception 

of contemporary life in Northern Ireland, it has also investigated whether it is a place that 

international designers would consider living and working in. As a juxtaposition against 

Florida’s proposition on creative classes and cities, although NI has evidence of a thriving 

arts and music sector, it is still perceived as a conservative region due to its strong religious 

beliefs permeating though politics and school systems, whilst  continuing to be the only 

country in the UK where same sex marriage is illegal (Amnesty International, 2019).   

 

3.14 Design Support – Association, Representation and Research 

3.14.1 London centric 

The design and creative sector has long associations to governments and associations 

across the UK since the 18th Century. The Royal Society of Arts was founded by William 

Shipley during the period of enlightenment in 1754, with the notion that creativity and 

ideas could enrich social progress (RSA, 2017). It has grown into a large global organisation 

with a global network of 28,000 fellows and is now recognised for the encouragement of 

arts, manufactures and commerce. The RSA has a strong connection to design and officially 

awards the Royal Designer for Industry (RDI) annually, the highest accolade for designers 

in the UK. It also operates a global student design competition that challenges emerging 

designers to tackle social, environmental and economic issues through design.  

 

In the last decade, the government placed a greater focus on its association with the design 

sector and the Design Council was founded in 1944 as part of Winston Churchill’s wartime 

government (Design Council, 2019c). The primary goal was to support Britain’s economic 

recovery and nurturing the improvement of design in connection with British industry. It 

has evolved continuously over the years to reflect the changing face of the design industry 

and to offer solutions for public benefit. It is acknowledged as a Royal Charter charity that 

works in the public interest and is guided by the following goals: 

The advancement of British industry and public services by the improvement of design in 

their products and services. 
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The protection, enhancement, improvement and revitalisation of the natural and built 

environment (including architecture). 

The advancement of the education of the public in such subjects and in subjects relating 

to sustainable development and sustainable living. To promote study and research in such 

subjects provided that the useful results of such study are disseminated to the public at 

large. (Design Council, 2019f) 

It merged with CABE (the UK governments advisor on design and the built environment) 

in 2011 and continues to publish research and promote projects that tackle major society 

changes and drive growth and innovation for the whole of the UK. The Design Council 

currently operates five strands to its core business: built environment, design training and 

education, accelerators, social innovation, research (Design Council, 2019d). Although the 

physical headquarters are based in London, there is no other physical presence in other key 

regions in the UK. There is also very little official connection to Northern Ireland, with the 

only recognised partner being InvestNI being one of fourteen partners in the Design for 

Europe project, an EU design agenda (Design for Europe, 2017b). With the pending 

departure of Brexit from the EU, this may result in a disconnection from European projects 

of this nature and may bring about even less engagement with the Design Council.  

 

Other representative bodies are the Design Business Association (DBA) and the Chartered 

Society of Designers (CSD), both of which offer paid membership opportunities and are 

based in London. The DBA is the official trade association founded in 1986 to champion the 

transformative power of design and offers membership to UK and Ireland. Currently there 

are over 400 companies registered, employing in excess of 7000 staff. Companies and 

individuals who have membership of the DBA also sign up to use the ‘code of conduct’, 

which are a set of behaviour guidelines and rules that should reflect and influence how 

design as a business is conducted. Out of the nine rules outlined, a selection has been 

highlighted: 

1. A member company should not work simultaneously on competitive projects without 

informing the clients involved. 

2. Members should not divulge to any other party information about a client, that is 

confidential or might be detrimental to his business. This confidentiality may by 

agreement be limited as to time. Similarly, members should not allow their staff to show 
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work of a confidential nature to others, including potential employers, without prior 

written agreement. 

3. Members shouldn’t take part in pitches that require unpaid work. The level of payment 

for pitches should relate to the time and effort involved (Design Business Association, 

2017). 

It is noted that at the time of writing this thesis the author could only find three companies 

in NI that had membership of DBA (Design Business Association, 2019). Although the 

headquarters of the CSD are based in London, it has a global reach with membership 

available globally. It is the internationally recognised body for the design profession and 

has a history dating back to the 1930s in the UK. It holds a Royal Charter, awarded in 1976 

and has the power to maintain official recognition for designers under the Register for 

Chartered Designers. It also maintains a code of conduct for its members and used the 

following opening statement:  

The Chartered Society of Designers is the professional body for design. Its remit is to 

promote high standards of design, foster professionalism and the study of design, and to 

regulate and monitor the practice of its members for the benefit of society (Chartered 

Society of Designers, 2017). 

There are five sections in the code of conduct labelled as: Introduction; Compliance; 

Professional Responsibilities; Commissioning of Members; Promotion and Publicity. Each 

of these sections have subdivisions of approximately five to ten subsections for each 

heading. Although the membership of the CSD is UK centric with a bias to London, there is 

a notable difference in NI membership when compared to the DBA. It is noted that at the 

time of access to database, the NI membership of CSD had the lowest memberships across 

the UK with 11 individually recognised members operating in NI (Chartered Society of 

Designers, 2019). Wales reported 21 memberships, Scotland had 32 memberships, and 

London reported the largest group of members in the UK with 160 members.  

In comparison to the rest of the world, the global memberships were insignificant, with 

USA, Australia and Canada all reporting less than 10 members each. The most significant 

membership globally was Hong Kong, which reported 66 members. Other notable design 

organisations based in England are Design and Technology Organisation, Design History 

Society and Anti Copying in Design (ACID).  
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3.14.2 Scotland 

Scotland does not have any focused organisation for design alone but has a number of 

initiatives that support design and craft within the creative industries: Creative Scotland, 

Craft Scotland, Scottish Design Awards, UNESCO City of Design. Creative Scotland is the 

public body for the arts, screen and creative industries and is supported by the Scottish 

government and The National Lottery (Creative Scotland, 2019). As the main outlet for 

funding to Scottish creatives, Creative Scotland also has a broad range of events and 

programs which spans the CI. Scotland’s first Year of Innovation, Architecture and Design 

was held in during 2016. With its recent recognition as a City of Design, Dundee appears to 

be competing with the more recognised (creative) cities of Glasgow and Edinburgh. The 

Scottish Design Awards were founded in 1997 to reward Scottish architecture and design 

firms for their contributions to contemporary design culture. The awards do not have any 

known connection to official bodies for design and creativity and are organised by the 

media brands The Drum and Urban Realm (Scottish Design Awards, 2019).  

 

3.14.3 Wales 

PDR and The Design Commission for Wales (DCfW) are the most notable and significant 

organisations for design in Wales. Although the DCfW mission statement is to promote 

good design, the focus tends to bias architecture, replacing the word with ‘design’ in 

numerous counts throughout its website. This adds weight to the consistent theme of 

asking ‘what is design?’ throughout this research study, when the formal appropriation of 

the term design has a bias to professions like Architecture. In comparison, PDR is not a 

government initiative, but a company devoted to design research that sits within Cardiff 

Metropolitan University (PDR, 2017). Established in 1994, it has 45 fulltime development 

staff from various industries and disciplines of design and uses a unique approach of 

blending high quality research with cutting edge consultancy practice. It is acknowledged 

as both a company and a research institute using applied research from across eight design 

groups with industry, academia and governments. The eight groups include: user centred 

design, new product development, service design, surgical and prosthetic design, eco-

design, design management, design and innovation policy. These groupings are 

considered to be forward-thinking and fall into a newly aligned understanding of design 

within leading councils like the Design Council, where designing services and proposing 

innovations for public policy is considered as innovative as advancing technologies. In 

2000, PDR established Design Wales which was dedicated to helping businesses and 
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regional offices of the direct benefits of design and as a means to promote a sustainable 

Welsh economy. Design Wales is now operational under the Design Management 

grouping of PDR (2017). 

 

3.14.4 Ireland  

The Institute of Designers Ireland (IDI) is the official representative body for design in 

Ireland. It was formed in 1972 and is considered to the oldest and largest and most 

established for design in the region. The IDI offers membership to all-Ireland, including 

Northern Ireland and reaches to an international membership for diaspora living abroad. 

The board consists of sixteen council members, an annually elected president who 

provides the main leadership and direction during their tenure and it is run as a voluntary 

body. It hosts the annual Irish Design Awards for both professionals and graduates which 

is considered to be one of the biggest events in Irish design. Whilst it adheres to a similar 

ideology to the Design Council by stating ‘we are committed to advancing the value and 

impact of design’ (IDI, 2019), it also sets out its values in a ‘Memorandum of Association’ 

highlighting the following key areas: consolidating design; moderating design; elevating 

design; evolving design (IDI, 2015). ‘Since January 2017, IDI is a CLG, a fully incorporated 

company limited by guarantee, a non-profit entity, led by an executive board of directors, 

monitored and steered by a guardianship council, directed by its members’ (IDI, 2019). 

 

3.14.4.1 Year of Irish Design 2015 

In 2015, the Irish government launched a year-long initiative that encouraged and 

supported design as an economic driver (Donnelly, et al., 2015). The Year of Irish Design 

2015 (YOID2015) was rolled out across the north and south of Ireland with the aim of 

increasing awareness of design and proposed outcomes of creating jobs and generating 

value. The YOID2015 was put forth as a concept by the Design & Craft Council of Ireland at 

the Global Irish Economic Forum in 2013 (Donnelly, et al., 2015). The Irish government 

backed this suggestion and it soon became rooted as a major government-led program to 

promote Ireland as a design-aware nation. Whilst acknowledging that Ireland could learn 

from how other countries had approached design-led initiatives and design policy, they 

were also conscious of their rich craft heritage and conceived a program of events and 

ventures that would incorporate a diverse understanding of design and offer a bespoke 

identity for Irish design. The program components of the YOID2015 included design 

support, design development, design promotion, design research, design education and 
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design policy. Each of these components would play a part in implementing the strategy 

to enable Irish design to have a better presence socially and economically on a national 

and international scale. The review of YOID2015 showed that the aims were out-performed 

on almost every component. From the initial 5M Euros of government funded input, this 

generated 55M Euros of return on investment. Some of the key highlights of year’s outputs 

included:  

• 8 design networks established 

• 52 design publications and online platforms launched 

• 370 new design companies registered with RIAI, IDI, DCCoL 

• 15 tertiary institutions partnered with YOID2015 

• 232 workshops, talks, conferences and symposia 

• 6486 designers showcased in Ireland 

• 476 designers showcased internationally 

• 1,124 060 audience attended international exhibitions.      

(Hennessey, et al., 2015) 

 

3.15 Design Nations and Festivals 

In order to gain a deeper understanding of how design has evolved as a positive cultural 

influencer and enabler, we can analyse countries and cities where this is prevalent.  

Scandanavian Design was a movement that flourished in the mid 20th Century. Comprised 

of the countries Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden, it was first promoted as part of a 

touring design show called ‘Scandanavian Design’ which toured North America during mid 

1950s. Its defining characteristics are minimal simplicity and devotion to function, inspired 

by nature and its northern climate. The emphasis of Scandinavian design spans multiple 

areas of design including furniture, architecture, textiles, silver, ceramics, lighting and 

glassware. The art movements of the 20th Century that grew out of modernism, were 

aspirational to many of the Scandinavian designers. De Stijl, Futurists, Bauhaus and 

Dadaists were all movements that influenced the Nordic regions and design principles 

evolved over time that inspired the functionalism of Scandinavian design. Due to their 

geographic location, the Nordic countries suffered long, dark winters where daylight was 

minimal. Designers responded to this in a humanistic way, by creating bright and practical 

solutions for living. A plethora of renowned designers lived and worked in the region 

during the evolution of the Scandinavian movement including Arne Jacobson, Verner 
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Panton, Poul Henningsen and Alvar Aalto. In more recent times, the region has become 

synonymous with large global brands like IKEA, Carlsberg, Nokia, Volvo and H&M.  

 

Although fashion design is not a focus of this research study, it is inextricably linked to 

design culture as a major player in determining leading design nations and cities. Milan, 

London, New York and Paris are known as the ‘big four’ fashion regions (Bradford, 2015), 

but they are also known for their coverage of major design festivals that happen annually. 

The annual Salone Del Mobile is one of the largest design and furnishing shows in the 

world, held annually in Milan during April attracting more than 300,000 visitors from over 

165 different countries (Salone Milano, 2018). The London Design Festival originated in 

2003 as a means of promoting the city’s creativity and was conceived by Sir John Sorrell 

and Ben Evans. It has grown into one of the biggest design festivals in the world, attracting 

420,000 visitors from over 75 countries, running annually each September. The festival is 

made up of multiple events happening throughout London and in recent years has 

established nine official ‘design districts’ as part of the festival. These districts include places 

like Brixton, Shoreditch, Chelsea and Islington, all attaining their own individual character 

and include design outputs hosted in shops, studios, seminars and product launches 

(London Design Festival , 2017). NYCxDesign is the annual celebration of design that takes 

place in New York City annually in May. Like London, it is heavily supported by the city 

council and associated parties and seeks to promote design as an economical, educational 

and cultural strength for New York. Paris Design Week is an additional extension and 

overlap to the globally attended Maison & Objet Paris, a leading home décor and interior 

design festival held annually in September. All of the four major design capitals promote 

design as a serious enabler to economic advantage for their region, adding value to the 

design sector and showcasing the wares of both emerging and established designers in 

amongst leading global design brands. Although they can be perceived as large scale trade 

shows for design sales and company growth, they also involve the community of a city and 

offer a more holistic perception of the value of design through engagement with education 

and showcasing social innovation where design is the driver (London Design Festival , 

2017).  

 

3.16 Design Manifestos 

Designers have a history of activism for what they believe in, both socially and 

professionally. According to the Oxford Dictionary, a manifesto is, ‘a public declaration of 
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policy and aims, especially one issued before an election by a political party or candidate’ 

(Oxford Dictionary, n.d.). The concept of manifestos by designers date back to late 19th 

Century where William Morris and contemporaries produced the Manifesto of the SPAB: 

Society of the Protection of Ancient Buildings (SPAB, 2017). During the 20th Century, a 

regular stream of manifestos became instrumental in the formation and evolution of 

design movements and protest activism including the Bauhaus Manifesto by Gropius 

(Bauhaus100, n.d.) and First Things First Manifesto by Garland (Garland, n.d.). The 1991 

Munich Design Charter (Han & Van Leeuwen, 2014) and the Danish Designers’ Manifesto: 

The Role of Design in the 21st Century (DanishDesigners.com, 2010) were propositions 

collectively putting forth the ideology of a continent or in the latter case, a county.  

 

The most recent and largescale manifesto was issued at the 2017 World Design Summit in 

Montreal as a declaration and ten-year plan to define the role and value of design (Design 

Declaration, 2019). Within the manifesto, it lists key bullet points categorised in the ‘value 

of design’ section as: 

• Design is a driver 

• Design is an agent 

• Design expresses culture 

• Design adds value to technology 

• Design facilitates change 

• Design introduces intelligence to cities 

• Design addresses resiliency and manages risk 

• Design fosters development 

(Design Declaration, 2019) 

In addition to this, it also seeks a ‘Call to Action’, seeking to collaborate with governments, 

businesses, NGO’s and communities around the globe. It lists a calling for design advocacy, 

development of design policies and development of design standards amongst its 

declaration (Design Declaration, 2019) As a conclusion, there is an expressed intention to 

further collaborate on and develop a world design agenda, collectively initiate and work 

together on projects that advance the role and value of design and to inspire designers to 

have a more impactful and appreciated role in humanity.  

 

In 2018, Manchester City Council made a call to action to co-design a design manifesto for 

Manchester which involved multiple stakeholders from industry and academic institutions 
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to designers and regional communities across Greater Manchester. As a region, Manchester 

has a strong industrial history and the manifesto was charged as a mechanism to 

understand and relate the stories that may emerge from a collaborative mindset: 

From the story of textiles and looms, through the birth of the co-operative movement and 

stored-program computers right through to the innovation opportunities for product 

design that will soon be offered by the new Graphene Engineering Innovation Centre, 

design has helped us create and tell stories about the invention and radical spirit that 

distinguish this part of the world (Manchester City Council, 2018, p. 4). 

Manchester considers its design ‘story’ to involve a mixture of creative industries including 

music, architecture, textile and computing. It places design as a central core component in 

the development of a Made in Manchester brand. Design is considered to have an 

important role in innovation, transport, mobility, healthcare and the growth of a regional 

and national economy. Five principles were developed and agreed as an initial approach 

to further developing the manifesto with stakeholders – 1. Design is a great city 2. Design 

delivers improvement 3. Our spirit is our value 4. Design is for everyone 5. The time is now 

(2018). The first public think tank to begin the process of ideating on a manifesto occurred 

in 2019. At the time of writing this PhD it is understood the manifesto is still under 

development. However, discussions of shared stories of Manchester heritage and key areas 

that arose from the 2018 discussion that could be positioned as the starting point to 

develop a manifesto are listed as: 

• Creating long-term, low-cost creative spaces in city and town centres 

• Integrated transport and smart mobility 

• Open and green spaces in the centre (parks and vertical gardens) 

• Health and long-term unemployment 

• Creative education and skills pathways 

• Design of civic services 

• Homelessness and rough sleeping 

• Age-inclusive design 

• Digital wellness 

(DesignMCR, 2019) 
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3.17 Design and Policy 

Policy design, design for policy and design policy are all connected by their association to 

government, which have slightly different meanings. Policy design is described as: 

Involves the effort to more or less systematically develop efficient and effective policies 

through the application of knowledge about policy means gained from experience, and 

reason, to the development and adoption of courses of action that are likely to succeed in 

attaining their desired goals or aims within specific policy contexts (Howlett, 2014). 

Design for policy uses design methods and processes as a means of understanding the 

problems and potentially exploring solutions for policy makers. Design policy is specifically 

related to policies on design and innovation and is described as: 

(Design) Policy can be defined as the process by which governments translate their 

political vision into programmes and actions in order to develop national design 

resources and encourage their effective use in the county (Cawood, et al., 2010). 

As previously outlined in Section 3.9, Denmark is considered to have a strong identity in 

relation to design. It was the first country to implement a national design policy in 1997, 

with updated versions implemented in 2003 and 2007 (Brunander, et al., 2010). Denmark’s 

vision was ‘to be restored as an international elite, referencing its rich tradition and heritage 

in design’. They listed nine initiatives in their white paper on the direction of design policy 

in Denmark that needed to be addressed: 

• Danish Design Centre activities to be made industry-specific and regionalised 

• Design of public-sector services 

• Development of Danish fashion zones 

• Rights protection, including design, patent and trademark rights 

• Commercial orientation and internationalisation in long cycle further education 

design programmes 

• Short and medium cycle further education programmes related to design must be able 

to match the best-in-class abroad and meet corporate sector demand 

• Boost competencies of working designers 

• International design week in Copenhagen 

• Strengthened internationalisation of Danish design 

(Brunander, et al., 2010) 
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The policy was implemented as an awareness campaign on value of design and its capacity 

in 1997. By 2007 its focus had evolved to the design of public services and commercially 

orientated and international design. The Design Ladder in Fig 3.12 is a renowned tool for 

illustrating the variation in a company or country’s use of design (Danish Design Centre, 

2001). It was developed by the Danish Design Centre in 2001 and is recognised as the 

leading model to indicate design activity from non-activity through to design as form-

giving, design as process and design as strategy.   

It has been adapted by a number of countries including the Design Council’s Design 

Economy Report 2018 in Fig 3.13, SEE Design Policy Monitor in Fig 3.14 and YOID Making 

Design Matter review in Fig 3.15: 

 

 
Figure 3.12 Danish Design Ladder (Danish Design Centre, 2001). 

Figure 3.13 Adaption of Design Ladder into Design Council Economy Report 2018 (Design Council, 2018). 
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Figure 3.14 SEE Design Policy Monitor (Cawood, et al., 2015). 

Figure 3.15 Review of the Year of Irish Design 2015 (Donnelly, et al., 2015). 

 

As part of the Year of Irish Design 2015, a consultation paper for a national design strategy 

for Ireland was published (Hennessey & Milton, 2017) which pitches Ireland as a nation that 

is taking design seriously whilst taking an evidence-based approach based on the metrics 

from a successful government-led initiative.  A policy framework for design in enterprise in 

Ireland was published in 2016, developed as part of the legacy of YOID2015 (Department 

of Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation, 2016). The framework focused on six key elements:  

 1.  Increased use of Design-Driven Innovation in the Wider Enterprise Base 

 2.  Building Scale in the Design Sector 

 3.  A Step-Up in the Engineering Design Sector 

 4.  Supporting Entrepreneurship in the Design Sectors 

 5. Developing Skills and Talent in Design 

 6. More Females in Design Roles 

 (Department of Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation, 2016, p. 3) 

 

In summary, the framework states that employment in design roles has increased 6.7% 

from 2011 to 2014, with an estimated 48,000 employees across many sectors of the 

economy. A study of the wider enterprise base (firms in Ireland outside of the design sector) 

showed that 90% of companies believed that design is a driver of innovation and 86% 

suggesting that design is key to Ireland’s business reputation. Six design sectors or groups 

define the ‘Irish Design Footprint’, which aimed to support estimates of economic 

measurement across the Ireland’s economy. Half of the six design groups were categorised 
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as traditional, with the remainder being regarded as less associated with design. The 

groups are listed as: 

• Craft (Traditional) 

• Specialised Design (Traditional) 

• Architecture (Traditional) 

• Digital 

• Engineering 

• Advertising 

(Department of Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation, 2016, p. 6). 

 

Digital design roles accounts for 48% of the design roles in Ireland and have the highest 

number of exports across the six groups. The digital group show significant strengths in 

accounting for 19% of all exports in Ireland in 2012. Outside of the digital grouping, 

designers are more inclined to be self-employed and in addition, are also more likely to 

work alone. Design in Ireland has a mainly male workforce accounting for 75%, with the 

vast majority being under the age of 55. One fifth of the design workforce are non-nationals 

and are self-employed. The characteristics of the designers outlined in this policy 

framework shows a comparable set of characteristics to the UK, relative to the population 

and workforce in each country.  

 

3.17.1 Design-driven innovation research 

The European Commission identified design as a key priority for innovation in 2010 and 

subsequently developed initiatives that evidenced the political position and importance of 

design across Europe (European Commission, 2010). Design for Europe was set up as a 3-

year programme that was funded by the European Union and implemented the Action 

Plan for Design-driven Innovation (European Commission, n.d.). It ran between January 

2014 and December 2016 and had UK representation from 5 partners including Invest NI. 

Other UK partners were Nesta, Birmingham City University and Lancaster University and 

The Design Council acting as Lead Partner. The ambitions of the project were to embed the 

philosophy of design as an economic driver. The website states: 

By sharing knowledge, experience and skills Design for Europe aims to strengthen the 

European design community of practice, and ultimately equip businesses, public sector 

organisations and policymakers with the tools they need to innovate  (Design for Europe, 

2017a). 
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Two case studies from NI are presented on the Design for Europe website, as an example 

of how design made a difference to the growth of the business. These are listed at Mullins 

Ice Cream and See Sense, the former being a reasonably long-established family business 

and the latter being a startup. Both companies benefited from the design expertise offered 

by the Invest NI design clinics and are chosen as examples of how design can improve your 

business. As a review of the project, nine key learnings were listed and were aimed at 

countries or regions who are keen to push a design-driven agenda. Amongst these 

indicators were: connecting to a national strategy; visions and capacity; building effective 

partnerships; Re-use and make it your own; why a design policy?; design maturity; building 

design capacity; the power of data and evidence; funding (Design for Europe, 2017b). 

 

SEE Platform was also funded by the European Commission under the Action Plan for 

Design-driven Innovation and was led by PDR at Cardiff Metropolitan University between 

2012 – 2015. SEE is an acronym for Sharing European Experience and included a network 

of 11 European partners who were engaging with government with the aim of increasing 

the pace of commitment to engaging with design and innovation policies. SEE has been a 

critical factor in the implementation of integrating design into new policies in countries 

such as Finland, Greece, Denmark and Estonia and developed workshops, new research 

and policy booklets, including the Design Policy Monitor (Cawood, et al., 2015). In addition, 

it produced six SEE Bulletins, a Design For Public Good report and three platform policy 

booklets.  

 

Design Action Plans (DAP) have been developed across Europe for the last twenty years 

and although they are often referred to using different terminologies such as Policy 

Frameworks or Design Strategies with varying purposes, the general aim is to advocate 

design in their country or region (Evans, et al., 2018). One of the recommendations made 

in the Design Economy 2018 report suggested a DAP for the UK was required to maximise 

the impact of design on innovation and economic growth (Design Council, 2018). The DAP 

for the UK is a two-year funded AHRC project which is jointly led by Manchester 

Metropolitan University and Cardiff Metropolitan University in partnership with The Design 

Council and its aims are ‘to develop an action plan optimising the strategic use of design in the 

public and private sectors in the UK for maximum societal and economic benefit’ (Evans & Na, 

2018). In the initial stages of the research project, six DAPs were analysed across Europe 

including the EU Commission, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Ireland and Latvia and the results 

indicated that DAPs can vary considerably in their format from one country to another. This 
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early stage research set the groundwork for best practice on how to develop a DAP for the 

UK (Evans, et al., 2018). The results of this research is expected to inform a framework 

towards a national design strategy for the UK. The conceptual framework for the research 

study included a literature review, interviews and online forum, a series of workshops 

across the UK including NI, telephone surveys and a series of thought leadership panels. As 

the research is still ongoing, the results of the study have not yet been published.  

 

3.18 Chapter Summary 

In comparison to other UK and Irish regions, it is now clear that design in NI is under-

represented as a sector and under-utilised, particularly within areas like the KE and 

government.  Design is evolving in its academic definition and also in practice, but NI does 

not appear to be adapting to the rapid evolution of change. Whilst acknowledging the 

theories on a creative class and exploring the assessment tools that can measure a regions 

creativity, this research must consider the barriers that NI society and government have 

created (religious beliefs and political) that hinder progress on aspects related to a more 

bohemian and open culture on a national level. It is clear that government-led initiatives 

that support design can reap benefits for a region’s identity and economy as outlined in 

Dundee (City of Design) and the Year of Irish Design 2015.  

 

Another factor that should be considered when reviewing literature is the concept of 

Belfast being recognised officially as a creative or design city and whether there is the 

desire to achieve this. Whilst the benefits of being categorised as creative or design city can 

be rewarding architecturally and culturally, there is no assumption that all cities want this 

classification. Therefore, this research study seeks to understand the attitudes and drive 

within the cultural makeup of a city or region.  
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4 Methodology  

4.1 Overview of research types 

As this PhD study is aiming to understand the nuances of specific regions and communities 

of designers, a deeper understanding of social sciences methods and design research 

methods will be critical in determining the appropriate methodology for analysis of a 

design eco-system in NI. It is not the intention to use social science methods in the 

professional field and context of social science, but rather to conduct the research using a 

social science approach (from a designer’s perspective) that would borrow, mix and match 

from various fields in order to arrive at a methodology that is fitting for the objective and 

aims of the research. McDaniel-Johnson suggests:  

Design researchers must go beyond what they can find: to see more than is visible, and to 

learn more than can be heard. Accordingly, design research is an act of imagination, just 

as much as design itself (McDaniel-Johnson, 2003, p. 39). 

As a means of determining a methodology, an overview of worldviews, stances and 

perspectives and their relationship to research methods and approaches need to be 

examined fully. The overall nature of research will be explored in (Section?) in order to 

determine an understanding and focus for the appropriation of the chosen methodology 

for this research study. As such, some of the key theorists in design research (Crotty, 1998; 

Creswell & Plano Clarke, 2007; Creswell, 2013; Neuman, 2011; Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009) 

will be discussed as a foundation for the next part of this chapter.  

An overview of key areas will include: 

• Research approaches 

• Worldviews used in research 

• Philosophical foundations: Epistemology and Ontology 

• Inductive and Deductive approaches; 

• Qualitative and Quantitative approaches; 

• Crotty’s Four Approaches 

• Methodology and methods appropriate to type of study 

• Chosen methodology and analysis for research study 

o Grounded Theory 
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o Methods used 

o Data Analysis 

4.2 Research approaches 

It is important to consider several factors before a formal process of conducting research 

begins. Creswell suggests a research framework that incorporates three interlinking 

components in a research approach (Fig 4.1). The three highlighted components include 

worldview, design (or strategies) and research methods, suggesting the approach the 

researcher decides to take is based on the philosophical worldview assumptions and 

subsequent methods that fit these worldviews.  

 

 
Figure 4.1 Three approaches used in research and interlinking components (Creswell, 2014, p. 5). 

 

Creswell and Clarke (2007) present worldviews in research as how we view the world and 

the philosophies engrained in our culture, histories and experiences. Although it is noted 

that there are many varying worldviews in research, Creswell outlines four which can be 

specific to design research: Postpositivism, Constructivism, Transformative, Pragmatism 

(Table 4-1): 
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Table 4-1 Four Worldviews Used in Research - adapted from (Creswell, 2014, p. 6). 

Postpositivism Constructivism *Transformative Pragmatism 

Determination 

Reductionism 

Empirical observation and 

measurement 

Theory verification 

Understanding 

Multiple participant 

meanings 

Social and historical 

construction 

Theory generation 

Political 

Empowerment and issue orientated 

Collaborative 

Change orientated 

Consequences of 

actions 

Problem centred 

Pluralistic 

Real-world practice 

orientated 

Quantitative Qualitative Qualitative Mixed Methods 

*Transformative is referred to as Advocacy and Participatory in earlier editions of Creswell’s work 

 

When we consider how the varying worldview outlined in Table 4-1 are associated with 

established research methods, we can summarise that postpositivism is more commonly 

associated with quantitative methods, whereas constructivism is typically associated with 

qualitative methods. As transformative tends to be linked with political and collaborative 

matters, it is also biased towards qualitative methods as opposed to quantitative. Finally, 

pragmatism tends to be mostly associated with mixed methods research (Creswell & Plano 

Clarke, 2007) due to the focus being real world practices which may require a mixture in 

approaches. In the pragmatism worldview, there tends to be numerous methods of data 

collection advising the study focus, resulting in an orientation towards practice.  

 

4.2.1 Social Constructivism 

Creswell discusses Social Constructivism (often combined with Interpretivism) as another 

worldview by which ‘individuals seek understanding of the world in which they live and work’ 

(Creswell, 2007, p. 20). It focuses on the subjective meanings of experiences, often directed 

toward certain objects or things, which lead the researcher to seek a complexity of views. 

In this scenario, the questions asked can become broad and general so that participants 

can construct the meaning of a situation, with particular reference to their life and social 

setting. Constructivist researchers are often placed as addressing specific contexts in which 

people live and work as a means of gaining an understanding of the participants historical 

and cultural settings. There is a heavy reliance on participants views of a particular situation 

which can be situated historically or socially. Creswell suggests that this type of research 

worldview allows for the personal, cultural or historical experiences of the researcher to 

assist with their interpretation of the research with the additional intent of interpreting the 

meanings others have about the world, inductively developing a theory or pattern.  
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4.3 Philosophical foundations: Epistemology and ontology 

Two of the key philosophies within research is ontology and epistemology, which are both 

elements of the philosophies of knowledge. When discussing the philosophical 

foundations of research approaches, Neuman mentions these two areas, suggesting that  

‘research methodology rests on a foundation of ontological and epistemological assumptions’ 

(Neuman, 2011, p. 91). Ontology is primarily concerned with the nature of being, existence 

or reality and the fundamental nature of reality. Alternatively, epistemology is related to 

the theory and creation of knowledge and is more concerned about the methods, claims 

and ways that we know things. Neuman goes on to say:  

How we can learn about or know the world is rooted in our ontological assumptions. 

Epistemology includes what we need to do to produce knowledge and what scientific 

knowledge looks like once we have produced it (Neuman, 2011, p. 93). 

Creswell refers to worldview elements and implications for practice as an indication for 

how the research may be conducted according to the ontology and epistemology 

perspectives (Table 4-2):  

Table 4-2  Common Element of Worldviews and Implications for Practice (Creswell & Plano Clarke, 2007, p. 24). 

World view 

Element 

POSTPOSITIVISM CONSTRUCTIVISM ADVOCACY AND 

PARTICIPATORY  

PRAGMATISM 

Ontology (What is 
the nature of the 
reality? 

Singular reality (e.g. 
researchers reject or fail 
to reject hypotheses) 

Multiple realities (e.g. 
researchers provide 
quotes to illustrate 
different perspectives) 

Political reality (e.g. 
findings are negotiated 
with participants) 

Singular and multiple 
realities (e.g. 
researchers test 
hypotheses and 
provide multiple 
perspectives) 

Epistemology 
(What is the 
relationship 
between the 
researcher and 
that being 
researched?) 

Distance and 
impartiality (e.g. 
researchers objectively 
collect data on 
instruments) 

Closeness (e.g 
researchers visit 
participants to their sites 
to collect data) 

Collaboration (e.g. 
researchers actively 
involve participants as 
collaborators) 

Practicality (e.g. 
researchers collect 
data by “what works” 
to address research 
question) 

Axiology (What is 
the role of values?) 

Unbiased (e.g. 
researchers use checks 
to eliminate bias) 

Biased (e.g. researchers 
actively talk about their 
biases and 
interpretations) 

Biased and negotiated 
(e.g. researchers 
negotiate with 
participants about 
interpretations) 

Multiple stances (e.g. 
researchers include 
both biased and 
unbiased 
perspectives) 

Methodology 
(What is the 
process of the 
research?) 

Deductive (e.g. 
researchers test an a 
prioi theory) 

Inductive (e.g. 
researchers start with 
participants’ views and 
build “up” to patterns, 
theories and 
generalisations) 

Participatory (e.g. 
researchers involve 
participants in all stages 
of the research and 
engage in cyclical 
reviews of results) 

Combining (e.g. 
researchers collect 
both quantitative 
and qualitative data 
and mix them) 

Rhetoric (what is 
the language of 
research?) 

Formal style (e.g. 
researchers use agreed-
on definitions of 
variables) 

Informal style (e.g. 
researchers write in a 
literary, informal style) 

Advocacy and change 
(e.g. researchers use 
language that will help 
bring about change and 
advocate for participants) 

Formal or informal 
(e.g. researchers may 
employ both 
informal and informal 
styles of writing 
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The bold highlighted areas refer to worldview selected for conducting this study, based on aims 

and objectives of research. 

 

Bryman and Bell (2015) separate the two main social ontologies as Objectivism and 

Constructionism. They are separated and explained using references to organisation and 

culture. They state that objectivism confronts us as external facts beyond our reach or 

influence, whereas the constructionism position challenges the suggestion that 

organisations and cultures are ‘pre-given and therefore confront social actors as external 

realities that they have no role in fashioning’ (Bryman & Bell, 2015, p. 32). 

Constructionism also suggests that the meanings of the categories that people use to 

understand the natural and social world are constructed in and through interaction.  

When looking more closely at the worldviews and implications for practice, the researcher 

can start to get a sense of direction and awareness as to which research method is suited 

to the type of enquiry.  

 

4.4 Inductive and Deductive approaches 

When determining the aspects of theory that could help clarify and simplify how to apply 

theory when conducting a research study, they can be divided into five major categories, 

which can be used both independently or as combinations: 

• Direction of theorizing: Either deductive or Inductive 

• Level of analysis: Either micro, macro or meso 

• Theoretical focus: Either substantive or formal theory 

• Form of explanation: Either casual, structural, or interpretive 

• Range of theory: Either and empirical generalisation, a middle-range theory, or a 

framework 

(Neuman, 2011). 

In a deductive mode of enquiry, the researcher may start with abstract concepts or a 

theoretical proposition. The ambition is to evaluate and test the theories against evidence 

which would provide a clear picture of empirical evidence. This would then provide the 

hypothesis and research framework. In an inductive mode of enquiry, the researcher would 

commence in the opposite format by observing the empirical world. By using a process of 

reflection of something in context, the researcher can begin to think in more abstract ways. 

Rather than starting with abstract concepts or propositions (deductive), one can build from 

realistic observations towards abstract concepts (inductive) (Bryman & Bell, 2015). 
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4.5 Qualitative and Quantitative Approaches 

These two types of research approaches are fundamental for the choice and direction in 

which to answer a research question. The general distinctions are that quantitative 

researchers employ measurement of data, usually through statistical measuring and 

qualitative researchers have a preference of using analysis of words. When determining a 

clear comparison between the two approaches, Bryman and Bell outline some key 

differences, suggesting the following, ‘quantitative research entails a deductive approach to 

the relationship between theory and research in which the emphasis is on testing the theories’ 

(Bryman & Bell, 2015, p. 37).  Whilst qualitative research ‘predominantly emphasizes an 

inductive approach to the relationship between theory and research, in which the emphasis is 

placed on the generation of theories’ (Bryman & Bell, 2015, p. 38). Qualitative research is more 

concerned with the generation of theories as opposed to testing them. A useful diagram 

that explains the fundamental differences between quantitative and qualitative research 

has been adapted in Table 4-3 (Bryman & Bell, 2015, p. 38): 

 

Table 4-3  Differences between quantitative and qualitative research (Bryman & Bell, 2015). 

 QUANTITATIVE QUALITATIVE 

Principal orientation to the role of 

theory in relation to research 

Deductive: testing of theory Inductive: generation of theory 

Epistemological orientation Natural science model, in particular 

positivism 

Interpretivism 

Ontological orientation Objectivism Constructionism 

 

 

4.6 Crottys Four Elements 

In discussions surrounding how we develop a research proposal, Crotty (1998) proposes an 

initial question which should ultimately drive the research outcomes: What methodologies 

and methods should we employ and how do we justify this choice? This further defines a 

set of four questions for the researcher to consider when framing their proposal (Crotty, 

1998): 

• What methods do we propose to use? 

• What methodology governs our choice and use of methods? 

• What theoretical perspective lies behind the methodology in question? 

• What epistemology informs this perspective?  
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The following table is adapted from Crotty’s discussion on constructivism which matches a 

research method to an assumption (Crotty, 1998): 

 

Table 4-4  Crottys assumptions and research methods (Crotty, 1998). 

 Assumption Research method 

1 Meanings are constructed by human beings as they engage 

with the world they are interpreting. 

Qualitative researchers tend to use open-ended 

questions so that participants can express their views. 

2.  Humans engage with their world and make sense of it based 

on historical and social perspective – we are all born into a 

world of meaning bestowed upon us by our culture 

Qualitative researchers seek to understand the 

context or setting of the participants, though visiting 

this context and gathering information personally. 

They also make an interpretation of what they find, 

shaped by the researchers’ own experiences and 

backgrounds.  

3.  The basic generation of meaning is always social, arising in and 

out of interaction with a human community.  

The process of qualitative research is largely 

inductive, with the inquirer generating meaning from 

the data collected in the field.  

 

In order to define this further, Crotty goes on to give further definitions to each question, 

and we can now begin to understand the differences between methods and 

methodologies, theoretical perspectives and epistemologies. He suggests that the four 

proposed questions are the basic elements to any research process and thus, we can begin 

to understand the strands in more detail and separate their meaning: 

 

Table 4-5  Crottys Four Elements: adapted from (Crotty, 1998, p. 3). 

Methods Techniques or procedures used to gather and analyse data 

Methodology Strategy, plan of action, process or design lying behind the choice and use of particular 

methods – linking the choice and use of methods to desired outcomes 

Theoretical 

Perspective 

Philosophical stance informing the methodology – providing a context for the process and 

grounding its logic and criteria 

Epistemology Theory of knowledge embedded in the theoretical perspective and methodology 

 

The methods used in a research study are a set of activities or procedures engaged with in 

order to collect and analyse data. Although methods can be either quantitative (surveys, 

statistics) or qualitative (interviews, focus groups, case study etc), they also need be 

analytical in their nature. Crotty discusses the importance of being specific about the 

methods we choose for the study. For example, If the researcher decides to use interviews 

as a method, then the researcher should be detailed about the type of interview, the 

techniques used and the setting. In comparison, the same rule must be applied to analysis 

where the researcher should go into detail on the ‘what’ and ‘how’ we do things. 
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The methodology can also be framed as a strategy or plan for the research. The methods 

used would be contained within the methodology framework. Examples of research 

methodologies could be ethnography, survey research, action research and grounded 

theory. All methodologies will require a number of methods to employed within the 

methodology. Examples of this would be grounded theory, where the theory that is 

developed through the method is focused on explaining how these problems are resolved. 

Methods used within Grounded Theory methodology could be interviews, focus groups, 

observations, or any other individual or group activity that yields data. The theoretical 

perspective is often described as the philosophical position that underpins the 

methodology. It is also considered to be a way of looking at the world and how we make 

sense of it. In more general terms, it can often be referred to as ‘how we know what we know’ 

(Crotty, 1998). Crotty uses the example of engaging with an ethnography methodology, 

gathering data via participant observation. He proceeds to ask questions about the 

assumptions that are embedded in this particular way of proceeding. Given the nature of 

observation as a method, assumptions may arise that are related to language and 

communication, with Crotty suggesting that ‘by expanding our theoretical 

perspective(…)our view of the human world and social life within that world, wherein such 

assumptions are grounded’ (Crotty, 1998, p. 7). 

 

From a theoretical perspective, this would be categorised as Symbolic Interactionism as it 

deals with language, communication, interrelationships and community. The last 

component to consider is the epistemology that is fundamental to the chosen theoretical 

perspective and methodology. It is often described as the ‘nature of knowledge’ and 

understanding the decisions for what kinds of knowledge are possible. Objectivist, 

subjectivism and constructionism are all epistemological stances that could relate to social 

research. If we take the stance of constructionism and analyse it in more depth, meaning is 

not discovered but constructed. It would adhere to the premise that meanings are 

constructed by humans as they engage with the world they interpret. Constructionism 

tends to be the stance that qualitative researchers summon in their research studies.  

 

4.7 Methodologies appropriate to research study 

A methodology often refers to the whole research process, the complete study, the lens a 

researcher looks though, whereas methods can be understood as techniques and/or 

processes that are used to collect and analyse data. In order to begin a process of narrowing 
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in on the best approach to conduct the research, we must gain an understanding of the 

types of philosophical assumptions and methods that are most suitable for the study. It is 

widely acknowledged that there are three approaches to research: quantitative, qualitative 

and mixed methods. A qualitative approach would be fitting for the nature of this study as 

it will require analysis of multiple meanings of individual experiences, understanding 

meanings which are socially and historically constructed and will require the researcher to 

collect open-ended and emerging data with the primary focus of developing themes from 

this data. When deciding on the appropriate strategy of inquiry for research, Creswell 

acknowledges a variation of strategies such as the twenty eight approaches identified by 

Tesch (1990), nineteen types by Wolcott (2001) and the five types of qualitative inquiry he 

identifies himself. If a decision has been made to pursue a qualitative study, he 

recommends that researchers choose from amongst five possibilities (Creswell, 2007): 

• Narrative 

• Ethnography  

• Case study 

• Phenomenology 

• Grounded Theory 

Three of these methodologies were selected (highlighted in bold) as potential research 

methodologies for this study and further analysis on each approach will give a clearer 

understanding. 

 

4.7.1 Case Study 

Case Study investigations have a long-established history across numerous disciplines with 

its origin being traced through sociology and anthropology. It is an exploratory line of 

enquiry and provides a deep insight into issues explored within a unit of study. Creswell 

refers to ‘the study of an issue explored through one or more cases within a bounded system’ 

(Creswell, 2007, p. 73). Case studies are intensive and can be focused on a person, group or 

social situation in a setting or a context. There can be single or multiple sites, enabling 

examination of problems or issues being experienced by the case that is being studied. Its 

definition as a research methodology is debated amongst researchers, with some 

preferring to label it as a choice or a singular case amongst a bigger system (Stake, 2005) 

and others referring to it as a methodology or research strategy (Yin, 2003). Creswell refers 

to it on multiple levels; a methodology, an object of study, as well as being a product of an 

inquiry (Creswell, 2007). The procedures for carrying out a case study involve the selection 
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of a case or cases which will require an in-depth understanding using multiple sources of 

data collection such as interviews, direct observations, participant observations, 

documentation, archives and physical artefacts (Yin, 2003). Analysis of the data can use 

either a holistic or embedded analysis, where a detailed description and themes begin to 

emerge. A final interpretation may report on the meaning and learnings derived from the 

case.  

 

4.7.2 Phenomenology 

Phenomenology is often equated with the notion of experience and its relationship to 

subjectivity. It is often focused on the lived experiences of several/multiple people 

describing what they have in common as part of a concept or phenomenon.  

Phenomenologists are always aware that they interpret on the basis of their own 

subjective experiences, and that a linguistic representation never really catches 

what was experienced. However, we can ponder systematically how much we can 

understand of the other's experiences on the basis of our own (Flick, p. 191). 

It is concerned with the human experiences that surround a particular phenomenon and 

seeks to collect data from people who have experienced it, resulting in a ‘what’ and ‘how’ 

description which is the essence of all participants. It is a methodology that requires 

assumptions and common experiences which will lead to a deeper understanding of the 

phenomenon. Data is often collected using in-depth interviews with participants who have 

experienced the phenomenon, although other forms of data such as observations, journals 

or art can also be used. In most cases, phenomenology requires two main questions to be 

answered and the answers form the basis of a textural and structural description of the 

experiences. Analysis consists of highlighting significant statements known as 

horizontalization, resulting in the development of clusters of meanings into themes. From 

this, the essence of the phenomenon is formed.  

 

4.7.3 Grounded Theory 

Grounded Theory has been defined as a theory that is derived from data, maintaining a 

close proximity between data collection, analysis and evolving theory (Strauss, 1998). 

It is described as a research methodology which take a simultaneous approach to collecting 

and analysing data together. This is done in parallel throughout the entire research project 

as ‘each part informs the other, in order to construct theories of the phenomenon under study’ 
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(Flick, p. 153). In general terms, it is mainly concerned with the development of theory out 

of data and uses an iterative approach which often means that the analysis and data 

gathering proceed in tandem. Bryman and Bell refer to the tools of grounded theory as 

theoretical sampling, coding, theoretical saturation and constant comparison. The 

outcomes of grounded theory (products of different phases of grounded theory) are 

concepts, categories, properties, hypotheses and theory. Qualitative researchers typically 

employ inductive logic or reasoning which may involve arguing from the viewpoint of the 

data to the general theory. Grounded theory is a methodology for theory development and 

is grounded in the data that the researcher has gathered and inductively analysed. An 

inductive analysis would involve the discovery of patterns, themes and categories in the 

data (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009). It is a research approach that is used in the study of social 

situations in everyday life. Grounded theory is primarily concerned with what people do 

and their associated meanings. It tends towards a more flexible research approach with 

Bryant and Charmaz (2007) determining it as a family of methods. Although grounded 

theory was originated by Glaser and Strauss (1967) it has evolved over decades with some 

newer approaches differing a lot from the original. Charmaz (2010) distinguished a set of 

actions in relation to the evolved approach since its origin in 1967:  

 

1. Conduct data collection and analysis simultaneously in an iterative process. 

2. Analyse actions and processes rather than themes and structure. 

3. Use comparative methods. 

4. Draw on data (e.g. narratives and descriptions) in service of developing new 

conceptual categories. 

5. Develop inductive categories through systematic data analysis. 

6. Emphasize theory construction rather than description or application of current 

theories. 

7. Engage in theoretical sampling. 

8. Search for variation in the studied categories or process. 

9. Pursue developing a category rather than covering a specific empirical topic 

(Scambler & Scambler, 2010, p. 11) 

Charmaz concludes that most researchers undertake the action of numbers 1 through to 5, 

but do not make the remaining actions evident in their work. Charmaz is also an advocate 

of the flexibility accepted in the grounded theory approach and promotes the notion that 

researchers use strategies to fit their research purpose.  
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4.8 Options of suitable data collection and methods 

When considering the options of data collection used in qualitative research, Creswell 

(2014) identifies four basic types: Observations, Interviews, Documents, Audiovisual 

Materials. Each of these types of data collections will have advantages and limitations and 

therefore it is important for this research study to identify the most appropriate format for 

generating concepts and categories that may generate theory for new knowledge. 

Charmaz also acknowledges that we may choose one or several approaches to our research 

study: 

We do not force preconceived ideas and theories directly upon our data. Rather we 

follow leads that we define in the data, or design another way of collecting data to 

pursue our initial interests (Charmaz, 2006, p. 17). 

Before making a decision on the best qualitative methods to engage with for this study, it 

is important to gain an understanding of each of their tactics and predicted insights. This 

will help inform the researcher when making decisions about best methods to employ.  

 

4.8.1 Observations 

Using Observation as part of a data collection strategy can be defined into two dimensions: 

Structured-Unstructured and Participant-Observer. It is considered to be an immersive 

process which observe people’s behaviour directly. Teddie and Tashakkorie outline it as 

‘recording of units of interaction occurring in a defined social situation based on visual 

examination or inspection of that situation’ (2009, p. 218). The differentiation between 

structured and unstructured observations are that the former may use instruments and a 

pre-specified structured format using explicitly formulated rules for the observation, 

whereas that the latter may use (open-ended) field notes and narrative with the aim to 

record as much behavioural detail as possible. Alternatively, the participant-observer 

dimension has four variables within its range: complete participant, participant as observer, 

observer as participant, complete observer. The experience of this continuum can range 

from becoming a full participant in the group you are observing to completely removing 

yourself from the group and observing from a close distance.  
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4.8.2 Interviews 

Neuman (2013) describes the interview as a ‘short-term, secondary social interaction 

between two strangers with the explicit purpose of one person obtaining specific information 

from the other’ (p. 350). A research interview would follow the format where a researcher 

asks a set of pre-arranged questions to record answers from each interviewee. The key 

differences between an ordinary conversation and a research interview are that the latter 

is non-judgemental and the respondent provides almost all information and only reveals 

their own feelings and opinions. Structured Interviews tend to be the most frequently 

employed within the domain of survey interviews and are associated mainly with 

quantitative research. The aim is to ask all interviewees exactly the same context of 

questioning with a goal to aggregate replies which can arguably only be done reliably if 

the replies are in response to identical cues. Most structured interviews contain questions 

that are commonly referred to as ‘closed’, ‘closed ended’, ‘pre-coded’, or ‘fixed choice’. The 

main differences between structured (quantitative) and qualitative interviews are that the 

approach tends to be less structured in qualitative research. With a qualitative approach, 

there is much greater emphasis on the interviewees point of view, where going off in 

tangents is often encouraged. It enables a structure that offers flexibility and can let the 

researcher ask new questions as a follow up to interviewees replies, allowing a variation in 

the order of questions. Qualitative interviewing requires rich and detailed answers. The two 

main types of interview used in qualitative research are the unstructured interview and the 

semi-structured interview. In an unstructured interview the researcher may use a set of 

prompts to deal with a topic and is very similar in character to a conversation and when 

written up can be formed into one statement (Bryman & Bell, 2015). The interviewee may 

respond freely to questions which enables the interviewer to follow up on responses that 

were not originally predicted. A semi-structured interview sticks to a list of topics but has 

the flexibility to pick up on things that are said by the interviewee throughout the 

interview. Generally speaking, this type of interview tends to use the same pattern with 

each interviewee and flows a script to a certain extent. Face-to-face interviewing is the 

most common form of qualitative interviewing, but in the case where this cannot happen 

due to long distance or scheduling, other possible formats can be used to capture data 

such as telephone, skype and email (Creswell, 2014). 

 

The field interview is also considered to be a common approach in qualitative research, and 

can be considered to be ethnographic, unstructured, open ended and informal. This type 

of interview tends to be conducted in the field or setting of the research and is considered 
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to be informal and non-directive. The mutual sharing of experiences between researcher 

and interviewee is considered to be an important part of this qualitative approach, where 

building trust is key to the extraction of data. Field interviews may occur over a period of 

time and after several meetings may allow the researcher to probe more deeply, having 

already built a rapport and established a trustworthy connection. Although this type of 

interview is often compared to a friendly conversation, Neuman (2011, p. 451) suggests is 

different in that ‘it has an explicit purpose to learn about the member and setting’.  

 

4.8.3 Documents 

During the course of the study, the researcher may collect various forms of documentation 

which could inform the research. Documents (public) such as minutes of meetings and 

private documents like journals, letters and email discussions can enable the researcher to 

obtain the language and words of the participant.  

 

4.8.4 AudioVisual 

Data collection that goes beyond typical observations and interviews, which may include 

artefacts and mediums including photographs, video, sound, audio and artefacts 

(art/design/historical). This can provide participants with an opportunity to share their own 

personal reality and it can capture attention in a visual way that offer insights beyond using 

more regular qualitative data collection (interviews).  

 

4.8.5 Focus Groups 

Focus Groups happen in a group discussion setting in which participants are informally 

interviewed. The number of participants within the group can range from six to twelve 

people, to discuss a research theme for approximately ninety minutes. (Neuman, 2011) 

The advantages of focus groups are that people can express opinions freely and can cross-

query one another openly. The disadvantages are that the moderator (or researcher) may 

unknowingly limit free expression of group participants and Neuman discusses how other 

researchers have found that ‘participants may exaggerate, minimise or withhold 

experiences depending on the social contexts.’ Although there are guidelines for how 

focus groups can be conducted, it is acknowledged that they should be compiled and 

segmented according to status.  
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4.8.6 Surveys and Questionnaires 

Research strategies associated with a quantitative approach are mainly concerned with 

precisely measuring variables and testing hypotheses. As we have established that a 

qualitative approach is more about cases and context, it may be necessary to gain some 

measurable data (attitudes and behaviours) with the intent to sample the design industry 

population of NI. Surveys can include a mixture of formats: phone interviews, opinion polls, 

and questionnaires. They are also the most widely used technique for data gathering in the 

social sciences (Neuman, 2011). 

 

4.8.7 Cultural Probes 

Some methods of data collection that designers have developed are novel kits called 

Cultural Probes (CP) that can be used to collect ethnographic data for research purposes. 

Gaver, Dunne and Pacenti developed these kits as part of a European funded project that 

was looking at ‘novel interaction techniques to increase the presence of the elderly in their 

local communities.’ (Gaver, et al., 1999) The CPs contained a range of materials including 

maps, postcards and a disposable camera, with the aim of provoking inspirational 

responses from this specific community. The inspiration for the probes was from an art 

movement in Paris from the 1950s ‘The Situationists’, highlighting their technique of 

impulsion and desire, mapping what they found as they carried out work. CPs would 

contain artefacts with specified instructions on what the researcher wanted to investigate. 

An example of this would be the instructions attached to a disposable camera which 

included asked participants to capture photos of the following (p. 23): 

• Your home 

• What you will wear today 

• The first person you see today 

• Something desirable 

• Something boring 

Almost half of the photos were unassigned as a means of allowing participants to freely 

capture images of their own accord. CP’s would be left in situ for a period of time and then 

returned to the research team within a specified time period. Gaver et al acknowledged the 

CP approach as ‘doing research through design’ and emphasised the traditions of an 

artist/designer stance, and openly subjective approach, rather than taking the routes more 

typical of science/engineering. As designers, they fall into the category of 

Speculative/Critical Design which ‘often act as provocateurs through our designs, trying to 
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shift current perceptions of technology functionally, aesthetically, culturally, and even 

politically’ (Gaver, et al., 1999). CPs were designed and shaped to act as interventions in the 

research study, ultimately taking a human-centred approach that allowed the elderly 

participants to lead in the creation of data. The method of delivery was deemed to be an 

important aspect of the study. As with all qualitative related research, the task of getting 

co-operation from willing participants is not always an easy one. In this particular study, the 

researchers introduced the CP kits in person, by travelling to the research sites in mainland 

Europe and offering gentle and unbiased introductions to the data they needed to collect. 

The CPs were not designed to be analysed using traditional research tools, but rather they 

were used to promote reflection of what had been learned from gathering and 

understanding the data in order to produce design proposals. Cultural Probes can be 

considered as successful methods of data collection in art/design led studies, where 

ultimately the researcher can gain valuable, rich data and in return the participants can gain 

personal insights as a method of reflection on a study which is about them.  

 

4.9 Selected methodology, methods and analysis: Grounded Theory 

This research study has taken a constructivism worldview and an interpretivism orientation 

using a grounded theory methodology.  The research was conducted using a mixed 

methods approach, with a stronger bias towards a qualitative position, using inductive 

logic, socially constructed knowledge claims and methods including survey, interviews, 

focus groups, observation and visual ethnography. As the research study sought to 

investigate the nuances, habits and processes of designers in NI, it considered a social 

constructivist theory - that an identity is constructed in dialogue with how designers see 

themselves and how others perceive them. In relation to the research study, a qualitative 

approach was considered to be the most reliable option for generating a grounded theory 

based on an iterative process.  

 

The initial stage of the methodology used a survey to set the basic structure, allowing the 

results to form the direction of the research, followed by a more in-depth range of 

qualitative methods to gather deeper data. This was the most fitting approach for what the 

researcher was aiming to achieve and required iterative cycles of data collection that build 

upon each phase of gathered data. The overall plan for the methodology includes a 

literature review of key academic texts and government reports, survey, interviews, focus 

group, digital design probe and photography. The analysis occurred iteratively, constantly 
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drawing comparisons to the emerging data and used coding to generate concepts, 

themes, categories and theoretical saturation to highlight the key elements of the research 

process.  

 

4.9.1 Literature Review 

As the literature review is one of the first components of this research methodology, the 

knowledge gained on limiting the scope of the study could inform the decisions that need 

to be made regarding the choice of approach to take: quantitative, qualitative or mixed 

methods. When discussing the purpose of a literature review, Creswell (2014) proposes the 

importance of scoping other related studies to the research study in question. Creswell has 

also proposed a table for ‘Using Literature in a Qualitative Study’ which offers three 

placement locations for incorporating the literature into the study: use of literature; criteria; 

examples of suitable types of studies. Whilst he suggests that presenting a literature review 

at the end of the study is common in grounded theory methodologies, enabling a 

comparison of theories found in other literature, this is not the approach that this research 

study will take. This is due to the lack of research and literature available on NI design 

communities; therefore a literature review will be formed from a wide spectrum of 

associated statistics on the design economy and performance in NI and UK, whilst also 

gaining a deeper understanding of related research in creative communities, innovation 

and design. Creswell also suggests that ‘one of the chief reasons for conducting a qualitative 

study is that the study is exploratory (…) meaning not much has been written about the topic 

or the population being studied’ (2014). This is particularly relevant when positioning this 

research study as no in-depth research has been conducted (to date) on the ecosystem of 

designers’ and how they live and work in NI. Therefore, the literature review will act as a 

foundation to build links between various factors around the title and research question.  

 

4.9.2 Ethics approval 

Before data was collected, an ethics application that included survey questions, Phase 1 

interview questions (Appendix D), consent forms (Appendix B) and information sheet 

(Appendix A) was submitted. This documentation asked for consent to use a mixture of 

voice recordings (transcribed verbatim), photography, video footage and reassured 

participants that collected data would be secured by the university. All participants were 

given the option to have their identity protected. Ethics approval was approved and the 

process of data gathering began. Due to the nature of grounded theory methodology, 
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ethics applications were submitted multiple times to add and adjust questions and scope 

of study according to each phase of data (Appendix E and F). All ethics applications were 

approved by the university ethics panel.  

 

4.9.3 Survey 

A questionnaire was designed to gather measurable data from NI designers as a means of 

generating further areas to explore in the qualitative components of the research 

(Appendix C). Although grounded theory is renowned as a qualitative research 

methodology, using surveys in collaboration with other methods is deemed acceptable.  

As Glaser and Strauss stated in one of the first books on grounded theory in 1967: 

‘We believe that each form of data is useful for both verification and generation of 

theory…In many instances, both forms of data are necessary’ (Glaser & Strauss, 

1967, pp. 17-18). 

The questionnaire that was used to form the NIDA study referred to in Chapter 2 (Creative 

& Cultural Skills, 2014), was used as a basis for this research study due to parallels existing 

in each of the frameworks. The NIDA results were statistically informative, showing the first 

clear picture of the design industry eco-system in N. However, this particular study was 

purely quantitative and didn’t allow for qualitative engagement. It is this gap in knowledge 

that originally drove the opted methods for this research study, although in order to fully 

embrace the research question, it is necessary to build upon the statistical data that existed 

to be more applicable to the study.  

 

The questionnaire was compiled and uploaded to an internet survey publishing site and 

distributed as a hyperlink: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/PhDResearchDesignNI 

The link was circulated using a mixture of channels including email, LinkedIn and with the 

additional help of wide-reaching distribution channels including NIDA’s website and 

Twitter. As the questionnaire for this study was published a year after the original NIDA 

survey, it was unclear how well designers would respond given the close proximity in time. 

The survey used mainly closed-ended questions in order to collect measurable data with 

some sections the end of questionnaire allowing for open-ended questions. As this was 

Stage 1 of the research methodology, the open-ended questions would elicit responses 

that could form the basis for further qualitative work. 
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4.9.4 Interviews 

Interviews would form the largest component of the research methods used in this study. 

As one of the most common sources of data in qualitative research, it would be the research 

interviews that would provide the framework for constructing grounded theory. As the 

research question is concerned with the habits, ethos and processes of designers who live 

and work in NI, the socially constructed knowledge claims of this group of subjects would 

permit the investigative questions to be broad and general so that participants can 

construct the meaning of a situation, with particular reference to their life and social setting 

in a specific region. The interviews would assume a semi-structured stance, following the 

same set of questions for each participant, with the capacity to be flexible if the participant 

goes off on a different tangent which allows the researcher to explore further.  

 

4.9.5 Sampling 

The sampling for this study will take a multiple case study approach, generalising from one 

case to the next as a means of establishing an emerging theory that could be generic: 

Multiple case sampling adds confidence to findings. By looking at a range of 

similar and contrasting cases, we can understand a single-case finding, grounding 

it by specific how and where and, if possible, why it carries on as it does. We can 

strengthen the precision, the validity, and the stability of the finding (Miles & 

Huberman, 1994, p. 29). 

Miles and Huberman (1994) refer to the choice of multiple cases being made on conceptual 

grounds as opposed to representative and the notion that sampling involves multiple 

decisions about settings and social processes, rather than just the interviewee alone. The 

following diagram in Table 4-6 is adapted from Miles and Huberman’s minimal set of 

sampling choices in relation to this research topic: 
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Table 4-6  Sampling Choices in Relation to Research Topic (Miles & Huberman, p. 30). 

Sampling 

Parameters 

Possible choices 

Settings: Design/workplace studios, cafes, bars, university research room, home office, email, skype calls 

Actors:  Senior Designers/Owners from Northern Ireland (Micro businesses of less than 9 employees and 

comparative SME), Senior Designers/ (diaspora) who have national and international experience, Senior 

Designers/Owners (micro business) from other world regions, Senior Designers from micro businesses, 

Senior Designers representing a leading global design company 

Events: Design Weeks, Design focussed Talks, Seminars, Design Jams/Hacks, Workshops, Interviews, Focus Groups 

Processes:  Interpreting and understanding habits, design process used within their practice/business, relating to the 

design culture in a specific region, understanding cultural nuances and perception of design, act of 

designing (design doing).  

 

Design sectors studied will be separated into traditional disciplines: graphics, product, 

interior, branding, communication and contemporary emerging disciplines: design 

research, user research, digital product design, digital marketing, service and UX design, 

design entrepreneurship and creative co-working design spaces for solo, freelance and 

micro design businesses. The research study is equally focussed on traditional and 

contemporary practice in order to gain an in-depth understanding of any differences that 

may emerge in practice.   

 

The case studies will be referred to as ‘phases’ and will evolve through the emergence of 

data in hierarchical numerical order: Phase 1, 2, 3 and 4.  As the study is primarily concerned 

with the micro design business sector of NI, a selection of traditional design and digital 

design companies were approached and invited to interview at various locations 

appropriate and logistically easy for the interviewee to attend. All interviewees will be 

experienced designers holding a senior level role or be the company owner. Depth of 

design knowledge and experience are critical to understanding historical viewpoints on 

the development of design over 10 – 20 years. Interviews were conducted in a mixture of 

locations: in company premises, in quiet public spaces (art centre coffee areas), university 

meeting rooms, skype, telephone and email. The objective of this research study is to 

investigate the design industry of NI, using comparative local, national and international 

comparisons with a specific angle of trying to understand their relationship with their 

chosen profession. As previous chapters have stated that NI design industry is the weakest 

performer in the UK, it is necessary to conduct interviews amongst targeted design 

professionals who live and work in NI, and also conduct comparative studies in other 

regions.  
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The qualitative interviews will be conducted in 4 phases:  

 

Phase 1 (a and b): Propose a list of the same detailed questions in a semi-structured style. 

Phase 1a: 10 interviews based in NI. 

The format and sub-sections of these interviews were derived from the earlier literature 

review and scoping meetings that happened at the commencement of the research study. 

They were formulated in alignment to the research questions, with an aim to probe further 

in to specific categories that could elicit comparative data. The subheadings for this phase 

of questions were divided into 8 sections: 

• Design Industry in NI 

• Design Process 

• Innovation 

• Inspiration 

• Meetings 

• Training/education 

• Work ethos 

• Open ended exploratory questions 

This phase of the interviews would be the most focused and intensive with each interview 

lasting an average of 1.5/2 hours, accumulating in an approximate total of 21 hours of 

interview data. The interviewees were approached and selected based on the size of their 

company, profile within the industry and consent to be part of the research study. In some 

cases, the interviewees had left their contact details at the end of the questionnaire, giving 

consent for the researcher to contact them to carry out further study. Out of all 10 

interviewees approached via email, the uptake to be part of the research was 100%.  

Interviews were carried out in a mixture of locations depending on the schedule of the 

interviewee and consisted of interviewee company premises (meeting rooms), quiet café 

environments and university meeting rooms. All interviews were conducted using a 

dictaphone and dual desktop mini microphones.  

Phase 1b: Focus group consisting of 4 x NI based designers  

A focus group would be conducted with a total of 4 designers who all lived and worked in 

NI. The questions that were developed for Phase 1 and would be used again for the focus 

group, using a similar semi-structured approach to allow for discussions and diversions to 

occur. The emphasis of this specific focus group is to gather in a group of sole traders or 

micro businesses who all operate in similar contexts.   
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As this research study used a grounded theory approach, the outcomes of the Phase 1 

interviews informed the evolution and iteration for a new and more focused set of 

questions relating to the original enquiry. The focus of the questions was still concentrated 

on questions 1 and 2 of the research questions but was now starting to formulate strands 

what could be related to Question 3. There were no specific subheadings for phase 2 and 3 

of interviewing. Instead the researcher created 9 questions relating to the professional 

experience of the designer, whether that be in Ireland, NI or abroad. It was hoped that this 

more refined approach would gain insights to why designers opted to live and work in a 

specific country and expose the differences to societal and cultural perceptions of the 

design industry. The study was broadened to include the whole of Ireland, due to the high 

proportion of Irish diaspora living abroad (Kenny, 2015). At the end of the 9 semi-structured 

questions, a differentiation of 3 questions were asked to the interviewee, depending on 

whether they lived in Ireland/NI or abroad. It was this differentiation that would enable 

further insights as to the reasons for choosing to practice design abroad and also offer 

insights to how a design career in Ireland/NI might entice the interviewees back.  

Phase 2: 3 x Interviews: Dublin, Brisbane, Salford 

Comparative interviews using a refined set of semi-structured questions with non-NI 

design professionals nationally and internationally. This would enable national and 

international comparative studies which can identify differences in culture and practice. All 

interviewees would have experience working in a micro design company. Questions were 

refined to elicit answers relevant to the region they lived and worked in. 

Phase 3:  4 x Interviews: Belfast, Waterford, London and Brisbane 

Diaspora - Refined semi-structured interviews with leading Irish and NI Designers, living 

and working at home and abroad. Four designers associated with leading successful design 

companies in their region were selected and interviewed in Belfast, Waterford, London and 

Brisbane. This would enable further national and international comparative studies which 

can identify differences in culture and practice. 

Phase 4: 1 x Interview – IDEO 

The final interview would use an unstructured and topical approach which would focus on 

framing how a world leading design firm operates and thrives using a successful business 

model which is respected and reputable over a long period of time. It was agreed that this 

particular interview would focus on the practices, culture and innovation techniques used 

in IDEO, one of the world’s leading innovation design companies.  
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4.9.6 Visual Ethnography 

The primary focus of collecting photographic data would be to gather evidence of current 

workspaces, equipment, process and techniques which could help build a more robust 

understanding of how and where designers worked in NI. Visual ethnography is considered 

to be a feature of ethnography and there are a number of ways that photographic imagery 

can be use/collected by researchers. Bryman and Bell (2015) discuss three strands which 

are categorised as: 

• An aide-memoire in the course of fieldwork 

• A source of data in their own right 

• A prompt for discussion by research participants 

When discussing the appropriateness of visual methods in research, experts in this field 

have grouped them into three broad activities: Making visual representations, Examining 

pre-existing visual representations, Collaborating with social actors in the production of 

visual representations (Pink, 2007). It may often be the case that rather than taking a ‘realist’ 

approach, the researcher may opt for a ‘reflexive’ approach that is ‘frequently collaborative, 

in the sense that research participants may be involved in decisions about what photographs 

should be taken and then how they should be interpreted’ (Bryman & Bell, p. 467). Visual 

ethnography often involves the researcher capturing visual data (photography, video) of 

participants within their own social or work setting. This type of qualitative research is 

particularly important to this research study as the objective is concerned with gaining a 

holistic overview on the current eco-system of how NI Designers live, work and operate 

professionally. In the context that most of the research participants may work in home 

offices or in small companies, Pink (2007) distinguishes that the realist approach is a way of 

observing and recording reality, whereas a reflexive approach can involve a collaboration 

between the researcher and the informant. This study will take both positions (realist and 

reflexive) which will enable the researcher to conduct photographic fieldwork, capturing 

photographic imagery of studios in NI and also sending DPPs to participants who will 

interpret a set of instructions and return a digital file containing their interpretation.  

 

4.9.7 Data Analysis 

The methods used in this research study for data collection have been a mixture of mainly 

qualitative approaches including: semi-structured interviews, focus group, unstructured 

interview, photography and cultural probes (DPP). A minor element of quantitative 

collection was used at the commencement of the data gathering in order to inform the 
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qualitative question formation and direction. The last component in this chapter will 

discuss methods for data analysis. Bryman and Burgess discuss the difficulties of doing 

research and writing about it as a messy process: 

Indeed, research seldom involves the use of a straightforward set of procedures. 

Instead the researcher has to move backwards and forwards between different 

sequences in the research process (Bryman & Burgess, p. 2). 

Adding weight to the non-linear ‘messy’ process that Bryman and Burgess allude to is 

further acknowledged in the diagram (Fig 4.3) by Bryman and Bell (2015) which shows the 

process from point 4 to 5 as an iterative process between data gathering, interpretation 

and analysis.  

 
Figure 4.2 Outline of main steps of qualitative research 

 

Data would be irrelevant in research unless we can turn it into meaning that will inform the 

theories or framework we are seeking to create. Qualitative data can offer rich insights 

which requires interpretation and analysis to understand its meaning. As the research 

study has already selected the sample groups and determined the methods of data 

collection, it must now determine the analysis procedures. All interviews will be recorded 

using a dictaphone and transcribed verbatim. All photographic data will be captured on 

same date of interview (if interviewed in workplace setting) or dates agreed for site visits 

separate to interview. In some cases, research subjects may respond to Design Practice 
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Probes which instruct them to capture their own work environment photographically and 

return to researcher via email.  

 

Creswell and Clarke refer to the procedure of analysing data as a 5 stage process, although 

others have proposed that there is no clear set of conventions:  

• Preparing the data for analysis 

• Exploring the data 

• Analysing the data 

• Representing the data 

• Validating the data 

(Creswell & Plano Clarke, 2007) 

Preparing data for analysis can refer to the organisation of documents to the transcription 

of interviews into text, whilst exploring it would propose the absorption of the data by 

reading and writing notes. The process used for this research study involved writing up 

notes during and post-interview, uploading each recorded interview as an mp3 file for 

listening to and sharing with supervisor, transcribing the recorded interviews and filing all 

data into appropriate digital storage files for ease of use. The analysis of the data is the 

stage we begin to code the data and group codes into themes or categories. This procedure 

was done manually, extracting codes and themes for each interview. As a method of further 

interpretation, the codes and themes were visualised using post-it notes and 

photographed. This procedure is followed by a discussion of these findings, represented 

using a mixture of theorising, visual models and tables. The final process involves the 

employment of validation strategies, a process which helps validate the researchers 

evolved theory or framework.  

 

Bryman and Burgess (2006) propose two of the best known strategies for data analysis are 

analytic induction and grounded theory. Analytic Induction is outlined as an extremely 

demanding process and is used infrequently. The researcher begins with a rough definition 

of a problem or issue (e.g. drug addiction). Appropriate cases are examined and a possible 

explanation of the problem is formulated and the investigator then examines further 

appropriate cases to establish how well the data collected fit the hypothetical explanation. 

If there is a lack of fit, the hypothesis is likely to need reformulation and further research is 

conducted. There then follows an iterative interplay between data collection and revision 

of the hypothesis as research reveals cases that do not fit with each reformulated 

hypothesis (Bryman & Burgess, 2006). In comparison, Grounded Theory has similarities in 
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regard to the theorising of data. However, it is primarily concerned with the discovery of 

theory from data and generates categories which fit the data. Links between categories 

and theoretical schemes are investigated and reflected upon, with an emerging theory 

being tested in the field of study. In general terms, the aim of grounded theory is to 

generate theories from gathered data in order to understand a specific social context or 

phenomenon.  

 

4.9.8 Codes and Coding 

In simple terms, Miles and Huberman suggest coding is analysis (1994): 

Codes are tags or labels for assigning units of meaning to the descriptive or inferential 

information compiled during a study. Codes usually are attached to “chunks” of varying 

sizes…They can take the form of a straightforward category label or a more complex one 

e.g a metaphor (Miles & Huberman, p. 56). 

To expand upon this description, it is also described as ‘coding represents the operations by 

which the data are broken down, conceptualised, and put back together in new ways. It is the 

central process by which theories are built from data’ (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, p. 57). 

Strauss and Corbin (1990) identify the three steps of coding as open coding, axial coding 

and selective coding. Understanding the various intensities of coding is crucial to 

developing a strong theoretical framework.  

Open Coding: Identified mainly as the first stage of coding where the researcher breaks 

down the data line by line, initially using words as codes and then forming concepts based 

on a group of two or more codes. A label may be assigned to a category as an identifier of 

that group of data.  

Axial Coding: The process of relating categories to sub-categories, addressing the 

relationship between categories. A reassembly of data from open coding.  

Selective Coding: The integration and refinement of theory, which identifies a core 

category. This can be identified as the master category that forms a more complete picture 

of the research data. A more higher, abstract level of analysis.  

Strauss and Corbin refer to these coding steps as the formation of the grounded theory 

research model (Fig. 4.3): 
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Figure 4.3  Coding steps for grounded theory 

Source: (Strauss & Corbin, 1990) 

 

Through the coding process, two types of analytical techniques are used: 

1. constant comparative analysis (process of identifying conceptual categories). 

2. The process of asking questions about the concepts (what the concept is and what it 

represents). 

The meaning of the words and their significance in the given context are the important 

factors in data analysis. Codes are used to understand and organise the interviews and 

photographic data so that the researcher can make sense of it in relation to their research 

question or hypothesis. Charmaz (2006) has described coding as ‘the pivotal link between 

collecting data and developing an emergent theory to explain these data’ (p. 46). Corbin and 

Strauss (1990) suggest that the purpose of analytical procedures used in grounded theory 

are designed to:  

1. Build rather than test theory. 

2. Give the research process the rigour necessary to make the theory “good” science. 

3. Help the analyst to break through the biases and assumptions brought to, and that 

can develop during, the research process. 

4. Provide the grounding, build the density, and develop the sensitivity and integration 

needed to generate a rich, tightly woven, explanatory theory that closely approximates 

the reality it represents. (Strauss & Corbin, 1990) 

 

4.9.9 Preparing the data for analysis 

This study used open, axial and selective coding in order to highlight emerging concepts, 

categories and themes and identify the core phenomenon. Before undertaking the open 

coding phase it was useful to get an overall picture of the interviewees responses and a 

chart was drawn up to get an initial sense of bias or unbias to certain questions.  

The initial open coding (Fig 4.4) involved going through each interview in word processing 

software and highlighting words and sentences that became associated with early 

concepts and categories. At the end of coding each interview in this format, the concepts 

were transferred on to post-it notes (Fig 4.5 and 4.6). This process enabled the concepts to 

take on a physical format and be moved and rearranged in a manner that enabled the 
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researcher to see themes emerging more visually. This underlying style of organising 

information is inherent to how a large majority of designers work in contemporary settings 

where brainstorming and information design is a key component of the design process. 

Each interview resulted in an analysis that involved open, axial and selective coding which 

resulted in a visual and mobile overview for each interview.  

 

 
Figure 4.4 Open Coding used in initial stages of analysis (Source: Author) 

 
Figure 4.5 Axial Coding: Version 1 (Source: Author) 
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Figure 4.6 Axial Coding Version 2 (Source: Author) 

The results of the data were presented over two chapters – Chapter 5 which gave an 

overview of the NI findings from Phase 1a and 1b and Chapter 6 gave an overview of the 

three comparative case studies. Concepts and categories were drawn out of each section 

of the interviews and presented as an introduction to each section. The core and key 

themes that emerged from the analysis, resulted in research outcomes that were 

evidenced in the bulk of data. 

 

4.10 Chapter Summary 

This chapter presented an overview of the various worldviews, research approaches and 

methodologies used in associated fields of research related to this study. Although this PhD 

study could have taken a number of approaches, grounded theory was selected due to its 

appropriation to both the limited amount of knowledge and research in the NI design 

sector and also the need for insights and theories to emerge through the data. Without 
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knowing how designers would respond to questions, a grounded theory approach allows 

for patterns to develop through each phase and thus the iterative approach of utilising this 

knowledge to help direct the following phase of data gathering was both useful and 

purposeful.  
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5 Findings: Northern Ireland 

5.1 Overview 

The findings of the research will be separated into two chapters: chapter 5 will focus on the 

NI findings from the survey and Phase 1a and 1b; chapter 6 will focus on the remaining 

comparative data from phase 2, 3 and 4 at a local, national and international level. The aim 

of this chapter will be to present research data and findings in detail from a survey and 

major qualitative study of designers in NI. The quantitative data presented in the survey 

was formed from fifty individual responses from designers living and working in Northern 

Ireland (NI) and was promoted through direct communication with design companies, 

freelancers, design networks and social media. The data in this chapter was gathered inside 

Northern Ireland using native NI participants.  

 

5.2 Framework for analysis 

The framework for this research study is structured as an initial survey and then into four 

phases of data gathering relative to the sampling strategies. The analysis of the data will be 

portrayed into categories and concepts which will inform the identification of central 

phenomenon. Theoretical sampling will occur at the end of every phase of data analysis 

and be the critical component in the evolution of theory. Definitions of the analysis plan 

are: 

Concepts: Conceptual Labels placed on discrete happenings, events and other 

instances of phenomena. 

Category: A classification of concepts. This classification is discovered when 

concepts are compared one against the another and appear to pertain to a similar 

phenomenon. Thus the concepts are grouped together under a higher order, more 

abstract concept called a category. 

Theoretical Sampling: Sampling on the basis of concepts that have proven  

theoretical relevance to the evolving theory. (Strauss, pp. 61, 176) 

 

The findings will be presented in the order of sequence of how the data was collected. As 

the survey was the starting point for the research study, the results of this will be presented 
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and considered before progressing on to the major qualitative approaches, which formed 

that main component of the study. The findings of the qualitative data gathering will be 

represented on each phase of data gathering showing analysis of each category of the 

interviews. The interviews were categorised into phases 1 to 4. Phase 1a, 1b (Chapter 5) and 

2 (Chapter 6) included a semi-structured interview incorporating 8 categories of interest to 

the research study. Phase 3 (Chapter 6) used a shortened interview approach (semi-

structured) which was specific to Irish designers who had experienced a design career in 

other countries. Phase 4 (Chapter 6) used an open interview approach to a major global 

design firm.  

 

The findings will now be presented in order of sequence and category/phase.  

 

5.3 Survey Findings - NI 

A detailed survey (Appendix C) was designed using the basic structure of the original NIDA 

survey (2014) as a template. The Mapping the Design Industry in NI is the only survey 

undertaken in NI to understand the scope of the industry and an important aspect of 

conducting a new survey was to probe more deeply into the values, beliefs, working 

practices, and ethos of designers based in NI. These specified areas had not been identified 

nor probed in the initial NIDA survey.  

 

The survey comprised of 31 questions and included questions such as: type and size of 

business, number of employees, education, design process, and diversity of workforce and 

yielded a total of 50 respondents. An open/exploratory section was added to the end of the 

survey which allowed each participant to offer more insights and comments on the design 

sector of NI and also leave contacts details if they would like to participate in further 

research. The survey was distributed via multiple channels including direct email and 

twitter and remained open for twelve months.  

 

5.4 Overview of results 

From the 50 respondents who participated in the survey, an overview shows- 

 

• 80% respondents were NI natives 

• Most worked in businesses that had been established for 5-10 years or 10-20 years 
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• Majority worked in businesses that employed 24 people or less: 38% worked in 

companies that employed 11-24 people, and 18% employed between 6-10 people 

• Most companies were Web/Interactive, Communications/Graphics or 

Product/Industrial 

• Belfast / Greater Belfast centric 

• Most salaries between 20 – 35K 

• Large majority studied Visual Communications, Graphic Design or Interactive Media 

Design Design at Ulster University 

• 58% thought NI is an innovative place to work in design 

• 48% have one office or more than one office outside of NI 

• Majority ‘work to live’ rather than ‘live to work’ 

• 68% believe it is important to network and attend design events 

• 78% are happy to work long hours 

• 80% believe their office is ‘buzzing and informal’ 

• 90% have relaxed working conditions for taking breaks and lunches 

• Majority are constantly evolving their skillset  

• Majority believe their skills/ways of doing things are in line with the rest of UK 

• Majority believe their work to be cutting edge or global 

• Majority of jobs are advertised locally in NI 

• Most believe that Design Industry NI operates in silos 

• Majority like to collaborate with other disciplines 

• Collaboration is due to a necessity or building broader networks 

• No clear agreement on whether design is valued in NI 

• Most respondents did not consider themselves religious or practicing religious 

• Design is dominated by Invest NI and Ulster University 

 

The largest proportion of respondents were male employees working in established 

businesses of 5–10 and 10–20 years in either the web/interactive and 

communications/graphics disciplines. Although the data showed that most design 

businesses employed between 11-24 people, followed by 6-10 people, the larger statistic 

may be related to the knowledge that some designers working in larger advertising 

companies responded to the survey. It also implies that the majority of respondents to the 

survey did not work in a micro-business of 9 or less people which was the outcome of the 
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larger Creative and Cultural Skills report in 2014. The largest concentration of respondents 

were working in Belfast City Centre or Greater Belfast.  

 

The results of annual salaries had a reasonable spread with highest proportion earning 20-

25K and 30-35K. However, the lowest end of the salary scale showed 4.26% of designers 

are low-income earners of 10-14K with 6.38% earning between 50-60K. None of the 

respondents earned over 60K.  

 

 

 

 

The large proportion of respondents studied undergraduate design (83.67%) with most 

attending Ulster University (York Street or Jordanstown), with the remainder having 

studied non-design associated disciplines to diploma or degree level in areas such as 

history of art, construction and english. Most people had studied interactive media/web or 

visual communication and graphic design. However, it was clear there was confusion with 

this question as 7 out of 11 respondents who chose ‘Other’ had studied design degrees in 

either product (3D or industrial), interactive media or graphic communication 

management. Although postgraduate design education had a strong presence in Ulster 
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University (York St), results showed that postgraduate education was mainly undertaken 

outside of NI in England or Republic of Ireland.   

 

 

 

 

Most respondents had graduated in the past 6 – 10 years, however the results of the survey 

do not expose evidence of job role levels so it is unclear what position designers are in their 

career with this level of experience in NI. The large majority of respondents were NI natives 

(80%), with the remainder being from either England or Republic of Ireland. Although more 

than half believed that NI was an innovative place to work in design (50%), they failed to 

give reasons for why they believed this to be the case. However, 28% did not agree that it 

was an innovative place to work and stated, for example: 

General visual awareness is still a few years behind, clients are unwilling to take what they 

consider to be risks (Anon, 2015) 
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Clients are not design aware or appreciative of design and the Government run schemes 

which de-value design and lead to bad practice (Anon, 2015) 

Lack of budgets and imagination in the client base (Anon, 2015) 

Change averse culture, uncollaborative (Anon, 2015) 

The design economy in NI is recognised as one of the weakest in the UK and NI is ranked at 

the bottom of UK Innovation league tables, as previously discussed in the literature review. 

The disparity between why respondents believe NI is an innovative place for design and 

the ongoing weaknesses in the design economy will be explored further in the qualitative 

data gathering. Although 46% of designers use NI as their main/sole office base, 26% had 

a satellite office base outside of NI with a further 22% saying they had multiple offices 

outside of NI. This suggests that NI companies are extending their business practices 

outside of NI to gain more UK, European or global clients.  

 

The majority of respondents’ state that their workplace is buzzing and informal with the 

option to have lunch and coffee breaks at their leisure. A further aspect of this research uses 

observation techniques and photographs of workplace studios for qualitative data 

gathering and to help inform the quantitative data. Most agreed with the concept of ‘work 

to live’ rather than ‘live to work’, suggesting a more relaxed approach to careers with less 

drive to make their design career an important focus in life. The majority of respondents 

agreed that they were constantly evolving their skillset with over 80% believing their 

design process was in line with the rest of the UK. Most people thought it was important to 

attend meetups and networking events related to their job with a large majority also 

believing in the power of collaborating with other departments or disciplines. Although 

56% of people said they worked in a diverse workplace with designers from different 

backgrounds and universities, 41% disagreed with this. The large majority said their 

workplaces did not advertise their jobs nationally (UK wide) which suggests that most 

employees found work locally and internally within NI. Almost 60% said that their company 

valued Continuous Professional Development.  

 

The majority of respondents indicated that the design industry operated in silos in NI, with 

a further 38% being unsure. NI is not perceived as having a collaborative design network 

or mentality. For the people who stated they did collaborate with other businesses, 44% 

said it was because they could see the value in building broader networks and 38% said it 

was a necessity to collaborate due to a shortage of skills within their own company. There 
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was divided opinion on whether respondents believed design was valued or undervalued 

in NI. Most offered opinions on why they took a particular stance in relation the question 

on ‘value of design in NI’ with a variation of positive and negative comments stating: 

Without it, there simply wouldn’t be the industry growth that is so clear to see (anon, 2015) 

Most clients will say yes, but actions and behaviours don’t always back that up (anon, 

2015) 

All our clients value design, but they are in the public sector and it’s not their money. I 

suspect that many in the private sector value it less and this may be the reason why 

salaries seem to be quite low in the graphic design sector (anon, 2015) 

No: design in Northern Ireland is valued in certain circumstances, but I feel there is an 

apathy towards it from the majority, driven by a lack of interest from city council/nics to 

invest in good design, to improve the design vernacular of northern Ireland. The country 

needs to value it from an institutional level (anon, 2015) 

Customers complain about the cost- expect it to be free service (anon, 2015) 

No, too many unqualified freelance designers are devaluing the industry (anon, 2015) 

In NI you often have to prove and convince the value of design. you'd often hear something 

like: "my nephew could do that" or similar (anon, 2015) 

It's not yet seen as critical to competitive advantage and it's practiced at a slightly amateur 

level as design promotion and design culture is largely 'owned' in NI by Ulster University 

and InvestNI with little other networks (anon, 2015) 

Its benefits are poorly represented by government and industry (anon, 2015) 

Although there was no clear majority on the issue of whether design was valued in NI, the 

majority of comments had negative sentiments, alluding to the notion that not all 

designers are adhering to a professional code of conduct/practice resulting in de-valuation 

for the industry. Issues relating to costs and fees could be connected to the low-cost of 

living in NI where salaries are generally lower compared to other parts of the UK. The 

proposition that both InvestNI and Ulster University have a monopoly on design culture is 

explored further in interviews. When asked to identify a country or region that valued 

design, the majority of respondents picked London and Sweden. Scandinavian countries 

scored highly in general, followed closely by cities including San Francisco, New York, Paris 
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and regions like Germany and the Netherlands. The majority of respondents did not think 

NI had any known design leaders or influencers. 

 

Given the choice of choosing one option that best described the ethos of living and 

working as a designer in NI, ‘open minded’ and ‘local’ ranked top with ‘narrowminded’ and 

‘innovative’ closely following rank. No one described the ethos in NI to be ‘bohemian’, a 

term which is mainly associated with creative cities and liberal districts (Florida, 2002). 

 

 

 

Religion has been an important (yet dividing) aspect of life to people in NI. Historical issues 

relating to religion and conflict have been present in NI society since the late 1960s. As this 

research study is concerned with the overall characteristics of designers in NI, it was 

deemed important to understand their stance on religion and whether it impacted their 

design practice. Religion forms a significant part of the cultural and political DNA in NI so 

this initial probe would help establish whether there were connections that should be 

pursued in the qualitative interviews. The majority of people (68%) did not consider 

themselves as practicing religion, whereas 30% considered themselves religious and only 

2% considering it unimportant. Although most people (55%) said that their lifestyle and 

beliefs did not impact on their jobs, 40% of respondents said that they did. Most 

respondents did not associate this question with a religious slant and stated: 

I strongly reject the stereotype of burning the midnight oil which the graphics industry has 

had for decades (Anon, 2015) 
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I feel there are elements to my life outside of my job which I intentionally bring inside my 

job in order to improve my work - I feel design work needs a wide outlook and if lifestyle is 

open minded, why shouldn't work (Anon, 2015) 

I think in any industry, but maybe particularly in creative industries your lifestyle / beliefs 

impact your job - you're one person, not two (Anon, 2015) 

However, some respondents did associate the question about lifestyle and beliefs to be 

directly associated to their career as a design stating: 

I'm a liberal Christian - I support local and global charities and acts of compassion with 

my business. I would not be involved in or support narrow sectarian activities or positions 

with my work (Anon, 2015) 

The beliefs are intrinsic to who I am, and therefore how I conduct my work...they cannot 

be separated (Anon, 2015) 

Almost one third of respondents (32%) considered their current job as a step to further their 

career. This was closely followed by 30% considering it as their dream job with a further 

24% considering their job as a job for life.  

 

The final question offered the chance for respondents to make further comments on the 

design industry in NI that they didn’t felt had been covered and may be relevant to the 

research study. This elicited 10 individual responses, with common themes emerging on 

the domination of design by Invest NI, NISP and Ulster University: 

I think there is genuine potential but this resides I suspect in small pockets: individuals, 

small teams and small clusters. There's an element of the 'usual suspects' who dominate 

the airwaves (NISP, Ulster, InvestNI) and a few others on the fringes who in my opinion 

aren't experienced or credible to be a spokesperson for good design practice. I look 

forward to NI design industry (sic) defining its own culture through its output or regular 

gatherings. I believe this has to be owned by professionals and for it to flourish we have to 

forge links with Dublin, London and New York. Be proud of NI design (which is basically 

Belfast: sorry Derry) but be clear about what we're (or can be) famous for (Anon, 2015) 

There are too many practitioners. Too much mediocrity. Invest NI through pressure to 

follow EU guidelines runs programmes which generate design which is average at best 

and this drags standards down and stops the business world understanding that good 

design is a positive force (Anon, 2015) 
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Some people referred to the poor political landscape being a burden on design investment 

and others who felt that design needed to be better embedded into the school system at 

a younger age.  

There is NO design industry in Northern Ireland. Design is not valued. The political 

landscape of Northern Ireland has crushed any possibility of investment in design (Anon, 

2015) 

I think that there needs to be a design presence in secondary education, especially in 

Grammar schools. I gave a careers talk recently at my old school and was shocked at the 

lack of awareness of graphic and interactive design. There seems to be nothing between 

Art and Programming. There's perhaps a lack of awareness of good design being done 

outside of Belfast (Anon, 2015) 

One respondent referred to the immaturity of the design industry in NI, whilst another 

believed that a lot of people sell NI on a positive note without truly acknowledging the 

reality of a broken system:  

I feel that Northern Ireland has not matured in any way in terms of its design 

culture/industry. This immaturity is reflected in how some creative directors in Belfast 

agencies see themselves as 'leaders/influencers' in what is an incredibly small industry 

(Anon, 2015) 

There are people living both in-and-outside of NI who are championing what is happening 

here. With some of the successes we've seen from the start-up community I think we are 

beginning to see a host of others following suit, we just needed to get the ball rolling. 

Having said that, I do believe that too often we chant the mantra, "Northern Ireland is 

great, it's brilliant for business… and so on" but there are not enough people, especially 

those who have been successful, saying that things are broken and they need fixed (Anon, 

2015) 

5.5 Summary of Survey Findings 

The survey results have been reasonably optimistic showing a positive attitude to work 

ethic and general workplace operations. There is also a positivity to the amount of satellite 

offices that are operating outside of NI, showing a level of growth, expansion and ambition. 

The level of collaboration with other disciplines and continuing appetite to develop their 

skillset is encouraging. Areas that need further exploration through deeper qualitative 

interrogation are the anomalies in the data which are not consistent with published reports 
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on the design economy or performance of NI as a region. Most designers believe NI is an 

innovative place to work yet the region remains at the bottom of innovation league tables 

in the UK. Designers in NI also believe their skillset is in line with the rest of the UK but yet 

the design industry is lagging behind in emerging design-led disciplines such as 

experience design, including UX and service design. Although there is a slight bias to 

designers believing they work in a diverse workplace with designers from other universities 

and backgrounds, the results were well spread from strongly agreed to strongly disagree. 

However, the majority agreed that diversity within the workplace was important for 

creative output. As there is a clear bias to graduates from Ulster University entering the NI 

design workplace, further clarity is needed on the meaning and perception of diversity 

within the sector. The issue of value will be explored further to elicit deeper meaning for 

the mixed viewpoints.  

 

5.6 Qualitative Data Findings and Analysis 

This qualitative data was analysed in stages with the first stage encompassing the largest 

proportion of the interview data; Phase 1a - 10 interviews based in NI which culminated in 

approximately 110,000 words of transcript resulting in the first phase of emerging 

concepts, categories and themes. This sets the foundation for comparison across the 

remaining phases of gathered data, allowing for patterns to emerge and iterations to 

phased interviews and other data gathering processes. Phase 1b used the same questions 

with a focus group of NI designers. The interviews for Phase 1 used a semi-structured 

interview approach and was categorised into 8 sections. The analysis will be presented in 

alignment with each section, showing key concepts and categories that emerged from 

each question segment.  

 

5.7 Phase 1a: NI semi-structure interviews 

Interviews were conducted of a sample group that consisted of micro design businesses in 

Belfast using selected senior-level designers or design company owners. They were 

categorised as: 

Traditional micro: Graphics, Product, Branding, Interior (traditional disciplines) 

Contemporary micro: Contemporary Design Event Management, Design Research, Design 

Entrepreneur 
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Contemporary micro (Digital): User Experience, Digital Product Design, Service Design, 

Experience Design 

Contemporary SME (Digital): Digital Product Design 

 
Table 5-1  Overview of Interviewees (profiles) in NI 

Organisation 
type 

Total 
Employees 

Sectors Location Interviewees Role Date Length 

Traditional 
micro + PT 
Educator 

4 full time Product Design 
and 
development 

Belfast 
City 
Centre 

P_01 Owner/Designer 6/11/15 1 hr 18 
mins 

Traditional 
micro 

2 full time Advertising and 
Design 

Greater 
Belfast 

P_02 Owner/Designer 28/11/15 1 hr 2 
mins 

Traditional 
micro + 
Educator 

Sole Trader  Brand and 
Communication 
Design 

Greater 
Belfast 

P_03 Owner/Designer 20/06/16 1 hr 30 
mins 

Traditional 
micro 

5 full time Graphic and 
Brand Design 

Belfast / 
Dublin 

P_04 Owner/Designer 22/04/16 1 hr 24 
mins 

Contemporary 
micro 

3 full time All design 
disciplines / 
Belfast Design 
Week 
Management / 
Social 
Enterprise Co-
Working Space 

Belfast / 
Derry 

P_05 Founder and 
CEO 

15/12/16 40 
mins 

Contemporary 
micro 

2 full time Design 
Research 

Holywood P_06 Owner / CEO 15/10/16 1 hr 24 
mins 

Contemporary 
micro 

5 full time Product Games 
design / 
Entrepreneurs 

Belfast 
city 
Centre 

P_07 Owner / CEO 10/11/16 1 hr 44 
mins 

Contemporary 
micro (Digital) 
 

5 full time User Experience 
Design 

Belfast 
City 
Centre 

P_08 Owner / CEO 04/03/16 50 
mins 

Contemporary 
micro (Digital) 

9 full time Digital product 
and service 
design 

Belfast 
City 
Centre 

P_09 Owner / CEO 12/09/16 45 
mins 

 

Contemporary  
SME (Digital)  

80 full 
time 

Digital product 
/ creative 
technology 

Belfast / 
London / 
New York 

P_10 Head of Studio 
(Belfast) 

04/03/16 1 hr 2 
mins 

 

Interviewee names have been coded for data analysis. Coding for Quotes: 

Each interviewee (Participant Number = P_01) + question section e.g. Participant 1 is 

P_01_1.01 refers to Initials and Q1 Design Industry (section 01). 

 

In some cases, interviewees have been listed as educators or part time educators, due to 

having more than one job or role. Fig 5.1 show an overview of the first half of responses to 

– design industry, design process, innovation, inspiration: 
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Figure 5.1 An overview of Phase 1a: Section 1 – 4 questions 

 

5.7.1 Design Industry 

Table 5-2  Design Industry categories and concepts NI 

Category Concepts 

Design is undervalued Lack of government backing; no design agenda; naive 

clients; lack of respect; unworthy; design sector does not 

have enough drive from within 

Design is misunderstood Clients need to be educated on design; society 

misinterpret what design is; not considered professional;  

Design is local SME country; local clients; local designers; lack of worldy 

experience 

Poor design economy Poor fees; freelancers; high standards for low cost;  

Insular operations Don’t operate in a similar (design) capacity to rest of UK; 

more barriers and red tape in NI; siloed; lack of integration 

No design identity Lack of identity, digital disruption takes precedent 

 

Almost all interviewees felt that design was undervalued in NI, with only one person being 

unsure and undecided. In addition to this, the majority of designers felt design was also 

misunderstood by displaying a variety of frustrations towards government bodies and the 

conservative attributes of society. As a country with a small population, the reinforcement 

of what designers considered to be a ‘localised and traditional’ sector was prevalent 

throughout the interviews. NI is generally recognised as having a good standard of design 
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capability amongst peers, but poor budgets in the private sector means that clients are not 

willing to pay for design services that are equitable rates to the rest of the UK. As a sector, 

design is compared as a loser to a thriving arts community with the additional perception 

of its intellectual dilution when pitched against neighbouring professions such as 

architecture or engineering.  

There’s probably two or three combining factors there (for design being undervalued), 

government being one, in that design doesn’t have the same respect or as revered as 

something like architecture for example…it’s maybe the design communities’ fault for not 

pushing it as hard as it could be. And then there’s probably a very, very conservative client 

base here who don’t want to spend money on it as they don’t see it as an investment. We 

still have a very naïve approach to the (design) industry and also to the subject matter in 

that they think design is designing a logo or a piece of art. There is still that immature 

confusion that it is not actually a really powerful tool (P_01_1.01). 

The representation of design within the junior and senior school system is well established 

with GCSE level qualifications being offered in Design & Technology and Art & Design and 

additional associated subject areas being offered in Digital Technology Multimedia and 

Technology & Design (Systems) (Portadown College, 2018). It is also acknowledged that 

innovation processes like design thinking are being outsourced and taught be external 

agencies with a small number of primary schools in NI (Silicon Republic, 2018). However, 

the majority of designers interviewed had not benefitted from a more contemporary 

curriculum in design education at school and therefore deduced that clients of a similar 

age (or more) had a misunderstanding of the role that design had within broader society 

and the level of skill associated within the design discipline.  

I think that design is misunderstood speaking purely from my personal perspective. We 

work- do a lot of public sector work and I think a lot of clients either – they don’t 

understand how much work goes into doing the sort of design that we do and how it’s 

quite difficult and how it’s quite time consuming. At least, public sector clients, they don’t 

have a clue (P_02_1.01). 

The government agencies that we have here, they really undervalue it from the sense that 

it’s not promoted and yeah, there’s no sense that anybody on those areas really wants to 

push design as an agenda (P_01_1.01). 

Design is not considered a serious or worthy entity in NI and this has been related to the 

concept that it is misunderstood by clients, government and society.  Designers with over 
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20 years of experience in NI allude to the ‘constant struggle’ to try and educate society and 

clients that design can be valuable to them.  

I don’t think creativity has been taught well enough. It’s always been ‘taught out of us’ at 

secondary level, having seen my own children. So in many ways it’s not being appreciated, 

it’s not being respected and developed enough. So perhaps we need a body here, at least 

some kind of body that will help raise the standards or raise awareness (P_03_1.01). 

I think it is kind of seen as it’s like a flaky profession and not really a serious one, and I think 

it’s because it gets side-lined in the conversation (P_07_1.02). 

The general perception of design is vague and misinterpreted. The misunderstanding is 

generated within society and business communities with a pointed focus towards the poor 

education of design. This is not entirely aimed at education establishments, but more so at 

society as a whole. Northern Ireland has a rich history in agriculture, ship building and linen 

production with more recent successes in developing a film and screen industry. As one of 

the least productive and successful design economies in the UK, it is not regarded as a 

beacon of innovation in relation to design activities. Understanding perceptions towards 

the design sector in NI is key in addressing the context that design is misunderstood and 

under-valued.  

I think they don't perceive it (the general public). I don’t think they realise; I think they've 

no education on it so they don't know and they're oblivious to it. They would have no idea 

– if I showed them something that a designer did for a day and something that was put 

together in Word Art, I don't think they would really get it.  They might get some stuff, but 

I just don't think they care (P_10_1.02). 

On a number of occasions interviewees eluded to the concept that the poor perception 

and misunderstanding of design was down to the design community themselves.  

I think there isn’t as much trust from the general public, from SMEs, from business towards 

design agencies as there should be.  And if I’m being really blunt, I think design agencies 

only have themselves to blame.  We are 16 or 17 years in it at this stage in terms of digital 

design development.  And still there are stories of people getting fleeced by cowboys.  Still 

there’s not enough knowledge from the buyer for them to be able to make the wrong 

buying decision from people who can put on a good show.  And that lowers the bar for 

everybody. That lowers the bar for everybody (P_08_1.02). 
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Northern Ireland is considered an SME region amongst designers that were interviewed, 

with some referring to its large community of freelancers and small businesses. The 

perception of what designers did as output was presented via the lens of society as being 

‘flaky’ due its origins as a discipline within art colleges and association with art as a subject 

at school level.  

Well I do have the privilege of travelling quite a lot, so I think internally (NI), I think design 

is equated with art, so the phrase, “Did you study art in college?” and you're inherently 

flaky, you don’t understand business and I actually think the way design is taught doesn’t 

actually do it any favours in that respect of creating that mutual language for kind of sales, 

kind of marketing product development to communicate with the design fields but I think 

it is kind of seen as.. it’s like a flaky profession and not really a serious one because it gets 

side-lined in the conversation. (P_07_1.02) 

I think a lot of SMEs here, and we are traditionally an SME country – I think we still perceive 

it as you go to an office and you draw pictures all day.  That's a effectively what it is to 

them, that you're the guy who's going to come up with their new logo, their new colours, 

and that if you stretch that out to a product, you're the guy that's gonna draw the pictures, 

but someone else is going to take it from you and work it into something really – and that's 

a pretty terrible way to think about things if you export that in to UX and web (P_01_1.02). 

In the last decade, new and emerging practices have been associated with the design 

sector. Both user experience (UX) design and service design (SD) fall under the larger 

umbrella of experience design (XD) and are growth areas heavily associated with digital 

product design. Designers who currently work in this field have backgrounds in a range of 

design disciplines, from graphic design to product and industrial design. Due to the 

collaborative and cross disciplinary nature of XD, professionals also come into the discipline 

with educational backgrounds in computer science and software engineering. The term UX 

was determined by Norman in 1993 but the field has origins which go back to the 1950s. 

Its growth period has gone from 10 in 1950 to 1,000,000 in 2017, with a predicted growth 

rate to 100 Million in 2050 (Neilsen, 2017).  The accelerated growth of UX has been 

prevalent in large tech cities like London and San Francisco. This has been experienced on 

a personal level with most of the author’s graduate design students from London (Product 

and Graphic Design) entering into careers in UX and XD from 2008 onwards. User 

Experience in NI is still in its infancy with only a handful of design companies offering it as 

a service. These companies evolved into the digital design company category and 

throughout this interview phase there was a strong realisation that this type of design 
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company was more in line with how the rest of the UK design sector works. When asked 

about the perception of design in NI, one responded: 

There’s design innovation, which is sort of new product development and in 

manufacturing organisations that are practising lean. In software design it is seen as a 

stage in the process.  There are many, many people that I see who talk about user 

experience and they kinda (sic) have a misunderstanding as to what user experience is. I 

think many of the software firms do… when I talk about design they’re talking about 

interface design and it’s very much – they see it as a stage in the process (P_09_1.02). 

The majority of designers did not feel that they operated in a similar professional 

environment to the rest of the UK. A large component in this response was related to lower 

fees and the expectation of a high return. A lack of integration in the systems of how 

designers work on large projects with multiple partners is problematic.  

I think we're, in a lot of ways, pushing the water up a hill having to work very, very hard for 

very low return often and we don't have that integrated approach that you might have if 

you worked in the UK mainland, for example… People (clients) look at you and they say, 

"Well, why are they becoming involved and what do they contribute?  And I was just here 

simply to get some creative direction."  And so they have to realise that there's a big team 

(external partners) and then they also have to take responsibility for the design 

management of it because they're not willing to pay for that here and we often request 

that we have a project manager, someone to sign within their company, because simply, 

they won't pay the fees to have the whole process managed (P_01_1.03). 

Due to NI’s geographical positioning of being a UK region within the island of Ireland, it 

carries an ‘island mentality’ which designers believe stifle it from progressing in design. Due 

to the low population and a high proportion of graduating designers seeking jobs, it is 

considered to have a saturated market for designers and design businesses. This results in 

a competitive market for local client work which in turn, results in low fees due to low or 

modest budgets and a continuous cycle of low-levels of design innovation. There is a 

strong desire to look towards London and Dublin as successful and more profitable design 

sectors and cultures, with the belief that design skills in NI are good enough to compete. 

However, design graduates who have opted to stay and work in NI are deemed as lacking 

professional exposure and world experience, thus adding to a slow cultural cycle of design 

sector innovation.  
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I’m actually trying to recruit designers, I think we struggle, one, because of our very small 

pool of people that we can tap into from the perspective of people having the experience 

that we need as designers and the level of thinking that we require.  Again, unfortunately, 

a lot of people who studied design and go out and start working here within Northern 

Ireland don’t have that world experience and we describe it as they’re designing for each 

other and not for the consumer or the user that they need to actually  engage with in 

terms of that design (P_07_1.03). 

Regarding the wider national and international escalation of digital design, NI does not 

appear to be comparable both terms of number of digital design businesses per capita, or 

in innovative thinking. There is a sense of isolation in NI with a self-deprecating mentality. 

There is a perception of having a very small (or no) design community to draw from or 

network with, resulting in a de-valued sector with little ambition or aspiration to work at an 

international level.  

XXXX is one of two UX agencies on the island (Ireland), with only one in Northern Ireland.  

There are six of us full-time.  The other one has 30.  So, you might say that there are only 36 

full-time UX dedicated agency professionals on the island, which is an astonishingly low 

number.  Scotland, there are at least 15 UX agencies.  You [look at] to London, there’s at 

least 30.  In London, there are of the order of ten that would be employing between 50 and 

150 people.  So, you can only conclude that other parts of the UK are more mature in their 

thinking (P_08_1.03). 

It’s so difficult.  I mean, in some ways, I’m completely [blinkered] and other ways sort of 

have a – sort of – it’s us against the world mentality.  I kind of feel we are – let’s say I’ve 

always felt very isolated in Northern Ireland to the point where I just – as to what's going 

on around me and that’s hardly a mixture kind of disappointment and opportunism 

<laughs>.  We just feel like – there really isn’t a design community here and if there is, it’s 

a bunch of graduates who go to Design events (P_09_1.03). 

In the scenario where a NI digital design company has an international presence (London 

and New York) and has its main production and development office based in Belfast, 

comparisons can be made from the employees within that company who have had 

experience working across the other international offices.  

I don't think we operate in a similar environment (to UK), and in terms of the studio, most 

of our designers (in Belfast office) have left for London which probably speaks volumes 

about it (P_10_1.03). 
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To compound this further with the evolving situation that designers in NI do not have 

enough international experience and worldly mindset, the interviewee stated: 

There’d be a number of factors with that (why designers leave for London), but mostly it’ll 

be probably a cultural thing because people that live here will probably not be as 

experienced or seen as much to somebody that may live in London, some more forward-

thinking place.  And with creativity, I think you pretty much need to approach everything 

with an open mind because obviously if you go to a different country or you see different 

stuff or you work with different people, you're going to be influenced.  But that doesn't 

happen here (P_10_1.03). 

In the scenario where a design professional has lived in London and returned back to live 

in NI, the concept of a design sector operating differently can be more obvious. A variation 

of cultural nuances, political and religious differences can all have impact on a professional 

sector. From the author’s personal experience who has experienced a broader design 

career perspective in London, the attitude of having a liberal open-minded approach led 

to a more embedded approach to innovation. Political attitudes and local councils can also 

determine how open-minded that approach can be entrenched in society.  

I don’t think we operate as an innovative environment as the rest of the UK.  On mainland, 

there’s much more opportunity, there’s much more of a ‘can-do’ approach and people just 

do stuff and get on with in and you see that in the design industry.  You see that in 

businesses and I think here, it’s much more averse to just getting on with doing stuff.  My 

husband runs his own business and he runs into stuff.  He’s run into a lot of recently where 

he’s trying to get on and do stuff and there’s nothing but barriers in the way here and the 

barriers that just wouldn’t exist in London (P_06_1.03). 

Evidence collected from respondents indicates that there is no design identity in NI. 

Although there is a growing appreciation for digital design, software and technology which 

appears to be supported by Invest NI, the larger and more successful companies are 

considered to fall into the digital marketing category. The concept of digital disruption is 

being discussed and debated in the NI conference circuit but there is a clear disassociation 

to design in this field.   

There are conferences, many, many, many seminars around digital disruption.  And so, 

there are kind of big topics and sort of issues around – that sort of carry the conversation.  

I think design always comes secondary to that and so I do I feel like we are operating in a 

similar environment to other places in the UK?  It’s fundamentally unlike what it was like 
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to practice design in Dublin and even more so than what it was like to practice design in 

London.  Where it’s a culture, there’s a culture of design, where I don’t think there is one 

here (P_09_1.03). 

5.7.2  Design Process 

Table 5-3  Design Process categories and concepts NI 

Category Concepts 

Traditional design processes in Graphic/Product Double diamond influence, fluid, 4 stage process 

Progressive contemporary processes in Digital Design Design sprints; terminology; lean; human-centred design; 

user orientated; empathy; user research; prototype 

CPD is valued National and international conferences, training to upskill, 

in-house development, teaching, local design talks, 

software training 

Constantly evolving discipline Analogue to digital in last 40 years, evolution of new 

platforms to design content for, new software and 

terminologies, iterative, digital.  

Time is money Speed, sprints, quality is important, more focus on 

production, less on R&D 

Bespoke design process for each company Tailored to each client, process different in different 

companies 

Focus on early stage research and inception meetings Understanding clients and users, deep engagement with 

client, creating trust.  

 

Design process is an integral part of the professional designer’s job as it determines a plan 

for how the project will be executed and delivered. Most contemporary design processes 

adopt a human-centred approach, with digital design often referring to and focusing on a 

user-centred process. This often focuses on empathy for whom we are designing for and 

definition of the problem, developing personas and creating a strong foundation for the 

problem area. It also focuses on cycles of iterative prototyping to be certain of success with 

the intended user group. The interviewees were from a mixture of design disciplines 

(graphic design, product and digital design, design research) and the outcomes suggest 

that traditional disciplines (graphic, product) adhere to a simple design process, whilst 

digital design companies took a more contemporary approach. One interviewee (graphic 

design) called his design process a methodology and stated: 

Yes.  I have a methodology which is – it’s a four-stage methodology.  I try my best to do it.  

And its research and analysis, collaboration, design exploration, and environment – in 

that order, one, two, three, four – and collaboration, to me, is the most important part of 

it (P_03_2.01). 
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Whereas the digital companies suggested their process was more inclined toward human-

centred design: 

So our process is similar to how IBM, talk about design thinking.  Fundamentally, this 

comes back to my world view, I think is about people.  I think I said in the questions that 

it’s fundamentally a problem-solving exercise.  So, I think if there is no appreciation of the 

human condition, of the customer problem, or the job to be done then there is no design.  

We have always practiced human-centred design or a version of that, and that has always 

been our pursuit.  So our process is – we’ve got a little diagram and it looks like a circle 

<laughs> because it’s a circular process.  And we kind of move through stages that we talk 

about and – which is – understand, explore, make and evaluate – about getting to insight 

and deep customer empathy (P_09_2.01). 

Gaining an understanding of how sole traders or freelancers use a design process would 

be considered on a deeper level during the Focus Group phase, but a few respondents in 

this phase reflected how previous companies they worked at had no design process and 

that getting the job finished quickly as possible was the key driver. This often results in 

cutting out research and other aspects of the process, which allowed a more condensed 

period of time for production. The ultimate aim of this approach was to secure the job with 

the client, agree fees and deliver the project in a shorter period of time:  

The companies that I worked prior to that, we would sit in meetings with a client and tell 

them that we’re going to do all these wonderful things, we’re going to take them to this 

great, big journey, and I used to get very excited about it.  We would come back to the 

studio and I’d say, “Right, I’m really excited about doing this” and my creative director 

would say, “Well, that was all lip service. Just sit down and knock it out.” Honestly, that’s 

the way it worked with every single project. So I spent the first four years of my life in big 

design agencies working on the top brands in Ireland.  And there was no strategy 

meetings, nothing. We’d just sit down at a computer and start coming up with visuals 

(P_03_2.01). 

However, the general consensus towards the current use of design process was positive 

with most designers using a systematic process when designing. From the freelancer who 

uses an organic ‘fluid’ process to the digital and product designer who had more complex 

systems to consider, all interviewees identified a process that was either bespoke to their 

business or adopted from the double diamond approach.  
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Designers unanimously believed in the value of Continuous Professional Development 

(CPD) with every interviewee agreeing to utilising it. The manifestations of CPD covered a 

wide spectrum with some referring to it as upskilling on software and professional training 

whilst others offered staff online subscriptions to Lynda.com, an online short course 

provider or attending local design talks. One interviewee thought that CPD was just as 

important internally as externally, by offering junior staff the chance to present to clients 

and develop skills: 

I try to push them to the front, and say, “You present this and I've got your back.”  So, from 

that point of view, CPD can be as much internally as it can – people coming in and pushing 

you that way (P_01_2.02). 

Some designers see the value of international events and will attend conferences and 

training events overseas. However, these companies were in the minority and it became 

clear that budgets and costs would determine the scope of more traditional design 

company CDP. For those that travelled internationally, the benefits were deemed to be very 

worthy and sometimes crucial to the evolution of the business. 

I mean I think it’s fundamentally important and we’ve invested in all of our team, be that 

going to international conferences, or doing training seminars, or going away often to 

training experiences. (P_09_2.02) 

So, everybody has training as part of their annual reviews and training is part of that. We 

like to encourage people to go to the conferences.  And this year, we’ve got two people 

signed up to the Nielsen Norman, which is just the gold standard of UX – it's the gold 

standard of UX training globally. We’ve got two people signed up for that one in 

Amsterdam, and one on London (P_08_2.02). 

The majority of interviewees believed their design process to have changed since 

university or college. The sample group were aged between 38 – 55, with the vast majority 

having studied design or an associated discipline in the late 80s through to the late 90’s. 

This was towards the end of an era in Northern Ireland, known widely as ‘the troubles’ 

(Dorney, 2015) and students wishing to study design at degree level attended  Northern 

Ireland’s only design degree provider at Ulster University’s Belfast School of Art, based in 

the York Street city centre campus, an art and design higher education specialist provider. 

Design education in the 80’s and 90’s was supplemented by government supported free 

tuition fees, with places at universities being competitively earned via portfolio review and 

interview. Studio spaces were allocated to each year group in a specific degree course with 
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the expectation was that students would attend every day and work independently on 

projects. This independent learning approach was interpreted negatively by some, with 

one respondent stating:  

As a raw student (in 90s) with very little tutorial or mentoring, a lot of it is self-taught and, 

unfortunately, you make a lot of mistakes.  Sometimes you don’t learn a lot as well. You 

actually make so many mistakes that I feel sometimes you don’t learn enough, not enough 

guidance as a student, whereas when I became a professional working in studios, there’s 

much more hands-on guidance from very strong creatives (P_03_2.03). 

The more traditional companies who specialised in graphics, branding and product design 

still maintained a vague historical link with their design process from university with some 

admitting it had changed just marginally.  

But I suppose research, analysis, design exploration, environment – I suppose I started off 

by saying it definitely it has changed.  It probably hasn’t really changed that much 

probably just a bit more aware of it (P_04_2.03). 

You get a lot of media hype about that it does. We’ve got augmented and virtual reality 

and 3D printing galore. We've been using that technology for 15 years.  I think it’s just 

flavour of the month maybe because of film industry or animation. But all those things, 

we were running when I was in college.  Certainly they weren't as prevalent or maybe we 

didn’t have the resources to access every single one of them, but the broad design process 

hasn't changed at all (P_01_2.03). 

However, companies who focused on digital design outputs would see the most significant 

change in design process over a number of years. As the internet and worldwide web were 

not as integrated into society during the 90’s, designing websites, graphical user interfaces 

and interactions were not common facets to the designers’ toolkit in that era. Designers 

who became specialists in digital service offerings like website design and app design had 

to quickly adapt to new ways of doing things and learning new tools and techniques.  

I mean I feel like what I think about the world and I learned in university – the language 

has changed, context has changed, the way businesses operate has changed, consumers 

have changed (P_09_2.03). 

Digital designers tend to work mainly on designing content for screens, taking into 

consideration navigation, interactions and different platforms. Software has improved in 

order to assist designers with better functionality and tools such as Photoshop offer a more 
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complete range of functional options. Designing for a digital era also means having to take 

accessibility into account and design for a more inclusive experience across a multitude of 

platforms.  

The way the guys do it, and the way the designers work now is a million times different 

from what I did or what I was even shown when I was in Uni. I think they work on a far 

more efficient way… So a designer will be given this wire frames so that kind of overview 

of the site. He might have a load of assets, if it's a Google project, literally it will be just a 

case of skinning it with…kind of Google assets. So what’s kind of interesting is that we 

need to consider other factors, which is like, you know, accessibility. So that used to mean 

for me that we would just code the site in certain ways with screen reader could go down 

it for a blind person.  But now it was like you need to do stuff for the visually impaired and 

a range of other stuff. So you need to consider colours and you need to consider what your 

content is, you can't have like main content and video so there's a lot more rules to this 

stuff (P_10_2.03).  

 

Digital companies referred to terminologies such as ‘lean’, ‘agile’ and ‘sprints’ as part of 

their design process. Design sprints was a term developed by designers at google ventures, 

primarily concerned with growing UX culture and based on a human-user centred 

philosophy (Knapp, 2001). The word ‘sprint’ is referred to due to the tight time frames that 

teams would place on projects with the aim of solving a problem through iterative 

prototyping and refinement in a rapid time frame.  Undertaking a ‘design sprint’ was not 

referred to by any of the more traditional design companies. When asked to expand on 

these processes, one digital design company respondent stated:  

It's just sprinting.. “here we go, knock this out, this is good, change that.” There’ll be 

meetings, there'll be reviews and there'll be client reviews. It's literally just sprints, sprints 

and sprints until everybody feels this is it, this is perfect (P_10_2.01). 

Half of the sample group agreed that their design process changed when they moved to 

working for a new company. For those who had worked freelance for multiple companies 

and gained experience abroad, there was a clear shift in process from one company to 

another.  One respondent discussed his experience of working in large global companies 

abroad and was able to offer comparisons to how design process differed depending on 

size of company.  
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I was over on MediaMonks at Amsterdam, and they have a very different design process 

as well. They are just so big that it's just a bit of a mess. It's hard to implement process and 

stuff like that, especially when so many people are working on so many different projects 

and being constantly changed. And you're just constantly fighting for resource to update 

something or to do something. But it works for them, they get things done, everybody's 

happy, it rolls out the doors so there's just a lot of stress, which could probably be avoided. 

(P_10_2.04) 

As NI is considered to have a small micro/SME design sector, designers often have control 

of their design process as projects and teams are manageable and more localised. As NI 

does not have a buoyant design economy, there is the perception of limited opportunities 

with limited jobs for the number of design graduates each year. For graduates lucky 

enough to get a job in their chosen design field, many persist in the job role and work for 

that company for a long period of time. This can lead to a stagnant cycle of innovation 

within the sector due to not enough exposure to how other companies work involving an 

evolution of processes attached to more disruptive design companies.  

Some respondents stated the positives of moving from company to company, allowing a 

mindset for learning new things and adapting to change in a positive way.  

Yeah, it does because you learn how to do business when you work for a company but you 

also learn how not to or how you wouldn't want to and when you move – I think when you 

move from job to job, you take something with you. You take the positive things with you 

and I'm one of those people with the mindset that if it's not working, I'll move… I'm a firm 

believer that if you stay 25 years in the job, you probably got – 20 of those years is probably 

one year’s experience being repeated over and over again, whereas if you stay four or five 

years and you learn from that and you move on, I think that's a much healthier way to be 

– especially a designer (P_01_2.04). 

It is considered that having a deep engagement with the client and users of end products 

was one of the most important parts of the design process (insert confidence). Companies 

who specialised in digital design referred to the research and empathy phases as being 

crucially important as they resulted in insights which would drive the successful delivery of 

a project. Gaining empathy is considered one of the first stages in human-centred design 

and it can be undertaken by using qualitative research approaches including interviews, 

observations and field notes. It is through the empathy phase that insights to problem 

areas might evolve and these can be the bedrock to a design thinking approach to problem 

solving.  
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The understanding phase as we call it – understand, which is empathy, research 100 

percent, the designer’s capacity to kind of understand people is everything. Otherwise 

you’re an artist or you’re just a producer of something (P_09_2.05) 

It’s got to be research and insight – the pursuit of insight – yeah – the desire to find out 

what’s inside the users’ brain (P_08_2.05). 

It is clear that successful initial meetings are critical in building a level of trust with the client. 

In some cases building this trust enabled a deeper engagement with the project, allowing 

designers to talk to clients at boardroom level, rather than engaging solely with marketing 

managers. 

The most important part is meeting the client and the inception meeting, and talking to 

them, and seeing what they do, and discovering stuff about them, and then working on 

the project (P_02_2.05). 

Large global design groups like Pentagram take a more holistic approach to design 

process, by gaining a deep understanding of how the client business functions on every 

level. Some of the respondents had worked strategically on this level of thoroughness 

before at NI design companies and stated: 

So I find that a way deeper process but it was more challenging, more time-consuming but 

we then were able to gain the trust of the client to certain a level that we were becoming 

almost their marketing team, their branding team within their company, and we were 

retainers and we’ve been trusted at board level (P_03_2.05). 

However, it became apparent that some interviewees who had experienced a deeper and 

more strategic level of process had failed to embed this into their toolkit when forging 

ahead with their freelance careers. There were a variety of reasons for this, from lack of time 

and budget to lack of collaboration and learning from other people.  

 

5.7.3 Innovation 

Table 5-4  Innovation categories and concepts NI 

Categories Concepts 

Conservative society Conservative, risk-averse, narrow-minded, lack of 

opportunity, education, lack of vision or ambition, lack of 

experimentation 
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NI has a weak record in innovation in comparison to other UK regions and economies. It 

sits at the bottom of almost all UK league tables and research reports on regional 

innovation (Roper, et al., n.d.). Aside from its negative performance, NI also has an ambition 

to be known as an Innovation Hub by 2025 with a clear strategic vision outlined in its 

Innovation Strategy 2014 – 2025: 

Northern Ireland, by 2025, will be recognised as an innovation hub and will be one of the 

UK’s leading high-growth, knowledge-based regions which embraces creativity and 

innovation at all levels of society (p. 7). 

With this strategic ambition declared and published as a key agenda for NI government, it 

is important to understand how innovation is perceived and implemented within the 

design sector. Half of the sample group believed they were producing innovative work 

showing a high level of confidence, with the remainder saying they were undecided or 

didn’t believe they were producing innovative work. Some designers’ response to 

innovation was based on the context that they had a range of very different client project 

outcomes whilst others wished for a better environment or cultural climate in order to 

explore and experiment more: 

I just don't think we have the climate or the environment here to make that happen.  I 

would love the chance to work on something slightly more experimental or research based 

for a longer period before we commercialise that.  Like I said, we have a very conservative 

nature in Northern Ireland and we tend not to do that exploration. We tend to look for that 

quick one tangible sale, get door to door. We don't have that experimental nature 

(P_01_3.01). 

There appeared to be confusion from the one traditional graphic and branding company 

who thought their work was innovative due to the variation of projects that have in their 

portfolio, but alternatively suggested innovation was only related to technical products 

and in that sense they were not producing innovative work: 

Ambivalent to startup culture Bandwagon, immature and naïve understanding, 

overused, buzzword, undecided on benefits 

Heavy reliance on grants and funding Reliance on InvestNI, not willing to take risks with own 

money,  

No design heroes  No acclaimed designers, no design identity,  

Lack of innovative design work Local clients, inward looking, insular 

Subcultural strengths in music and the arts Cool, edgy, subcultures, punk music, arts scene 
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I think within the parameters of what we do, yes it is innovative.  And we try and do 

something different for each of the projects.  So if you look on our website, each of the 

projects visually are very, very different (P_02_3.01). 

When further questioned on the cultural perspective of NI and innovation, they stated:  

You see, that’s difficult because we are not a technical-based design agency.  So we don’t 

deal with innovation on that level and we are not product designers. So we are not 

designing innovative products (P_02_3.03). 

Digital design companies have a more convincing, realistic and positive outlook on 

innovation with at least one interviewee describing innovation as the core of their 

company brand. This is a NI company with its main headquarters based in Belfast, but with 

major satellite offices in London and New York.  Some companies suggested that they 

enabled innovation by advising on how to do innovative work and others felt their work 

was industry-leading but suggested they innovate better process as part of their overall 

remit. Respondents who did not believe they were doing innovative work seemed much 

more grounded in their discussion by stating: 

In terms of innovation, I wouldn’t say that the branding or the design that I create is 

innovative. It tries to be within the confines of the brief and the budget and everything else, 

but I wouldn’t say that we’re being innovative. We’re being very smart producing lovely 

work and that comes from the client and ourselves working on a partnership (P_03_3.01). 

There was the perception that a lack of innovation was linked to timescales of projects. 

There was frustration at how some designers who claim to innovate are losing the 

communication focus of the project. The ability to communicate a message effectively in 

simple obvious terms repealed the need for constant innovation.  

We don’t have the time at the moment. We honestly don’t have the time. Again, this is a 

kind of a touchy subject for me, innovation. Designers design for designers and they want 

to see innovation and designers design for the middle classes who are willing to look at 

something and maybe question things and what have you. I think that sometimes what 

happens in graphic design is that when you apply a certain level of innovation to graphic 

design is that people lose it, miss it. And so my line that I will always say to a lot of my 

clients is that a part of the approach that we take is do not be afraid of the obvious 

(P_04_3.01). 
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The general understanding of what innovation means to a designer was considered as the 

creation of something new. However, it is deemed that there is some negativity to the word 

innovation due it being overused in society. Although designers can heavily relate to the 

concept of innovation as being a key component in the design sector, there was a feeling 

amongst the more traditional designers that ‘getting the job done’ was the bottom line for 

them.  

I really dislike the word innovation. I've said this often when I'm doing other talks and 

people listen. If someone comes up and then says, "I'm Chief Innovation Officer” my 

normal question is, "Well, which college did you go to learn that?" because it's really a word 

that means nothing (P_01_3.02). 

Although innovation is described as a ‘new idea or method, or the use of new ideas and 

methods’ (Cambridge English Dictionary, n.d.), more complex definitions offer two 

categorisations of evolutionary and revolutionary innovations. Evolutionary refers to 

continuous innovation with incremental advancements in the technology or process, 

whereas revolutionary refers to more disruptive and new innovations (Business Dictionary, 

n.d.). Although risk is regarded as a key factor in innovation, none of the designers in the 

sample group referred to the association of the two things: risk and innovation.  

Furthermore, some designers took a very simplistic viewpoint on what innovation meant 

to them. 

Innovation means not copying people.  It’s OK to be inspired but not copying them, 

not repeating yourself, and not having a house style (P_02_3.01). 

Digital designers have a positive outlook and interpretation of innovation, which is possibly 

due to the contemporary nature of the work they undertake and the constantly evolving 

world of digital products and services. There is a clear understanding of innovation in the 

daily products that people use, with reference to products such as Parkmobile and Google 

Maps being hailed as an everyday digital innovation that has made life easier.  

 

The large majority of designers feel that NI is a follower that has been at the mercy of 

conflict due to political and religious clashes within society. There is acknowledgement of 

the strong industrial heritage and the recognition that NI was once a leader in ship building 

and linen manufacturing in the late 1800s and early 1900s. At the time of this research 

study, it was felt that only a very small proportion of businesses were pushing boundaries 
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with the main issue being that the client base was very local. On the proposition that NI is 

a follower, an example of this was stated as: 

Oh, certainly a follower. Absolutely. I'd say there's a small percentage of companies here 

who are pushing the boundaries of being a leader, but en masse, Northern Ireland as a 

country and with the client base here, it's most certainly a follower (P_01_3.03). 

Design as an entity has become a prominent and positive feature in the identity and 

branding of some world leading design regions such as Denmark, outlined in the literature 

review. There are also individual designers who have gained recognition for their work with 

specific brands which has propelled them to global design fame. These include notable 

designers such as Jonathan Ive (UK/Apple), Philippe Starck (France/Alessi), Dieter Rams 

(Germany/Braun) and David Carson (USA/Raygun). In comparison, it is an arduous task to 

find a designer from NI who has made global impact and became a well-known figurehead 

for their work. When adding to the concept that NI is a follower, one respondent suggested 

the proof of this was embedded in the work we had to offer as a region:  

Just in proof of what we’ve produced.  Again, maybe we don’t move well enough but it 

seems that the greatest innovation and development is happening in other centres, 

particularly London, perhaps even Dublin, but we don’t have any heroes, any design 

heroes that are promoting this. I’ve been seeing many, many heroes from the South and 

from England, from Europe, but I don’t see many design heroes coming out of Belfast 

unfortunately (P_03_3.03). 

The driving force behind NI as an economic and innovative brand is InvestNI, a regional 

business and development agency, funded by government. There is acknowledgement of 

an influx of large global law firms operating in Belfast with the perception that this has 

happened due to InvestNI touting internationally that NI has a disproportionate number of 

law graduates. An example of this is Baker McKenzie, a global law firm who created 300 

jobs when it arrived in Belfast in 2014, creating a further 150 jobs in 2018 (BBC News NI, 

2018). Although this is considered positive news for a local economy, there are negative 

connotations to how it portrays society in NI as a whole. One respondent stated:  

NI is a place that has a disproportionate amount of legal graduates.  And so, suddenly now 

we got bigger McKenzey, we’ve got Vincent Masons, we’ve got these global law firms. 

They’re all in Northern Ireland and have armies of contract lawyers just reading contracts, 

all that grunt work. So it’s a little bit like a call centre for large law firms. And really, the 

reason that we have this disproportionate amount of graduates is really because we have 
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a very conservative culture of people who came up through the troubles and they had sort 

of – quite narrow-minded and they sort of – the route to careers was you study law, or you 

study medicine, or you become a teacher <laughs> – and that’s just a personal view 

(P_09_3.03). 

NI continuously outperforms the rest of the UK in GCSE exam results, with average pass 

grades between A – C being 79.1%, compared to 66.9% across the rest of the UK (BBC News 

NI, 2016). Although it is highly regarded in its academic performance, it has a narrow and 

apathetic viewpoint to careers and ambition, having been given the label of ‘BMW 

syndrome’ which suggests most people only strive for enough success to have a 

comfortable life of owning a home and a BMW car (Catalyst Inc, 2016). NI is a region as that 

is perceived as lacking in business confidence, but with a sense of aggression and self-

assuredness. To further assert this theory, an example of interviewee responses stated:  

Definitely follower. Categorically a follower. Not that I wouldn’t like it to be a leader but I 

definitely feel that it’s not confident enough to just go out there …and actually where it is 

confidence, sometimes that confidence is misplaced and actually can be quite aggressive 

and self-assured which is not the same – aggressive and self-assured is not the same as 

confident (P_06_3.03). 

A minority of the sample group believed that NI was a leader, but this was not in a design 

or innovation capacity. The reference was to a thriving music scene back in the 70s and 80s, 

sporting legends and a thriving TV and film industry. When compared to the closest major 

city on the island, Dublin is seen as metropolitan whereas Belfast is seen as cool and edgy 

with a thriving subculture in music and the arts.  

 

Although startup culture is seen as important in NI, a number of designers are disheartened 

at its image labelling it as ‘dangerous’ and ‘unhealthy’. There is a sense that NI is an 

immature and naïve business society and people’s lives are being destroyed financially 

without a clear understanding of the pitfalls and potential for failure. Startup is consistently 

referred to as a buzz word and bandwagon term.  It is recognised that InvestNI have a 

prominent part to play in startup culture in NI and their association is perceived as both 

positive and negative. In addition, society and new entrepreneurs are embroiled in its 

association with InvestNI, with an unhealthy reliance on grants and funding.  
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5.7.4 Inspiration 

Table 5-5  Inspiration categories and concepts NI 

Category Concepts 

Traditional inspiration Museums, architecture, books, blogs, websites 

Local landmarks and buildings The Mac, Ulster Museum, Cathedral quarter 

Lack of networks No after-work networking culture, people go straight 

home 

Wide-reaching inspiration Designers inspired by famous well-known designers and 

companies, local, national, international, leaders in field 

Bias to London and Dublin Dublin and London are ahead, inspirational and 

aspirational, leading companies based there 

 

Designers in NI get inspired by methods including online design blogs, podcasts, design 

magazines and periodicals, books, architecture and museums. This approach could be 

proposed as a traditional approach to inspiration, with a heavy reliance on traditional 

library material (online and print) and inspirational buildings. Digital design companies 

take a more focused viewpoint on inspiration, by looking at specific companies like Gov.uk, 

BBC and Google. Due to the digital design process taking on a more human-centred 

approach, designers acknowledged the importance of gaining inspiration from the people 

around us. With regards to identifying a place for inspiration in NI, the majority of the 

sample group suggested The MAC, Cathedral Quarter and Ulster Museum as the main 

inspirational places in NI. However, some suggested that there was a lack of inspiring places 

to go in NI, with some preferring to look towards London or European capitals. There is a 

general pattern within the data of designers looking towards Dublin and London in a 

comparative context, with some having lived and worked in either city for a number of 

years before settling back in NI. Within this subgroup of interviewees, there is an apparent 

disparity between previous work and living experiences (outside of NI) and returning to NI. 

There were clear connections to how other places had influenced their work and life 

mentality, with some being drawn to similar like-minded people who had experienced life 

outside NI. There was also reference to a lack of ‘after-work’ social culture in NI that could 

be associated to inspirational experiences that could influence the work culture: 

I like talking to people. I find that can be with other people who are like-minded and it’s 

not surprising that some of those people aren’t from Northern Ireland. They’re people 

who’ve lived away and come back or actually they're not from here. So there’s something 

about people in networks actually that I get inspiration from and that I can get energy 

from people and that I find that harder to do. In London; work wise, there’s an event on 

every night you can go to or even just a culture of going to pub after work which it doesn’t 
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seem to be so prevalent. In Northern Ireland, people think that get in the car and go home 

(P_06_4.02). 

To reinforce the concept, another designer stated: 

I’m a really bad a person to talk to (about inspiration) because at the minute all I do is go 

to work and then go home and don’t do anything outside of that (P_05_4.02). 

The majority of designers look towards London for aspirational figures in design. These 

included major global design firms like Pentagram, LiveWork (UK) and Tony Brook from 

Spin (UK). The digital design companies referred to companies like Adaptive Path (USA), 

UsTwo (UK),  Google Ventures (USA) Russell Davies, formerly Government Digital Services 

(UK). All of these companies and designers are leaders in their field, producing some of the 

most innovative design work and strategies in the world. A more obvious aspirational 

character is Steve Jobs, although acknowledged by designers as a cliché of aspiration, he is 

held in high esteem in the sector. From a more localised perspective, local businessmen 

like Colin Williams (owner of Sixteen South – a children’s television production company 

based in Belfast), is held in high esteem as a native NI success story. At least one designer 

appeared to struggle with the concept of inspiration as a whole, struggling to identify an 

inspirational place and additionally, an aspirational person ‘Gosh, you ask me really hard 

questions’ (P_05_4.03). 

 

Designers in NI mainly do things their own way without using a successful global company 

as a model to work from. Most take an organic approach, preferring to keep business and 

company scale to a manageable size. One company referred to a lack of time and resources 

in regard to researching or implementing an innovative business model, stating:  

We don’t have that creative freedom. I mean, very much day to day it’s just struggling to 

get – Not struggling but spending a lot of time getting money in the door.  And you don’t 

pick and choose. You just do everything that comes your way. So we don’t have the luxury 

of aspiring to be like a company because we just don’t have the time or opportunity to 

organise ourselves (P_02_4.04). 

However, other interviewees who were considered to have successful and contemporary 

design businesses in NI, could see the value in learning from other companies and 

implementing that into their own businesses. This ranged from being part of an Irish 

network of UX companies and embedding successful systems into their own company to 

extracting the best practices from recent workplaces prior to starting a new company. 
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An overview of Phase 1a: Section 5 – 8 questions is outlined in Fig 5.2 showing responses 

to questions about: meetings, training/education, work ethos, open-ended/exploratory 

sections.  

 

 
Figure 5.2  An overview of Phase 1a: Section 5 – 8 questions 

5.7.5 Meetings 

Table 5-6  Meetings categories and concepts NI 

Category Concepts 

Digital Designers scrum Contemporary meeting terminologies, scrum, stand-ups, 

annual vision meetings, fortnightly project, reflect on last 

24 hours, prepare for next 24 hours, fast-moving 

environments, random meetings ad lib, efficient 

(Traditional) organic meetings  Traditional designers’ preference for organic meetings, no 

pattern, small company, talk casually with one another, 

organic approach, informal 

(Contemporary) communication technologies Contemporary designers’ preference, slack, basecamp, 

harvest, Google Apps for business, google hangouts, 

skype 

 

There is no pattern to meetings for traditional designers working in small companies in NI. 

Although this could be considered an unremarkable pattern due to micro design 

employees sitting in close proximity to each other, it is clear that digital designers take a 
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different approach to meetings. Digital designers referred to contemporary terminologies 

and practices when referring to meeting patterns within their companies. References to 

‘scrum’, ‘standups’ and ‘sprints’ as regular practice, informed how digital design companies 

were scheduling their project work and in-house communications. Some interviewees 

stated: 

So we practice scrum…so they’ll do daily stand-ups, and they do retrospective at the end 

of [sprint] and they do [sprint] planning (P_09_5.01). 

Well, firstly all teams have a scrum in the morning. So traditionally a scrum should be no 

longer than 15 minutes and that's effectively (as you can see on the wall behind you), what 

did you do in the last 24 hours? What are you going to do in the next 24 hours and have 

you had any blockers? And that's just everybody going around the room individually. So 

it's straightforward and it's meant to be efficient and it is (P_10_5.01). 

Alternatively, the more traditional designers opt for a more casual and informal approach 

to their meetings patterns. This is due to lack of time and pressures from clients and size of 

company. However, there is ambition to do things differently regarding internal 

communications, albeit the regard of this as ‘romanticism’:  

I want us to start on Monday morning at half nine with croissants and coffee and 

everyone talks about what they’ve been up to for the weekend.  That’s a romantic 

notion. Unfortunately, the pressures of clients and what we’re onto doesn’t allow 

for that most of the time and that’s just the reality (P_04_5.01). 

Again, because I’m in a small company, the meetings will be more, with clients, informal, 

very informal, generally in a place like this in a coffee shop or in their companies 

(P_03_5.01). 

Lack of meetings or structure to internal communications was perceived by one designer, 

as a downfall in the company success. This is related to the concept that successful design 

companies in an international capacity are ran by businessmen or accountants who have 

the skillset to grow the company.  

I’m a designer. That is one of my downfalls with regards to XXXX is that it’s not run as well 

as it could be. All the successful design agencies – and it doesn’t pain me to say this 

anymore – are run by accountants or run by suits (P_04_5.01). 
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Designers do not have a distinct preference for where meetings are conducted, with some 

stating they liked casual meetings to be in the company offices for casual efficiency and 

others taking a non-biased approach, dependant on where clients want to meet. The large 

majority of the sample group stated they worked in a mobile manner, with many 

suggesting the requirement of flexibility within their roles which enables them to act 

quickly on a client request. In some cases, this may mean flying to London for an 

impromptu meeting or working on the train journey between Belfast and Dublin. For 

others it means always being in work mode, never switching off and dealing with emails 

and admin at home. The only hindrance and negativity to working in a mobile manner is 

the designers’ preference to design working on a large screen, which tends to be office-

based.  

 

The large majority of designers use online interactive meeting software with most people 

having a preference for using the skype communication application. The general need and 

requirement for using skype was for national and international communications with 

clients. In addition, digital designers use more contemporary communications applications 

such as google hangout, basecamp and slack.  The preference for using slack (a real-time 

messaging application for teams) was to cut down on internal email communication and 

keep track of team exchanges on specific client projects. It is generally used in larger 

organisations where communications can be complex and slack channels are created to 

enable specific teams or projects to be tracked with high efficiency.  However, it is also used 

within burgeoning design, technology and startup environments where teams can be 

smaller and opt to choose slack for communication trails rather than email. As an advocate 

of slack, one respondent stated: 

The whole company is constantly on Slack.  I could show you on my computer right now 

with a Slack chat with about 20 different chats going on (P_10_5.04). 

We do use bits and pieces of Skype and WhatsApp but mostly Slack because it’s actually 

really good for recording and the information easier to search through, because as I say, 

we’re all working at different times (P_05_5.04). 

Alternatively, although designers can see the benefits of using contemporary software 

systems for communications, some designers feel they are distracting and perceive it as a 

trend rather than a useful tool. In some cases, designers were using tools such as slack, but 

then opted to retract from it due to the frustrations involved with using it and their 

preference for a tried and tested method of communication: 
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We were asked by a client in the last two months to use Slack on their project.  I find it an 

enormous pain in the arse because you can almost enter a full day conversation and it 

completely distracts you from what you’re tasked to do.  Although the clients like it 

because it's effective paper trail of what's going on that's not email or they don't perceive 

it to be email.  I just perceive it as another form of electronic management and email is 

suffice for that (P_01_5.04). 

In the case of traditional design companies, there is an unfamiliarity to new communication 

technologies and questions arise on how beneficial they are to small companies.  

I don’t know what Slack is.  But the answer is no, we don’t use it. I find those things terrible. 

I hate conference calls. They are never miked up properly. You don’t get any sense of what 

the person’s thinking. They are terrible (P_02_5.04). 

5.7.6 Training/Education 

Table 5-7  Training/Education categories and concepts NI 

Categories Concepts 

NI Natives in jobs Stay in NI for university, work in NI, go to mainland UK for 

university and return to NI for work, Ulster University, 

Queens University 

Lack of diversity in design sector Same uni/education, same pipeline, mono-culture, insular, 

taught by same people at university. Different cultures 

bring in new perspectives and knowledge, Ulster 

University has monopoly on design, lack of competition 

Lack of confidence Stronger design cultures in Dublin, Manchester, London 

 

Almost all of the sample group said that their design employees were all NI natives, with a 

large proportion having an undergraduate degree from Ulster University or Queens 

University. The majority of designers who undertake postgraduate design education do 

this outside of NI and opt mainly for English Universities. Although it is clear that a number 

of employees undertook undergraduate education for design in England and Scotland, 

they had all chosen to return home to NI to pursue their careers. Ulster University appear 

to have a stronghold on the type and number of design graduates who enter the NI design 

sector. Two distinctive trends emerged of graduates from either BA Hons Graphic Design 

and Illustration (formerly known as Visual Communications) and BSc Interactive Media 

Design as the key proponents in the design sector ecosystem in NI. Graduates of Computer 

Science from Queens University are working in digital product design companies, where 

app development and back-end software programming skills are a key offering within the 

company. Within the sample group, the larger digital company who had offices in London 
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and New York was able to give a comparison to the diversity of employees within its offices. 

When asked how many designers based in the NI office had studied design in NI and how 

this compared to the London office, he stated:  

Yes.  Every single one bar one at the moment, which is probably the lowest number of 

people we’ve ever had from outside. The London office is completely multicultural. You've 

got people from everywhere.  We’ve actually got people that moved from here (NI) over 

there (London) as an example. To be  honest I can't even tell you half the nationalities that 

are over there now (P_10_6.01). 

However, the company in question had a structure in place that used Belfast as its main 

production office and London as the creative design focus. Although the company was 

founded in Belfast, the organisational structure is due the company scaling up over time 

and working with larger global clients. This decision to focus its London office as the main 

creative element of the business was also due to having access to dense pool of design 

talent in London. The education patterns emerging in this research study suggest that 

there are two key trends in design employment sector:  

1. NI natives who studied in Ulster University (Design and IMD) and Queens University 

(Computer Science) and work in NI design sector.  

2.  NI natives who studied in mainland UK and returned to work in NI design sector. 

 

Although there appears to be a lack of diversity (education and nationality) within the 

design sector in NI, there is a sense of positivity associated to the fact that designers who 

do study outside of NI still return home after a number of years. However, it is also notable 

that there is a perception that less people choose to study outside of NI than in the 1980s 

and 90s. This would have been a period in the midst of the NI troubles, when there was a 

sense of more ambition and desire to leave and experience more of the world:  

The majority would come from (Ulster). And also, we may have some who maybe would 

be studying here, gone to England, and came back again but in general most have come 

through Ulster. It’s a very effective course but since the early 90s most of the students and 

most of the people I know have come through Ulster. There was a period when advertising 

was quite strong here.  It’s 80s and 90s that the students went to London because of the 

ambition and the dream. So I would like to get that back again, that ambition was to go 

to London (P_03_6.02). 
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When trying to establish the reasons for lack of ambition to currently leave NI, or 

alternatively the desire to come back to a less productive design economy, there is a 

persistent pattern emerging regarding the high quality of life in NI. A number of design 

companies referred to this during interviews and referred to stories of friends returning 

home from mainland UK to buy houses, have better lifestyles and bring their children up in 

NI in a post-conflict era: 

Definitely, because the lifestyle here is better.  The troubles have gone, hopefully.  And so 

the attraction to live here is much greater.  We have students here who have had the 

opportunities to go to London and they’ve decided to stay here because of the lifestyle. 

They have a better lifestyle; the culture is changing and they can get better housing.  So it’s 

the pay off between better quality work which is starting to happen and the lifestyle.  So 

the ambition to go to London is not as big as it was, absolutely not in the students. I’ve 

encouraged them to look outside of Belfast but definitely the desire seemed to have waned 

since the 80s which was pre-peace process (P_03_6.02). 

There is no clear majority on whether there are differences in staff who have studied 

outside of NI. There were companies who could not easily relate to this enquiry due to 

having a very small staff team with limited or no experience outside of NI. However, some 

companies could see a difference in designers who had spent time in cities like London and 

suggested they had a more forward-thinking mindset. Other designers suggested that 

their experience of different cultural influences and nationalities brought a different 

dynamic to design:  

I actually worked with people who had been taught at universities outside of Belfast, in 

fact other continents, and personally they have a different approach because of the 

culture and it isn’t just about the university, it’s about the secondary school (P_03_6.03). 

We had guy from Ukraine who was like a dynamite coder.  He was literally from a hacking 

background and he was really good. He came – specifically came here to work for XXXX.  

That was his dream; which is amazing.  He is over in Berlin now.  So, basically, he did a 

couple of years here, and he was able to go wherever he wanted to. So, he’s living in Berlin 

now (P_10_6.03). 

Designers unanimously agreed that having a diverse workforce is important. However, this 

enquiry was interpreted in different ways amongst the sample group. Some perceived the 

enquiry in relation to gender or religion and others understood it in relation to cultural and 

education. The pattern bias was towards cultural diversity, with a number of designers 
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stating the importance of embedding other nationalities and cultures into their teams. In 

2017, NI had an immigration inflow of 22,100 people with 51.2% being an international 

immigrant, whilst the remainder were from the rest of the UK. The vast majority of this 

inflow was aged between 16 – 39 years old. The top three most common international 

inflows were from Poland, Romania and Republic of Ireland (Northern Ireland Statistics and 

Research Agency, 2018). A number of designers stated the impact of European immigration 

into their companies:  

Some of the clients we've worked along with – guys from places like Romania and Poland 

who have come to us. It's great to work with them because they approach things 

differently, but it's good to learn from them and then it's good to get different cultural 

experiences from them, too, talking about how they’ve settled in Northern Ireland, what 

sort of aspects of life are good and what they've – bring with them.  In previous roles, I've 

had Spanish designers working with me and they've been really good.  It was, again, 

totally different experience to work with the Eastern European guys. They bring very 

Mediterranean, lots of design flare, lots of fashion flare work, so that's quite good 

(P_01_6.04). 

We’re at a transition point now where one (employee) is leaving and we’re going to focus 

on actually getting someone from Europe for the role just to bring a different perspective 

into the team (P_07_6.04). 

In some cases, the need for diverse cultures within teams can bring more flare and outward 

experience into the company and in other cases, it can bring sought after skillsets that are 

not easily accessible in NI. This appears to be the case for structural packaging skills, where 

there seems to be a lack of skilled designers in this area. One designer within the sample 

group had experience teaching undergraduate design students in NI and reported that 

there was a strong bias in female design students in recent years. However, from the 

interviewees personal experience, this did not seem to be apparent in the NI design sector 

where the perception is of male dominance. To further build upon this concept, one female 

respondent stated:  

We haven’t looked at recent numbers but it’s probably about 90% to 95% of our tenants 

are male businesses. It’s interesting because (our business) is entirely run by females, so I’m 

not sure what the demographic is, whether they don’t start businesses or whether they 

tend to work from home to manage childcare or – I don’t know what the wider statistics 

are in Northern Ireland or rather we just have a more traditional culture here (P_05_6.04). 
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The immigration statistics for NI are similar to migration statistics that leave NI to go to UK 

mainland and internationally (NISRA, 2019). The flow of immigration into NI is still 

considered to be lacking in diversity, possibly due to a strong inflow from a small number 

of European countries. It is not a global influx of mixed nationalities and this results in the 

perception from designers that NI is not culturally diverse enough. This effects the overall 

strategy for growth in the sector as attracting global clients requires a global mindset and 

understanding of how other people live and use products: 

There is no cultural diversity really in Northern Ireland.  I mean it’s sort of a – I think we’re 

kind of a generation away from having genuinely diverse…where there is a big enough 

sample of skilled individuals, and from a kind of diverse group.  I mean often –diversity in 

Northern Ireland sometimes it is like having a sort of gender balance in your team is 

diverse.  It’s pretty pathetic.  It's a sort of generational thing really.  But it’s incredibly 

important as we are designing experiences for people all over the world.  And so therefore, 

we need that insight and that perspective (P_09_6.04). 

Half of the sample group had no opinion on whether design education was the same across 

the UK and Ireland. In most cases this is due to ignorance of education outside of NI and a 

lack of exposure through their own experiences. The remainder of the sample group felt 

strongly that there is a difference in design education outside of NI, referring to much 

stronger design scenes in Manchester, Glasgow, London and Dublin and the inability to 

attract good students to NI. Designers feel that NI is accountable for not putting itself ‘out 

there’ or forcing a strong reputation for its design sector. Interviewees stated: 

People I talk to outside of Belfast, the likes of settling in London, don’t really know much 

about Belfast at all.  There’s a reason for that because we don’t put ourselves forward 

enough I think but also we don’t have a reputation that’s strong enough so that has to 

change before people will come here...I just don’t know how we’ll attract them, if they’re 

the likes of Manchester, London and other centres that are known for being so strong, it’s 

back to that thing about ‘Are we identified as being a strong design centre? Why would 

they want to come here?’ (P_03_6.05). 

I think design education in Dublin is better than Northern Ireland.  I think Northern Ireland 

design education is really, really far behind from what I understand and what I see, and I 

think it’s probably better again in places like London, and Glasgow, so Manchester – 

places like that (P_09_6.05). 
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Some designers reflected on weaknesses in design education in NI and elaborated further 

by stating that graduate designers in NI were not well prepared for the world of work. This 

was further defined by giving examples of how junior designers do not have the basic 

design skills to do picture editing or logo design. Acknowledging their local client base and 

reflecting on the low quality of images they are required to work on and improve, designers 

suggested these basic skills were not being covered in local design education: 

I’ll qualify this by saying that this is just our very limited experience but it is this that, say 

for example, things like picture editing.  It’s a really, really important skill to have.  It’s 

something that’s a lot harder than it might look.  It isn’t using Photoshop. It’s just cropping 

and selecting the correct image for a particular job.  And a lot of people don’t have that 

basic skill (P_02_6.05). 

In addition, the deficiencies in the NI design sector are partly blamed on a slow turnaround 

in staff in the main design education institution and the proposition that Ulster University 

has a monopoly on design in NI with no direct local competitors. There is a perception that 

design is being taught by the same people who are in lifetime jobs, producing local 

students into an insular society with not enough outward influences.   

Because everybody’s coming through the same pipeline.  Everybody’s been taught by the 

same people. They’ve been taught from the same point of view.  They are all looking at the 

same stuff, they’re all going to the same places, or watching the same TV programs.  It’s 

just – it’s completely one track. And that is almost like it was in 1980 – 1984 kind of 

scenario, wasn’t it, where everybody is just being fed the same thing (P_10_6.05). 

Designers have a lack of representative bodies that adequately support the design 

ecosystem in NI. In comparison, the UK has the Design Council and Chartered Society of 

Designers and Republic of Ireland has Institute of Designers in Ireland (IDI) which hosts an 

annual student and professional design awards event. NI is considered to be strong in 

promoting tourism, film and music industries but weak at promoting design. There is 

compelling need for a design support body, supported by government as a means of 

raising the national design profile, providing support to designers and offering research, 

business and networking opportunities. Although this need emerged throughout the 

interviews, it was prevalent in both the training/education and utopian vision category 

answers within the interview schedule. One designer stated: 

I’m not saying we have to get the London sort of size or scale but we could even start 

competing more with Dublin if we had a body that stood up for what we do and a body 
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that is from the North (Ireland). We need a better culture within the studios who wants to 

network, and Dublin, they are much more collegiate.  They are much more willing to put 

themselves forward, develop a stronger design institute. So start with a strong institute 

that focus on design, do a lot of education at secondary level and also promote design to 

be important. So we’re good at promoting tourism, promoting cafes and retail, but we’re 

not very good at promoting design (P_03_6.05). 

5.7.7 Work Ethos 

Table 5-8  Work Ethos categories and concepts NI 

Categories Concepts 

Regular work schedules 9-5pm, 1 hour lunch break, reasonably flexible, regular tea 

and coffee breaks for general design employees 

Senior designers/owners have strong work ethic Seniors and company owners work long hours, longer 

than regular employees, live to work rather than work to 

live.  

Culturally restricted work ambience Staff expect overtime if working after hours, no after-work 

socialising, people want to go straight home 

Quiet studio environments, lack of diversity, poor salaries, 

lack of creative work environments  

 

There is a 9-5pm mentality regarding the working hours for a regular (less senior) design 

employee in NI. As all of the sample group are senior level creatives, business owners or 

managing directors, there is a clear sense of dedication to continuing work outside of hours 

within the sample group. In most cases, respondents stated that their work day started as 

soon as they woke up at 6am, replying to emails and getting administration complete 

before starting their official work day at 9am. However, this may not be the case for design 

employees within the companies, who generally stick to the official 9 – 5pm schedule of 

their company. Almost all designers suggested a regular working pattern, starting and 

stopping their official work day at the same time each day. Most companies offer a one-

hour lunch break with a good level of flexibility around this if required. In a few cases, a 

number of designers stated that given the option, they would not work longer hours than 

required: 

We generally finish at 5:30. So it’s very much a nine to five.  And we don’t do all-nighters 

and we don’t work weekends if we can possibly (P_02_701). 

Yeah, I always finish at quarter to six and get home for dinner. I don’t (work)- most 

evenings, I would sort of have a look at emails and if something was pressing, I would work 

in the evening, but I do try not to– yeah (P_08_7.01). 
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Although most designers have a regular pattern of work, most were committed to working 

long hours outside of the official working day. This was a pattern that emerged throughout 

the sample group, from traditional to contemporary companies. As an example, one 

designer stated:  

Somebody asked me to describe how do I work and I said, "You work when you open your 

eyes and you work until you close your eyes."  That's as straightforward as that when you're 

running a business. (P_01_7.01) 

The larger company (SME) within the sample group have offices in Belfast and London and 

clearly shows differences in the mentality of work culture, depending on the city you are 

based at. Although the company works on the same client projects across two different 

cities, the operational structures are different and have to adapt to each individual city 

culture. London is considered one of the most vibrant and creative cities in the world with 

an abundant design culture. In comparison NI is perceived as a conservative and insular 

society with a weak design culture and economy. Although rates of pay for designers are 

vastly different in the two cities, there are different expectations around working hours and 

the general ecosystem. When discussing a new system the company was bring in regarding 

flexi hours, one designer stated: 

Firstly, it’s important that actually that London and Belfast have different operations. We 

got – the cultures are quite different between the two offices.  It was kind of interesting as 

it feeds under what we’re talking about.  Cultures are quite different.  So, we have to adjust 

basically the operational ways of both offices.  A brilliant example of this is that Belfast, it’s 

paid overtime, but London doesn’t. I think people in London, they almost accept that they 

have to work outside normal hours, whereas they don’t here, which says a lot.  I think the 

company would be bust if we paid overtime in London. And it’s not unusual to stay behind 

in London for an hour or two and have a beer.  Whereas people here are in a rush to get 

home; which is another thing (P_10_7.01). 

There is a small bias within the findings of design companies working within an informal 

setting. However, some companies feel ambivalent on the importance of working within 

an informal space and were uncertain in their responses to this enquiry. This prompted a 

further approach to gain photographic evidence on some of the studios for further analysis 

against interview answers. The perception of what is considered an informal studio seems 

broad with different designers stating:  
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It's fairly informal.  It's open plan and there isn't even a closed room where you can go and 

make a phone call or anything.  It's pretty open.  I don't really have any reason to have a 

cubicle or another room where we go off into.  It's fairly relaxed environment (P_01_7.02). 

It's a creative studio. Yeah. We designed it and spent some money on it and invested in it 

and we’ve got lots of interesting spaces – room space (P_09_7.02). 

Yeah.  We just always wanted to design somewhere I suppose the kind of place that we 

would want to work. So it’s not heavily designed. We don’t spend very much money on it.  

I think it’s all pulled together on a weekend but just somewhere that's comfortable and 

nice to sit in, like casual (P_05_7.02). 

Figures 5.3 – 5.8 show a selection of images taken in studios that suggested an informal 

work setting, based on interviewees responses: 

 
Figure 5.3 Design studio based in Belfast City Centre 

Figure 5.4 Design studio based in Belfast City Centre  

     

 
Figure 5.5 Design studio based in Belfast City Centre 

Figure 5.6 Design studio based in Belfast City Centre      
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Figure 5.7 Co-working creative studio (communal area) based in Cathedral Quarter, Belfast 

Figure 5.8 Example of individual workspace in Co-working creative studio based in Cathedral Quarter, Belfast 
      

Figures 5.3 – 5.6 are images taken from the same company offices, showing a long central 

workstation where the designers’ group together and work as a cluster. This is an all-male 

design studio, categorised as traditional (product design) for the purposes of this research. 

The room contained retro vintage furniture, table tennis set-up which also doubled up as 

meeting table, library of books, large windows, original wooden flooring and a small open 

kitchen with breakfast bar stools and coffee machine.  

 

Figures 5.7 and 5.8 are from a different company, categorised as contemporary (creative 

co-working space for small micro businesses and freelancers). The downstairs area is a 

communal setting with a small number of sofas and tables that people used for either 

meetings or for lunch. It was quiet and sparse of decoration with minimal creative décor. 

The upstairs section of the workplace operated mainly as independent offices with a 

mixture of creative companies in place. These had taken on a more individual identity as 

each office was personalised by the tenant. Figure 5.8 is an example of this 

individualisation. Alternatively, companies who feel their offices are formal also suggest it 

is a conscious decision that reflects their work ethos. One designer stated: 

It is quite formal. I’m very, very formal on the professional side of things. No, we haven’t 

made any changes. The offices that we have at the moment aren’t the most – aren’t – nice.  

It’s small. We haven’t made any conscious decisions on anything (P_04_7.02). 

During the time of interviews, at least one company was intending to move offices and was 

considering involving a professional company to design their new workspace. This was 

seen as an opportunity to make the space more creative, both internally to the employees 

and also to external clients coming in for meetings. The images collected were taken after 
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the office space had been designed and staff had moved into the new premises. The 

interviewee stated:  

I have a friend – he owns an (interior) design studio and they’ve just done a refit which is 

just stunning.  And so, the guy who helped them with their refit – I’ve got him booked for 

next Friday actually to think about our refit and his brief is to just push me out of my 

comfort zones (…) So, one of team said what they would love is they would love each of 

our live projects to have a big sort of A2 wooden board. And any time that that client has 

a live project, we have hooks on the wall and their board goes on the wall, so, you’d – and 

it’s got personas and it’s got wire frames and it’s got all the stuff that we know.  And it just 

gives us – it just reminds us of all the – why we’re doing this (P_08_7.03).  

 

 
Figure 5.9 User Experience Design Company based in Belfast City Centre: Lounge area 

Figure 5.10 User Experience Design Company based in Belfast City Centre: workspaces 

        

 
Figure 5.11 User Experience Design Company based in Belfast City Centre: Meeting/teleconference Room 

Figure 5.12 User Experience Design Company based in Belfast City Centre: Project white board   
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Figures 5.9 – 5.12 show the results of the refit of the previous interviewees comments. Upon 

visiting the space, the atmosphere was extremely quiet and formal. Within the studio, there 

were workspaces for 4 designers, a large whiteboard that stretched across the wall, a 

meeting/boardroom with teleconferencing facilities, a casual lounge area and an unused 

space separated by a freestanding shelf (Fig 5.13). The entrance to the studio was the most 

dominant part of the space, a freestanding plywood structure that houses the tea/coffee 

making facilities and a small fridge (Fig 5.14). The atmosphere in the studio was quiet, with 

no background music or noise. Workstations were uncluttered and tidy with empty 

wastepaper baskets beside each desk. The whiteboard area on the large side wall looked 

like a current project (or multiple projects) that were in progress. Upon querying whether 

this was a weekly occurrence, where projects got written on the wall on a regular basis as 

they were developed, I was told that the wall had remained unchanged for months. 

Although it looked productive, the lack of regularity in the occurrence determined that 

using the wall to think out projects was not part of a daily or weekly design process. It 

brought forth the question as to whether this was a genuine whiteboard that was core to 

how the business operated or whether it was purposely used for inspiration to staff and 

adornment of the space.  

 

 
Figure 5.13 User Experience Design Company based in Belfast City Centre: Unused part of office 

Figure 5.14 User Experience Design Company based in Belfast City Centre: Entrance 

 

Two people in the sample group were working from a home office as a primary setting with 

a third using a home office as a Belfast base for his company. Two of them also had the 

lowest number of employees out of the sample group, with one being a sole trader in 

Carrickfergus and the other employing one person in Holywood. The sole trader had 

converted his garage space into a design studio with a fully equipped workstation and 

printer, phones and mini library. Although overheads were being kept to a minimum due 
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to having a home studio, there is still ambition to rent a studio in Belfast where clients could 

visit. However, freelancing is becoming a more attractive and feasible option for designers. 

Through further discussion about how freelancers work in NI, the sole trader responded:  

Increasingly, actually, there’ve been to some freelancers’ rooms that are better setup than 

the studios to work in.  And the recently, one of my friends has now left his full-time studio 

role or practice to go freelance at home and it’s the most fantastic setup.  So I think 

freelancing is not a dirty word anymore.  It is about if you can produce quality work for 

clients and build a client list, they don’t really care where you’re based anymore 

(P_03_7.02). 

The micro business in Holywood also used a home office that was a converted space within 

their home (Fig 5.15 and 5.16). The space in question was a shared space with her husband’s 

photography business, which had a repurposed adjacent room that was converted into a 

formal home office: 

There’s a room adjacent to that which where we set up three desks and then there’s a sofa 

area and there’s sort of three desks and then there’s a little kitchen space.  So it’s very much 

a formal office space, so it’s not like it’s just a room in the house.  We’ve got it all set up with 

our printers and MACs, and as a working space for filing and all the rest of that 

(P_06_7.03). 

The decision to move the business into a home office was made after having rented an 

office in Holywood which had minimal décor and a lack of open planned space. Other 

interviewees commented on the poor quality of available office space in Belfast, with one 

respondent referring the uniformed interiors of low ceiling and blue tiles flooring: 

Pretty much every building we looked for had that foam low ceiling and blue-tiled floors.  

And for me, the thoughts of spending my days working in that space, trying to be creative, 

just horrified me (P_07_7.03). 
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Figure 5.15 Home office based in Holywood 

Figure 5.16 Home office based in Holywood 

 

The third designer used his home as a design office space for half of the week and has since 

set up a workplace for staff in Central Belfast. Although the home office space is still used 

as a ‘working from home’ base, it is representative of a typical home office space (Fig 5.17 

and 5.18).   

 
Figure 5.17 Home office based in East Belfast 

Figure 5.18 Home office based in East Belfast 

 

Most designers suggested they are tech savvy, perceiving this in a number of ways. Some 

described their ability to deconstruct and reconstruct a computer to fix a broken part. 

Others referred to new software platforms for communication and project planning like 

trello, asana, slack and various social media platforms. The contemporary digital SME 

company considered themselves ‘early adopters’ with the smaller micro digital companies 
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all being fluent and interconnected to an array of tech. A small number of companies that 

operated in the traditional design category, questioned what ‘tech savvy’ meant in the 

context of how they worked. This was more of a philosophical propositioning, questioning 

whether we all perceived the notion of technology in different ways. All designers in the 

sample group used design software for production and outputs. However, not all were 

embedding contemporary technologies into their practice and general workflow, instead 

preferring to use analogue methods of project management and communications.  

Furthermore, the debate on the level and appropriateness of technologies currently being 

used in design education became an emerging pattern of discussion, with one respondent 

stating: 

We’re not doing anything, but I don’t – my world is going digital and it scares me, the fact that 

I’m not up to date on coding and any time I sit down and I talk – so I’m employing two people 

at the moment who are only out of university three years and they don’t know how to code.  I 

sat down and I spoke to a university lecturer last week and I said, “Are you coding?”  And 

they’re like, “No.”  And I’m just thinking – I just think it’s disgraceful (P_04_7.04). 

There are no major perks attached to working for a design company in NI. Things that 

people considered to be perks ranged from having free coffee on tap to having flexibility 

within the workplace, enabling them to go to personal medical or school appointments.  

A more common pattern emerged with designers referring to CPD, conferences, training 

and international travel as being a substantial perk to working in their company. Although 

CPD is considered as a positive entity within a company within the sample group, in some 

cases designers reflected on the negative aspects, specifically in relation to the investment 

required to train people at a high global level. One designer stated: 

The guys have been to Colorado and San Francisco. They’ve been to New York Hyper Island 

training and a couple of guys to San Francisco on Swift training. And so, yeah, we kind of 

promote self-improvement.  That’s aligned with the business and for employees that’s really 

attractive and they probably should be more loyal…big tech companies still come in and 

offer to double their salaries and so, kind of – there’s a bit of attrition that goes on too.  It’s just 

hard to keep people (P_09_7.05). 

Attrition of staff came up a number of times in the data, with variations of context being 

implied. In the scenario of a contemporary digital design company who wanted to 

compete on a more national and international scale, training designers to operate globally 

is seen as vital to their business model. However, the consequences of this are sometimes 
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negative for the business owner who has invested thousands of pounds in training, 

enabling a more competitive business but losing highly trained staff to large software 

companies who offer better salaries. In comparison, the issue of poor salaries in NI is a 

constant theme across the data, and in some cases attrition of staff was juxtaposed to the 

need for higher salary: 

Salaries in Northern Ireland are terrible.  And when we were recruiting I said that we got 70-

odd people applying for the design job.  So you know what people’s salaries are.  And they 

work for big advertising agencies and they are paid buttons.  And people were going from 

jobs in large design studios to come and work here?  And I’m thinking, “Why are they doing 

that? There is far more opportunity there.” But there isn’t.  And they just want more money 

and people want more money.  And that’s something that really needs to be addressed, I think 

(P_02_7.05). 

A number of designers also referred to the type of work they undertake as being seen as a 

perk. The approach of using a human centred philosophy within one company was 

perceived as a positive factor within the staff team. As not every business or company take 

this approach, staff who have never worked in this environment have suggested a different 

and more effective mindset to working. This was subsequently perceived as a perk to the 

company CEO. In addition, the contemporary digital SME company have global clients like 

Google, Red Bull and Doritos. When proposing the scale of client work in relation to perks, 

one designer stated: 

We get to do some amazing stuff  and working with brands that people don’t even realise.  

I think a lot of people don’t realise what we do, and the fact that we work from this city 

(Belfast); which is always really cool, I love showing that.  There’s an enormous sense of 

satisfaction when you see something that you’ve been involved with on the wider or 

global scale, yeah, totally. That’s really awesome (P_10_7.05). 

Over half of the sample group could give an example of a staff contract. These ranged from 

using online templates to gaining help from personal friends who worked in the law sector. 

Most contracts issued involve a probation period which ranged from 3 – 6 months. The 

design companies who did not have contracts suggested this was due to the micro size of 

the company and the organic growth of the company culture, which was built on trust and 

collegiality. When probing further into the conditions set out within a contract, the creative 

co-working space stated that noise should be kept to a minimum: 
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Well, there’s an application form first of all, so you do have to be like a creative industries 

company, and it’s for that stuff.  Aside from that, in terms of practice – they have 

headphones, so you can’t play your music out loud (P_05_7.06). 

This was a hidden anomaly within the data as most studios that were visited and 

photographed all had a quiet ambience and lack of creative buzz. Out of the studio visits 

that were used to conduct interviews in, only two studios in Central Belfast stood out as 

comparable creative design studios to those in other large design cities. These are 

identified in Table 5-9 from the original list of interviewees: 

 

Table 5-9 Comparable Creative Design Studios in NI to other large design cities  

Traditional 
micro 

4 full 
time 

Product Design and 
development 

Belfast City 
Centre 

P_01 Owner/Designer 6/11/15 1 hr 18 
mins 

Contemporary  
SME (Digital)  

80 
full 
time 

Digital product / creative 
technology 

Belfast / 
London / 
New York 

P_10 Head of Studio 
(Belfast) 

04/03/16 1 hr 2 
mins 

 

A majority of 80% within the sample group believed that the design industry in Belfast was 

culturally different to other parts of the UK and Ireland. The reasons for this differed 

amongst the interviewees, but some common strands were rooted in the following 

reasons: Less hungry and ambitious for success and growth; small sector with no 

government support; lack of diversity (same people, same groups, NI natives); too many 

small companies; different work cultures from rest of UK/Ireland; not enough exposure and 

critique from outside of NI; legacy of troubles. The data projected a sense of frustration 

amongst the interviewees, with designers positioning the quality of their work as worthy. 

However, a lack of blue-chip clients to work with and too many micro design businesses 

competing for work, meant that fees remained low and a cycle of remaining stagnant as a 

sector persisted. This overall viewpoint meant that design was considered culturally 

different in NI as Ireland and the UK mainland were perceived as having more buoyant 

design economies and support infrastructures. Some basic operational cultural differences 

were pinpointed to expose how designers felt that the design sector was culturally 

different from London, with some designers stating: 

I have a couple of good friends who own agencies in London, and both – one of the things 

that both of them did was they both set up a system whereby it was flexi-time… So, you can 

work eight to four or you can work ten to six or whatever you want, but you have then those 

core hours (10am -4pm) – as long as you do your eight hours.  And I said, “Look, I get the 

[principle] but was it abused or how did the people swing?” and they said it’s really easy to 
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find out when people are abusing it.  So, I introduced it at XXXX and it has been poor.  It has 

– it really hasn’t worked well (P_08_7.07). 

So I think there is a very big cultural divide and I suppose maybe it comes to the point about 

– where our designers come from.  If you work in London, you get almost immediately 

working on a multinational team.  In Northern Ireland, the majority of guys are going to 

be Northern Irish and that has it –that brings its own dynamic to the group, whereas you 

never know what you're going to get in a melting pot like London (P_01_7.07). 

Some designers referred to the lack of diversity as being problematic to the cultural 

perception of design, implying that too many designers are taught in the same university 

system by the same group of people, resulting in a pool of designers in the NI that only look 

inwards without enough external critique. In addition, one interviewee made a strong case 

that NI culture is a generation behind our neighbouring countries due to a legacy of 

troubles. It was felt that this era in NI history impacted on societies mindset as a whole, 

when compared to how other countries like Republic of Ireland and mainland UK had 

moved on and adapted new mindsets with contemporary issues: 

It’s like I’ve been here 16 years (Belfast) but I’m still an outsider in my mentality to here and I 

think there’s been traditionally a culture of division and it really struck me when we moved 

up (from Dublin).  It seemed like the thinking of our friends we got to know was a generation 

behind.  It’s almost like because of the troubles, thinking had frozen and everyone had 

switched into survival mode. So the conversation that we were having with people are like 

– this is like my parents’ attitudes to marriage, relationships, child-bearing things like that.  

It was really quite strange (P_07_7.07). 

NI does not always follow the same set of laws and rules as the rest of the UK and is the only 

region in the union to rule against same-sex marriage and prohibit abortion under most 

circumstances. In addition, the Republic of Ireland offered a public referendum on same-

sex marriage in 2015 which resulted in a 62% majority for it to be legalised. In 2018, another 

Irish referendum to repeal the eighth amendment, resulted in a majority of 66.4% to 

overturn the abortion ban. As societies in neighbouring countries to NI begin to move into 

a more contemporary and liberal outlook, NI is at risk of being isolated into a perceived 

mindset of insular, radical religious beliefs that is restricting its society from moving 

forward.  
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5.7.8 Open-ended exploratory questions 

Table 5-10  Open-ended exploratory questions: categories and concepts NI 

Categories Concepts 

Risk-averse society Perception of risk-averseness through society 

Reliance on Gov Grants Gov grants are easy to get, too much reliance, not enough 

people taking risks on their own money 

Lack of drive Manana culture, poor business etiquette, laid back, lack of 

ambition, job safety 

Homebird syndrome NI natives return home, traditional careers, middle class 

education, good quality of life, safe option 

Prescription to travel Young people need to leave NI and see rest of world, be 

more outward looking, see how other cultures live and 

work, bring back knowledge 

Proud of industrial past Shipyards, Industry leaders, Linen industry, inventions 

Build it and they will come NI Screen industry, Game of Thrones, tax reliefs 

Design support body needed More regulation, help to improve fees, educate society 

and business on design, research, R&D, outward exposure 

Impact of NI troubles Behind the times, frozen thinking, poor government, 

tribal mentality, poor economy, afraid to take risks 

 

 

The feeling amongst the sample group is that NI is a very risk-averse society. There is a 

perception of society having a fear of ‘getting it wrong’, with an inherent inability to take 

risks and experiment. When eluding to the ability to take risks versus the lure of a stable 

low-medium income, one design company suggested that startup culture was an 

interesting measuring point. With government assisted grants, startup culture in NI is a 

growing phenomenon. However, this is juxtaposed with the perception that getting a 

series of Invest NI startup grants is relatively easy and the lure of easy money is more 

appealing than the ambition to make the startup successful. Another designer suggested 

the ability to take risks was not always the fault of the designer. This was implied on the 

basis that local clients were not willing to take risks on design companies that did not have 

a proven record in an environment where taking risks and undertaking new ways of doing 

things were a given. He stated: 

We did a big job for a client maybe – I would say maybe about six years ago and it was a 

cultural transformation project.  And we scoped it out, and we set a brief, and we did a lot 

of work to prepare the groundwork/framework.  And one of the MDs came up and said, 

"Look, guys, have you ever done this with another Northern Ireland company before?"  The 

answer is no, we haven't, and that's one of the reasons we'd like to do it, is to see if we can 
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do it and what benefits it’ll bring, and he canned the project. He wasn't willing to put his 

neck on the line and say this is what we'll try (P_01_8.01). 

The lack of confidence to take risks as a society was blamed (partly) on secondary school 

education. Although it was acknowledged that although NI had a strong and successful 

school system, it was focused on a formulaic approach to academic exams instead of 

providing a rich environment where students have the confidence to openly discuss their 

ideas and encourage a dynamic approach to risk. There is a perception that a lot of NI 

society mitigate risk as much as possible, rather than assuming it as part of the experience 

within business or design. In addition to this, some interviewees suggested that people in 

NI are not willing to put forth their own money as part of a risk-taking initiative in business 

and as a result can not truly understand the consequences of when a risk has a positive or 

negative outcome. The risk-aversion within society appears to be amplified if you have 

never experienced life or work outside of NI for a temporary period of time. A number of 

designers in the sample group had lived experiences outside of NI, mainly in connection to 

study or career reasons. In all cases, there is a feeling of frustration when coming back to 

live and work in NI as it is common to compare how cultural and business nuances are dealt 

with in other global regions. An example of these nuance are stated as: 

Yeah.  I think culturally it’s different.  So for example – and my husband has reflected on 

this as well, it’s quite often you’ll send, you’ll meet people and send them things, they never 

reply to you back. That would’ve never happened in London.  It might’ve happened to you 

all the time, but here it happens a lot.  So I think maybe is that part of the nine-to-five 

things…I know (my husband) has done a lot of photography work for free for various 

charities and – Yeah, and those charities haven’t even come back and said thank you.  And 

part of that, I can only surmise, is because they’ve got a lot of offers of free help.  So I think 

it’s quite rude actually. (P_06_8.01) 

Interviewees often referred to NI being a ‘laid-back culture’, but the downside of this was 

the association of a backward mentality where it is accepted as part of NI culture. Others 

referred to NI as a ‘Mañana culture’, where there is no urgency and a nine to five mentality 

prevails. This was magnified by the perception that there is a large public sector in NI and 

people who work in that sector do not question the economic roots of the system enough. 

Having less private-sector work is perceived as having a negative effect on NI design 

culture, with the implication that it is because there are too many small companies.  

Although not directly associated to a design sector culture, there is a perception that poor 

customer service and rudeness were considered acceptable. To corroborate with the 
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previous statement, another designer gave a number of personal experiences where poor 

customer service and lack of business etiquette has contributed to a poor experience since 

moving back to NI. He stated: 

You go away and you realise how good the services everywhere else and come back here, 

it’s shit; it’s not good enough… The guy fixed my phone last week and broke it.  He won’t 

answer his phone calls and won’t reply his emails.  Yet I know for a fact that he’s trying to 

expand his business.  So, I’m thinking to myself, “Why do you expand your business when 

you can’t even maintain the business you already have?”  It seems like a recipe for disaster. 

(P_10_8.01) 

Although there is a large element of frustration from within the design sector of NI, there is 

also a sense of optimism in its potential. Designers agree that due to its small scale as a 

region it may never be a leader in comparison to other leading design regions like London 

and New York. Alternatively, it is also recognised as once having been a great region with 

some designers still reflecting on its past as one of the industrial centres of the world. On 

reflecting on the success of its shipbuilding and industrial past and why it is no longer 

considered great any more, one designer stated: 

Where’s that gone?  I think it’s still in there, but the tools to facilitate it aren’t there.  It’s a 

different set of tools.  They just didn’t build all these amazing ships out of nowhere they 

built a shipyard that was big enough to build them.  So, it’s like a field of dreams scenario, 

if you build it, they will come (P_10_8.02). 

A similar ideology has recently worked for the NI Screen industries, where a burgeoning TV 

and film industry has created jobs, attracted business and offers tax reliefs as incentives for 

film makers and producers to come to the region. NI Screen was set up in 1997 and is 

supported by InvestNI, Department for the Economy, Department for Communities and 

gets lottery funding assistance from the Arts Council of NI. One of its main goals is ‘We are 

committed to maximising the economic, cultural and educational value of the screen industries 

for the benefit of Northern Ireland’ (NI Screen, n.d.). 

 

With the acknowledged success of NI Screen, part of this research should question whether 

a similar approach and supporting body would be beneficial to the design sector in NI. The 

need for a supporting body for design at government level is a common theme in the data, 

with designers often referring to the need for more localised support similar to what is 

offered via the Design Council in London. It is the one sector within the creative industries 
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that is perceived as not having any representation. The key elements that emerged from 

the data in relation to a supporting body for design in NI are listed as: 

• Educating the general public and businesses on design 

• Promote collaboration 

• Professional recognition and respect 

• Better networking 

• Outward looking 

• Building confidence and showcasing strengths 

• Design education (primary, secondary, further and higher education) 

• Value to business and innovation 

• R&D 

• Design diaspora 

• Design Identity 

• Design Exports 

• Regulation on tenders, procurement and procedures 

• Advice on fees, IP and legalities 

Some designers requested the need for it to be placed on an equal platform to architecture, 

which is considered to be a more professional and respected industry amongst the sample 

group. One designer responded to this with: 

Ideally, I would like a thriving design community here or we have sectoral representation 

where people in Northern Ireland in terms of industry would see design as a viable 

profession to plug into their business that in the same way as your Granny says, “You 

should be an architect, that's good a job,” your Granny would say, “You should be a 

designer.  That's a good job.” (P_01_8.01). 

In addition, there is a need for a design identity to be established for NI in the same capacity 

that has happened in Scandanavian countries. This may be an agreement on what our 

strengths are, whether it is materials, production processes, style or a historical movement 

that are identifiable at the heart of the design sector in NI.   

It is recognised that design is culturally different in NI, with some designers describing it as 

a grass-roots movement which is organic by nature. At the same time, it is also recognised 

as a conservative culture, insular by nature and risk-averse. From the authors personal 

experience of having studied design in NI, design was considered ‘to the right’, whereas 

fine art had a bias ‘to the left’. Designers may end up getting 9 – 5pm jobs, wear more 
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conservative attire, be less activist, more restrained. Artists may end up having irregular 

work patterns, working for themselves, less corporate and more open-minded. Similar 

observations were highlighted in the data, with interviewees referring to NI political past 

as being to the left (nationalism) and to the (right) unionism. In these contexts, there is a 

stereotypical dogma attached the concept that art, music, poetry and craft has a bias to a 

nationalist ‘left’, whereas an engineering and design identity has a bias to the unionist 

‘right’. When trying to establish a future for how NI can benefit from these cliched divisions, 

one interviewee stated:  

It’s not creating its own model for doing business and there’s a huge opportunity for 

combining the traditional skills of engineering and craft which stereotypically again, you 

would lump into the kind of people with a kind of Unionist background that has a heavy 

focus on logical-structured thinking and engineering and it has that long tradition. And 

then you’ve got the kind of Irish like nationalists craft, music, more creative, risk-taking 

creative output, and I think if Northern Ireland was to lead, it would actually find ways of 

unifying those two skills to create something unique that you could only find from 

Northern Ireland (P_07_3.03). 

Similarly to the NI Screen industry, the arts scene in NI appears to have a thriving 

community, strengthened by the opening of a contemporary arts venue (The MAC) in 2012. 

Late Night Art tours occur once a month and have been running for over ten years, with 

support from Belfast City Council. The networking capabilities for this community 

encourage other artists to support each other, share practice experience and socialise.  

The need for better networking is a recurring theme that could be perceived as 

contradictory. In one hand, designers want more local events and the ability to network 

amongst like-minded people. In many ways this is seen as networking with your 

competitors which is not necessarily seen as positive. However, the theme within the data 

suggests that there is a strong desire for more networking capabilities and events. On the 

other hand, the turn out and footprint at events is not always good. The author had first-

hand experience of this when attending an event hosted by NIDA on 19th March 2015. 

Sarah Drummond from Snook, a Glasgow company and a leading figure on Service Design 

in the UK was invited to talk under the Anatomy of Design series of talks. Although it was a 

free event held in the Ulster Hall, the event was poorly attended with approximately 10 -15 

people turning up on the evening to a venue that had a capacity of 100+ people. This has 

not been the case with all Anatomy of Design talks, with other events reaching full capacity 

with mainly male (local or national) speakers. Although it is difficult to understand why 
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more people did not attend Sarah Drummond’s talk, there was a clear confusion from the 

small audience on what service design was. One interviewee who also attended this event 

stated: 

Most of the ones I have been to are fairly well attended.  It depends on the person. There 

was one whose name escaped from me.  She worked for – a head of a Glasgow company. 

That was very, very poorly attended.  But then other ones that are part of the same series 

have been fairly well attended.  So I don’t know. I think the reason that it wasn’t well 

attended is that people didn’t really understand what they did. So, no – yeah, which is 

service design but there’s no companies in Northern Island that I’m aware of that do that. 

(P_02_2.03) 

Another key theme emerged from the data was the issue about money and fees, relating 

directly to salaries and fees related to a design job. As stated in previous chapters, NI has 

the least productive designers in the UK which fell 23.4% between 2011 – 2013 and also 

has the lowest number of design intensive firms (Design Council, 2015). As a region, it has 

the lowest number of design firms and employment and is the only region in the UK to 

have dropped in growth from 2010 – 2017 by -2.1% 

With these statistics painting a clear picture of the design economy in NI, the issue of 

salaries and fees is a prevalent one. Designers consistently refer to the issue of low fees and 

local clients unwilling to pay a regular comparative rate to the rest of the UK. This is 

perceived as an uneducated perspective on the part of clients, who are uneducated on the 

value of good design and its worth. Others referred to the inefficiency of tendering and 

procurement for what is considered a low-fee job. An example of this is stated: 

My personal bugbear is procurement.  I waste so much of my life tendering for work. That 

is a such a wasteful process.  And the people who are doing the procurement think they 

are getting value for money but they are not because why spend four days doing that.  I 

could’ve brought back the money from somewhere else.  So somebody has to pay for it at 

the end of the day and procurement will be a big bugbear of mine.  They need to simplify 

the process for procurement (P_02_8.01). 

That’s one of my biggest fears about coming (moving the company) to Belfast is that – 

and because I've had a few small experiences of getting a 30-page document in from a 

government agency to pitch for a leaflet – a DL – double-sided DL leaflet that maybe is – 

we may have charged 150 quid for and I was having to spend a day filling out forms and 

on top of that give them three examples of how we might approach the job and then they 

might give it to us.  So that’s just wrong.  It was just flat wrong (P_04_1.02). 
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In addition to this, there a number of other factors that are frustrating to designers and the 

context of fees and salaries, with some very small micro businesses showing bemusement 

at why designers from other bigger local firms would want to move to a two-man company. 

In this case, the designer stated the reasons were not to do with opportunity but to do with 

being paid better. This ideology also permeated through other interviews in the sample 

group, albeit with slightly different contexts. There was a general opinion that although 

designers appeared to be driven to want to have more money in their pockets, there was 

also a lack of passion and commitment to making the regional creative industry better. This 

was also associated with societal ambitions to drive children though school with maximum 

attention to academic subjects and minimum effort on creative subjects, which would 

propel them into a steady, secure career. When challenged further on this, designers 

blamed this on NI cultural nuances which included the following statement: 

It does bother me that generations of smart kids come out of uni and end up either busting 

their pan in management consultancies in their 20s and 30s and they hope we’re getting 

a partnership or they’re busting their pan in Allstate or Citigroup and all that intellectual 

capital could be getting imported into the creative industries.  And some of it could be 

imported in the creative industries in Northern Ireland and that’s the ones – but on the 

other side then, you’ve got an industry that frankly, I just think needs to grow up 

(P_08_8.02). 

We just seem to want kids to pass exams on a formula.  That's what we want to do.  Take 

them in, get them 9 GCSEs, get them 3 A levels, put them out the door and put them into a 

role and a grey suit and an office where they'll process this.  That seems to be the limit.  And 

certainly, often in undergrad, we find ourselves having to un-train students (P_01_8.01). 

Other themes that emerged was the proposition that young people in NI should see and 

experience more of the wider world. This is consistent with the belief that we are too insular 

as a society and do not get enough exposure to how other cultures operate within our area 

of expertise. Although this theme emerged mainly from designers who had lived and 

worked outside of NI and returned home to establish their career, it was also mentioned as 

a key driver by other designers who could see the benefits of gaining a wider worldview 

and bringing it back into a business environment.  

My personal opinion that everybody born into Northern Ireland should be given a year 

away at some point in their life, because I think it’s a small place and because of all the 

legacy of the troubles and all of that that people need to get out and experience life 
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somewhere else and have some perspective on the barmy stuff that goes on here 

(P_06_8.02). 

A majority of 80% of the designers in the sample group agreed that NI’s political history 

played a part in the way designers live and work in NI. In many ways people related this is 

the assumption that migration from NI was due to religious conflict and troubles. However, 

in more recent years there is a feeling that NI natives are beginning to return, albeit for a 

mixture of reasons including family ties, good quality of affordable housing and bringing 

up children in what is now considered a safe environment. Interviewees also suggested 

that decades of conflict had meant that NI as a society were now lagging behind the rest 

of the UK and Republic of Ireland in their attitudes. While some referred to people having 

switched into survival mode due to a period of trouble where their thinking got ‘frozen’, 

others still felt the impact on contemporary post-conflict life in NI. One designer stated:  

I don't care what people say in terms of how good things are here.  Certainly things are 

better, but things will never deviate from tribalism and you only have to scratch the 

surface to see how [ingrained] we are and then we've got a whole political government 

log-jam at the moment that doesn't seem to want to dissolve itself.  That has an effect on 

psyche (P_01_8.03). 

Although life has improved in NI since the Good Friday Agreement in 1998 (BBC, n.d.), there 

are still undercurrents of unease amongst society and some designers refer to an ongoing 

issue with trust in the region. At the time of writing this chapter, there is currently no sitting 

government since January 2017. Whilst there is a clear improvement in some aspects of 

living in a post-conflict society, there are also drawbacks to the inability to govern itself. 

The impact of this is perceived as cuts to arts and culture amongst the many other 

detrimental effects on healthcare and education. In many ways, it is a phase of going 

forward and backwards in a constant cycle of frustration for many designers. As we 

acknowledge that people are returning back to their native country after years of studying 

or working abroad, we can also acknowledge the amount of people who continue to leave. 

Throughout the data, interviewees often referred to an era in Belfast in the 1980’s where 

there was an energy and ambition. Some denoted this era as a golden era for ambitious 

and worthy design companies, with a number of designers picking out companies like 

Triplicate as a leader in the field. Others discussed the excitement and energy of being a 

student in the Art College in Belfast in the 80s and 90s, an era that feels like a forgotten or 

lost strength to the designers in the sample group. Some stated: 
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So it goes back to the Triplicate days where it’s not about just producing nice graphics for 

a company that already has something, a product or a service, we’re actually part of 

redesigning the product and service (P_03_3.02). 

If you look at what the likes of Triplicate were doing, I think they could stand up against 

anything that you’re seeing in London (P_04_7.07). 

50% of the population was under 25 or whatever it was.  And then it was industrial and 

there was all the political upheaval.  And I suppose that did give an energy.  I do have very, 

very fond memories of studying at the University of Ulster on the Fine Art course (80s), and 

there was an energy there and that was great (P_02_8.03). 

 

5.8 Phase 1b: Focus Group Findings 

The following table shows an overview of the Focus Group: company size, disciplines and 

role within the business.  

Table 5-11  Overview of Focus Group (profiles) in NI 

Organisation 
type 

Total 
Employees 

Sectors Location 
 

Interviewees Role Date Length 

Traditional 
micro 

Sole Trader Multidisciplined 
Design + Co 
Founder of 
Belfast Design 
Week 

Belfast 
City 
Centre 

P_11 Multidisciplinary 
Designer 

6/01/17 2 hours 

Traditional 
micro 

Sole Trader Graphic Design Greater 
Belfast 

P_12 Designer 6/01/17 2 hours 

Traditional 
micro 

7 
employees 

Branding 
Design 

Belfast 
City 
Centre 

P_13 Design Director 6/01/17 2 hours 

Traditional 
micro 

Sole Trader Graphic Design Belfast 
City 
Centre 

P_14 Designer 6/01/17 2 hours 

 

5.8.1 Design Industry in NI 

Table 5-12  Design Industry in categories and concepts NI Focus Group 

Categories Concepts 

Design is undervalued Undervalued by schools, government, society, business 

Clients need education Designers are educating clients on value of good design 

at early stages 

Design is misunderstood Misunderstood by society, no understanding that design 

can be applied to help societal issues 

Design is frivolous Pretty, fluffy, not taken seriously,  

Lack of design focus in schools Schools are traditional, purist, creativity not encouraged, 

no flexibility 
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Collaboration adds value to sole traders International collaborations, new skillsets, new teams 

being formed,  

UX is easy and better paid Simplified process, yet UX pays more money, band 

wagon, people are easily impressed with UX 

 

All designers in the focus group agreed that design is undervalued in NI. The reasons for 

this stemmed mainly from society’s lack of understanding of design and the persistent 

push towards a more traditional career path. There is a perception amongst the focus 

group that digital design gets more support and is more valued than other sectors. 

Although it was agreed that there was a general lack of understanding as a region, there 

was an acknowledged split in how clients understood the value of design. In the cases 

where designers had spent time educating the client and getting them to understand the 

value of early investment in design, clients could see the value in the process of design for 

their long-term business. Other clients who had not been educated would depreciate the 

job of the designer, with one designer stating: 

There’s the other half who think ‘I can do this by myself’, or ‘I go get my cousin to do it’ 

whereas what we try to deal to on a daily basis is educate (P_13_1.01). 

There is considered to be a lack of understanding on contemporary design practices like 

UX and Service Design in NI. To press this point further, there is a perception that the 

government, civil service and public sectors continue to treat design as frivolous. On the 

basis that they have a vague understanding that recent research may suggest the benefits 

of design, they will host a design-led seminar and fly in international leaders as keynotes, 

only to go back to what they were doing the day before. This was suggested as a frivolous 

and light hearted understanding of design which was ticking boxes on an agenda but 

never taking it seriously and moving the agenda forward. This is frustrating to designers 

who believe that NI can be an innovative place for design and have faith in the high quality 

of designers in the region.  

There is a suggestion that the misunderstanding and undervaluing of design is rooted in 

the NI school system. Although considered to be the top performer for GCSE results in the 

UK, NI is also considered to be a prescribed and traditional education where ‘creativity is 

knocked out of them’ at an early age. Art is considered very vague in its relationship to 

design at school and designers feel that design as an independent subject is not being 

given an appropriate identity amongst technology or art. One designer stated: 

I think at the minute, it’s very prescribed that you have set amount of things, all the targets 

are to pass certain subjects and art in school is just really vague.  I don’t think there is really 
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a set design school (subject) either. It’s either technology or art.  So there needs to be more 

of a nuanced way of teaching that (P_11_1.02). 

Both Germany and Scandanavia were given as examples as countries and regions that 

designers perceived as having a set agenda for design in their school system.  

It is agreed that designers operate in a different type of design environment to the rest of 

the UK. Although some designers felt that the main cause of this was due to the constraints 

of low client budgets which are set by government, others felt that NI is repetitively doing 

the same things in the design sector and stuck in a cycle of low innovation. It is also agreed 

that NI does not look outward enough and all of these elements are what makes it different 

to other neighbouring design regions and sectors in the UK. From a positive perspective, 

there is a sense of belief that designers can make a difference and have the capabilities to 

thinking laterally. Some grassroots initiatives to showcase design have proven to be 

successful in recent years, with Belfast Design Week now running annually in November 

since 2015. In some ways this was initiated to mirror other regional design events that 

happened annually in the UK, but also to help bring designers in NI together and showcase 

the strengths of the sector. Speakers are also invited to showcase their work and transfer 

skills and knowledge. In particular, one designer referenced an Irish design company from 

Dublin who had been invited to showcase their work on digital medical design solutions 

for refugees. This was considered a useful transfer of knowledge as it was perceived that 

people in NI do not think about design as an innovation tool that can solve problems for 

human need.  

I think people don’t think about design that way because they don’t think that design 

could be applied to the refugee crisis or maybe the society integrating new immigrants to 

the country, and things like that.  I think people do still think in a more specific way the 

design is only decorative, that it’s only specifically for this.  A number of people that have 

said, “Or you can just pretty this up,” and that’s not what we do, that’s not what designers 

is – I mean part of it is but it’s not the real reason that people design (P_11_1.03). 

Belfast Design Week was initially set up with grant funding that was awarded from the Irish 

government during the Year of Irish Design 2015. Although it does not get any support 

from the NI government or local councils, it is supported and sponsored by NI businesses, 

education institutions and a group of volunteers that manage the event.  

The disparity of designer salaries in NI when compared to the rest of the UK also separates 

it as a design region, with veteran designers highlighting that salaries in 2017 are similar to 

salaries 20 years ago. At the same time, there is acknowledgement that the digital design 
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industry is flourishing salaries for UX designers are known to be higher. There is a sense of 

frustration regarding UX as a discipline, with traditional designers referring to it being 

something that already existed within a designer’s skillset, identifying it as a rejig on a 

design process which has simplified things. However, frustrations are associated with the 

concept that this perceived simplification still attracts a better salary. Some designers 

stated: 

And yet, UX, we’re talking 40 plus (salary), and no disrespect with my colleagues in the UX 

world, but all they’ve done is rejig, what I would call, service design thinking and put a bit 

of technology on … UX it's treated as some sort of, “(Shock) My goodness!” whereas for 

me, it's like, “Hold on,” it's like setting down my plans, “Where we’re trying to go?  How do 

we get there?” (P_12_1.03). 

Yeah, they’ve actually made it easier because there’s a structure and it’s far easier than us 

going around and finding the problem.  They have set in stone which is, I think, easier for 

bigger money (P_13_1.03). 

The sole traders in the focus group stated that a key benefit of operating as a freelancer 

was the ability and potential to collaborate with other people.  Collaborations ranged from 

working with other people in an ad hoc way for an event (Belfast Design Week) to needing 

external skills for a job. Working with different skillsets are the core reasons for 

collaborating and these may be found locally or internationally.  

 

5.8.2 Design Process 

Table 5-13  Design Process categories and concepts NI Focus Group 

Category Concepts 

(Freelancers) simplicity of process Straight forward, agreed stages, agreed fee.  

Shared Learning Micro business have shared learning of design process 

and techniques, deep dive research phase with all-studio 

Retrained in companies Designers retrain into company design process, different 

process from Uni, business skills are vital design skills (not 

taught at Uni), sales skills, gain confidence 

Grad designers unaware of transferable skills Students and graduates do not understand how to 

transfer their skills into associated areas (UX etc).  

 

The design process varies between sole traders and micro businesses who employ people. 

Sole traders may take a more straight-forward approach to process, by agreeing certain 

stages of a project and then agreeing on a fee. The stages may or may not involve bringing 
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in other collaborators. In the case where it does involve collaborators, designers will use 

various project management tools like Slack, which allows a level of transparency 

throughout a project that can be managed remotely and allow contributions from different 

collaborators. In comparison, the micro company with less than 9 employees is likely to 

follow a process, albeit an organic process that is bespoke to their company style of doing 

things. In this case, the designer referred to a ‘deep dive’ period, where the whole studio is 

involved in an intense research phase. The length of this phase is determined by the budget 

and when completed, the team will determine three clear strategies to go forward with and 

present to the client. All three strategies need to be finalised to such an extent that enables 

the design team to move quickly on final production, depending on the choice the client 

makes. This specific design company believes in the value of shared learning of design 

process and techniques. The designer stated: 

We have shared learning with everyone and that could be from a new design technique, a 

new way of thinking, a new way of managing the projects.  We have scheduled shared 

learning with the entire team, so everyone is up to speed.  So if somebody’s not there, 

somebody else will know how to how to do it (P_13_1.04). 

The focus group agreed that Universities taught design process in a more contextual and 

aesthetically focused way, nurturing the core creative skills. However, it was agreed that 

upon graduating and finding their first job as a junior designer, most young designers have 

to retrain and adapt into a business focussed process. Enterprise, financial, business and 

sales skills are part of the job of being a designer, particularly when dealing directly with 

clients. These were also suggested as a group of key skills that were missing from the taught 

design process at university. Designers agreed that it is vital to know what to do with a 

finished student design project, how to sell and market your work to a wider audience and 

understand how to go beyond the parameters of a university-taught process. It is equally 

important to know how to talk about work and how to interact on a business level with one 

designer stating: 

You don’t really get an opportunity sometimes to even talk to clients when you’re Junior 

and to build it, and built it, and built it, it just becomes a confidence.  You really have to 

become a half design, have salesperson; which I imagine coming out of the university 

would be near enough impossible. But I’ve been doing it for – in my career, I have learnt 

from people, I know how to talk to clients now…. If I was coming out a Junior now, I could 

maybe fluff it but it’s a half-and-half sort of thing (P_13_2.01). 
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The design industry is considered to be more complex than ever before, with young 

designers not fully understanding how their skills are transferable into other associated 

sectors. From the perspective of a graphic design education point, having a deep 

understanding of typography could be an important component that could be useful in a 

UX, web or app design context. Too many designers are graduating from college with a 

specific skillset and no understanding of how these skillsets can be transferred into other 

creative environments. 

 

5.8.3 Innovation 

Table 5-14  Innovation categories and concepts NI Focus Group 

Category Concepts 

Different perceptions of innovation Regular client work, original thinking, being seen to be 

different, low budgets, no allocation for R&D, linked to 

science, Innovation linked to Design 

Associated Invest NI Funds, grants, R&D 

 

There are mixed opinions on whether designers are producing innovative work in NI. 

Innovation means different things to different people, with some designers associating it 

directly to the work they did for clients, and others correlating it to original thinking and 

that implementation into a business structure. Although some are pushing an agenda 

through their design work to be seen as different from their NI competitors, it is deemed to 

be difficult to produce something entirely new that hasn’t been done before. In some ways, 

this point relates back to the issue with low budgets, meaning not enough R&D can be built 

into the design process which would allow for innovation to thrive. NI is perceived by some, 

to be on the cusp of being a design-friendly city. With a prediction of this becoming a reality 

in ten years, there is a perception that it may become easier to undertake more innovative 

work.  

Innovation in NI is constantly being juxtaposed with applying for grants from InvestNI, 

which is considered to be a trend specific to NI. In some ways it appears encouraging that 

people will seek out funds to grow a business, but in other ways it is perceived negatively 

as ‘jumping on a bandwagon’ in order to get cash flow. Designers are key to innovation 

and this has been strongly transmitted through the focus group. One designer stated: 

But for me, real innovation comes from understanding that you can’t innovate without 

design.  It’s not one or the other.  Designers have the mechanism and the tools to help 

organisations innovate and increasingly innovation used to be in Northern Ireland.  I can 
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remember… it was a box on the wall in the staff room where if you have any ideas to 

improve things, you put it on the postcard. That was innovation in Northern Ireland and 

yet we have been responsible for some of the leading inventions around the world…was 

it Pantridge who did who did the defibrillator.  Was that an invention?  It was at design.  

Now in my world, I’m happy to say it was designed because he worked with other people 

and they went through a thought process which is as what we all do as designers.  I think 

we are innovators (P_13_3.03). 

Design outputs can now be uploaded onto a website and get a global audience in a very 

short time. Designers understand the significance of this exposure and although they 

hesitate to call themselves followers, there is an acknowledged level of inspiration in the 

work they see in London and USA. Innovation is considered to be seen through the lens of 

STEM in NI and it should start to embrace a STEAM agenda. With this in mind, designers 

feel that innovation in NI is perceived to have a strong link to science, whereas they strongly 

believe that designers are innovating on a daily basis.  

 

5.8.4 Inspiration 

Table 5-15  Inspiration categories and concepts NI Focus Group 

Category Concepts 

Networks need to be stronger Belfast Design week is successful, other events are not 

always well attended, people are time-poor, people are 

not dedicated to networking outside office hours.  

Lack of depth P’interest focused, fast design, online 

Change agents in Belfast (80s/90s) Ian Bennington, Triplicate, Part Two, Marks, AV Browne 

Traditional to digital adaption Studios who have transferred into new practices of work 

 

Designers find inspiration from a multitude of different avenues. Using the internet to gain 

online inspiration from international content is a recurring theme within the focus group, 

attaining to be the most popular avenue for quick inspiration.  Other streams of inspiration 

involved attending local events like Belfast Design Week and upskilling via training courses 

to listening to Radio 4 and walking your dog. There is frustrating elements associated to 

inspiration that is beginning to irritate designers. Although some referenced local design 

events as inspiring, others feel that events are not being supported strongly enough by 

other designers. In many ways, these events are viewed as an opportunity to share practice 

and learn new things. An example of this is stated: 
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All this really irks me whenever somebody said, “I couldn’t get to your event, because I’m 

too busy,” and you’re thinking, “There’s a room full of designers.  We’re all on a time 

economy.  We’re all pretty busy,” but you know what, if we don’t ever come out of our little 

worlds, we’re never going to actually learn something new, or interactive or whatever 

(P_13_4.01). 

Designers are concerned with how technology has shortened the timespan allowed for 

producing work, where inspiration was once a key factor in producing a piece of work that 

had longevity. It was once deemed acceptable to spend two to three weeks designing a 

logo, whereas the current expectation is that you now can cut corners utilising or hacking 

into the vast amount of content online. Designers in the focus group disagreed with this 

approach and placed value on traditional modes of inspiration described as ‘desert island 

desk stuff’. One designer stated: 

I remember logos used to be two or three weeks and we would turn up with a couple of 

wee symbols on the page.  The client is perfectly happy, everybody, happy days. Logos are 

now, “Can we not nip something up Pinterest?”  It's not something you can knock together 

in an hour and you’re saying “this is going to be around for 20 years”.  One hour against 

20 years.  Now, do you want it to be good or – so I think we’re under pressure constantly to 

short circuit what we do and I think as the guys have said, it’s finding those little bits of 

what I call desert island desk stuff where you can disappear off the map for a while, you 

get the chance think of it appropriately (P_13_4.01). 

In contrast to the Phase 1a interviews with individuals, none of the focus group mentioned 

inspirational places or buildings as a focus for their inspiration.  

Local studios and designers who have a long-established reputations in Northern Ireland 

are held in high regard and noted as inspirational people. Although one designer referred 

to an international figurehead as an aspirational influence - Jessica Hitsche; an 

internationally renowned illustrator and Graphic Designer, the remainder of the focus 

group discussed local designers and studios with a focus on the owners and directors of 

Marks Design, Part Two and Sort Design. A local design figurehead called Ian Bennington 

was considered aspirational because of the work he had achieved via his previous company 

Triplicate. In 2013, Triplicate demerged and Ian Bennington started a new company called 

Part Two whilst the two remaining Triplicate business partners starting their own separate 

venture called Marks. Both Part Two and Marks were mentioned as two of the key 

aspirational design companies in Northern Ireland. When positioning the key attributes of 

Triplicate’s success, one designer stated: 
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I still go back to Triplicate who really changed the dynamic. And Ian Bennington, 

Catherine and Alan, I think coming out of college, no experience, they got it their way and 

I was very lucky to work with them for a couple of years.  I think they set a different way of 

doing design and a lot of other people, a lot of my contemporaries worked there, moved 

on, started their own practises and that's a huge for NI design (P_13_4.03). 

Other traditional advertising companies like AV Browne, an agency that has been 

operational in Belfast since the early eighties, were praised for their transferal and adaption 

into a well-rounded communications company that now leads with a diverse range of 

digital work. Design companies who were deemed to have successfully managed their 

business model into adapting to digital design practices, as well as those who were 

regarded for their integrity and quality of design output were considered the most 

aspirational.  

 

5.8.5 Education and Training 

Table 5-16  Education and Training categories and concepts NI Focus Group 

Category Concepts 

Ulster University design bias in HE Visual Communication, Graphic Design 

Returning NI grads Students who have studied in mainland UK always appear 

to return to NI when studies are complete 

Strong regional colleges (FE) Belfast Met, Lurgan, Northwest Regional College are 

producing good quality design graduates 

Restricted school system Inadequately preparing young people for creative careers, 

STEM focused, non-supported, isolated creatives at school 

 

All designers in the focus group studied design at Ulster University (Belfast), whether it be 

at undergraduate or postgraduate level. There was one case in which a designer had 

initially studied Foundation Studies in Ulster University, completed an undergraduate 

degree in England and then returned to complete a Masters in Ulster. Although the 

sequence of education and country of study was not always aligned, there was a pattern 

emerging from the previous phase of data (1a) where anyone who had studied outside of 

NI for either undergraduate or postgraduate, returned ‘home’ to NI to find employment 

and start a career. The BA (Hons) Graphic Design and Illustration degree is the most recent 

higher education programme that supplies design graduates into the NI market, with more 

mature designers also referring to an older version of this programme, previously called BA 

Hons Visual Communication. Designers also acknowledged the quality of student 

graduating from Further Education courses in NI Regional Colleges. One designer stated: 
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I think a lot of people now… Belfast Met, North West Regional College, the guys down at 

Lurgan are doing really good design courses.  I think personally universities need to really 

look ‘where we’re going with design teaching, how are we preparing our students’, 

because I believe the guys coming out of those colleges are every bit as on the ball as they 

guys in universities (P_12_6.02). 

Designers are hesitant about the experience of lecturers teaching design, often referring to 

the unrealistic process involved in producing creative work at university. Upon leaving 

university as a graduate and entering into a design career in NI, designers refer to a more 

‘restrictive process’ which is associated with the lack of budget amongst clients. Only one 

of the designers in the focus group had experience of design education outside of NI and 

felt that this substantiated her stance that design education is different across the UK. The 

reasons for this were focused on having a more diverse mixture of nationalities in the 

classroom. Diversity of cultures, nationalities and experience opens up a wider perspective 

for how design can be practised and in the case of the focus group participant, it also 

enabled a better network of international collaborators: 

I think the big difference for me with studying away and coming back, is I studied in 

London and the people in my course were not just from the UK as well.  There were a lot of 

people from Hong Kong, Korea, Japan and I still see them doing things, and they’ve gone 

back to their various countries as well… And they’re doing really interesting things and 

they’re all really different and that was the thing…People went from graphic and 

illustration, very digital stuff, to jewellery, to designing products for cars, to creating 

accessories, fashion and more unexpected things as well.  So actually, I think it’s beneficial 

seeing people’s work from a lot of different areas because they bring a lot of new 

perspectives which if you’ve only been in one place and haven’t been away, then you 

might not necessarily have. (P_11_6.03) 

The focus group agreed that a more collaborative approach to creative education was 

needed to occur within a university building, where subjects and disciplines opened up 

their departments to embrace a ‘shared resource’ mentality.  

 

In a negative context, a proportion of blame was laid on secondary schools and careers 

advisors for not adequately preparing young people for creative careers. There is a unified 

belief that NI operates under a very restrictive education system that is biased towards 

STEM and a highly academic philosophy. Designers agreed that young people who showed 
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a bias to creativity at school, felt a sense of isolation when preparing for further study. One 

designer stated: 

Careers advisers in school actually need to know what they’re doing, because I remember 

I was looking to apply for something within art and design, they had no idea.  Initially, I 

was applying for Oxbridge and they were just like “Architecture, because you do art and 

design…do this ...and Architecture fits that.” I didn’t want to do that and they just said, 

“Okay, we can’t advise you then –” (P_11_6.05) 

In addition to this, there is the perception that design education at higher levels is not 

reflecting and keeping up to speed with contemporary practice where design (thinking) in 

a problem-solving capacity can play a part in social innovation.   

 

5.8.6 Work Ethos 

Table 5-17  Work Ethos categories and concepts NI Focus Group 

Category Concepts 

Regular work/life balance 9-5pm, does not like long hours, wants to be paid for 

overtime, work/life balance 

 

Designers in the focus group all strongly agreed that design interns should be paid work 

and that people should be paid overtime for work done outside of contracted office hours. 

Design industries are known to have long hours when working to tight deadlines and in 

cities like London, the expectation of longer unpaid hours is an acceptable condition 

related to design jobs. This was one of the main points highlighted as a cultural difference 

between a large leading design city and a smaller regional counterpart. There was a sense 

of NI designers taking the moral high ground when discussing acceptable work practices 

within design and non-design industries. In addition, designers agreed that whilst places 

like London thrive on a 24/7 culture, the same mentality does not work for NI: 

My sister works for Citibank (Belfast) and she used to deal a lot with the London office and 

how they work and stuff…they’re in, I think it’s either seven until like six, whereas she is 

nine to five.  So when she went over to London to work for a week or two and she was 

expected to be in, they’re not actually gonna be paid for that because of what’s going on 

and I know that really annoyed her.  I mean that’s totally out of the design community 

(P_14_7.07). 
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It was unanimously agreed that the design industry in NI is culturally different to other parts 

of the UK/Ireland, although the substantiated reasons for this were not comparable 

economies (London). When probing the reasons for cultural differences, it was agreed that 

there was an element of prestige linked to working for some major studios and brands, 

therefore the status of working with a major design business outweighed the monetary 

value of doing so.  

 

There is a sense of frustration amongst designers that the NI government are hindering the 

development of a stronger design economy in NI. One designer in the focus group 

discussed his first-hand experience of working on the Year of Irish Design 2015 team. 

Although this was an Irish government-led initiative, it was focused across the whole of 

Ireland with the ambition to create jobs and boost economies in both the north and south 

of Ireland. The respondent noted the ‘lukewarm’ reception given to him and his team when 

they approached government officials in NI to seek involvement, stating: 

I don’t want to name names but all I’m saying is one of our major government 

departments, the conversation ended with, “That’s all very good but we don’t think we’re 

going to help you.”  That same organisation is responsible for design in Northern Ireland 

and from an economic point of view, for me to be able to say, “Well, the south made 

56,000,000 over a year having invested 5,500,000.”  It’s a pretty good return (P_12_8.02). 

In addition, it was agreed that NI had cultural nuances which eluded to a societal response 

to new and novel ideas as a “what’s in it for me?” mentality. This was also related to the 

ideology that NI society associates too much focus on government assisted grants.  

Although it was agreed that the design sector is resilient and has the ability to ‘get on with 

things’ whilst the NI political landscape continues to be unstable, there was a unanimous 

agreement that the political history had impacted on the way designers live and work. 

Perspectives on this topic ranged from the frustration of not having politicians with the 

appropriate knowledge to be able to push a design agenda forward to the day-to-day 

practice of a graphic design freelancer who has to be mindful of the colours he works with 

which could be misinterpreted as a political alignment to a certain party: 

I still have those terrible days of “What colour will we do this logo?” “Oh, we can't do green, 

No, orange –” I think people are out of step here in line with politics (P_14_8.03).   

The group were very focused on the reality of what could be described as negative 

connotations associated with design and society. However, when pushed on what a 
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utopian vision for design in NI would be, the focus switched to things that exist for other 

professional disciplines and areas of the arts. The discussion concluded that five key 

themes/ideas would be beneficial to NI;  

• An official organisation that champions design  

• Design education at primary school age 

• Design needs a cultural (physical) space 

• Sharing of good and innovative practice 

• Designers becoming more vocal in public and business debates 

 

5.9 Chapter Summary 

The key theme that emerged from the Phase 1a and 1b NI data is the consistency of 

frustration amongst NI designers. They recognise that NI is operating differently from other 

regions and lay blame on societal, client and governments misunderstanding of design. 

Designers identify NI as a conservative, insular and risk-averse region with a local mentality. 

Although they believe their design practice is worthy, they acknowledge that a lack of blue-

chip clients in NI stalls their potential for doing innovative work at a competitive level with 

larger design regions like Dublin, Manchester or London. There is a sense of frustration that 

NI design education is ‘behind’, lacking the incorporation of teaching design as strategy or 

using human-centred processes to solve problems. However, whilst some designers are 

irritated that emerging job roles in UX are rejigged versions of a skillset that designers have 

historically been using for decades, others can see the benefits of this type of design 

‘thinking’ as a means of solving problems using deeper, user-based processes. Although 

there is agreement that ‘design is more than aesthetics’, there is a continuous thread that 

the broader scope of design is not being taught in schools or university. Designers suggest 

a lack of cultural and design diversity in the workplace alluding to both the lack of local 

design education competitors and cultural diversity bringing in new thinking and skillsets. 

Designers believe that government are hindering the development of design, whilst also 

believing that society is stuck in an unhealthy mode of relying on Invest NI grants and loans. 

There is a consensus that anything ‘digital’ gets more support from government, indicating 

that design is seen as a frivolous add-on. Whilst they recognise the negatives of what may 

hindering the design community, there are also claims that there is a general lack of passion 

to make things better amongst the design community themselves. This is not necessarily 

reflective of the sample group, but more so an observation that designers believe to be 

true of their own wider community. The troubles have impacted the design community of 
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NI negatively and positively. Whilst some designers referred to the ‘frozen thinking’ that 

had not allowed NI society to move forward, others referred to the high levels of ambition 

and quality of practice in the 80s and 90s. Designers rarely referred to local design heroes 

in the present-day context of NI, but instead consistently referred back to companies like 

Triplicate who were considered to be at the professional level that could compete 

nationally and internationally. Whilst NI was considered a dangerous place to live in the 80s 

and 90s, there was an underlying ambition to leave and ‘get to London’ – an ambition that 

designers believe is lost in the present-day NI design community. This is due to a more 

peaceful society offering a better quality of life and more affordable housing, suggesting a 

‘homebird’ mentality amongst designers.  
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6 Findings (National and International)  

6.1 Phase 2: Semi-structured interviews with international design professionals in 

Brisbane, Dublin, Salford 

Interviews were conducted of a sample group that consisted of non-Irish design 

professionals that worked in micro-design businesses or as sole traders. The same semi-

structured interview approach that was used in Phase 1 included a mildly refined set of 

questions to reflect the design industry and education in their region. This would enable a 

comparison to the data retrieved and analysed in the survey and Phase 1a and 1b with NI 

designers. Interviews were carried out in Brisbane and Salford using a similar approach. The 

Dublin interview also included questions that allowed for an additional interrogation of the 

government-initiated Year of Irish Design 2015, which the interviewed designer was 

involved with.  

They were categorised as: 

Traditional micro: Graphics, Product, Branding, Interior (traditional disciplines) 

Traditional micro: Sole trader/Freelancer 

Education/Government: Traditional design education and practice 

 

Table 6-1  Overview of interviewees (profiles): National and International Comparative 

Organisat
ion type 

Size Sectors Location Nationality Interviewees Role Date Length 

Traditional 
micro + PT 
educators 

3 full time Graphic 
Design 

Salford English  P_15 Owner/ 
Designer 

5/8/16 1 hr 15  

Traditional 
micro + PT 
educator 

5 full time Product 
Design 

Brisbane Australian P_16 Owner/ 
Designer 

3/08/17 1 hr 31 

Traditional  
Micro + 
Educator 
 

Freelancer 
+ Director 

Design 
Education/ 
Strategy/ 
Research/ 
Product 
Design 

Dublin English  P_17 Design 
educator 
Academic/ 
Curator  

16/5/17 1 hr 05 
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6.1.1 Design Industry in Brisbane, Dublin and Salford 

Table 6-2  Design Industry categories and concepts in Brisbane, Dublin and Salford 

Category 

Design is generally valued 

Design is valued less by traditional companies 

Brisbane Dublin Salford 

Inspired by California/Silicon Valley  

Competes nationally and 

internationally 

Year of Irish Design 2015 

IMB / Fjord / Facebook / Google 

European Quarters 

Embracing craft, design and tech is 

strength 

Competes nationally and 

internationally 

Valued by smaller and innovative 

entrepreneurs  

Manchester is considered design 

powerhouse of N. England 

Competes nationally and 

internationally 

 

Three cities were chosen to focus a comparison study on, based on the authors first-hand 

knowledge and experience of the cities and also on the types of design industries and 

design initiatives that were evolving in the chosen regions. The populations of Brisbane, 

Dublin and Salford range chronologically from 2.4M (Australia Bureau of Statistics, 2018), 

1.34M (Dublin Chamber, 2019) to 220,000 people (Salford City Council, 2019). All three 

regions have thriving contemporary arts, music, design and digital practices, being host to 

global leading design firms like Joseph Marks and Thoughtworks (Brisbane) to European 

Headquarters for Fjord, IBM, Google and Facebook (Dublin) to major national broadcasting 

BBC headquarters in Mediacity (Salford) and national design icons like Peter Saville and 

Malcolm Garrett (Manchester). Although Salford is the most comparable city to Belfast in 

size, its close proximity to Manchester means that both city regions are often considered 

as part of the same region. It is an important aspect of this research study to analyse the 

experience of place and community from non-Irish perspectives in the nominated cities in 

order to make comparisons with the Phase 1 findings from NI natives of their experience in 

NI. In addition, there is the opportunity to analyse the origins and goals of a national design 

initiative led by the Irish government and juxtapose the ideologies to those in NI.  

 

Two out of three of the design professionals interviewed in this phase, had no experience 

or knowledge of the design sector in NI or NI as a society. With exception of the Dublin 

interviewee, all other respondents discussed the value of design in relation to their own 

region.  The Dublin sample had the experience and knowledge to discuss perceptions of NI 

and primary experiences in Dublin for immediate comparison. Designers agreed that their 

respective cities had a bias to valuing to design, with some suggesting those who 

undervalued the sector were either from traditional manufacturing sectors or did not have 
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enough budget to spend on design. In the case of Brisbane, there is a sense that California 

and Silicon Valley are influencing their design sector via social media with a new sway of 

tech-preneurs having a larger presence in the city. This new breed of innovators were 

considered to value design, whereas the traditional manufacturing companies are still 

unclear what the role of a designer does.  

There is a new generation of CEOs and start-ups and tech companies that have been 

inspired by the West Coast of the States and we’ve got [Fast Co] articles being streamed to 

them everyday and the importance of design is being communicated through a digital 

channel. So a UX perspective, and that’s rubbing off probably backwards into design being 

considered and valued generally, and then as a result, industrial design when it comes to 

physical and hardware product is getting included in the conversation(…)If I go out and 

start knocking on doors of the traditional manufacturing suburbs of Brisbane, they won’t 

understand what I do and why I’m here.  If I go to the precinct or the innovation hubs of 

Brisbane, then I’ll be welcomed and understood (P_16_1.01). 

Equally, in Salford it is deemed that the smaller innovative entrepreneurial businesses 

understood the value of design. Some designers in the area have work that is recognisable 

all over the region, from craft beer branding to café designs and wall murals. When this sort 

of design is visible and people can form relationships to the value that design brought to 

their favourite can of beer or café, the value of design is strengthened as a whole. 

Alternatively, there were also some minor negative connotations to designers’ experience 

of potential clients wanting design work for cheap or free, which was representative of 

similar scenarios in NI. In comparison to Brisbane, it was felt that Dublin and Salford had 

much stronger associations to design due to recent government-led initiatives to propel 

design as an economic driver in the Year of Irish Design in 2015 (YOID2015) and 

Manchester’s geographic position of being one of the main design powerhouses in 

northern England. As a metropolitan county and combined authority area, Greater 

Manchester (which encompasses Salford) has ten metropolitan districts and is considered 

to have ample design education offerings at a multitude of universities and colleges in the 

area which is thought have positive impact on the wider understanding of design. 

Although Dublin is not acknowledged as a ‘design city’, the interviewee could see a 

dramatic difference in the last five years since moving there in 2012: 

Dublin is booming. I mean it's gone mad. And the fact that IBM or Fjord have just based 

their R&D – global R&D in Dublin is massive. They’ve just appointed 40 designers. They're 

looking about 80 to 120 designers in two years (P_17_1.03). 
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In comparison, the perspective from the Dublin interviewee is that the design sector in NI 

is undervalued and insular in its approach to training and methods. This is reasoned by 

their association when dealing with NI government or education systems. In comparison 

to Wales and Scotland, it was deemed that NI design was less considered and less 

integrated. Upon further rationalisation of why design was poorly perceived in NI, 

adjectives like immature, misunderstood, insecure, traditional, isolated and insular were all 

used to describe NI design throughout the interview. In addition, it is felt that societies 

understanding of design in NI was immature and contemporary design practice was a 

mysterious entity: 

In terms of the general public, I don’t think there's a full understanding of what design can 

do and I think it still gets – it still sort of fixates on quite an immature press perception.  So, 

product design is basically things you buy in shops…like what is in the styling pages of 

‘what to buy’.  So it's like Stuff magazine or the Sunday supplements for fashion, it’s about 

products or garments, and I think graphics isn’t really understood, certainly any of the 

more sort of systematic – so I'm thinking service design elements are still, I suppose, dark 

magic, for want of a better term (P_17_1.02). 

All three designers felt that their respective regions operated in a similar professional 

design environment to the rest of their country and beyond. Brisbane, Dublin and Salford 

are all practising design and competing for work at a national and international level. Both 

designers operating in Brisbane and Dublin were able to give examples of their design 

internationalisation on a global stage, which ranged from architecture to industrial design.  

I go up against tenders all the time with other Melbourne and Sydney-based 

consultants(…)there was shift in the type of work I’m engaging in – so for example 

in that business strategy space, we’re up against Deloitte, KPMG, frog, IDEO, and 

those guys, the big five consultant services, they have their in-house ID teams or – 

sorry, in-house design teams that are usually former industrial designers or UX 

designers that have gone in-house and set up their strategic arm (P_16_1.03). 

All three regions exude a high level of professional design skillsets, which the designers 

related to the ability to embrace new emerging practices in digital and deep collaborative 

networks. Designers referred to User Experience, Customer Experience and Service Design 

as practices which have grown their businesses, with the Dublin interviewee referencing 

50% of the design workforce being digital designers. There is also acknowledgement of 

craft as a huge strength in Ireland, where the interviewee refers a more rural culture where 
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craft is no longer something to be embarrassed about. It is the ability to embrace craft, 

design, tech and the wider CI as a whole that has enriched Ireland’s identity in design.  

 

6.1.2 Design Process 

Table 6-3  Design Process categories and concepts in Brisbane, Dublin and Salford 

Category 

Varied design processes 

Passionate about design and community 

Brisbane Dublin Salford 

Stage-gate / waterfall process 

Strict / tight 

Industrial Design origin  

Started Private Design School to fill 

gap in skills needed 

Collaborative studio culture 

Holistic 

Tactile / Maker 

Organic, collaborative, co-create 

Graphic Design origin 

Collaborate with others 

Alternative 

 

Design process varied amongst the three design professionals, from being an organic, 

collaborative process including drawing, making and software co-creation within teams to 

a more linear and rigorous stage-gate waterfall process. The latter process is much more 

associated with a system development project by which each phase is sequentially 

completed in a downward fashion until project is complete. In the case of design 

education, the emphasis was on a ‘collaborative studio culture’ and ‘slow design’, a subset 

of the slow movement which takes into account a more holistic approach to designing with 

a focus on sustainability, materials and well-being. Additionally, there is an emphasis on 

tactility and the workshop tradition of making and these skillsets being transferred 

effectively into new digital areas of practice where physical and digital combine: 

I think some of it is to do with our workshop tradition and sort of an emphasis on tactility. 

I think it's hugely beneficial, even when we have – we've got new courses like interaction 

design and medical device design and a lot – I suppose emerging disciplines or embryonic 

disciplines.  And I think what's interesting is when you're working out wireframes or 

whatever, the fact that you still might be doing that through paper different (P_17_2.01). 

In comparison, using a waterfall process is a much stricter and tighter process to follow, 

which takes a more traditional staged approach to design process. Given that the designer 

who used this process is also competing globally with leading design firms like IDEO and 

Frog, it works effectively for his business model as an industrial designer but may work less 

effectively in a digital design environment where a non-linear and agile process is more 

popular. As a similarly sized company operating in graphic design, the Salford company 
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take a much more organic approach to their design process, opting for a collaborative 

exploration phase and swapping files back and forth for co-creation. This approach is 

effective as a level of trust has been established amongst the three co-founders of the 

studio. They are also clear on their ambition to remain a small and creative company, 

picking and choosing what they work and with whom. Due to the nature of the shared 

space they inhabit: Islington Mill - a creative arts hub and community, they utilise 

opportunities to collaborate and learn from other artists or small companies that use the 

shared space, ranging from jewellery makers, illustrators or upholsterers.  

 

Two of the design professionals had a very different approach to CPD, with one taking a 

much more organic approach by identifying and attending conferences or training when 

they chose and the other creating a private design school that provided both in-house and 

external training associated to the company’s core discipline. The latter example is a serious 

response and action from the design professional due to feeling frustrated by the severe 

lack of skills were apparent in graduates seeking jobs in the industrial design sector of 

Brisbane. The response was to create a private school that could train young people up in 

exactly the way that was appropriate to his business. In addition, when a junior designer 

was employed by his design studio they would be pushed through a six-week core skills 

course which would get them up to speed in-house. In comparison, the Salford based 

company were based in a shared arts community space that operated a more alternative 

version to higher education by offering a free, un-credited and peer-led art school 

experience. At time of writing this research study, a new PhD partnership between Islington 

Mills and Manchester Metropolitan University will be offered in October 2019 with a goal 

to ‘explore how alternative art school models are working to re-imagine art education’ 

(Islington Mill, 2019). These two examples show very different approaches to CPD and 

education with the former being more sophisticated and business-like and the latter more 

cutting-edge, risky and grass-roots.  

 

Both the Brisbane and Salford companies could not see any difference in their design 

process since studying design at university. The Brisbane company was taught industrial 

design using what was a referred to as a ‘Bauhaus model’ which was used in Queensland 

University of Technology (QUT) up until 2006. To substantiate further on this, he states: 

To the point where we had – when we were in first year university, being taught physics, 

chemistry, geography, geomorphology, and we had one or two units of design, and then 

by fourth year, we were all design (P_16_2.03). 
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The designer was able to give recent examples of how this diverse and scientific approach 

to design education was manifested in day to day projects within his company. After 2006, 

this specific education approach changed at QUT and subsequently the desire to reinstate 

a similar, more thorough and traditional approach to Industrial Design was one of the key 

reasons for establishing a private design school in the Brisbane area. When questioning 

whether the design process changed when moving from one company to another, the 

designer positioned himself beside global leading design firms, stating: 

Strategically and working in that qualitative research and innovation space – yeah, I’d 

imagine that IDEO and Frog do it the way I do – and would have some flavour that will be 

similar, but the actual structure and approach would be different (P_16_2.04). 

As the Salford design company started their business immediately after graduating, they 

adapted the same design process as was taught in their degree education. In comparison, 

the Dublin design professional discussed how much design education had grown in 

Ireland, with a more vocational approach from Ireland’s Institutes of Technology to more 

providers offering tertiary design education in Dublin than ever before. In his own 

institution, he referred to nurturing a studio culture which was identified as a point of 

difference when comparing how design process was taught in the UK. Glasgow School of 

Art, Edinburgh and Dundee were regarded as having a close alignment in both rigour, 

length of study (4 years) and studio practice where there was also time allocated for 

reflective practice. In comparison, dwelling on previous experience as an external examiner 

in Ulster University, he did not have an explicit sense of a ‘school of design’ in NI nor a 

design identity.  

 

Various elements were identified as the most important parts of the design process, 

including research, communication (Salford company) and education, execution (Brisbane) 

being specifically noted. Regarding research, one designer stated: 

I think we try to have an idea plan and everything or a process just to justify what we’re 

doing and I think we spend quite a lot of time, even when we’re not working on design 

jobs, just constantly reading or researching things (P_15_2.05). 

In addition, it is clear that educating clients and the collaborative format in which that can 

take place is also a key part of the process and one that resonated with NI designers. This 

was considered a different approach from a ‘traditional model’, by which designers took a 

brief and spent two weeks coming up with concepts and then presenting them to the 
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client. The educate/execute model used a more collaborative approach that was described 

as ‘learnership’ rather than leadership which used a co-design process with the client being 

involved at key stages.  

 

6.1.3 Innovation 

Table 6-4  Innovation categories and concepts in Brisbane, Dublin and Salford 

Category 

Innovation unique to each region 

Brisbane Dublin Salford 

Strategic innovation 

Global 

High Quality, low budgets 

Ambitious 

National Gov-led initiative 

(YOID2015) Irish identity: storytellers; 

empathetic; great listeners 

Low-key, organic, passionate 

Local 

Confident 

 

The three design professionals all take very different viewpoints on innovation, with one 

disregarding it and another discussing the criticality of innovation to his business. The 

Salford company used technologies (risograph printer) which enabled a more innovative 

approach to some of their work. However, they preferred to remain low-key in their 

company’s affiliation with innovation by stating: 

It almost feels like we don’t like the word, we don’t like the idea of innovation, innovative 

design – It feels like it’s for someone else to say rather than us. I wouldn’t strive for it 

(P_15_3.02). 

Rather than identifying a specific material, style or process that they considered innovative 

in their work, their preference was to view innovation through the lens of how they worked 

as a company. In respect of how they worked as part-time educators, they have never re-

used the same lecture twice and are constantly updating their communication strategies 

with students and clients.  The more comfortable preference of this company was to align 

themselves to a mixture of experimentation and a lo-fi DIY culture where their interest lies 

in creation something interesting and good, rather than striving for awards or recognition.  

In comparison, the Brisbane company operated in a very different space both physically 

and mentally, striving to be seen as a leader in its field pitching amongst larger global 

companies. They had once viewed innovation as ‘something patentable’ and have moved 

the company vision into strategic innovation which aimed to make their clients a business 

leader in their own space.  
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In contrast to Brisbane and Salford, Dublin is the only region that had undergone a 

significant recent change in its understanding and adaption of design and innovation at 

national level. The Year of Irish Design 2015 (YOID2015) was a government-led initiative to 

promote the value of design as an innovation tool throughout Ireland, which also saw a 

shift in the public and business perception of design. Although craft is regarded as the 

leader in the landscape of Irish design, many stakeholders including the general public, 

businesses, designers and the government had to be convinced of the value of a wider 

design sector that would eventually lead to a national strategy and policy for design.  

What was really clear was that we had to completely convince all the stakeholders, 

companies, the sector itself, general public, but most importantly probably the 

government – the policy landscape because they didn’t really grasp it.  I mean, it wasn’t 

even recognised.  It wasn’t something that they [talked] about.  I think the government 

now values it to the point where it's written into the actual plan for jobs.  We’ve got a new, 

worked on a new national design strategy (P_17_3.02). 

All three design companies believed their regions were leaders, but in each case the 

specific region was pitched against a national context of what leading and following meant 

to them. Salford considered London to be the obvious leader for design, but also feels that 

the expense and lack of space attached to leading cities like London is what makes people 

stay or return to their home regions. High rents, cost of living and budget/fees were the 

main components that held back the perception of a region being labelled as a national 

leader. There was a suggestion that one could fall into three possible ‘camps’ regarding the 

proposition of regions following or leading with the Salford company stating: 

Both (follower and leader).  It depends what camp you are in, I think.  You either look 

towards London or you don’t.  Maybe there’s a third camp, maybe there’s people that only 

look inwards (P_15_3.03). 

I always say that there’s just a distinction perhaps between London and everywhere else 

and I think it’s simply because of rents and money. We have the same interests, we go to 

the same things, the same events are happening, the same kind of studio, the same kind 

of works being produced, we have the same hobbies or same interests, but I think we have 

a much better time because we have more money available (P_15_3.03). 

These statements reflected the proposition that those who stayed in their region could 

excel in their own right, adapting to a regions ecosystem that could allow for success and 

recognition. It also suggested that there could also be a ‘camp’ that was insular and 
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disinterested in being exposed to and operating at a national, competitive level, separate 

from being a follower or a leader. The Brisbane company believed it was a leader but 

acknowledged that this was dependant on what lens you looked through in regard to 

being perceived as a follower or leader: 

If you’re thinking about doing incredible amounts of high quality work with innovative 

outcomes for very little budget, then we lead (P_16_3.03). 

Once again, this statement was positioned against leading USA design firms who were 

producing similar quality of work, with much bigger budgets. This allowed these larger 

companies to refine their work to a better finished stage, making it difficult to acknowledge 

for smaller regional companies to be truly regarded as a leader. The Brisbane company felt 

they had an equitable identity to other major cities like Melbourne and Sydney, suggesting 

they were on par in terms of skillsets. However, there was acknowledgement that both 

Melbourne and Sydney had much larger businesses and headquarters in design and 

innovation, meaning that they were held up as gamechangers enabled by the 

opportunities that went their way due to their international scale. Dublin is also considered 

a leader, not only in a national sense but more recently on an international scale. An 

entrepreneurial approach and close alignment with the USA was considered to be key 

reasons. In addition, Ireland is considered to have a strong workforce with key attributes 

being listed as: storytellers; empathetic; great listeners.   

We tend to find that there’s a certain sort of approach and I think whether it comes 

from that sense of a certain empathy with people or materials, I think there is 

something that you could draw – you could – that does distinguish Irish design 

There’s no doubt that there’s a certain sort of – there is that short storytelling 

narrative quality.  So I think there’s a reason why Ireland does well at things like 

animation and illustration. I think there’s a reason why actually it’s very well played 

to do well in a digital sense because I think there’s that sense of being able to listen, 

to talk, to engage, and an openness there.  And I think – and certainly the biggest 

advantage, the diaspora is our biggest design network (P_17_3.03). 
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6.1.4 Inspiration 

Table 6-5  Inspiration categories and concepts in Brisbane, Dublin and Salford 

Category 

Focused, visible and notable inspiration 

Brisbane Salford 

Large leading global design firms: IDEO, Frog, Seymour 

Powell 

Craig Mounsey CEO of CMD (Brisbane) 

Better by Design, New Zealand 

State Library, Asia Pacific Design Library 

Small boutique studios 

Collaborative and multi-disciplined approach 

Inspired by books, culture 

Arts organisations, gallery/bars, Common Bar, HOME 

 

The Salford designers often refer to a blend of multi-disciplinary artists and designers 

working collaboratively within their wider studio environment and this approach also lends 

itself to what inspires them. They often have meetings in gallery/bars/cafes in Manchester 

and use this time as a chance to let ideas flourish and relax with other likeminded people. 

They strive to continue their organic approach to design studio culture and have a bias to 

alternative and edgy aspects of Manchester culture, often associated with a bohemian and 

creative community. Their inspiration also comes from other like-minded design studios, 

micro-sized and established with a similar perspective and philosophy as theirs. They are 

not driven by money and growth, with a preference to remain true to their beliefs in 

remaining small and continuing to be able to produce work and choose clients with similar 

ideologies to theirs. There is a high level of comfort in their ability to mix amongst artists, 

musicians and makers under the same roof, and still able to pertain to being ‘designers’ 

rather than ‘artists’. This is associated to the mindset that designers are problem solvers, 

working for a client and answering a brief:  

I think we’re probably the only people in this building that are not really image makers and 

we do see ourselves as more answering a brief. We struggle when it comes to time for a 

group show because there’re three of us and also the majority of our work is for someone 

else, it’s someone else words and someone else’s images (…) We really enjoy taking 

somebody else’s jumble of word documents and turn it into this amazing book and 

making them look really good. I don’t think we could ever be artists.  We probably do 

things in a much less business-y way than most design studios but I think we lean more to 

design than art (P_15_4.04). 

In comparison the Brisbane company took a much more focused and pre-meditated 

approach to inspiration, setting aside budget for inspirational activities. Employees are 
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heavily encouraged to visit the local state library, which is also home to an Asia-pacific 

design library. Gathered information is shared amongst the team and this is considered an 

inspiration invoking exercise. Having a collaborative environment is key to sharing 

experiences which can impact on a project. Well-known leading design firms like IDEO, 

Frog, Seymour Powell were all listed as highly inspirational and aspirational. Their varied 

approaches to human centred design processes and disruptive innovation had been 

adapted and juxtaposed by the Brisbane company. Craig Mounsey, CEO of CMD, a Brisbane 

based strategic design and innovations company, is held in the highest regard as someone 

who has heavily influenced designers in Australia and beyond. A notable project in New 

Zealand was highlighted as particularly inspirational; Better By Design, a business 

improvement program operated by New Zealand Trade and Industry. Initiated in 2003, it 

draws parallels with the same vision launched by the Irish government when implementing 

the Year of Irish Design in 2015.  

 

6.1.5 Training and Education 

Table 6-6  Training and Education categories and concepts in Brisbane, Dublin and Salford 

Category 

High quality competitors 

Strong individual regional design identities 

Brisbane Dublin Salford 

QUT, Griffith University,  

Loughborough, Norway 

UK design education considered 

superior; Difference in people who 

studied in UK Northumbria, RCA, 

Brunel; stronger holistic 

understanding of design 

(Private/Professional: Billy Blue, 

Shillingtons 

Cultural, regional and strategic 

changes effects how each university 

works; well-known designers 

associated with each university which 

sets different tones 

Gender equality and diversity 

important; Brisbane is a masculine 

design population 

NCAD, DIT, IADT 

Erasmus, Connections with 

Netherlands 

Internationalised, staff have studied 

abroad and came back to Ireland 

(RCA, CSM, LCC, UAL), international 

travel 

Changes in staff who have studied 

outside Dublin and Ireland 

Competition amongst universities 

means more movement of staff 

(HE) University of Salford; Manchester 

Metropolitan University 

(FE) Stockport College, Manchester 

College 

(Private/Professional) Shillingtons, 

Hyper Island 

Multi-disciplined is good for 

collaboration  

Similar micro networks all around the 

world 

 

Manchester Metropolitan University and University of Salford are the main Higher 

Education Providers for design education in the Manchester area. Both these universities 
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are referenced in the interviews as having the strongest influence on the design population 

and ecosystem of Manchester. It is clear that some Further Education institutions are also 

making an impact, with Manchester College, Stockport College and also 

private/professional providers like Hyper Island and Shillingtons being mentioned as 

having a significant influence on the design ecosystem on the area. The preference of the 

Salford designers' education stance was biased towards their own experience as Stockport 

College graduates. However, they have a keen and persistent philosophy of engaging with 

multi-disciplined creatives and recognise the strength of working within a mixed 

environment. The importance of networks is regarded as having a significant influence on 

how the Salford designers work, listing local and international studios of similar size and 

philosophy as being part of a ‘similar scene’. There is a belief amongst these designers that 

there pockets of people, regionally, nationally and internationally doing interesting things 

as part of a small design subculture. Manchester is seen as a city with entrepreneurial spirit 

and a strong design and craft ecosystem which feeds the designers opportunities to do 

interesting work:  

I kind of think that, in a broader sense, there’s quite an entrepreneurial spirit in the city.  

There’re lots of different things that you could spend all day every day going to different 

events like food markets or craft fairs or design things or lectures, there’s a lot of people 

starting their own thing constantly and I think all of our work comes from 

recommendations from that field of people, so even if Islington Mill disappeared, I don’t 

think our work would dry up because we endeavour to meet those kind of people and 

we’re in those kind of networks (P_15_6.04). 

There is a clear acknowledgement from both Brisbane and Salford, towards key individuals 

or academic leaders who have influenced them or they hold a high level of respect for. It is 

also a consistent theme that each university across multiple cities and regions offers their 

own individual design identity. This is dependent on the different strategic plans and 

directions of the universities, but it is also consistent with the notion that key individuals 

can play a part in forming the identity of the design ecosystem of a university. The Brisbane 

designer stated: 

So there’s universities that have – whether it’s through their history or the motivations and 

the length in which the staff that have those motivations have served, they’ve put nuances 

on the curriculums that are being presented (P_16_6.05). 
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He goes on to suggest that he perceives each of the regional Australian universities as 

having the following qualities and distinctions shown in Table 6-7: 

 

Table 6-7  Australian University comparative identities 

University of Technology, Sydney Tech-orientated 

University of Canberra Analogue, practical, tactical, designer-makers 

Monash University Rigorous engineering 

RMIT Rigorous engineering 

 

As Brisbane is based within the Queensland territorial region of Australia, universities are 

focused on serving the needs of that region. When tasked with choosing a design degree, 

students will either go for a personal bias of living close to home as being their main reason, 

or alternatively the more ambitious students will pick a national university that matches 

the characteristics they want to align with in their future career as a designer. In some cases, 

students who remain close to home may still be able to match their design ambitions, and 

in other cases it will lead them further afield to the bigger and more affluent design regions 

of Melbourne or Sydney. The Brisbane designer did not offer any characteristics for the local 

Brisbane universities that offered design, but previous answers in relation to QUT and 

Griffith University (both local Brisbane Universities) suggested that he did not have much 

direct contact or localised understanding of whether either University was meeting the 

needs of the local Brisbane design ecosystem. He has previously referred to starting up his 

own private design school as he could see a gap in the market that was not catering to the 

needs of the industry. 
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6.1.6  Work Ethos 

Table 6-8  Work Ethos categories and concepts in Brisbane, Dublin and Salford 

Category 

Flexible approaches to work 

Designed interiors / workplaces 

Unique design cultures 

Brisbane Salford 

Early starts (6.30am) 

Studio hours 8.30am – 5.30pm 

Senior designers have flexibility and access to emails 

outside of hours (juniors don’t) 

Casual lunch breaks; ‘family’ lunch once a week 

(European influenced) 

Designed office interior/design environment to reflect 

aesthetic sensitivity 

Supportive environment; invests in educating juniors 

State of the art equipment 

Legally bound staff contracts 

Brisbane is culturally different to other regions in 

Australia: smaller city, community based, local design 

scene, good attendance at design events, mixed 

disciplines networking 

9am -5pm 

Flexible approach to project work (schedule can change 

quickly and impromptu): every day is different 

Blended work/leisure life (meetings can continue in evening  

or weekend cafes bars) 

Informal office setting (ambience changes according to 

agenda) 

Designed offices / organic and flexible approach 

Freedom to do what they want; turn down jobs they don’t 

like 

Nerdy, enjoy fixing things, DIY approach 

No staff contracts; verbal agreements/conversations 

Manchester has its own design culture and ‘voice’, 

(Liverpool, Sheffield are similar) 

Everywhere has its own ‘cultural feel’.  

 

There is a 9-5pm routine adhered to from all interviewed designers, with the Salford 

company preferring a much more flexible approach that conforms to their company 

philosophy. The Brisbane company evoked a more professional approach to how they 

operated as a design company. This was filtered through their workplace interior, staff 

contracts and general work ethic. The ambience within the workplace was quiet and 

formal, with a glass window separating the designers and employees from the main open 

meeting space (Fig 6.1 and 6.2). In comparison, the G. Manchester design company induced 

a highly creative and edgy impression with their offices being more open planned, chaotic 

and informal in a shared collaborative artistic space (Fig 6.3 and 6.4): 
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Figure 6.1 Glass partition separating designers’ workspaces from reception area: Brisbane Design Studio 

 

 
Figure 6.2  View of open planned board and meeting area: Brisbane Design Studio 
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Figure 6.3 Interior of Salford co-working design studio 

 

 
Figure 6.4 View of Salford design workspaces in co-working studio 

 

Although the work ethos and ambience of both the Salford and Brisbane companies were 

different, they both evoked a strong sense of purpose in their reasoning and ideology for 

the sort of design practise they wanted to establish. This was based on two different 
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scenarios – the Salford company grew organically from a small group of people who met 

at university and developed a professional company from scratch. The Brisbane company 

was started by a designer who had already spent a considerable amount of time in one of 

Australia’s leading design firms. This gave him a strong framework to work from and enable 

the establishment of a high-quality company which was based on past experience. When 

discussing the perks of working for each company, the Salford company listed flexibility 

and collaboration as their main incentives, whereas the Brisbane company listed the 

supportive environment and the state-of-the-art equipment as advantages.  

Manchester is considered to be a leading creative region within the UK, with large design 

events like Design Manchester and arts festivals penetrating the city on an annual or 

biennial basis. Although Brisbane hosts The Design Conference, a leading international 

industry event, there are acknowledged cultural differences to the design industry in 

Brisbane when compared against other leading cities in Australia. To substantiate on this 

point, the designer refers to having organised national events that have toured Australian 

cities and has witnessed notable differences and ambiences amongst each city. He states: 

Then I’ve obviously done a road show.  They started in WA (Western Australia) and they’ve 

worked their way around the country and then Brisbane is their last stop before flying out 

and they all – many times, I’ve heard the organiser say, “Wow, it is a different vibe in this 

room today than it was yesterday in Sydney,” in terms of the cultural creativity and the 

enthusiasm for what’s about to happen in that room (P_16_7.07). 

He goes on to reference the size of each city as a key point of difference in the design 

community aspect. In addition, there is the perception amongst the sample group that the 

amount of universities that offer design, has a significant impact on the ecosystem of the 

design sector and community.  

 

6.1.7 Regional Aspirations 

Brisbane has aspirations to grow its relationship with the Asia Pacific market and this is one 

of the key aspirations that was noted as a utopian vision for Brisbane – to be an Asia Pacific 

Design Centre. Architecture is already considered a leader in this field, having been part of 

a successful design innovation agenda in Australia. Geographically, it is well positioned to 

partner with Asia being closer in time zones than USA. In comparison, the Salford designers 

have a much more localised viewpoint on aspiration, referring to exciting ventures and 

networks in local cities like Sheffield and Leeds, reaching further north to Glasgow.  There 

was a strong sense of disdain for London, preferring to explore opportunities in the north 
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of England. This appeared to give an impression of satisfaction to their aspirations as 

designers, showing determination to do things their way. Although money was a necessity 

to maintain their business, there was an attitude which alluded more to an artist ideology 

of not diluting their practice, which may change the dynamic and ideology of the company. 

It is perceived that students are more unwilling to take risks after graduation. In 

comparison, the Salford company graduated in the middle of a recession and denoted the 

government safety net that was there for them. Referring to government assisted housing 

and living benefits, it was perceived that starting a creative business would be harder now 

based on government cuts and the repayment of student loans.  

So I guess just like openness and concern for students coming up now that – because I 

know they worry about it quite a lot and they ask us like, “How do you do this?” quite a lot 

and the answer is, “We just don’t make a lot of money.”  We’ve just made a diagram 

actually.  So we always talk about the *cheap, fast, good triangle in lectures and we’ve just 

updated it to be a seesaw model (P_15_8.0). 

*The cheap, fast, good triangle is a renowned project management model that uses the constraints of being limited to choosing two 

of the three options in a project. For example, you can choose to do a quality (good) project which will be fast but cannot be delivered 

cheaply.  

 

6.1.8 Government initiatives in Design: Year of Irish Design 

The Dublin designer was heavily involved in the production and delivery of the Year of Irish 

Design in 2015. It is clear that one of the main differences in how the YOID2015 was rolled 

out was the priority and implementation of metrics that had to be adhered to: 

So, it was very, very clearly, completely [instrumentalised] We had to make money.  We 

had to create start-ups.  We had to create jobs (P_17_ID). 

The primary goal of the initiative was to create jobs and create value and engagement with 

design. New design-led startup companies were formed, companies were taken abroad to 

international trade fairs and an estimated 1.8 attended exhibitions in Ireland or abroad. 

When trying to establish whether Ireland previously valued design and how society and 

government perceived it, the designer stated: 

I think when we started developing Irish Design 2015, what was really clear was that we 

had to completely convince all the stakeholders, companies, the sector itself, general 

public, but most importantly probably the government – the policy landscape because 

they didn’t really grasp it.  I mean, it wasn’t even recognised.  It wasn’t something that they 

[talked] about.  I think the government now values it to the point where it's written into 
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the actual plan for jobs.  We’ve got a new (worked on a new) national design strategy 

(P_17_ID). 

It was important to be able to show a return on investment, with the proof of this being 

published in a review of the YOID2015 showing a successful financial return (Donnelly, et 

al., 2015). It was this data that cemented a new perception of the value of design in Ireland, 

particularly within government, who were the main drivers and perpetrators of the 

initiative. One of the key markers of its overall success would be the sustainability of such 

a successful scheme and therefore it became an important aspect to try and change the 

culture and create an ecosystem that was more integrated and less siloed. The YOID2015 

was carried out through the Department of Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation, rather than 

Arts and Culture. It is believed that this was the key to making the initiative happen, with 

the focus being an all-Ireland roll out offering participation to NI as a region. Although the 

initiative was welcomed by some elements of NI political and civil service establishments, 

it was not welcomed by all, with the Dublin designer stating: 

We had conversations with DETI and DCAL (Gov) in Northern Ireland and I'm sort of 

conscious of how I phrase some of this, but I suppose what was clear was it was still the 

idea of an All-Ireland initiative.  We were warmly welcomed by some elements of the 

political and civil service establishment in Northern Ireland and less with other traditions.  

And the consequence – that meant that DCAL engaged and DETI didn’t and InvestNI didn’t 

(P_17_ID). 

However, this was considered to be a regional issue within NI as some regions like Derry 

engaged strongly. Belfast was considered a much more difficult region to engage with and 

the reasoning given for this was perceived as a lack of ownership of the project as a whole. 

NI political difficulties and budget restrictions in government were given as reasons for lack 

of engagement. The key differences between Republic of Ireland and NI from a holistic 

design perspective were adapted and labelled in Table 6-9 as: 
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Table 6-9  Differences between Republic of Ireland and NI (holistic design perspective) 

Northern Ireland Republic of Ireland 

Invest NI centric / Government agencies Broader: Creative Ireland / Failte Ireland / cultural 

engagement 

REF Research Landscape / UK strengths Lack of Irish Research Funding / bias to EU grants and 

engagement 

Design Engineering tradition Craft traditions 

Undervalued at A’ Level Undervalued at Leaving Cert  

 DRS conference 2018 / Uni of Limerick 

 Adapts to change 

 Internationalised 

 Design Educators Ireland 

 Iterations: Irish Design Research Journal 

 

6.2 Phase 3: Semi-structured interviews with NI and Irish design professionals in 

Belfast, Waterford, London and Brisbane. 

Interviews were conducted with a sample group that consisted of NI and Irish design 

professionals that worked as designers in leading agencies or studios around the world. All 

four designers had experience working in large design cities (London or Sydney) and two 

of them had returned ‘home’ to start design businesses in Belfast and Waterford. Two of 

the designers were from NI and two were from the Republic of Ireland which helped to 

create further comparison on design perspectives between the north and south of Ireland.  

A semi-structured approach was used with a refined set of questions from Phase 1 and 2. 

Interviews were carried out in Belfast, Waterford, London and Brisbane in person or via 

Skype. They were categorised as: 

Traditional micro: Graphics, Product, Branding, Interior (traditional disciplines) 

Contemporary micro (digital): Digital Design 

Contemporary Inhouse/Government: Traditional design education and practice 

 

Table 6-10  Overview of Interviewees (profiles) Diaspora 

Organisation type Sectors Location Interviewees Role Date Length 
Contemporary micro 
(digital) 

Digital 
Design 

Belfast, NI P_18 Owner/Designer 11/09/17 45 
mins 

Traditional micro  Brand 
Design 

Waterford, 
Ireland 

P_19 Owner/Designer 29/08/17 40 
mins 

Traditional micro Brand 
Strategy 
Design 
Comms 

Brisbane, 
Australia 

P_20 Owner/Designer 04/10/17 45 
mins 

Contemporary Inhouse 
(digital) / Government  
Digital Services (GDS) 

Digital 
Design 

London, 
England 

P_21 Senior Designer / 
Head of Design 

31/08/17 28 
mins 
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The same nine questions were asked to the interviewees in Belfast, Waterford, London and 

Brisbane with a variation on the tenth question, depending on whether it was a national or 

international perspective. The questions were derived based on the outcomes of previous 

phases and were focused on significance and impact of design, professional perceptions, 

design process and key differences in design cultures across the world. The four design 

professionals were selected based on being leaders in their field in the particular region of 

the world. The company profile of three of the designers fell into the micro traditional or 

digital category. The forth designer worked for one of the world’s leading in-house design 

teams within a government context in the UK.  

 

Table 6-11  Overview of categories and concepts 

Category Concepts 

Design is problem solving HCD mindset, research and empathy design process 

Design is valued in London & Brisbane Strong public understanding of design and value to 

business 

Design is undervalued in Belfast and Waterford Misunderstood in NI, cultural issue, lack of competition, 

scepticism, recession (Ire) 

Operational differences in smaller towns Low population, rural, inadequate amount of good design 

studios, lack of competition, good designers are too thinly 

spread, Belfast and Waterford not operating in similar 

professional design environments to other leading 

regions, Ireland (North and South) is conservative, 

traditional and insular 

London is a leader in Design Thriving meetup culture, sharing of good practice, 

confident 

Educated in native country Dublin Institute of Technology (DIT), Waterford IT (WIT), 

Letterkenny IT (LIT) and Ulster University (UU): Visual 

Communication 

Postgraduate degrees undertaken in London Brunel Uni, London College of Communication 

Skillset developed by professional design studios Saatchi and Saacthi, GDS, Dynamo, leading global brands 

Formal contemporary design process HCD, IBM, Design Thinking, User-Centred, Build and Test. 

Sprints, depth 

Lack of design community: Belfast/Waterford Fragmented, not lined up, low population, Design 

culture/community not a priority in Belfast/Waterford 

Irish designers thriving abroad Strong diaspora of Irish designers abroad in leading 

companies, 100 archive 

Design education improvements Design education considered as ‘out-of-touch’, needs 

updated, design as strategy, problem-solving 

 

6.2.1 What does Design mean to you? 

There is unanimous agreement that design is a problem-solving entity, with the pursuit of 

designing and improving things that make things better for people. There is a strong sense 
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of taking a human-centred mindset and approach amongst this sample group of designers, 

where thorough research and empathy with users is paramount to their understanding of 

design as a profession. 

 

Half of the designers thought that design was valued in their region. Both London and 

Brisbane fell into this category whilst Belfast and Waterford both felt that design was 

overwhelming undervalued in their city and region. London is considered as a global 

design city with a strong public perception of the value and integration of how design has 

made a difference to the region. From road signage designed by Margaret Calvert in the 

1960s to the Government Digital Services in recent years, he perceived a high societal value 

on design through the decades. The Brisbane designer also agreed that design was 

beginning to be valued on a both a national and international level with the designer 

stating: 

So I think there’s progress in Brisbane in the circles I’m living in.  In Australia, broadly, I think 

it is getting more valued. I think the graphic design, communications design space where 

I operate, it’s getting more valued by our peers overseas.  So we’re seeing more and more 

international trade press picking up on work that comes out of Australia.  So on that level, 

I think were holding our own on the international stage, so the work being produced from 

Australia is getting valued from around the world, number one (P_20_2). 

It was not clear why there has been a shift in perception of design in Brisbane, although 

there was a sense that it wants to be seen as an ambitious city that is modern in 

contemporary with its utilisation and understanding of design. In comparison, both 

designers in Belfast and Waterford felt design was heavily undervalued, but for different 

reasons. Design is considered to be misunderstood from within the design industry in NI 

and is seen as a ‘step in the process’ rather than a holistic mindset with a set of tools. In 

Waterford, it was suggested that 95% of the business community did not value design. 

However, the designer felt strongly that for those that did value design, use it to their 

advantage as part of a successful business model. The reasoning for why design was so 

undervalued was perceived as a cultural issue and lack of competition. There is also a sense 

of scepticism amongst society that has knock-on effect of the value and perception of 

design. The designer stated: 

I think it’s probably a cultural type of thing. I think it’s competition. There’s maybe not as 

much competition for certain spaces, whatever it might be. I don’t know. I think it just 

hasn’t been part of the culture, the design. It’s not a need to consider, it’s just something 
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not integral to everything…I guess there’s a bit of scepticism there as well and there’s a bit 

of fear potentially that, you know, it’s a fancy designer coming in with their big ideas, I 

think there’s a little bit of that sense, too. And I think as well there’s probably points where 

maybe not very skilled designers or people calling themselves designers, who come in and 

made a mess of things and when people look at stuff that’s been designed and it’s a failure, 

it cements that fear or scepticism around it (P_19_2). 

To substantiate on this further, it is also acknowledged that Ireland had just previously 

came out of a bad financial recession in 2013 and therefore the ratio of low population 

against a weak regional economy meant that design, advertising and marketing were given 

a low priority.  

 

6.2.2 Regional professional comparisons 

It is felt that Belfast and Waterford do not operate in a similar professional design 

environment to other leading design regions. This was mainly due to the low population 

of Ireland (north and south) and specifically outside of the major cities. In addition, the 

Belfast designer felt that there was an inadequate number of good quality design studios 

operating, stating: 

No (we do not operate in a similar professional design environment to other regions). I 

always thought that I could count the number of good design studios in Northern Ireland 

on one hand. I now believe there are less unfortunately. (P_18_3) 

Although he acknowledged that there are good designers in NI, he conceded that they 

were spread too thinly in digital agencies. At the time of interview, he could only list one 

other known micro design studio operating in similar digital environment to his, although 

he recognised that he may not have a full understanding of how other design teams work 

in other disciplines. Alternatively, Brisbane exudes a confidence that it is working 

comparatively to other leading design regions. This is mainly in relation to the ratio of 

designers doing high quality national and international work. London considers itself as a 

leader in this field with a strong population, design economy and culture as well as being 

home to some of the world’s leading design firms. The designer states that the success of 

the Government Digital Services (GDS) model in London has been copied and carried 

forward in multiple regions around the world. In addition, London has a thriving design 

and meetup community with multiple events going on in the capital city every night of the 

week. The GDS have their own cross-government meetup every few months and 
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encourage collaborative and shared practice by inviting leading firms like IDEO, Pentagram 

and startups to come in and share their story on practice from within their businesses. 

Although initially started as an internal GDS meetup by the inhouse team, they have since 

become more public facing with the designer stating: 

It’s something we set up ourselves. So we’re on number -  we're in two weeks, we're actually 

having our next cross-government design meeting in the design museum. This is the first 

one we’ve opened up to members of the public.  No, it's very much something we set up 

ourselves in a bid to keep abreast of the design industry.  We always have something 

interesting going on (P_21_3). 

6.2.3 Education and skillset 

All four designers completed their undergraduate degrees in Ireland or NI at Dublin 

Institute of Technology (DIT), Waterford IT (WIT), Letterkenny IT (LIT) and Ulster University 

(UU). Three of the designers studied Visual Communication (DIT, WIT, LIT) and the forth 

studied Design (UU). Two of the designers studied postgraduate Masters programmes in 

London at Brunel University and London College of Communication. The remaining two 

designers moved to London and Australia where they commenced their professional 

design careers, rather than undertake postgraduate education. All of the designers could 

relate some of their core skills back to their original studies, although corroborated that a 

large amount of their learned skills and training was via a company or design studio they 

had worked in. Only one designer (London-based) could see the immediate relevance of 

his using his learned postgraduate skillset in his current role. Another had been determined 

to bring some older traditional hands-on skills into his current high-tech business. The 

designers based in Belfast and Brisbane felt strongly that their skillset had changed 

dramatically, which was reasoned as a mixture of professional experiences and self-

directed learning to the steep learning curve required when you move into a professional 

context where the work is fast-paced and inter-personal skills are key.  

 

6.2.4 Design Process 

All four designers use a design process that follows a similar pathway of understanding, 

discovery and exploration, concept, prototype and evaluate. Although each designer takes 

slightly different approach on this process, the end goal of producing something that 

solves a client’s problem is the unanimous goal. Three of the designers (Belfast, Brisbane 

and London) took a more formal approach to design process with one designer (Belfast) 
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adapting an IBM design thinking method and another (London) focusing on prototyping 

and testing from early stages in the project. 

We currently operate a high level process - which is inspired by IBM’s particular spin on 

‘design thinking’. The process is model as a circular process passing through 4 stages: 

Understand > Explore > Make and Evaluate. There’s a lot of tools under each of these that 

we’ll use depending on time, budget or often how sophisticated the client is. I’d say 60% of 

our chargeable hours are now research based activity. That’s been the biggest change as 

two years ago, it was probably about 10%. We apply this approach to both teams 

(innovation and UX) but our UX process is more granular and focused on either creating 

better interfaces or making existing products more usable (P_18_6). 

In London, designers at Government Digital Service (GDS) are expected to have a proficient 

level of coding to enable quick prototyping of early sketches. Understanding the problem 

at the earliest stage of the project enables difficult questions to be answered and a 

thorough understanding of the problem space. This is labelled as a ‘discovery’ phase, 

followed by a period of sketching, building and prototyping and feedback from real users.  

Pretty much all designers in GDS can code to a certain degree of proficiency. So what we 

kind of tend to do is we don’t do wireframes and things like that. Obviously we understand 

the problem and one of the first things we do is we have a kick off phase for every project 

that we're doing.  We kind of have developed a process or developed phases for everything 

that we do(…) as I mentioned, code is what we do (…) so what we do is we sketch on 

paper, but we also sketch and prototype, so we kind of build things quickly, fast, and we 

try and get it out as quick as possible so we can start to get feedback on the things that 

we’re actually building.  We even often put sketches in front of users pretty quickly 

(P_21_6). 

Alternatively, the Waterford designer’s perception and execution of a design process was 

considerably more organic and philosophical. He preferred to refer to the design process 

as a chaotic and messy activity with elements that were difficult to quantify. Referring to 

his disagreement of Tim Brown’s theory that ‘everyone is a designer’ (Brown, 2014), a 

philosophy that Brown instils through his positioning of Design Thinking as a movement 

that everyone can utilise to garner innovative responses to a problem, he questioned the 

linear perception of most design processes: 

Maybe not everyone is a designer or can be. It’s hard to apply something. I mean, how 

many more diagrams do we need to discover, to find design, deliver, evolve and I think it’s 
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that – it’s almost instinctive, that’s the route that you take but sometimes discover can be 

a lot – a much larger part and then you can almost jump straight into delivery sometimes 

in a way, and then back. So I think maybe it’s not linear (P_19_6). 

He argued that a large amount of ‘feeling and instinct’ were required to become a good 

designer, with the assumed skillset of detailing and craft. The ability to be led by the heart 

on critical decision making was considered to be an underestimated element in design 

process. The main components of his identifiable process were listed as listening, instinct 

and play which, when combined with skill and craft would offer a more organic and holistic 

process he believed was true for a lot of designers in his field.  

So much of design is instinctive and following your gut and that counts really close on the 

chart per se. In summary, it’s something that’s a skill inside, and – but it’s also a hard thing 

to say to the client, to trust my instinct on this one kind of thing (P_19_6). 

Adding ‘play’ as a recognisable part of the design process was considered a more relaxing 

and open approach to allowing a creative flow to flourish. Deliberating the value and 

emotional freedom of play, he stated: 

I mean, another part, actually, from listening is moving on to like our initial emphasis on 

play and I think that seems to be something that’s kind of lost again in the structured 

process type thing. It’s allowing, you know, if we get a good brand, it’s like, okay, we’re not 

confined to deliberating ideas in three hours and we have to get it done by this and that. 

It’s kind of like just stop, go out for a walk, think, listen to music, just play around on the 

internet. Let your mind get into its own where it’s a lot more open and that’s active. And I 

find by that relaxed kind of approach or way that I think the work starts to flow a little bit 

easier and the idea starts to – it is that form of play (P_19_6). 

6.2.5 Regional Design Communities 

Belfast and Waterford do not have design communities that would be consistent with other 

larger cities. Although Belfast was considered to have a small design community, it was 

described as ‘not joined up’ alluding to the concept that it was a very fragmented 

community. Waterford had made attempts to get a small design network active but felt 

there was an inadequate population of designers to make a design network thrive. 

Brisbane is considered to have a growing design community, mainly led by younger 

designers which is boosted by Design Institute of Australia (DIA), Australia Graphic Design 

Association (AGDA) and The Design Kids networks. When reflecting on a large annual 
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design conference that is based in Brisbane, there is considered to be good interaction 

between students and industry which has grown steadily over a number of years. London 

is considered to have a large design community which is thriving. This is discussed in both 

the contexts of in-house GDS communities and also the wider city community capacity. He 

states: 

I’d regard it as one of the biggest design communities that I know of. There seems to be a 

constant stream of conferences regarding different design disciplines like you have things 

catered to graphic designers, as to service designers, to UX design – there seems to be one 

every week (P_21_7). 

6.2.6 Regional Cultural and Societal Understandings of Design  

All four designers referred to the design identities of their own cities and how this related 

on a national and international scale against major design regions and cities. Belfast 

denoted the key strengths of a different era in NI, where engineering was a leading 

component in the formation of the country’s industrial identity. Design is considered to 

have been hijacked by the advertising community and more recently, it has been further 

developed and infused into large global consulting firms which is strengthening its place 

in societies perception. When negating the position of a design identity within NI, he 

stated: 

If there’s a design culture in Northern Ireland, it’s lost at sea trying to find its way home. I 

think that design was vibrant here once in heavy engineering and understood in the likes 

of H&W, Bombardier etc. Since the early 80s it’s probably been hijacked by the advertising 

world and a few reasonable sized ad agencies here were the dominant voice in creative 

services. Design was very much a small part of that noise (P_18_8). 

Similarly, it is felt that Ireland was a visually unaware country, particularly when pitched 

against other global design regions in Europe and USA.  There is a similar nostalgic gesture 

towards an era of design recognised in Kilkenny in the 70s and 80s. This is considered as an 

‘oasis’ in Ireland’s design history which initially exposed design to the wider society. 

However, it is still perceived that some Irish people still do not understand design and what 

a designer does: 

I think some people in Ireland don’t know what the designer is. It’s kind of an IT joke like, 

you know, designer’s parents just don’t understand what they do and that’s our fault for 

not explaining it very well. But it’s kind of like people are seeing things are made but they 
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don’t really think about who makes them. And I think comparing to nations that are 

famed for design, we’re kind of the ghost park in a lot of respects (P_19_8). 

The development of a design culture is not considered to be a priority for a country like 

Ireland, particularly when there is a history of economical and poverty issues. At the same 

time, the arts are considered to have a strong identity within Irish culture and the reasoning 

for this is due to a limited need for specific resources to allow it to thrive.  

I think if our voices and our musical effort was equal to design, I can imagine how 

incredible that would be. And potentially those developed because the reasons that they 

didn’t require tools or materials or things (P_19_7). 

In addition, Ireland has a strong diaspora of designers working abroad. This is evident in 

the 100 Archive, an archive that maps the past present and future of Irish graphic design 

(100 Archive, 2019). In contrast to the perception that Ireland does not have a rich design 

culture, it is also considered to have produced some very respectable and worthy designers 

who are working in some of the leading international studios and consultancies in the 

world.  

 

Some regions across the world have clear identities being pinned against them. The UK is 

considered to be ideas-driven, Scandanavia is simple and quirky and Japan has a mixed 

identity of extreme simplicity and minimalism whilst also pertaining to a ‘psycho punk 

mango’ style characteristic. Brisbane designers are considered to operate under the radar, 

even though some of Australia’s largest design firms are based in the city. Joseph Marks is 

considered to be a leading digital company with offices in Brisbane, Sydney, Los Angeles 

and Stockholm. Part of the reasons for Brisbane perceived induced invisibility was due to 

the culture. The Brisbane designer stated: 

I would say that there’s not a very vocal community here.  So politically, you’re not really 

getting too much reaction from the design community that I can see.  I think culturally, 

Brisbane has got a bit of ways to go to actually be as culturally deep as, say, Melbourne or 

even Sydney.  So I think as a city, it’s improving, it’s progressing but I think we’re, from what 

I can see, a little bit away from a vocal act of engaged culturally, politically-orientated or 

socially-orientated design community (P_20_8). 

In comparison, London is pitched as having a mature cultural and societal understanding 

of design and recognises its strengths. This is further reasoned by the acceptance and 
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integration of large-scale public sector projects like Beck’s Tube Map and Calvert’s road 

signage system.  

 

6.2.7 Key areas to enable a design industry in NI to thrive and compete globally 

In order to enable a thriving design industry and economy in NI, a number of key pointers 

were given by each designer. These are listed as: 

• Better understanding and support from government 

• Better understanding of design within society 

• Implementation of a stronger design agenda within school curriculums 

• Redesign of design education at tertiary level  

• Make opportunities and design community visible 

It is perceived that a better understanding of design within government and the 

implementation of a sustainable policy was needed to influence buildings and 

infrastructure as well as public services and environments. The continuous reference to 

how government could better support and understand the value of design was prevalent 

throughout all interviews in Phase 1, 2 and 3. It is believed that society will have a better 

appreciation and perception of the value of design when they can start to relate good 

design on a mass scale. The lack of understanding of design within society is considered to 

be a hindrance to its potential to be an economic driver. One designer professed to a public 

understanding of design as ‘expensive window dressing’ which is considered an add-on 

that is a luxury and lacking essentiality. In addition, a lack of design education in schools 

and the perception of a stale and ‘out-of-touch’ design education at tertiary level were 

believed to be hampering the development of a stronger design industry. Three of the 

designers stated similar stances on education: 

I think a better understanding and more varied university courses is needed.  I think some 

of them are still stuck in the olden days of just based – whole courses just kind of focused 

on print and Illustration and stuff like that, which although I love and I definitely value and 

will always be a value to me.  I think we need to – some of the university courses need a 

little bit of shake-up and they need to keep an eye on where the design industry is going.  

Yeah.  I think less of a focus on the aesthetics of design (P_21_9). 

I think you got to totally redesign education, so that they are aware of who’s doing what 

in the country.  They’re aware of what they need to do and that there is an ability for a 

student who’s going through a school (Uni) to have access to industry and vice versa.  At 
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the moment, you got an exhibition and you invite a whole bunch of industry and whether 

they come or don’t come, there’s nothing else.  So your students go through school and 

then you’re on your own, bye-bye, next cohort.  I think universities and schools have a 

bigger role to play in ensuring that a country retains its talent, that’s how I look at it 

(P_20_9). 

I think the classic design needs to be taught at a national school level and I think it’s a skill 

that would benefit so many people and it’s a skill that would never leave you. You might 

become a designer but you can – the idea of design thinking around things is a great skill 

to have (P_19_9). 

6.2.8 Reasons for gaining national or international experience  

All four designers have lived outside of Ireland and NI, with most going to London to either 

pursue a postgraduate education or gain employment. Half the designers have since 

returned to their native countries and started their own businesses. In all four cases, they 

left to gain life, career and educational experience in other countries with the intention of 

returning home after a few years. However, the designers based in London and Brisbane 

appear settled in their new environments and are leading fulfilled and rewarding careers 

in their chosen design field at a high level of expertise. For those who did return back to 

Ireland and NI, starting their own business was an inevitable option. When comparing the 

experience of working in London and returning to Ireland after 12 years, the Waterford 

designer stated: 

I learned to work in an environment (London) that had design, had heritage and had 

importance. There were endless opportunities to work with the biggest brands, the 

brightest people, the infrastructure that supported it, and I think reality was life-changing 

for me… I guess when I did decide to come back, timing was probably – couldn’t have 

been worse, really. It was in the depths of the worst recession with a country on its knees 

and the city on its back. So there, so much for planning, but then it was very much a 

contrast moving back here even though maintaining clients within London and abroad 

kind of helps sustain that move (P_19_10). 

I think the driver was a return to a familiar environment and some sort of emotional pull 

to bring back my experiences to Northern Ireland. And also maybe wanting to be a bigger 

fish in a smaller pond (P_18_e). 
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6.2.9 Different modes of regional design practice 

Design is considered to be practiced more ‘openly’ outside of Ireland and NI, in the context 

of scope and type of work that lives under the umbrella of design practice. This is also in 

reference to the different interpretations of what design is and alluding to the notion that 

designers working in contemporary practice are using design in more human and user 

centred context.  For example, service design, user interface design, user experience are 

key emerging areas that designers can employ their knowledge, thinking and skillset. 

However, at the time of gathering data for this research study, less than five design 

businesses were focusing on these areas in NI. Although it is acknowledged that Ireland 

has attracted some leading global design and innovation businesses and has had a 

successful year long initiative with YOID 2015, there is still a perception that Irish design is 

an insular identity.  

But up until maybe the last five or ten years, my feeling is that in Ireland, it was still 

relatively conservative, it was still relatively traditional.  It was still of the mind that if we’re 

going to do a job seriously, we got to go to London… I think what I discovered in New 

Zealand and Australia, New Zealand particularly, was a real sort of mindset to just give 

stuff a go, to think outside the box, there were so many different ways to do things and I 

felt that back then in Ireland, it was a fairly clear-cut path as to how you do things, that 

was all kind of rules are broken when I got to Australia and New Zealand (P_20_EQ2). 

6.2.10 Returning migrants 

The reasons that half of the sample group returned to their native cities (Belfast and 

Waterford) was primarily for personal reasons. In one case this was related to having a 

young family and the desire to be closer to parents and other family members. Whilst in 

the other case it was more related to bringing learned experiences back and being a ‘big 

fish in a small pond’. For those that have remained abroad (London and Brisbane), the 

appeal of doing high-level design work in regions and communities that nurture, support 

and allow design to thrive is a key and persuasive reason to stay. When establishing reasons 

that may entice designers back to the native country, the London-based designer referred 

for the Irish government’s need to embed design in-house, stating: 

I think a kind of really obvious thing (to entice me back) would be if they had a similar 

organisation to GDS within kind of – within central government in Ireland… I'm spending 

five years of my working in the UK improving government services for a country that I 
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didn’t live for the first 26 years of my life, whereas I obviously would like to give something 

back to Ireland in that respect (P_21_EQ3). 

In addition, the Brisbane-based designer referred to a lack of excitement in Dublin and 

could not give good reason to return. At the same time, he complimented some of the 

successful networks and conferences that had been created with OFFSET and 100 Archives. 

However, this was perceived as an east-coast bias in Ireland, but there is optimism that that 

regions and cities like Galway and Cork are exploring how to strengthen their design 

communities. There is reference to how designers and creatives are moving out of London 

and migrating further to the north of England to cities like Manchester and Sheffield for 

economic and lifestyle reasons. Dublin is considered a comparatively expensive city to 

London and there is the proposition that designers could migrate in a similar way to enable 

a wider network.  

 

6.3 Phase 4: Open interview with senior design director from IDEO, London 

An open interview approach was used to gain more understanding on the internal 

structures, processes and methods used by a leading global design and innovation firm 

which would offer a comparative stance to how other companies work.  

 

Table 6-12  Overview of Interviewee (profile): Large global design firm 

Organisation 
type 

Sectors Location Nationality Interviewee Role Date Length 

Large global 
design and 
innovation 
company 

Design 
and 
Innovation 

London English  P_22 Organisational 
Design 
Director 

18/09/17 35 mins 

 

Table 6-13  Overview of categories and concepts 

Category Concepts 

Gov-led design projects Singapore Design Hub (Ministry of Manpower), Dubai 

Design Hub, design strategy as problem-solving activity 

Human Centred Design (Maturity) Mature and evolved design thinking process, empathy, 

user-centred research, prototyping 

Collaborative and sharing culture We, team, strong values, shared manifesto, little red book, 

generosity, helping each other in careers, nurturing, 

Leadership training, 

Confidence small things tell big stories, start small and let solutions 

grow organically 
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Besides being a renowned global design and innovation company, IDEO are also 

associated with the popularisation of design thinking and human-centred design methods. 

Getting primary knowledge of their design methods and company culture is key to 

understanding how successful companies manage to grow and evolve according to 

emerging social and technology trends. When discussing various large-scale projects like 

implementing a strategy and service that would enable countries like Singapore and Dubai 

to become design hubs, it is clear that the inception and force behind such projects 

commences with the country’s government. IDEO has first began working with the 

Singapore government when they initially wanted a better implementation of their 

Ministry of Manpower service. The success of this service was the initial steps in 

understanding the value of design and as a result, they continued to look more deeply at 

how design might improve their transportation services.  Other countries like Dubai are 

following a similar trajectory and are keen to use design as an economic driver. The 

designer stated: 

Yeah.  So it starts with the government request of – well, their ambition was to become a 

design hub, so they thought – we need to change ourselves first to show that design is a 

profitable thing.  And the same is happening now – we're working in – with the Dubai 

government.  So they want to become a design hub– everybody wants to become a design 

hub, right <laughs>.  So the Dubai government are – they want to – again, they know that 

oil is gonna run out at some point, so they're looking at other means of being, and they 

want to become the Silicon Valley in the Middle East is their ambition (P_22). 

When establishing with the government bodies that are driving change are similar to the 

UK Design Council, it is clear that the Singapore and Dubai agendas are driven from within 

central government. However, the design strategy and implementation are not being 

carried out by an in-house team. In both cases, IDEO was appointed to work as the 

consultant who would be at the core of these projects, working on associated government 

led topics like ‘what life is like for a UEA teen’ and ‘the over-60s aging population’. The 

application of design strategy for design hubs is broad and wide-reaching.  

IDEO describe themselves as an innovation company where design is the currency to do 

projects. Whether it is an organisation design or service/product design, innovation will be 

associated and attached in some format. Design Thinking and Human-centred processes 

are what drives the company. The designer stated: 

Yeah.  I mean, innovation is a word we use, but it means so many different things to 

different people,  we have a definition of that, but to us, it's design thinking…the 
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methodology is pretty much the same all the way through, it’s just that we use it at various 

levels, from determining purpose and strategy of a company through to the organisation 

design, the capabilities of the organisation, through to the products, the service, how you 

get that thing to market.  So, we ourselves are moving much more to longer term 

relationships (P_22). 

An average project in IDEO may happen over a 12 week period. However due to the internal 

strategy of encouraging a longer and continued relationship with clients, almost all 

projects are carried out over a series of design sprints which allow for review and open 

possibilities for new applications to different areas for the client.  

 

The company culture of IDEO is one of encouragement and generosity. It has a reputation 

as being one of the most sought-after design companies to work for in the world, being 

renowned for only employing the top talent coming out of leading design schools globally.  

They have produced their own book called The Little Book of IDEO, which is given to all 

new employees on their first day. The book outlines the values of the company, the loose 

structure and the future scope of where the company is headed. These values are listed as: 

• Talk Less, Do More 

• Make Others Successful 

• Learn From Failure 

• Embrace Ambiguity 

• Be Optimistic 

• Collaborate 

• Take Ownership 

IDEO refer to a growing movement which happened within the company since the book 

was first launched to staff: 

When IDEOers first got their hands on it, a movement took shape to create videos that 

bring each of the core values to life. To depict the value of "Embracing Ambiguity," for 

example, New York-based designers built a makeshift cardboard rowboat, and while 

simulating a storm, navigated their way through uncharted territory with teamwork and 

optimism. San Francisco produced a Jacques Cousteau inspired look at the lifestyle and 

behaviors of designers in their natural collaborative habitat (IDEO, 2019). 

Within the interview, the designer refers to an amazing generosity within the company 

where people genuinely want to help other people get on with their careers. There is a 
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sense that no individual takes the glory for anything and that people always refer to ‘we’ 

and ‘team’ as part of the company culture. The company considers themselves to be very 

flexible in its day-to-day operations and also focus their own human centred design mantra 

into analysing the internal operations of the company. An IDEO designer or project lead 

may work on one focused project for a duration of between 8 – 16 weeks and not have any 

other additional projects to juggle. When moving in a directorship or management role, 

you are then required to juggle more jobs like business development and design direction 

of multiple projects. Upon realisation that the jump from working as a designer to 

becoming a director has gaps between it, the designer stated: 

So we're sort of going through a little bit of change ourselves in this shift to doing more 

relationship work.  There's a definite rhythm to how people work, which is project-based 

(…) one of the things we're doing is we're launching our first leadership program in a 

couple of weeks for director level people, 'cause we've never really sort of been very clear 

about that sort of switch and help people through that transition, but – yeah.  I think for 

us, the whole design thinking, getting different communities up and running with it is just 

doing small things and getting them to talk about it. (P_22) 

IDEO work to a philosophy of ‘small things tell big stories’ and endorse the need for large 

corporate projects to start small, get tested and be implemented before expanding a 

strategy into other areas. Referring to a recent project with GTAA, an aviation authority in 

Canada, the designer referred to a video that IDEO made which explained how design 

thinking had successfully made an impact to a project that was carried out within the 

company. When the clients are happy with the experience and process of working with a 

company, letting them tell the story themselves can have more influence and become 

more viral. Investing into developing the culture of a company is crucial to a firm like IDEO. 

Using a human-centred approach like Design Thinking and having design and designers as 

the currency of how your company successfully operates is a key characteristic of IDEO. The 

designer states: 

How do we tell stories in board rooms about design thinking versus [McKinsey] going in - 

they say that they can do it, but they don’t do it quite the way we know.  How do we express 

the value of design versus just the value of a design approach, which is what [McKinsey] 

say.  So that's why we always say design still has to be at the core of what we do. So design 

is a super important (…) we are still saying design is the currency of this. So actually 

making the physical thing – prototyping whatever it is, is still at the core of who we are.  

We might just be coming in at a slightly different level and using that as an example to 
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raise the game where [McKinsey] will sell a  process – I mean, they will shortly, as they 

acquire more design houses and design shops but they just sell a process of design 

thinking – but, they don’t actually sell the designers who can do the hard work (P_22). 

6.4 Chapter Summary 

This chapter has given a comparative overview of how designers operate in different 

regional contexts inside and outside of NI. Table 6-14 shows an overview of the categories 

from Phase 1a and b data gathered in Belfast/NI for comparison. In Phase 2, each region 

placed more value on design stating both governmental and general societal support for 

design. Whilst it is acknowledged that traditional companies may still be unclear on the 

value of design, each region agreed that design was highly valued by startup and 

entrepreneurial cultures. Each regional design community had their own distinct design 

identity, which stemmed from their rich cultural contexts (Dublin and Salford/Manchester) 

and also wanting to compete on a global playing field (Brisbane). Although each region 

indicated different design processes in their practice, all agreed on the strengths and depth 

that human-centred design mindsets brings to their practice. The comparisons between 

Belfast and Waterford showed many similarities in the context of design culture. Both 

regions look to Dublin (or London) as a national leader and feel that other smaller regions 

and cities are excluded in a design agenda due to lower populations and general 

misunderstanding on the value that design can bring to a business. Whilst Dublin, 

Salford/Manchester and London were also considered to have strong design identities, 

Belfast and Waterford were considered to be very weak. Although the Year of Irish Design 

had significant impact financially, it is not considered to have permeated outside of Dublin 

strongly enough. This was continuously reasoned as ‘NI and Republic of Ireland do not 

understand design’, with NI painting a weak picture of being misunderstood from within 

its own community as well as being considered a fragmented design community. Republic 

of Ireland consider their strengths to be the combination of multiple characteristics that 

are the foundation of their design identity. These are listed as a combination of craft, 

design, technology being seen as a strong united entity within the wider Creative 

Industries, with storytelling and music being additional key characteristics of Irish culture. 

Both Belfast and Waterford looked back at a bygone era where they believe their design 

identities were stronger; Kilkenny was positioned as a prime design location in the 1970s 

and 1980s, whilst Belfast referred to the strengths of engineering at Harland and Wolff 

(shipbuilders) and Bombardier (aerospace) as a national core strength. In a contemporary 

context, Belfast is considered to be ‘lost at sea’ in the context of establishing a thriving 
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design identity or culture. The comparative photographic evidence between Phase 1(NI) 

and Phase 2 and 3 data show that designer workplaces are highly creative and designed 

spaces in Salford and Brisbane. More emphasis was placed on the high creative ambience 

of these studios when compared to the majority of Belfast studios.  

 

Table 6-14 Categories derived from Phase 1a and b overview of Belfast/NI data 

Category  Belfast / N. Ireland 

Design Industry Design is undervalued 

Design is misunderstood 

Design is local 

Poor design economy 

Insular operations 

No design identity 

Clients need education 

Design is frivolous (perception) 

Lack of focus of design in schools 

Collaboration adds value to sole traders 

UX is easy and better paid 

Design Process Traditional design processes in 

Graphic/Product 

Progressive contemporary processes in Digital 

Design 

CPD is valued 

Constantly evolving discipline 

Time is money 

Bespoke design process for each company 

Focus on early stage research and inception 

meetings 

(Freelancers) simplicity of process 

Shared learning 

Retrained in companies 

Grad designers unaware of transferable skills 

Innovation Conservative society 

Ambivalent to startup culture 

Heavy reliance on grants and funding 

No design heroes 

Lack of innovative design work 

Subcultural strengths in music and the arts 

Differing perceptions of innovation 

Innovation associated to Invest NI 

Inspiration Traditional inspiration 

Local landmarks and buildings 

Lack of networks 

Wide-reaching inspiration 

Bias to London and Dublin 

Networks need to be stronger 

Lack of depth 

Change agents in Belfast (80s/90s) 

Tradition to digital adaption 

Training and 

Education 

NI Natives in jobs 

Lack of diversity in design sector 

Lack of confidence 

Ulster University (design) bias in HE 

Returning NI grads 

Strong regional colleges (FE) 

Restricted school system 

Work Ethos Regular work schedules (9-5) 

Regular work/life balance 

Senior designers/owners have strong work ethic 

Culturally restricted work ambience 
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7 Discussion  

7.1 Overview 

This research investigates the role of design disciplines and practices in NI as strategic 

innovation tools. It uses comparative analysis with local, national and international peers 

and takes a grounded theory approach using four phases of cyclical data gathering 

involving a process of theoretical sampling and analysis. Theoretical saturation resulted in 

five main core themes emerging from the overall data analysis and are listed as: 

• Value 

• Confidence 

• Motivation 

• Operating Context 

• Cultural Context 

Two core emotive elements that bind the five key themes together is pinpointed as both 

‘lack of control and resilience’. This is amplified through all the findings and is considered 

significant in its association to the value of design, confidence of designers, the operating 

context of NI, the ambition and motivation of designers and the cultural context. A further 

eight sub-themes were identified as key contributors to each of the five core themes as:  

• Diversity  
• Openness  
• Ambition  
• Risk 
• Government  
• Support body 
• Design process 
• Design education 

 

Each of these five core themes, two emotive elements and sub themes are discussed in 

greater depth in this chapter and will form the core structure of the contribution of new 

knowledge.  
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Figure 7.1 Overview of categories from Phases 1, 2, 3 and 4 of data analysis  

 
Figure 7.2 Theoretical saturation 

Figure 7.3 Theoretical saturation of findings: distilled into key themes 

The analysis was created using a mixture of methods including comparison diagrams, 

touchpoint diagrams and thematic analysis charts. The initial stage of analysis condensed 

the categories across chapter 5 and 6 into broader themes. This was done by printing all of 

the categories and concepts on to separate sheets of paper (Fig 7.1) with each individual 

sheet used to introduce an overview of each phase of interviews. Each phase resulted in 

broader themes emerging and once all four phases were analysed, initial themes (Fig. 7.2) 

informed the core themes (Fig 7.3). To ensure accuracy of analysis, each core theme was 

charted against all categories that resulted through the four phases of data collection and 

listed in each section of the findings (Table 7-1). 
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Table 7-1  Example of core themes charted against Phase 1 findings 
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5.7.1 Design is undervalued x   x  x  

Design is misunderstood    x  x  

Design is local    x   

Poor design economy x x  x   

Insular operations    x  x  

No design identity    x x 

 5.7.2 Traditional design processes in Graphic/Product    x x 

Progressive contemporary processes in Digital Design x x x   

CPD is valued   x   

Constantly evolving discipline    x x 

Time is money x   x x 

Bespoke design process for each company  x  x x 

Focus on early stage research and inception meetings  x   x 

5.7.3 Conservative society    x x 

Ambivalent to startup culture x    x 

Heavy reliance on grants and funding    x x 

No design heroes   x x   

Lack of innovative design work    x  

Subcultural strengths in music and the arts x   x x 

5.7.4 Traditional inspiration     x 

Local landmarks and buildings    x  

Lack of networks   x  x 

Wide-reaching inspiration x     

Bias to London and Dublin x     

5.7.5 Digital Designers scrum  x    

(Traditional) organic meetings      x 

(Contemporary) communication technologies  x    

5.7.6 NI Natives in jobs    x x 

Lack of diversity in design sector    x  

Lack of confidence  x    

5.7.7 Regular work schedules    x x 

Senior designers/owners have strong work ethic   x   

Culturally restricted work ambience     x 

5.7.8 Risk-averse society     x 

Reliance on Gov Grants  x   x 

Lack of drive   x   

Homebird syndrome     x 

Prescription to travel x     

Proud of industrial past     x 

Build it and they will come    x  

Design support body needed x   x  

Impact of NI troubles    x x 
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7.2 Core Theme: Value  

When discussing ‘value’, the reference is directed towards a holistic regional measurement 

of ‘Value’ that relates to a sliding scale of high to low. The research indicates that Design in 

NI is often undervalued both by wider society and government. Ironically, and in some 

cases, the data points to the concept that design is undervalued from within the NI design 

community itself. This is mainly in relation to a tacit code of conduct, where unqualified 

designers and freelancers are perceived as devaluing the industry by engaging in client-

driven low budget design activity. It is clear that clients and businesses who procure design 

services do not allocate a high monetary value to it. This equates to the evidence provided 

in the Design Economy Report, outlined in Chapter 2, that acknowledges NI as the least 

productive in the UK. Commencing this research study using a survey approach proved 

important in setting the benchmark for further investigation. It provided high quality 

statistical data to give insights into the design sector in NI and offered a direction for further 

enquiry. Although the quantitative survey findings showed an almost equal standing on 

whether design was valued in NI, the comments showed a high level of frustration amongst 

professional designers. The qualitative research indicated that professional designers 

believed design in NI to be undervalued by schools, government, business/clients and 

society. The research also shows that government backing of design agendas is severely 

lacking and not comparable to other creative industry categories. To strengthen this 

finding, a clearer picture of who and what is supported within the Creative Industries of NI 

needs to be portrayed. For example: 

• The Arts Council of Northern Ireland (ACNI) offer support, funding and development for a 

large proportion of the creative industry categories including music, performing and visual 

arts, craft and is the principal funder of The Lyric Theatre and The Mac in Belfast;  

• The NI Museums Council is housed under the Department for Communities in NI 

government;  

• NI Screen is the national screen agency for NI and is funded by the Department for the 

Economy and Department for the Communities (also delegated by the ACNI who govern 

Lottery Funds for to NI Screen for film making);  

• Royal Society of Ulster Architects (the professional body for chartered architects in NI and; 

• Craft NI is the sector lead for contemporary crafts (funded by ACNI).  

 

Design currently has no representation at government or professional level in NI. At the 

inception of this research study, design had representation from the Northern Ireland 
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Design Alliance which offered free membership and support mechanisms by providing 

seminars, guest speakers and training opportunities although this has since ceased 

operation.  Whilst the evidence of how design is not adequately represented in NI has been 

discussed in the initial scope and literature review, it is now clear a link exists between 

frustrated and under-represented designers and the level to which they have no official 

support and representation. This supports the findings that design is undervalued in NI and 

gives weight to how a design policy or national strategy would improve the overall value 

of design and create an environment where design can be a driver for a national economy. 

Equally, the research indicates that design is undervalued by businesses who procure 

design services. Designers consistently referred to the naivety and lack of respect from 

clients with there being a constant need to educate clients and make them aware of the 

value of good design, often showing them into the benefits of establishing a longer and 

deeper relationship with a design business which would minimise spend in the long run 

yet increase quality. When clients do commit to allocating funds to design, there is an 

expectation that they will receive a high quality of work at a low cost.  In some cases, 

professional design services are expected to be given away for free or alternatively be given 

to a non-qualified person who can create a logo for a fraction of the professional price. This 

approach de-values the professionalism of a designer and substantiates the finding that 

clients need to be educated on the benefits of professional design services and their value. 

Further reasoning for why design is undervalued related back to primary and secondary 

school education, which was considered to take a very traditional curriculum stance in NI. 

Mathematics, English and Religious Education are considered to be at the core of the NI 

school curriculum with little diversity into creative (art) or technology (design) subject 

areas. The perception amongst designers in NI is that design is not being embedded 

heavily enough into primary or secondary education. This was based on their own personal 

experiences of design education, in relation to family members who are currently at school. 

Designers believe the lack of design education in schools is resulting in a de-valuing of the 

subject and consequent mis-understanding of design amongst society as a value to the 

economy. Art School systems around the world are often referred to as a Faculty or School 

of Art and Design within the larger, broader university structure. Other institutions may 

place design alongside engineering, architecture and more recently, computer science. Art, 

architecture and engineering are mature academic subject areas with long established 

societal understanding. Design as a subject area and sector continues to straddle these 

areas alongside new and emerging digital areas but is still failing to make a prominent 

impact in its own right in NI. 
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In comparative studies, design is generally valued in large cities like Manchester, Dublin, 

London and Brisbane where there is a clear visible link between creative activity, tourism, 

and commerce. If a city or region is considered to have a forward-thinking and 

contemporary identity, there is evidence within the comparative regional data that 

indicates the design sector and community can thrive and form their own unique design 

identity in these areas. These identities are formed based on the region’s approach and 

drive for innovation, entrepreneurship and enterprise and acknowledgement of their 

cultural strengths. This is clearly verified in Brisbane, Dublin, Manchester and London 

where innovation and start-up cultures thrive. In addition to recognising further individual 

regional strengths in music, arts, literature and business this creates a stronger sense of 

design identity. The identity of each region also indicated an association to how it valued 

design. Brisbane is young, competitive and forward-thinking, looking towards Silicon 

Valley as an aspirational region. Dublin is cosmopolitan and contemporary, steeped in an 

historical craft and arts associations, proving it can lead with design as an economic driver 

via the success of YOID2015. Manchester has an organic, edgy and emerging northern 

power-house identity, whilst London is considered a global leader in design with multiple 

mature design communities traversing the city. The research indicates that design is valued 

more in these regions due to larger populations, strong regional creative identities, higher 

client budgets equating to a better quality of design output, more start-ups who value 

design and government and public sector initiatives supporting and understanding design 

capabilities in contemporary contexts.  

 

7.3 Core Theme: Confidence 

There is a strong undercurrent of confidence amongst all designers who took part in this 

study. This should be considered a strength that can elevate design to a more prominent 

position and offer reassurance to policy makers. At the same time, the confidence of 

designers has insular and inward-looking characteristics. Whilst some considered 

themselves to be operating at the highest level of practice, there is a consistent acceptance 

that Dublin, Manchester and London are bigger and better design communities who 

cannot be competed with directly. For those participants who had gained experience 

outside of NI, some had returned home with enough experience to operate as a ‘big fish in 

a small pond’. Confidence is considered a significant theme due to the complexity of how 

it is interpreted within the data. In one hand, there are designers who are confident in their 

own environment who falter when faced with bigger design communities outside of their 
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own region. In the other, there are designers who are confident enough to compete on a 

global level, taking risks within their businesses and evolving their design practice in 

accordance with global trends.  

 

In Phase 1 (NI Findings), designers talked about ‘high quality designers’ who had the 

capability of producing world class work in NI. However, this was overshadowed by a lack 

of design studios competing for international work and the increasing amount of large 

non-design corporations who were bringing design talent in-house, offering higher 

salaries. This is considered to dilute the strengths of an evolving design sector and diminish 

the belief in itself. Confidence was also measurable when it is associated with design 

process in each city or region. Within NI, there was a clear distinction between the approach 

to design process used by traditional design companies and contemporary digital 

companies. The latter used contemporary terminologies and methods when discussing 

their design process including the use of ‘agile’ ‘sprints’ and ‘human-centred’ approaches. 

Although traditional designers acknowledged a process to their delivery of a project, the 

appropriation of this process was much more tacit. In some ways, this proposed a level of 

confidence that could be viewed as both negative and positive. The negative connotation 

could be associated to a lack of confidence in contemporary design processes, whilst a 

positive association could be an understated confidence in their abilities to solve a problem 

implicitly. Digital companies showed more confidence and drive in their motivation to do 

emerging global standard practice, implementing and using human and user centred 

methods and processes within their practice. The survey results showed a growing 

confidence and drive for companies to expand and grow their services external to NI, with 

48% of designers stating they had more than one office, or multiple offices operating 

outside of NI.   

 

In comparison, the national and international interviews showed high levels of confidence 

in their abilities and philosophical underpinning of design. The majority of the international 

sample group had gained global exposure to design practice at a very high level, with the 

exception of the Greater Manchester company. However, although the Greater Manchester 

company had remained local and had no desires for growth, they displayed high levels of 

confidence in ability and company philosophy, whilst placing a strong emphasis on the 

power of networking within a strong community. 
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7.4 Core Theme: Motivation 

Although the findings show varying levels of confidence within the design community in 

NI, those who had studied or worked outside NI for a period of time showed higher levels 

of confidence than those who had remained. This could also be linked to motivation and 

ambition, where those who had a broader outlook and had life and work experiences 

outside of NI, also had high levels of motivation and ambition. Designers in NI often 

referred to the 1980’s and 1990’s as an era that produced some significant local design 

heroes. At a time when NI was still in the depths of political and cultural conflict, there was 

a clear sense of confidence, motivation and ambition to operate in a design capacity at the 

highest professional standards. A Belfast-based design company called Triplicate are 

highlighted as an exemplar operating at the highest level of practice in this era. Designers 

interviewed in Phase 1 often referred to Triplicate and the more recently formed companies 

that evolved from it (Part Two and Marks Design Collective), as exemplars in NI design. 

Motivation and ambition are also considered to have been much more visible and 

dominant in the 1980s and 90s in NI. There are particular references to the NI troubles, 

which is seen as an era that hindered progress and contributed to the urge for society to 

consider living elsewhere. In the case of designers, they were drawn to large cities like 

London or further afield to New York, where careers in design were more abundant and 

opened up opportunities to global design in much larger companies. There was no 

evidence in the data to suggest that this drive and motivation had continued in the post-

troubles era of NI. Lack of motivation and ambition in modern-day NI was referred to 

frequently, perhaps a consequence of a more settled society who appeared less motivated 

to move away and start new lives abroad. Whilst the NI troubles were perceived as an era 

that society used as a reason to leave the country, post-conflict NI was also seen as an era 

where people were starting to return home. A higher quality of life, more affordable 

housing and a more peaceful society have become prominent reasons why designers stay 

and emigrants return home. In comparison to the data gathered nationally and 

internationally, NI has a strong bias towards breeding and maintaining ‘homebird 

designers’, designers who want to stay in their native region or eventually return ‘home’ 

after a period outside of NI.  

 

The lack of motivation was also associated to work ethic, where often a ‘work to live’ 

mentality was prevalent in NI with some participants referring to a mañana culture that was 

overly confident, yet too laid back in their approach to business. Alternatively, design 
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business owners are willing to work long hours and are perceived as having a ‘live to work’ 

mentality, though this does not penetrate through to employees who prefer a 9 to 5 work 

mode and do not like working long hours that may be associated to a project or job. There 

is a sense of ‘job safety’ being paramount, with consequences resulting in a non-innovative 

cyclic work culture where everyone knows each other and there are limited design 

companies to work at. Similarly, design is not considered to have a wide network in NI and 

people prefer to go straight home after work, rather than socialise or attend networking 

events. In comparison, there is a strong after-work networking culture in the other sample 

regions in Dublin, Greater Manchester, London and Brisbane.  In London, it is considered 

to be part of the DNA of the city, as both a design magnate for networking and as a talent 

pool. The drive and motivation to network in cities like London and Brisbane, is considered 

a necessity in order to share good practice amongst other designers and companies. 

Although events run mainly outside of work hours, they attract large numbers and ticketed 

events sell out fast. Both Belfast and Waterford designers showed a much less progressive 

attitude to networking, although both of these regions had the lesser populations across 

the research study.  
 

7.5 Core Theme: Operating Context 

Although NI has a similar wider operational context to the rest of the UK, the design sector 

is considered to be the weakest of its UK counterparts (Design Council, 2018). It is 

considered to be an insular and conservative region and is ranked lowest in innovation 

league tables in the UK. Although designers are generally regarded as more open-minded 

and liberal in their thinking, there is persistent perception that art communities are ‘to the 

left’ and design communities are ‘to the right’. Whereas art communities are supported by 

the Arts Council of NI and has visible public spaces like The Mac in Belfast, designers have 

no operational support bodies to call upon nor have any physical spaces devoted to 

promoting design. Similarly, the arts community has a thriving networking scene where art 

tours, gallery openings and seminars are promoted and attended regularly throughout the 

year.  Whilst this contributes to a rich creative culture of which design is a beneficiary, 

design does not have a strong independent identity in NI that offers reciprocal benefits to 

the wider arts community.  

 

The research indicates that government agendas for design are weak and considered to be 

limited for improving the value of design in NI. Although systems are in place via Invest NI 
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to deliver design clinics and advisory services to businesses, there is a prolonged 

perception that this is not an adequate representation of what design can offer. In 

interviews that were focused on regions outside of NI, there was a clear sense of national 

or regional identity in relation to design communities and governments were perceived as 

helping, rather than hindering design understanding and value. The operational context of 

design businesses in NI are mainly insular with most companies advertising jobs locally and 

employing NI natives and local graduates from one main university provider. Traditional 

design disciplines in NI like graphic design, interior and product design are using traditional 

production processes that are habitual through the context of their experience, whereas 

digital design disciplines that are biased to screen products and experiences are using 

more contemporary and continually evolving softwares and workflow terminologies like 

agile, sprints and scrum. Although traditional design disciplines refer to a standardised 

design process which includes research, development and delivery, only the more 

contemporary design companies who concentrated on digital design specifically used a 

human or user-centred approach.  

 

The research shows that competition amongst design education providers is considered to 

be lacking in NI. Although it is a relatively insular sector compared to how other regions 

operate, it is acknowledged that quite a lot of migrant designers who leave to study outside 

of NI tend to return home to NI to seek opportunities. These returning professionals add 

new skills, flair and educational philosophies into the workplace ecosystem. However, the 

comparative studies showed much stronger diversity and delivery of design education 

across multiple providers in other regions like Dublin, Manchester, London and Brisbane. 

This was providing the sector with a more diverse mix of design graduates which was 

perceived as added value to the regional community.  

Although designers in NI show a preference for maintaining a small company where 

growth is not the driver, they are also keen to maintain a high level of quality in their work. 

Similar patterns emerged across the comparative regions (bar London) where micro 

companies displayed a level of satisfaction with maintaining company size, preferring to 

concentrate on quality and depth of design work output.  

 

7.6 Core Theme: Cultural Context 

The cultural context relates to the attitudes and behaviours of society including designers, 

government, community and commerce and how their culture can affect internal and 
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external prospects to the wider world. The research shows that design is misunderstood by 

society, government and businesses, resulting in an overarching undervaluing of the 

design sector in NI. Similarly, there are cultural behaviours and attitudes that inhibit growth 

and innovation, which could be related to an under-performing design sector. NI is 

consistently referred to as insular, conservative, risk-averse and local through the data 

findings. Culturally, participants noted that NI has a conflicting attitude to work life balance 

with some of the contemporary digital micro companies displaying frustration with the 

insular nature of society and its impact on design work ethic. People have a preference for 

a 9-5pm work routine and will expect to be paid overtime if the hours are outside these 

operational company hours. Although longer working hours are accepted as ‘part of the 

job’ in other comparison regions, the NI design sector is considered to operate in a 

culturally different way to the rest of the UK and Ireland. This is partly to do with working 

cultures, limited quality competition and insular mindsets and operational modes. NI is also 

lagging behind on a number of cultural issues that separates it from the rest of the UK and 

Ireland. From a societal and political perspective, it is the only province in the UK or Ireland 

where abortion is illegal and there continues to be a ban on same-sex marriage. The cultural 

behaviours and attitudes of NI society are heavily influenced by two main political parties 

Democratic Unionist Party (DUP) and Sinn Fein (SF) who together make up 61% of the 

elected seats in NI (NISRA, 2019). The DUP is currently the largest party in NI and adheres to 

a strong Christian morality which can dominate cultural contexts. NI continues to be 

dominated by two main religions; Catholic and Protestant. Although NI is beginning to 

diversify culturally through new immigrants choosing to live there, it is also experiencing a 

small growth from 6% in 1990 to 17% in 2017 in the number of ‘other/non-determined’ 

reports in regard to religious identification (Executive Office - NI Gov, 2019). The cultural 

context of NI appears to hinder the design sector from proving itself in a more positive 

light. Almost all NI interviewees in Phase 1a and 1b held a viewpoint that the historical 

troubles in NI has impacted on their lives as designers and the design industry. Reasons for 

this were listed as ‘frozen thinking’, ‘behind-the-times’ state of mind, tribal mentality, risk 

averse attitudes, poor economy and government. There was a continuous theme within 

the data that suggested young people need to have a broader outlook and travel more 

extensively to be able to see and understand the world from a wider cultural perspective 

outside of their own.  

 

From a positive outlook, NI is proud of its industrial past where it was considered to be 

industry leaders in the shipyard and linen industries. Society reaps the benefits of tourism 
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associated with being a more peaceful country to visit and a burgeoning film industry that 

sets NI as a leading filming location for the globally renowned Game of Thrones production. 

It has a history of producing some of the top sportsmen and women in the world and 

continues to propel musicians towards global recognition.  

 

7.6.1 Subthemes 

Eight subthemes are connected to the core Cultural Context and Operational Context 

themes and are highlighted as: diversity, risk, openness, ambition, government, design 

support, design education and design processes. Whilst some of the subthemes are 

interconnected to other core themes - motivation (ambition) and confidence (risk), all eight 

subthemes have originally derived from the main categories in the data and subsequently 

informed the core themes. The cultural subthemes of diversity, risk, openness and ambition 

have both negative and positive connotation to NI as a region. Negative values are 

associated to diversity and risk, with the research indicating that the design sector in NI is 

not culturally or professionally diverse enough. This is due to most of the workforce being 

NI natives and coming from local universities. NI is renowned as a risk-averse society and 

although designers may be willing to take risks in their practice and business models, 

clients are generally not willing to take creative and innovation risks that enables designers 

to do so. Participants in the study noted the insularity of NI as a region and this is also 

prevalent in the insular nature of business which is considered very localised. Although 

ambition is considered to be high amongst the sample group of designers in NI, it is not 

always apparent in their perception of the wider society. In comparison studies, regions like 

Dublin, London and Brisbane were considered to have high levels of ambition which 

positioned it as a significant subtheme across other thriving design cultures. On an 

operational context, the research indicates that governments are misrepresenting, 

misunderstanding and undervaluing design. The lack of a design support body is 

weakening the operational system further and participants in the research noted a strong 

imbalance to how other creative sectors were officially represented. Although the research 

indicated that design process is considered a strength in the digital design companies, it is 

not clearly articulated in a strategic level amongst the majority of traditional designers. In 

addition, designers who are using a high level of HCD process (IDEO, London, Brisbane, 

Belfast digital companies) are engaging higher level blue-chip clients than those who are 

not. NI design education is a feeder to the local NI design sector, with Ulster University 

being a prominent provider. The research indicated the importance of design education 

and the need for it to evolve and adapt quickly to current and future industry needs.  
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7.7 Main elements to core themes: Lack of Control and Resilience 

Although the data findings resulted in five key themes, two core emotive qualities 

permeated through the interviews, particularly with NI designers. There is a distinct sense 

of having a lack of control over many of the operational and cultural aspects of the design 

sector, resulting in high levels of frustration amongst NI designers which was higher than 

the national and international comparisons. Reasons for this were due to a dysfunctional 

government, low fees and budgets, unsatisfactory procurement systems, lack of design 

culture, lack of networks, insular operations, client misunderstanding of design and 

historical associations with NI troubles hindering progress. More frustrations infiltrated the 

cultural and behavioural aspects of the research findings, with designers displaying 

irritation towards their own industry and culture. This was mainly apparent in those 

designers who had worked in larger design cultures outside of NI, like Dublin or London 

and had returned back to NI to continue a design career or start a design business. There is 

a strong sense that the design sector is culturally different in NI, both operationally and 

behaviourally. This is shadowed by the lack of desire to network at design events, 

particularly after-work networking events. Similar levels of frustration were not evident in 

any of the comparison studies, where most displayed a more enthusiastic approach to 

networking within their city or region and being involved in a ‘design culture’. However, it 

is important to note the growth of digital/tech networking in NI where designers play an 

important role. UX and Tech events attract and maintain good numbers at networking 

events and this is continuing to grow. 

Designers often referred to larger cities like London, Dublin and Manchester as leaders in 

the sector, but there was not always the desire to be part of it. Although lack of control and 

frustration is a continuing theme, there are high levels of resilience amongst designers in 

NI. Given the lack of support, both traditional and digital designers are operating at high 

levels, competing nationally for clients and winning national awards. Although NI sample 

group in Phase 1 discussed a lack of motivation and ambition from within their own sector, 

they individually showed high levels of motivation when discussing their own practice. This 

showed a high level of resilience in rejecting the perceived wider regional perspective on 

design, whilst prompting higher levels of motivation amongst a small number of high-level 

operational designers. There are continuous high levels of hope associated to building a 

stronger design sector and developing better codes of practice. In many ways, the 

resilience displayed is due to frustrations with the operational and cultural contexts of NI. 

Some designers show strength in the ability to adapt their business models to reflect 
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modern societal, client and business needs. There is resilience in their ability to not give up 

on a sector they don’t feel fully supported with.  

 

7.8 Summary of framework: 

A framework has been developed that considers the core themes that have emerged from 

the empirical research. The framework includes a number of elements: 

• Design Culture Ecosystem Model 

• Design Culture Ecosystem Ranking overview 

• Set of recommendations 

7.8.1 Design Culture Ecosystem Model 

A Design Culture Ecosystem Model (DCEM) was developed to articulate a visual overview 

of the findings in relation to how regional ecosystems operate. This was created using the 

core and subthemes that emerged from all data phases and positioned both the Cultural 

Context and Operational Context as primary themes that are seen as separate yet are 

required to integrate as one entity (Fig 7.4). This is consistent with Whichers (2016) proposal 

that design innovation ecosystem components should work together and be mutually 

dependent on each other. The cultural context refers to behavioural aspects (attributes) 

uncovered as subthemes in the findings pinpointing factions that are concerned with 

diversity, openness, ambition and risk-taking. The operational context shows additional 

subthemes related to entities and processes including government support, design 

support body, design education and design process (HCD). Confidence and motivation are 

situated equally across the cultural and operational contexts as they are considered to be 

applicable to both cultural and operational contexts. Value is situated across both contexts 

in the model due the proposition that all factors across the cultural and operational 

contexts need to be working at high levels to create value. Design culture permeates across 

all themes in the central ecosystem as it portrays multiple facets of both the organisational 

and cultural contexts. Both of these themes reflect each other as mirrors and a lens into the 

overall cultural position of an ecosystem. Both cultural and operational themes are seen as 

movable and malleable, constantly changing according to levels of focus and attention.  

The Design Culture Ecosystem Model forms the basis for a more detailed framework to 

occur where deeper assessment of operational structures and cultural strengths can be 

determined according to region.  
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Figure 7.4 Design Culture Ecosystem Model 

 

7.8.1.1 How the Design Culture Ecosystem Model works 

Based on the regional data that was collected and analysed in Belfast, Dublin, Waterford, 

Salford, London and Brisbane, the model serves as an overview of how each of the core and 

sub themes work to enable a thriving regional design culture. Whilst some regional data 

suggested weaknesses in government, openness, design education, others placed high 

value on these themes. The core and sub themes are reflective of the overall data and 

indicate that each theme plays a role on both the cultural and operational contexts: a 

thriving operational context should mirror cultural values that encourage diversity, 

openness, risk and ambition. When both contexts work together, they all feed into the 

remaining core themes (motivation, confidence and value) resulting in a stronger and more 

valued regional design culture. The emotive themes of ‘lack of control and resilience’ are 
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bespoke to NI and hence, each regional ecosystem may have variations on this. However, 

it was predicted that strong ecosystems would be represented in London where 

government association, support bodies, cultural and operational contexts are working 

together and have a sense of control over design. A weaker design region may have 

elements located outside of the circular model showing elements working in isolation. A 

ranking system has been implemented (Fig. 7.5) to illustrate the Design Culture Ecosystem 

Model (Fig. 7.6) showing an overview of how the model works in relation to the context of 

a specific region. It is expected that other researchers or stakeholders can use this model to 

help understand and position their own design culture ecosystem across micro or macro 

contexts in both a regional or business capacity. Table 7-2 shows a basic system of plotting 

each theme and Fig. 7.7 – 7.11 show an example of how this model can be used effectively 

to show the visual positioning of an ecosystem.  

 

 
Figure 7.5 Basic Ranking System 
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Figure 7.6 Merged ranking system with DCEM 

 

7.8.2 Design Culture Ecosystem Ranking overview 

This research has been concerned with understanding how the NI design ecosystem 

operates from a behavioural and cultural position. It has used national and international 

comparisons to assist in better understanding how the cultural nuances impact on how 

weak, medium and thriving ecosystems function across Ireland, UK and Australia.  

When considering NI’s current position on design, a validation process was used to plot 

each core and subtheme in relation to how designers perceived their regional ecosystem.   

A survey was issued to Phase 1a and 1b interviewees offering participants the chance to 

pinpoint and articulate current design ecosystem positioning by ranking each of the main 

themes and sub themes. Each were ranked in order of importance from 1 to 5 (1 = low, 5 = 

high) by survey participants. Table 7-2 shows a basic overview of how themes and sub 

themes were categorised, based on the Design Culture Ecosystem Model and how this can 

then be interpreted for visual means: 
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Table 7-2 Ranking categories for design culture ecosystem ranking 

Ranking Category Themes Ranking (1 = low, 5 = high) 

Cultural Motivation  

Confidence  

Ambition  

Risk  

Diversity  

Openness  

Operational Government  

Support Body  

Design Process  

Design Education  

Central Value  

 

The example in Fig 7.7 shows an overview of the results for NI, where higher rankings 

indicate a closer proximity to a thriving central system. An indication of a strong ecosystem 

is when each individual component ranks highly between 4 and 5, striving closer to the 

centre showing equitable cultural and operational high levels of value and integration of 

the attributes, entities and processes.  
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Figure 7.7 Validated ecosystem positioning for Northern Ireland 

 

The research indicates that NI currently has a disjointed, fragmented and siloed design 

ecosystem that is hindered by a lack of control from within the design community and the 

additional lack of value placed on it from government and society. Whilst motivation and 

ambition scored the highest with a mean of 3.14 and 3.00 respectively, design support and 

government association with design ranked very poorly, showing significant weakness in 

this area. The higher ranking of motivation, ambition and confidence shows the resilience 

that is apparent amongst designers in NI. If this resilience was matched by a collaborative 

effort from government, education and a design support body to promote design at a 

national level, it is predicted that the cultural elements that restrict diversity and risk-taking 

may be encouraged by operational contexts that support it. Design Process (Human-

Centred Design) and Design Education ranked equally but showed that improvement is 

needed in both areas. 
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Further validation from national and international sample group research participants 

(Phase 2 and 3) resulted in regional ecosystems being plotted for London, Salford, 

Waterford and Brisbane. Whilst London (Fig 7.8) is plotted as a strong design ecosystem 

with almost all operational and cultural contexts ranking at four or five, diversity was still 

considered to be a weakness with the designer stating:  

We need more diversity in design full stop. London is probably leading the way in this but 

designer diversity is the major issue facing us as a profession. Designers need to reflect the 

range of people they design for, this isn't the case right now (N/Int_val) 

Salford (Fig 7.9) as medium design ecosystem with motivation, openness and design 

education being ranked highest at four. Design support ranked lowest which suggested a 

weakness in this northern part of England. Feedback suggested that each northern city had 

their own unique design ecosystem, with Salford being pitched as a more experimental 

and unpredictable city due to low rents and few funding opportunities which permitted 

more risk-taking to occur. Brisbane (Fig 7.10) ranked ambition highest (5) which indicated 

its determination to compete as a leading design city against Melbourne and Sydney. This 

was prevalent in the data collected in Brisbane and also mirrored the regions ambition to 

work globally, citing west coast USA as an aspirational region. Waterford (Fig 7.11) was 

ranked similarly to Belfast overall, with the ecosystem being ranked mainly at the lower end 

of the scale (1-3). Both motivation and value ranked highest in Waterford, potentially 

reflecting recent government initiatives to promote design as a catalyst for change.  
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Figure 7.8 Validated ecosystem for London, UK 
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Figure 7.9 Validated ecosystem for Salford UK 
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Figure 7.10 Validated ecosystem for Brisbane, Australia 
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Figure 7.11 Validated ecosystem for Waterford, Ireland 

 

7.8.3 Set of Recommendations 

The outcomes of this research study are expected to inform a wide range of stakeholders 

(policy makers, business leaders, government, educators and designers) with the intent of 

establishing design in NI to an equitable level of globally recognised value and context. The 

research indicates that designers have a lack of control over the current cultural and 

operational context of NI, whilst also displaying resilience to continue practicing and 

operating in an insular system. A set of recommendations have been developed based on 

the identified themes that emerged in the findings. They also serve as responses to 

investigations within the research study that aimed to better understand diversity, 

collaboration and innovation within design communities. They will act to advance the role 

and understanding of design as strategic innovation tools and offer a better alignment to 

how design cultural and operational contexts can thrive.  
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This research study shows that contemporary digital designers in micro companies in NI 

are operating at high levels, using and developing human-centred design processes and 

tools to inform and create innovative solutions for problems. Traditional micro companies 

are using contemporary softwares and maintain high standards of output and operations 

but are failing to adjust to contemporary terminologies and strategies for innovation, 

which are a key component of designing with a user or human at the centre of the process. 

Designers have the capacity to evolve to market and business needs, as evidenced through 

the digital design companies who had gained traditional design educations. Human-

centred design processes are key to expanding the remit of a designer who takes a 

traditional approach to their work. Whilst digital micro companies embraced human-

centred mindsets and processes, traditional micro companies were uneasy with the praise 

and effect that new areas of practice like UX were having on their industry. There is a need 

for designers to develop a united identity, code of practice and manifesto which portrays 

their beliefs, abilities and skillsets, processes and worldview accurately to government, 

business and society. The research indicates a strong requirement for a support body that 

can represent design businesses and freelancers, whilst also acting as a research unit that 

can focus on evolving societal issues and monitor the size of the design sector in NI. A 

support body can promote design processes and thinking and its capacity to be a core 

problem solving skill, often overlooked or misunderstood within NI. There is demand for a 

mechanism to be implemented that gives all designers the chance to explore life outside 

of NI and bring back more globalised outlooks that can impact their practice. Design 

education needs to start early in a child’s educational development and be maintained and 

evolved at a high level in tertiary education. Design needs to be made more visible through 

physical, digital and urban networks that can promote its strengths and allow for 

professional and societal integration. Regional areas and districts that have positioned 

design as a core strategic strength from grassroots to government-led initiatives, have 

proven the capability of design as a cultural and economic asset (The Dundee Partnership, 

2014; Hennessey & Milton, 2017; Design Cities, 2019). Based on how other regions and 

governments have successfully promoted and positioned design as a valuable economic 

driver, it is recommended that NI government initiate the foundations to permit a national 

strategy for design to be implemented. Based on the themes and positioning of the 

validated ecosystem for NI, these recommendations aim to strengthen the overall 

representation of NI as a regional design ecosystem: 
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7.8.4 Cultural Recommendations  

R1. Scholarships and support to assist and promote travel, education, 

business and intellectual expansion  

There is a need for NI designers to look outward and understand the context of 

design practice and cultural differences around the world. A wider understanding 

of how other people live and work outside of NI will enable a broader perspective 

and awareness of external cultures. Bringing new knowledge and experiences back 

to their native NI home and workplace will assist in developing a stronger network 

of practice that contributes to developing a cutting edge and contemporary design 

sector.  

R2. A Design Manifesto for NI to be co-designed by designers, government, 

businesses and society. 

Establish a set of principles that acts as the foundation for establishing an agreed 

cultural identity that positions NI’s rich industrial and innovative heritage. This 

foundation should set the tone for developing a Design Manifesto for NI, which 

should be co-designed by multiple stakeholders across NI communities, 

government, private and public sector industries, wide-ranging educational 

institutions, creative industries and the design sector. This process should assist in 

developing a better understanding of design and how it can add value to a region, 

whilst also recognising its unique historical and cultural strengths. It should offer a 

set of principles and manifesto that guide the design sector to operate ethically 

and sustainably whilst committing to high quality practice, outputs and 

collaboration that can position NI as a leading competitor for design business and 

education.  

R3. A Design and Innovation Quarter/District to be visible in Belfast.  

Design is a key part of the innovation and creative community and should be 

highlighted as a sector that can showcase a range of design-led innovations 

through physical and digital outcomes and experiences as well as strategic, design 

and creative thinking outputs that are manifested in problem solving activities.  It 

should be recognised for its key position in the wider creative industry and 

emphasise its contributions and rich associations to other creative practices including 

music, art, photography, craft and film-making. Making design more visible to 

society will strengthen its understanding, value and confidence. A design and 
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innovation district will assist with developing design as a cultural strength in 

relation to NI’s strengths in music and the arts.  

R4. Design Code of Practice to regulate procurement, ethics and conduct 

amongst designers and stakeholders. 

A Code of Practice should be developed that regulates practice, fees and 

procurement. This should encourage an ethical approach to business and protect 

professionally qualified designers, enabling a better code of conduct that 

promotes a high level of professionalism and practice. All professional designers 

who operate as a freelancer, sole trader or employee should adhere to the agreed 

Code of Practice.  

R5. Promote diversity, collaboration, openness and risk-taking via structured 

events. 

The value of diversity in gender, religion, design practices and cultural contexts are 

important components in creating an innovative design workplace. Promoting the 

value of risk-taking and being open to new ways of thinking and working, whilst 

exploring and creating potential for collaboration should be advocated through 

events.  

7.8.5 Operational Recommendations 

R6. Design support body/council offering representation and design research 

capacity to drive innovation. 

There is a significant need for an official national design support body to be put in 

place in NI. This needs to be reflected in government advisory committees that are 

specific to design whilst also providing a physical and digital space that can 

promote design. A design body would offer representation for designers and act 

as a portal for national research on design, showcasing the benefits to society as a 

whole. It will also act as a national research portal that can accurately measure the 

size and value of the design industry in NI.  In addition, established organisations 

like The Design Council and Chartered Society of Designers need to offer a stronger 

and more visible link to designers in NI to increase awareness and support on a UK 

wide level. This will assist designers to keep abreast of national and international 

level policies, trends and practices.  

R7. Strategic design education to be embedded at primary school level. 

Design has evolved from purely an aesthetic and functional capacity to having a 

deeper strategic value of creating solutions for societal challenges. Design as a 
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strategic and problem-solving activity needs to be embedded in primary level 

education as a means of embedding and strengthening the core meaning of 

design. A new breed of design educated children would enhance the overall 

perception of design in society and create a deeper understanding of design 

capability and value.  

R8. User and Human-centred design processes and innovation tools to be 

integrated into practice. 

The evolution of use and human-centred design processes has proven to be a 

successful design process and mindset for some of the world’s most successful 

design and innovation firms. Whilst a small number of events and companies 

promote and advocate human centred design processes (Belfast Design Week, 

digital design businesses, design thinking used in education and business), a more 

thorough understanding of how human-centred design can be integrated across 

multiple design disciplines is necessary in NI. This will assist in using research, 

empathy, ideation and iterative prototyping skills in the development of effective 

design solutions for experience design, product, graphics and innovation contexts.  

R9. National Strategy for Design: government recognition of design as an 

economic driver and strategic innovation tool.  

NI government need to recognise design as having prominent role in innovation 

and being a transformative tool and service for companies. A government-led 

national strategy should promote the strengths and functions of design, leveraging 

its power as an economic driver. The importance and power of design should be 

embedded in the mindsets of society and industry, articulating the strengths that 

design has on national investment.   

R10. Design Heroes/Mentors/Champions to be recognised biennially and 

used as national mentors. 

NI has high quality designers that should be recognised and promoted as mentors 

at a national level. Mentors would act in a leading advisory capacity and as an 

aspirational ‘design hero’ that can promote design to both a younger and wider 

societal audience both nationally and internationally.  

 

All ten recommendations have been plotted against each core theme and sub theme 

charted in the Design Culture Ecosystem Model (Fig 7.4). 
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Table 7-3  Overview of core themes and sub themes charted against set of recommendations 
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R1: Scholarships and support to assist and promote 

travel, education, business and intellectual 

expansion 

x  x x x x x    x x 

R2: A Design Manifesto for NI to be co-designed by 

designers, government, businesses and society. 
x x x x x x x x x  x x 

R3: A Design and Innovation Quarter to be visible in 

capital and large cities. 

x  x      x    

R4:  Design Code of Practice to regulate 

procurement, ethics and conduct amongst 

designers and stakeholders. 

x x       x x   

R5: Promote diversity, collaboration, openness and 

risk-taking via structured events. 
x    x x  x     

R6: Design support body/council offering 

representation and design research capacity to 

drive innovation. 

 x x x x  x  x x x x 

R7: Strategic design education to be embedded at 

primary school level. 
 x x x  x   x  x x 

R8: User and Human-centred design processes and 

innovation tools to be integrated into practice. 
 x        x x  

R9: National Strategy for Design: government 

recognition of design as an economic driver and 

strategic innovation tool. 

x x x x x x x x x x x x 

R10: Design Heroes to be recognised biennially and 

used as national mentors. 
 x x x   x      

 

7.9 Validation of Recommendations 

As a means of validating the recommendations, a survey was sent the sample group who 

participated in Phase 1a and 1b (NI) interviewees. The survey included a brief overview of 

the recommendations and gave each participant the scope to rate them on a scale that 

deviated from strongly agree to strongly disagree. Seven designers responded to the 

survey and gave feedback on each of the proposed recommendations.  

 

All ten recommendations were validated by the designers as worthy proposals to instigate 

and grow a stronger design culture and sector. R2 (A Design Manifesto for NI to be co-
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designed by designers, government, businesses and society) gained the strongest support 

overall, with some notable feedback stating:  

Smaller countries than NI have their own national design policies. If something like this 

was developed, design can be seen as a valuable contributor to the economy and wider 

society, helping everyone understand its role and potential impact and provide a platform 

for the profession similar to that provided for disciplines such as architecture (SoR_Val). 

Great idea. In Northern Ireland, design shows up differently than it does in places like 

London and Dublin that have such strong advertising and communication design sectors. 

Northern Ireland is very unique with its engineering and history of heavy industry, its 

inflated public sector and the new wave of startups and foreign direct investment 

(SoR_Val). 

Whilst it is acknowledged that a Manifesto was produced by the Northern Ireland Design 

Alliance in 2010, feedback suggested that this needed to be updated into a more 

contemporary edition. Whilst other feedback suggests that collaboration needs to be more 

widely encouraged in NI, it is the authors recommendation that a Design Manifesto be 

considered more broadly, involving a wide variety of stakeholders from society including 

private sector businesses, public sector businesses, government, schools, higher education 

and the design industry (3.16). A wider discussion is needed to enable shared views on 

establishing an agreed identify and values for design in NI, outlining key cultural strengths 

that can be agreed and brought forward as part of a manifesto. 

 

R6 (Design Support Body) and R9 (National Strategy for Design) also received strong 

validation. The endorsement for a design support body came with the suggestion that it 

should be centrally funded. Whilst some suggested that The Design Council should be 

having more effect across the UK, it is suggested that their London-centric location and 

focus is restricting impact in NI. Feedback referred to the need for a support body that had 

the power to make their own decisions without fear of invasive interventions from other 

organisations:  

There is a need for this type of body. We have had many forms of it (NI Design Alliance & 

IDI North) but none have been centrally funded or provided with enough power to make 

any serious impact. One danger in growing a body like this is the fact that other 'quangos' 

in NI will see this as a power-grab and move aggressively to stem growth (SoR_Val). 
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A National Design Strategy (R9) is considered a key factor in promoting the role it plays 

within and across multiple industries. There is a consistent theme that design is both 

undervalued and misunderstood, resulting in the perception that an accurate design 

economy is not being reflected: 

In my honest opinion, the successes of the Design Economy are divided up by other sectors 

and accredited to the them by reporting or clever marketing. Design needs to be more 

explicit about the role it plays to integral success of many other industry good news stories 

(SoR_Val). 

Commitment to a national design strategy needs to come from within government and be 

developed with key stakeholders that can draw from existing research on design policies 

across Europe (Cawood, et al., 2015; Hennessey & Milton, 2017; Danish Enterprise and 

Construction Authority, 2011). The Republic of Ireland, UK and mainland Europe are 

moving ahead with strong government design agendas that reflect regional strengths, 

core objectives and future visions. NI has the ability to move forward in similar capacity, 

with proven case studies in film and screen bringing benefits to society.  

 

A further four recommendations (4, 5, 7, 8) received strong support and agreement 

including a design code of practice, the promotion of diversity, collaboration, openness 

and risk-taking via structured events. Further feedback stated: 

NI Business, in the main, is closeted and risk adverse. Risk is reduced by illustrating 

examples (Question 1 in survey) and shared expertise. We have an issue here with 

collaboration and that has to change for bigger opportunities to emerge (NI_Val). 

Embedding strategic design education into primary school level is considered a positive 

move for building a strong design mindset from an early age. Further validations of this 

recommendation stated: 

There is a need for the fundamentals of creative thinking; project based learning; working 

in groups; problem solving and design skills to be integrated in the primary curriculum. 

This is how industry works, so it should be replicated from the earliest stages of education 

(NI_Val). 

Big issue but again in schools everything is art, so a complete lack of understanding of 

design. Also the ability to be creative is sucked out of our kids by the age of eleven (NI_Val). 
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Although R1 (Scholarships and support to assist and promote travel, education, business 

and intellectual expansion) and R10 (Design Heroes to be recognised biennially and used 

as national mentors) both received a bias towards agree or strongly agree, three 

respondents neither agreed nor disagreed on R1, suggesting their ambivalence to this 

proposal. A further one respondent was ambivalent to R10, whilst two strongly disagreed. 

Feedback remained positive, with one respondent stating the benefits of having design 

heroes or mentors by stating: 

I feel that this builds a library of reference points for a wider audience to access design and 

can only be a good thing (NI_Val).  

Recommendation 3 (A Design and Innovation Quarter /District to be visible in Belfast) 

proved to be the most divisive amongst all ten recommendations. Although the majority 

of respondents agreed or strongly agreed, an equal amount were undecided. Whilst some 

designers could see the value in having a design quarter or district, others felt that 

ownership and curation of such a district would be owned by Ulster University: 

Again, other examples of this exist elsewhere and there is nothing to stop Design in NI 

becoming more visible and celebrated to bring much needed investment, local or FDI 

(NI_Val). 

Not convinced about this concept as it will end up being around the Ulster university, who 

as usual, will follow an agenda that suits their aims and objectives (NI_Val).  

Whilst larger cities like London and Manchester have thriving creative design and cultural 

districts like Shoreditch and Northern Quarter, it is acknowledged that smaller cities like 

Belfast with lower populations do not have the same capacity to make similar impacts. 

However, Dundee has proven that design can be embedded and strategically used to 

economically promote a smaller regions identity. In the Phase 4 interview with leading 

design innovation firm IDEO (6.3), their strategy for success was ‘to start small and let 

solutions grow organically’ which followed their mantra of ‘small things tell big stories’.  It is 

suggested that this approach is appropriate for NI and values created through a 

collaborative Manifesto for Design in NI be used as a discussion point on how to establish 

a design quarter, whether that be through grassroots or officially led initiatives.  
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8 Conclusion and Future Scope 

8.1 Introduction 

This chapter provides conclusions and offers further interpretations of the findings in 

chapters 5 and 6 and substantiating the discussion which led to conclusions being drawn. 

It offers validation on the research approach and methodology, discusses contributions of 

knowledge and propose beneficiaries of the research. Whilst it also discusses the research 

challenges, it proposes scope for future research that has emerged through this body of 

research. 

 

8.2 Overview of Research aims and findings 

This research sought to investigate the ecosystems (networks, practices, operating 

environments, and sustainability) of micro design and design-driven practices in Belfast, NI 

and was concerned with acquiring a deep level of understanding on what the cultural and 

behavioural nuances were amongst designers who operated in micro design businesses in 

NI, by exploring cultural similarities and differences. It considered how other similar design 

businesses worked in a national and international context, whilst comparing the 

differences to how micro and SME/large firms operated. It compared regional identities 

and positions on design, charting how influential different entities like governments, 

universities, businesses and society were in adapting a positive stance towards design 

being a valuable commodity to a region. The aims of the research study were to understand 

the challenges being faced by design businesses in Belfast, NI whilst also observing and 

exploring their regional and company design culture by investigating work ethos, 

behaviours, attitudes, design processes and networking.  It also sought to understand NI’s 

position on innovation and how this relates or encompasses design.  

 

8.2.1 Summary of research 

Q1: What is the role of design disciplines and practices as strategic innovation tools? 

The role of design disciplines and practices as strategic innovation tools is very limited in 

the traditional (graphic) design micro sector in NI. Whilst this was a regular pattern for 

traditional graphic designers, traditional product designers are utilising user-centred 
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processes which result in high levels of innovation. The majority of contemporary micro 

companies are using design as a strategic innovation tools using a human-centred mindset 

as a problem-solving mechanism. This is particularly relevant in the context of 

contemporary digital micro companies who are working in the context of UX, service 

design, digital marketing, digital product design and research. The data presents a variation 

in how design companies approach design mindsets and process in NI. Design disciplines 

and practices are not being used adequately as strategic innovation tools in NI. As the 

research findings located design as being undervalued and misunderstood in NI, this 

points to a lack of integration with key stakeholders. Government bodies that deal with 

design (InvestNI) are not representing design in a context that designers are happy with. 

Whilst the Innovation Lab in NI is breaking ground by using design-led processes as 

problem-solving activities for government, they are not engaging strongly enough with 

the design sector to bring more knowledge and skills inhouse. When compared to how 

other leading global companies and cities use design as strategic innovation tools (3.15; 

3.17; 6.1.2; 6.1.8; 6.2.4; 6.2.5; 6.3), NI is severely lacking in its approach and understanding 

design as a strategic innovation tool. 

 

Q2: How do designers engage with practice, business and innovation in a regional 

context?  

Designers in NI are motivated, confident and ambitious but are frustrated with the lack of 

control that they have over their own sector. They have a resilient spirit and strength that 

is emulated through the production of good quality design solutions and practice. 

However, the operational structure of NI and cultural conservatism is preventing a design 

sector from thriving and competing on a global level. There is a consistent belief that NI as 

a region is less hungry and ambitious for success and growth with blame being laid on 

government and associated bodies for lack of support and understanding of what the 

broader scope of design can do. There is a lack of diversity with the design sector (same 

people, same groups, NI natives) and the perception is that too many small companies are 

operating at lower quality levels. Designers believe that there are major influencers on the 

design sector of NI: InvestNI and Ulster University. Whilst both of these entities are actively 

promoting design at various levels (2.5; 2.7.1), there is a strong belief that they have too 

much ownership of the sector. Although some designers are providing services for well 

supported entrepreneurial innovation projects (Design For Europe, 2017c), this research 

study uncovered minimal design-led innovations, where design played a key role in the 

development. Designers in NI believe they operate in different work cultures from rest of 
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UK/Ireland and do not have enough exposure and critique from outside of NI. These 

operational and cultural difference were exposed through interrogation of the research 

proposition. There is a clear sense that the NI ‘troubles’ have effected life for designers in 

the region. There is an intrinsic link between the social, political and economic context of 

NI that has and continues to effect opportunities and growth of a design economy and 

promotion of a thriving design culture.  

 

Research Proposition: Can observation and behaviour analysis of NI design culture contribute 

to a more thorough understanding of the design profession and encourage a basic framework 

for a stronger regional design ecosystem? 

Understanding the behavioural context of how designers work in specific regions has been 

paramount to this research. It has taken an exploratory approach to understanding how 

different regions (nationally and internationally) practice design and conduct business, 

whilst also realising the various behavioural characteristics associated to design culture in 

their region. NI is a risk-averse society and that permeates through the design culture of NI. 

Although designers feel equipped to deal with risk (5.7.8), clients don’t have the confidence 

to take risks with the design businesses. This could be to do with the locality of clients in 

NI, where ‘local, conservative and insular’ feature consistently in relation to clients, 

business, government and society. Design are frustrated with the lack of control they have 

over the interpretation, progression and promotion of design as a serious career discipline. 

This is partially blamed on the school education system where designers believe design is 

less visible than art or technology and is not embedded into children’s mindsets as a 

problem-solving tool. The NI Government are also perceived to be unsupportive of design, 

therefore posing a problem in the regional operational context of design business. The 

work ethos of designer in NI is operating to a standard 9-5pm working day, with the 

expectation that hours worked beyond this timeframe would require overtime payment. 

This is similar to how Brisbane works, but is culturally and operationally different to a 

leading design region like London, where salaries are higher and the expectation of flexible 

and extended hours is part of the design work culture (5.7.7).  

 

There is a philosophical split on how designer feel about innovation, with larger 

comparative (digital) design companies saying it was core to their company brand and 

more traditional micro companies being ambivalent to it. Some referred to innovation as a 

band-wagon term that was overused and misunderstood, with others suggesting a ‘lack of 

time’ and no built-in R&D was culpable to poor innovation within design.  
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The themes and sub themes that emerged from the findings were positioned in an 

organisational and cultural context as both reflected the need for a collaborative mentality 

to how a design ecosystem could be built. A set of recommendations are proposed as an 

outcome to the research proposition, evolved out of the evidence and themes that 

emerged in the findings. All recommendations received a positive validation, with strong 

endorsement for a co-designed manifesto, design code of practice, promotion of diversity, 

collaboration, openness and risk-taking, design support body, national strategy for design 

and design education embedded at primary school level. It is the authors recommendation 

that a design manifesto should be used as a starting block to develop further conversation 

and illicit stories (6.3) about how a brand for NI design can be built and evolved through a 

shared and collaborative approach. Manchester (2018) and Dundee (2014) have both used 

similar approaches to establishing their regional values using a co-design and participatory 

approach using a wide range of stakeholders for input. NI has a unique cultural and 

operational context and the design sector should take a confident lead in the development 

of a regional identity that draws strength on both its history and future outlook. It has a rich 

industrial and creative heritage through shipbuilding, inventions, linen, the arts and music 

which should be capitalised. Whilst it also has negative connotations associated to ‘the 

troubles’ over the last fifty years, this research indicated strengths in this era that should be 

considered as strong components in the development of a national identity. These 

strengths included edginess, subcultures, music, ambition, motivation, determination and 

high quality design practice in an era of regional instability and unrest.  

 

A National Strategy for Design may only be initiated when the NI government has the 

political and economic capability to put weight behind such an initiative.  In the continuing 

absence of a non-operational government, this may not happen in the immediate future. 

As a knock-on effect, recommendations that require government intervention (embedding 

design education into primary schools, scholarship to travel) may not get implemented 

until the government places more focus on design as a valuable commodity. However, 

support bodies like the IDI in Ireland (3.14.4) are ran independently from government and 

may be considered as a model to analyse for implementation into NI, without government 

assistance.  Recommendations 2, 3, 4, 5, (6), 8 and 10 have the capacity to be implanted 

independently and may benefit from focused academic research funding and private 

sponsorship that can financially support their development.  
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8.3 The Ecosystem – a development proposal 

The design culture ecosystem model plots how the identified themes and subthemes 

contributes to a wider design culture. Validation of the ecosystem ranking system resulted 

in positioning NI design culture as an ecosystem that ranks design value, government 

association, design support body, attitudes to risk and diversity as the main weaknesses in 

the regional system. NI design culture ecosystem strengths are plotted as motivation, 

ambition and confidence, and these should be recognised as behavioural characteristics 

that can strengthen NI overall design identity. Further work is required in NI to project 

design education and design process (hcd) as stronger components that feed the design 

sector, by embedding design education at a younger age in a child’s educational 

development and ensuring tertiary education is meeting the demands and trends of an 

evolving global design industry.  

The design culture ecosystem model (Fig 7.4) used in collaboration with the ecosystem 

ranking system (Fig 7.5) are mechanisms that help to locate position the overall picture for 

how a regional design culture is operating. It uses cultural, operational and behavioural 

themes to show strengths and weaknesses, allowing the potential for recognisable and 

validated focused development in weaker areas of the ecosystem.  

 

8.4 Contribution to knowledge 

This research study has sought to identify the operational contexts of how micro design 

and design-led businesses work in Belfast, NI. It has been identified as a region that is 

under-performing in the UK design economy and therefore this research study sought to 

investigate and identify reasons for this. There is a significant gap in the knowledge 

associated to design in NI, with no prior academic research having been conducted in this 

area. The claim of contribution to knowledge is based on the collection of first-hand data 

collection from a sample group of designers who represented a selection of micro design 

companies across the traditional and digital design sector. Comparative studies with 

national and international micro companies helped locate the findings. The research study 

also examined and compared the culture and operational context of how larger successful 

companies thrive. It in this context that the contribution of knowledge is presented as both 

a set of recommendations and illustrative overview of the role that designers and micro 

design businesses play in a regional ecosystem. The contribution of knowledge is 
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presented as a framework for design in NI that was conducted and validated through 

empirical research and includes the following components: 

 

• A set of recommendations to inform key stakeholders in adapting a stronger national 

stance on design 

• Design Culture Ecosystem Model 

• Design Culture Ecosystem Ranking system 

 

8.5 Beneficiaries 

The key beneficiaries of the research are the NI government and design industry, although 

multiple stakeholders across a number of sectors in NI are also expected to benefit. 

Although the research is focused on a specific geographic location, it is anticipated that 

other regions outside of NI may relate to the research proposition and adapt or test the 

contribution of knowledge in other geographic regions.  

 

8.5.1 Key beneficiaries 

NI Government – The literature review and findings presented an overview of how NI 

government approach, consider and support design in the region. Designers perception of 

government involvement with the design industry is biased towards a negative outlook. 

Minimal government research or reports have sought to understand the value of design to 

its regional economy whilst also considering how its unique cultural attitudes and 

behaviours may add impact. This research study reveals new insights from designers in NI 

which uses a rigorous form of analysis to construct theory that is highly relevant to 

government departments and policy makers in the region. The results of the study offer a 

framework and set of recommendations formed from empirical research that are directly 

useful to NI government, offering the opportunity to be implemented and tested in the 

pursuit of a better design economy and performance in NI. Key stakeholders within 

government are further identified as the main beneficiaries including those who are 

concerned with policy design, economic growth and investment, innovation and 

innovation tools, procuring and promoting design services, tackling social and business 

challenges. 

The design industry in NI – The research is the first in-depth study of how micro designers in 

NI operate. Whilst the study has had a focus on a specific sector of NI design (micro-
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businesses), it is anticipated that the research will be of interest to the wider design 

community including designers who work in non-design companies, design-led 

companies, SMEs and larger corporate in-house design studios. It is relevant to both 

traditional (graphic, product, industrial, branding), digital (visual, web, product, marketing, 

interaction) and experience design that includes service and UX.  

 

8.5.1.1 Secondary beneficiaries 

Other multiple stakeholders who will benefit from the research (literature review, 

quantitative and qualitative data, design culture ecosystem model, ranking and set of 

recommendations): 

Educators – Educators who are involved in primary, secondary and tertiary education who 

are interested in embedding design education (primary/secondary) and tertiary level 

educators who are teaching or researching design or design-led subject areas. 

Students – Students who are involved in design or associated design education  

Innovation communities: Stakeholders and communities who are involved with employing 

design-led innovation tools as a problem-solving activity. 

Clients/businesses procuring design services: People who currently or are potential procurers 

of design services in NI. 

Creative Industry representatives: Key stakeholders and representatives from the wider 

Creative Industries in NI. 

Research – Academic researchers who are interested in the regional value of design, design 

culture, design practice, design policy, national strategies for design and creative 

industries.  

 

8.6 Limitations 

The limitations of the research study were mainly connected to the time constraints of 

completing the study in part time capacity in a restricted timeframe and also the sample 

size in the localised, national and international comparisons. Interviews were carried out 

with senior level designers who were considered to be operating at a high level for their 

discipline sector in all aspects of the phased collection of data. The study focused on Belfast 

as a regional design area in NI and subsequently, the data reflected findings of the sample 

group and their perception and knowledge of the wider design community in their region. 

Although interviews were lengthy and resulted in large transcripts for each individual 

interview and focus group, the sample group for NI is still relatively small. Comparative 
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studies with national, international and diaspora were thorough, but also included small 

sample groups which displayed similar perceptions of their wider region.  

 

8.7 Scope for further research 

Due to the focus and time restrictions of a PhD, it has been difficult to include wider 

validation at a level that is consistent with the rigour of the study. Whilst the author 

concludes that the research aims and objectives of this study have been met, further scope 

for future research has been identified in direct connection with the research conclusion 

and also associated components in the findings: 

  

• Further testing of the design culture ecosystem model at micro (freelancer, micro 

company, SME and large companies) and macro (regional) levels in other global 

contexts: As this research concentrated on micro design businesses which employed 

less than 10 people, there is scope to test the model and on both freelance and larger 

businesses where design cultures may have varying levels of dynamics. This may 

include studies in rural areas, regional towns and large geographic regions where 

design cultures are not visible or creating impact.  

• Exploration of how design cultures can enhance or restrict operational performance 

in both design businesses and non-design (in-house) businesses: Further research 

can be undertaken to understand design culture at business level and seek to 

establish the conditions that offer a successful model for companies to work with.  

• The development of a national strategy and design manifesto for design in NI using 

a participatory and co-design research approach: Whilst this research offers a 

recommendation for a national strategy and manifesto for design to be 

implemented, further research is required to understand the needs and values of 

society that can reflect freelancer, micro, SME and macro level businesses. It is 

expected that the research would be conducted over a series of multiple stakeholder 

workshops, consultations and focus groups. 

• Further exploration of how the NI troubles have affected the creative economy and 

how its legacy has impacted on the psychological mindset of creatives: NI has a rich, 

yet difficult history which has permeated through contemporary society. As it 

continues to build a peaceful society, further research can explore the impact of the 

troubles on creative identity and subcultural formations.  
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8.8 Concluding remarks 

This research has offered a framework for how NI can consider and strengthen its design 

ecosystem. It has focused on asserting the broad cultural and operational themes that have 

evolved through the research and offers a model, ranking system and set of 

recommendations that positions a regional ecosystem. Whilst NI remains in a state of 

political flux and continues to have no operational government, this research study offers 

insights into how design can be encompassed more rigorously into a region for economic 

development and prosperity. The research indicates that NI currently identifies as a weak 

design ecosystem yet acknowledges the strengths and high quality of individual designers 

and businesses who can collaboratively make a difference. Design needs an identity in NI 

and needs to be recognised as a strong leader and contributor to the wider creative 

industries in the region. Participants in the study reflected on the idiosyncrasies of NI 

culture, work ethos, design practice, socio-political and socio-economic factors suggesting 

a cultural identity that is bound by the legacy of conflict yet has positive assets to carve a 

thriving creative future where design can play a core role. It is perhaps fitting to end with a 

quote from one of the NI sample group who imagined a utopian vision for a design sector 

in NI as: 

It is self-sufficient and actually becomes attractive to its neighbouring countries where 

they switch their attitudes, say, “We want you to be part of us.  It’s much better place to be 

in.”  When you set that as your ultimate goal, then you start asking the right questions, 

then it’s like, “Well, okay, what policies do we need to have in place to make that happen?  

What education do we need to have in space?  What’s the mindset that we need to 

support?” and I think it would actually probably start making a lot of things, decisions, 

really, really clear to people as to what needs to be done to make that (…) taking the 

things that were traditionally seen as negative, like the legacy of conflict of division or the 

idea of, on one hand, people seeing engineering-structured thinking is the one true way, 

and then on the other side saying, well, the arts, creativity, and free expression, and a little 

bit of chaos is the one true way. Or actually saying, “Well, how do we bring those two 

strengths and grab together to create something that no one else can?”  I think that's I 

want to see in Northern Ireland (ROC_8.02). 

The essence of this vision encapsulates how the majority of participants in the NI phase of 

the research feel about the future of design in NI. It is important to draw strengths from the 

past whether they are negative (conflict) or positive (industrial history) and collaboratively 

make a plan for the future using our strengths in engineering, systems thinking and 
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creativity to create and promote a design core identity that can be an economic driver and 

national strength.  
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10 Appendix  

10.1 Appendix A: Information Sheet 

 
Information Sheet for Design Industry  
(N.Ireland/Rep of Ireland/England/Australia) 
PhD Research 
Enquiry into processes, work ethic and diversity of design industry/professionals in N. 
Ireland/Rep. of Ireland/England/Australia.  
 
Background:  
I am inviting design industry professionals (over 18) who live and work in N. Ireland/Rep. of 
Ireland/England/Australia to participate in this PhD research project. The research is an investigation 
into the eco-systems (networks, practices, operating environments, and sustainability) of design 
driven practices. It aims to review and evaluate how cultural influences, behaviours and tacit habits 
within the design industry effect processes of production, collaborative working, work ethos and 
innovation levels in N. Ireland and beyond.  
An unregulated and rapidly changing sector, this research study will use a range of research methods 
to benchmark current design practices against national and international exemplars in order to 
develop an understanding of the state of the design ecosystem in Northern Ireland. If you asked to 
participate in this study outside of the Northern Ireland region, the data gathered will help form a 
comparative framework for analysis.  
 
What is required? 
If you are willing to participate in this research project, you may be invited to participate in a number 
of activities which will inform the study. The activities include taking part in a focus group (organised 
by the researcher) or interviewed on a one-to-one basis (by the researcher). The researcher use 
recording equipment, may photograph and/or film workplaces and general day-to-day professional 
practice to gather data, on the consent of the participant. The researcher may also send out a Digital 
Design Probe (DDP) which may require you to take notes of a daily event and take photos relating to 
your design practice.  If any imagery shows the identity of an individual, place or *project that 
requires a *Non Disclosure Agreement (NDA), participants are also given the option to consent to 
faces and/or projects, company logos being blurred to protect identity.  
 
All personal information and data collected during the study will be held in confidence and stored securely.  
All efforts will be made to ensure that individuals cannot be identified as a participant in this research project.  

 
What are the benefits for taking part in this research project? 
There is very little academic research in this field and if you participate, you will be part of a valuable 
project, which will contribute to informing both the creative industries sector and policy makers 
(Northern Ireland), with a view to informing and contributing to a new design and innovation policy.  
Taking part in this study is optional and not obligatory. If you do decide to take part, you will be given 
this information sheet to keep. You will also be asked to sign a consent form.  
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If you choose to take part, you can change your mind at any time and withdraw from the study 
without giving a reason.  
Please be aware that by completing and submitting the questionnaire, the participants will be 
consenting to the information supplied on the information sheet.  
 
Contact details 
If you would like further information or to discuss participating in this research, please do not hesitate to contact me: 
Name: Michelle Douglas | E-mail: Douglas-M6@email.ulster.ac.uk | Tel: +44 (0)7817 763566 
Chief Investigator: Prof Karen Fleming | Tel: 028 95367267  - Mob: 07545742792 
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10.2 Appendix B: Consent Form 

Consent Form: PhD Research / Design Industry in N. Ireland / Rep. of 
Ireland / England / Australia 
 
Title of Project: The eco-systems of micro design practices in the creative industries of Northern 

Ireland. 

Sub Title: The role of design disciplines and practices as strategic innovation tools. 

Name of Chief Investigator: …………..……………………………………………… 
 
 
Please initial  
 
• I confirm that I have been given and have read and understood the information sheet  
for the above study and have asked and received answers to any questions raised   

[    ] 
 
 
• I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw at any  
time without giving a reason and without my rights being affected in any way  

[    ] 
 
• I understand that the researchers will hold all information and data collected securely and in 
confidence and that all efforts will be made to ensure that I cannot be identified as a participant 
in the study (except as might be required by law) and I give permission for the researchers to 
hold relevant personal data  

[    ] 
 
• I agree to data being collected using recording devices like: 

Dictaphones [    ]  
 

Video footage [    ]  
 

Photography [    ]  
 

Digital Design Probe [    ] 
 
 
• I agree to take part in the above study        
                      [     ] 

 
• (OPTIONAL) I wish for any identification of myself as a participant in video 
footage/photography to be blurred if it is to be used in research publications/events.  

[    ]  
 

Name of Subject  (PRINT)  Signature    Date  

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Name of person taking consent  Signature    Date  

…………………………………………………….………………………………………………….             

Name of researcher   Signature     Date  

……………………………..………………………………………………………………………….  
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10.3 Appendix C: NI Survey Questions            
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10.4 Appendix D: Interview Questions Phase 1 and 2  

Questions Phase 1a and 1b (Northern Ireland) and Phase 2 

(Dublin, Salford, Brisbane) 

Interview and Focus group themes 

I will use the data collected from the questionnaires to form the basis of my interview questions. 

The same question themes will be asked to each interviewee, although will allow for deviation if 

subject response requires it. Focus groups will follow a similar theme though may allow for more 

deviation due to multiple responses. Questions for outside of NI will refer to the regional context of 

that interviewee. 

Coding for Quotes: 

Each interviewee (Participant Number = P_01) + question section e.g. Participant 1 is P_01_1.01 

refers to Initials and Q1 Design Industry (section 01) 

 

1. Design Industry: 

01. Do you think that Design is valued or undervalued in Northern Ireland and can you 

give explanations for your answer? 

02. How do you think people perceive the Design Industry (work, output, ethos) in NI? 

03. Do you feel you operate in a similar professional design environment to the rest of the 

UK? 

04. Is there a hierarchy within your company? Can you explain it? 

 

2. Design Process: 

02. Do you use a specific design process and if so, can you expand on it? 

03. Do you (or your company) believe in value of CPD? 

04. Has your process changed from when you were studying design at university/college? 

05. Does the process change when you move to a new company? 

06. What is the most important part of your design process? 

 

3. Innovation: 

01. Do you believe your company is producing innovative work? 

02. What does innovation mean to you? 

03. Do you feel Northern Ireland is a follower or a leader?  

04. Is start up culture important to you? 
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4. Inspiration: 

01. What do you use for inspiration in your design process? 

02. Where do you go to get inspired? 

03. Who do you aspire to? Do you hold anyone on a pedestal? 

04. Do you use any other companies as a model to work from? 

 

5. Meetings: 

01. What is the regular pattern for meetings in your company? 

02. Do you prefer to have meetings in or out of the office? 

03. Do you work in a mobile manner i.e. coffee shops/arts centres/commuting on a train? 

04. Do you use technology such as skype or other interactive meeting software? 

 

6. Training/education: 

01. Are most of your colleagues from local universities?  

02. Can you list the various courses/universities they studied at? 

03. Do you see any difference in staff who have studied outside of your country? 

04. Do you think a diverse workforce of designers is important? 

05. Do you think design education is the same across the UK and Ireland? 

 

7. Work ethos: 

01. Can you give me an insight into your daily working day (start times, finish times, 

lunch/breaks through day etc?) 

02. Is you work setting informal/formal? 

03. Did you (or a company) ‘design’ your office to be creative? 

04. Are you and your colleagues ‘tech savvy’?  

05. Are there any perks/benefits to working in your company? 

06. Can you give me an example of a staff contract? 

07. Do you believe the design industry in your city (insert city) is culturally different to 

other parts of the UK/Ireland? 

 

8. Open ended exploratory questions: 

01. Are there any issues you would like to explore further that you feel could make a 

difference to the design industry in NI? 

02. What would be your utopian vision for a design industry? 
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03. Do you think Northern Ireland’s political history plays any part in the way designers 

live and work? 
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10.5 Appendix E: Interview Questions Phase 3 

Phase 3 Questions (Belfast/Waterford) 

Can you describe your company and what you do and where it is based (inc satellite 

offices): 

How many people work here: 

 

Irish Designers living and working in Ireland / N Ireland 

1. What does Design mean to you? 
2. Do you think that design is valued or under-valued where you currently live? 
3. Do you feel you operate in a similar professional design environment to other 

leading design regions? 
4. What discipline of design did you train/study and is it relevant to your current job? 
5. Did you study in Ireland/NI and has your skillset changed from when you were 

studying design at university/college? 
6. Do you use a specific design process in your job and if so, can you expand on it? 
7. Is there a design community where you currently live and work? 
8. Do you think there are differences in the cultural and societal understandings of 

what design is across the world (eg. Scandanavia, NYC, Milan) and can you relate 
this question to where you currently live? 

9. What key things would enable a design industry in Ireland/NI to thrive and compete 
globally?   

 

• Have you ever lived and worked outside of Ireland as a Designer and explain your 
experiences? (If no, why not?) 

• Can you highlight the key differences? 
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Phase 3 Questions: (London/Brisbane) 

Can you describe your company and what you do and where it is based (inc. satellite 

offices): 

How many people work here: 

 

Irish Designers living and working in mainland UK / rest of world 

1. What does Design mean to you? 
2. Do you think that design is valued or under-valued where you currently live? 
3. Do you feel you operate in a similar professional design environment to other 

leading design regions? 
4. What discipline of design did you train/study and is it relevant to your current job? 
5. Did you study in Ireland/NI and has your skillset changed from when you were 

studying design at university/college? 
6. Do you use a specific design process in your job and if so, can you expand on it? 
7. Is there a design community where you currently live and work? 
8. Do you think there are differences in the cultural and societal understandings of 

what design is across the world (e.g. Scandanavia, NYC, Milan) and can you relate 
this question to where you currently live? 

9. What key things would enable a design industry in Ireland/NI to thrive and compete 
globally?   
 

• What made you leave Ireland to pursue a design career abroad? 
• Do you think design is practiced in a different mode abroad? 
• What would entice you back to practice design in Ireland? 
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10.6 Appendix F: Interview Questions Phase 4 

Phase 4: IDEO Questions 

 

Unstructured schematic for Case Study interview with Design Director of IDEO London: 

Topics: 

• Origins, size and global expansion of the company 

• Design methods and processes used at IDEO 

• Company culture and behaviours 

• Innovation methods used in Organisation Design for social, cultural and public 

impact 
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